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From the start the separation of isotopic mixtures, a counter

nature-operation, has been a scientific challenge. Since the development

of nuclear energy, the industrial needs have only strengthened the

challenging scientific search for more efficient separation methods.

They also have made scientific exchanges between nations somewhat more

difficult - as they were restrained by classification rules. Credit

must be given to the founders of the "Workshop on Gases in Strong

Rotation", in 1975, to have provided an informal frame where scientific

questions could be exchanged, without breaking of the required discretion

in the applications of such matters.

These workshops gave birth to an association, and a very active

one, which continuously updates its scope, organizing this year the

second "Workshop on Separation Phenomena in liquids and Gases" in

VERSAILLES, from July loth to 12th. The Workshop has brought together

72 participants from 15 nations. During 6 half-day sessions, 31

communications were presented, dealing with different processes of

isotope separation and some basic phenomena related to the Science

of Separation.

The Proceedings of the 1989 Workshop are presented in two volumes

VOLUME I contains 4 papers on Plasma Processes and 7 papers on

Centrifugation. The papers on PLASMA Processes deal with two main

methods Ion Cyclotron Resonance and Rotating Plasmas. A survey lecture

reviews extensively the Physics of the two processes, the published

experimental results and includes an abundant bibliography of about
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200 references. The 3 other papers communicate original and recent

experiments carried out by the authors. The Plasma Process remains

as a possible technology to separate stable isotopes and isotopes of

metals located in the middle of the MENDELEIEV Table. Regarding the

stable isotopes, the Ion Cyclotron Resonance might be an alternative

to the CALUTRON Process.

The sessions on CENTRIFUGATION include 2 review papers by URENCO

authors and specialized communications. The review papers take stock

of the centrifuge research and gives the current status of the centrifuge

technology in URENCO. The authors say that the centrifugation is

presently an established industrial and commercial process ready to

enter in competition for any new construction of enrichment capacity.

VOLUME II contains the papers on 3 topics Basic studies (11

papers), Chemical Process 2 papers) and Laser Processes 7 papers).

The papers on basic studies include, like in all the preceding

meetings, investigations on rotating flows. Since DARMSTADT, the flow

of mixtures particle-fluid is in the agenda of the Workshop. In

VERSAILLES a special attention is given to studies on convection flows,

driven by acceleration field or (and) capillary forces. The interest

of convection is obvious, as it has applications in important fields 

the Hydrodynamics of liquid uranium in the evaporation crucible of

AVLIS Process, the Crystal growth experiments on earth or under

microgravity conditions (future experiments planned in spacelabs) and

the welding by electron or photon beams.

Two papers are presented on the chemical process and both of them

are by French authors. The French CEA has, in the past, developed with

success the CHEMEX process. The technology was up to the task but the

programme was shelved mainly because of lack of demand.

Finally, seven papers deal with Laser Processes. Two of them review

the AVLIS Programme in the United Kingdom and one paper gives the status

of the MLIS Project in West Germany. One communication from CHINA and

three papers by French authors deal with specific problems currently
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met in AVLIS studies, on the vapour beam and the ion extraction. General

survey lectures on the two laser methods are not included in this

workshop because such lectures have already been delivered in DARMSTADT

meeting. A number of phenomena observed in AVLIS needs satisfactory

explanations the high value of the vapour velocity, the low value

of metastables in the vapour beam, the extraction of ions at high

density, etc ... Several short communications on these topics can

contribute to a good understanding of the basic science of the process.

For the future workshops, one efficient method might be the definition

of a common test case (as it was done in the Centrifugation with the

ROME model and DARMSTADT model). The authors can do the computations

on this common test case and compare their results. Laser Process studies

are very rapidly progressing in many countries and it is generally

believed that AVLIS will be one of the most serious candidates for

replacement of existing gas-diffusion plants or for construction of

new plants for additional capacity.

As one can see, the problems investigated in these volumes cover

a broad field, extending from the rotating fluids to the Physics of

Plasma and are in rapid evolution. I am convinced that this book will

be an useful tool for both fundamental and applied Scientists active

in the field of Separation. I am also sure that the next Workshop which

will be held in 1991 in GREAT BRITAIN with Dr. C. WHITEHEAD as Chairman

will be highly successful.

The success of the VERSAILLES Workshop, mentionned by every

attendant, owes much to many colleagues.

It is impossible to mention them all, also impossible not to thank

Monsieur le Sgnateur NOE - an old fellow of the french team prior to

a much wider career - who accepted to honour the workshop by its

presidency Dr. SOUBBARAMAYER a well known CEA scientist in the field,

who for now a number of years devotes much of his efforts to support

"the association", and some of his colleagues of the "Division des

Etudes de Sdparation Isotopique of CEA" who will certainly accept not

to be all explicity mentionned.

Saclay, November 15, 1989
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INAUGURAL ADDRESS

-----------------

by PIERRE NOE

CHAIRMAN of the WORKSHOP

Permettez moi de remercier Monsieur DE CATILLONreprdsentant

Monsieur le MINISTRE de la Recherche et de la Technologie

HUBERT CURIENretenu en cette pdriode du 14 JUILLET 1989 et

de lui demander de bien vouloir transmettre Monsieur le

MINISTRE nos respectueuses salutations.Permettez moi aussi de

remercier Monsieur DIDIER SIMONDPrdsident de la chambre de

commerce et dindustrie interddpartementalequi nous fait

11honneur de nous accueillir et qui a bien voulu mettre &

notre disposition les locaux et ses services.monsieur SIMOND

est dgalement vice-Prdsident de notre association.

Je souhaite en quelques mots vous pr6senter cette Association

que jai 1honneur de prdsider et qui a pris en charge 1orga-

nisation de ce sdminaire.En 1981,sous 1impulsion du Minist�Sre

de la Recherche et de la Technologieun grand mouvemen de

rdflexion anime, lenseignement sup6rieur et la recherche en

FRANCE.Clest le point de d6part de lidde qui donnera naiss-

ance & notre Association.En 1982,charg6 dune mission par le

Ministre de la Recherche et de lIndustrieJe remets un rapp-

ort prdfigurant la citd scientifique PARIS SUD et 1organisa-

tion devant rassemblerf6ddrerles Acteurs rdels du terrain

que sont:

- Enseignement sup6rieu - Recherche - Industrie - Finance-

ment - m6nagement et collectivit6s locales.

afin de valoriser le potential unique en EUROPE denseigne-

ment et de Recherche existant au sud de PARIS.En effet:

- 60 de lenseignement sup6rieuret

- 40 de la Recherche Frangaise

sly trouvent rassemblds.
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Le 17 Novembre 1982,11Association est crdde:M.le PREMIER

MINISTRE nous fait 1honneur de venir lannoncer.Monsieur le

Prdsident de la Rdpublique, FRANCOIS MITTERRAND nous souhaite

plein succ6s dans notre entreprise.Depuis cette date lAssoci-

ation poursuit sa mission vers la rdalisation de cette grande

"CITE SANS MUR11 sur une surface de 50000 ha et un million huit

cent mille habitants.

Lieu de rassemblement des acteurs rdels du terrain.

Lieu dharmonisation.

Point de rencontre du local et de 1international, il 6tait

bien normal uIelle permette la tenue de ce second s6minaire

sur les ph6nom6nes de sparation dans les liquides et les gaz.

Et puisje dois avouerque cela me fait plaisir de retrouver

mes coll6gues avec qui jai passd de nombreuses anndes au

centre ddtudes nucldaires de SACLAY et sans lesquelsil eut

dtd difficile & notre Association de nous rassembler:

Je veux citer Messieurs SOUBBARAMAYER et PIERRE LOUVET,

Je les remercie.Je voulais dgalement remercier Monsieur

DELPEYROUXDirecteur du centre ddtudes nucldaires de SACLAY

pour les facilit6s concourant & une bonne organisation.Monsi-

eur DELPEYROUX est dgalement membre du conseil dadministra-

tion de lAssociation.

Nous regroupons donc (cf Figure) sur cette grande surface:

- 3 villes nouvelles:EVRYSAINT-QUENTIN-EN-YVELINES et MELUN-

SENART

- le plateau de SACLAY avec son potential denseignement supd-

rieur et de Recherche

- MASSY qui demain sera la plaque tournantelieu de toutes les

communications de CITE PARIS SUDoil les TGV nous permettront

de mettre les capitales des pays de 1Europe A 3 heures de

notre citd.

Relide ORLY et ROISSY CHARLES DE GAULLE par MASSYnotre cit6

sera en permanence 1heure nternationale.

Depuis 1983,un bon chemin a dtd parcouru dans une volution

culturelle indispensable afin qul& terme chacun puisse commu-

niquer avec tous rdalisant ainsi notre projet de citd sans mur

dans un cadre ot la qualitd de la vie et donc lenvironnement

restera agrdable.VERSAILLES y a dvidemment toute sa place.

Je vous souhaite BON TRAVAIL dans une ambiance agrdable.
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REVIEW OF ISOTOPIC PLASMA SEPARATION PROCESSES

P. LOUVET

D6partement des Lasers et de la Physico-Chimie

CEN Saclay

91191 GIF-SUR-YVETTE CEDEX

FRANCE

Abstract

In this review devoted to the isotopic plasma separation

processes, the emphasis has been set on the separation by

rotating plasmas and by ion cyclotron resonance. For the sake

of simplicity, rotating plasmas have been divided in weakly

ionized plasma centrifuges (medium pressure) and in fully

ionized rotating plasmas (low pressure) ; both will be

compared with classical neutral ultracentrifugation.

For each kind of process, the basic principles, the

major experimental and theoretical results, published in the

literature, are recalled here. The crucial physical difficul-

ties are pointed out. The main technological issues, such as

the creation of large, stable, high density metallic plasmas,

the creation of the magnetic field (permanent or superconduc-

ting magnets), the collection, the throughputs .... are

discussed with reference to the recent progresses. The main

features of the plasma processes remain their flexibility to

separate metallic elements, the high separation factors for

stripping and for enrichment and the quite high investments

due to the sophisticated technology that is used.

Although some of them have been developed to enrich

uranium for power reactors, the future of these processes are

tightly linked to the increase of worldwide needs in stable

isotopes. A further decline in prices, as compared to rival
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processes such as calutrons for stable isotopes and rating

processes for uranium, would allow industrial applications.

1. INTRODUCTION

The idea of using electromagnetic effects to separate

isotope is rather old /I/. During World War II, the processes

based on these effects have been intensively developed as a

part of the US Manhattan Project 1942). Most of them used

ion beams, such as the calutrons, but the mass flow rate,

limited by the ion space-charge (Child-Langmuir law) ruled

out this kind of process for civil economical production

plants.Nearly simultaneously, two new concepts of separative

effect appeared the so-called ionic centrifuge by Slepian

/I/ and the ion cyclotron resonance process by Richardson

/2/. Both of them could work on a plasma, i.e. an electri-

cally neutral cloud of charges, which avoids the space charge

limitation mentioned upwards. Unfortunately, at that time,

technological and scientific deficiencies did not allow to

develop these processes up to an industrial size. Thus, the

plasmas processes fell in oblivion except for some successful

applications in ICR mass spectrometry for the study of

chemical reactions 3.

Only in 1971 a new concept of collecting in volume, due

to J. Peyraud appeared in France 4 The technological

improvements in superconducting magnets and microwaves gave a

new impulsion for developing the ICR process. Thus, the CEA

in France and the DOE in United States through the private

company TRW /5/ engaged a rather important effort in the

frame of their Advanced Isotopes Separation Program. Nearly

at the ame time, new ideas have begun to be developed for

rotating plasmas. More than ten different countries decided

to work more or less intensively on this last process. Thus,

although some new patents and new ideas appeared, in the last

years, most of the efforts has been devoted to the investiga-

tion of plasma separation with two main concepts rotating

plasmas and ion cyclotron resonance.
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Rotating plasmas are attractive because of the rtation

velocities and the centrifugal acceleration which can be

achieved, higher than in neutral ultracentrifugation 6 As

a counterpart, the separation effect is offset by diffusion

and collisions, and the energy consumption will be more

important. Rotating plasma processes can be differentiated by

the operating mode (continuous or pulsed), by the eutral

density and by the ionization levels (high or low).

Ion cyclotron resonance effects require special atten-

tion. The theoretical and experimental results show the

possibility of reaching high separation factors, as the

energy is yielded selectively to one isotope. Furthermore,

the process remains flexible for the separation of metal

isotopes.

Overviews of these processes are presented here, inclu-

ding discussion an process physics, technological require-

ments and economical estimations for industrial production

plants.

The following sections deal successively with each

process. For rotating plasmas, we shall investigate their

theory (section 21), including principle (section 21.1),

the physics of the flow (sections 21.2 to 21.6), the

separation theory and economical performances (section 22),

the experimental results for low (section 2.3.1) and high

(section 2.3.2) ionization levels, and the possible

improvements (section 24). For ion cyclotron resonance, we

shall consider the physics of the process (section 31), the

components of the separative element (section 32), the

experimental results (section 33), including French and US

work, the technological requirements (section 34) and the

separation performances (section 35). Secondary plasma

processes are briefly considered in section 4 Applications

to stable isotope separation and main features ate discussed

in section before concluding in section 6.



2. ROTATING PLASMAS

2.1 FLOW THEORY

General considerations can be found in the review paper

but not recent dated from 1971, by Lehnert 7.

2.1.1 Basic Principle

The basic idea is very simple in a magnetic field

8, the plasma rotation is driven by the Lorentz force F
-AW --& .10
jxB' where j is the current density (see figure 1). Another

way of putting plasma into rotation is to use the Exw drift

velocity induced by an electric field-�'. As generally, the dc

electric field is creened, the self consistent electric

field, induced consistently for example by a radial density

profile, can also drive the rotation. Then, the separation

effect uses the mass dependent centrifugal force. Very simple

models, based on single particle approximation which assumes

that each particle moves in the existing electric and

magnetic field as if it were alone, are not efficient. They

neglect collective effects and neutralizing electrons. Thus

phenomena, such as the screening of the dc electric field,

cannot be properly described.

COILS
ANODE

-JZ

ir

CATHODE 8Z

Fig. I - Simplified scheme of the principle of the rotating

plasma process.
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2.1.2 Critical Velocity

Therefore, simple considerations allow to know the

order of magnitude of the rotation velocity. This velocity is

limited to a value called the critical velocity. This pheno-

mena was first put in evidence by Alven /8/. When the kinetic

energy of the ion 1 M 2 is of order of the ionization

potential E of the neutrals, the exceeding kinetic energy is

used to rise the ionization level. Thus, the plasma velocity

is limited to a critical value v
c

1 2
- M. v E. (2.1)
2 1 I

For uranium, this limit would be 219 km/s it

still remains much higher than the peripheral speed limit in

classical neutral centrifuge of about 00 m/s. It seemed that

for fully ionized plasmas tis value can be overtaken 910/.

A lot of papers are devoted to the mechanism of the critical

velocity /11 to 16/.

2.1.3 SinQle Fluid Model

A single fluid model can be developed with the

following hypothesis (cf. for example 17,18,19/) :

a) the plasma column is supposed to be in a steady

state, collisional, isothermal and quasi neutral 

b) for sake of simplicity, the magnetic field is

assumed uniform and axial 

c) the axial and azimuthal gradients are negligible

d) the ions, neutealsand electrons are in thermodynamic

equilibrium.

Then, the equations of motion read

-P- V. (P v) = (2.2)
it

1P
_-9 +v. = (2.3)
It
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p + v v j x - p v. n (2.4)
a t

--- 11P. Vpe m
E v x B + - - - = F j (2.5)

ne ne n e t

where p is the mean mass density pq the charge density,
---,A. ---b.

Pe the electronic pressure, v the center of mass velocity, E

the electric field, p the total pressure, n the stress

tensor, n e the electronic number density, m the mean mass and

q is the resistivity in a SGK collisional model.

Equations 22) to 25) provide a complete single

fluid description of a resistive plasma if they are coupled

to Maxwell equations

E
V a P j + - - (2.6)

C2 'D t

V x E (2.7)

where c2 denotes the speed of light, the magnetic permea-
0

bility of vacuum.

Using this system of equations, Kim and al. 19/

find that the angular rotation velocity of the plasma

column is given in dimensional form by

v0 4 1 d4b T dLog n)

- = = i, + + - - + (2.8)

r 2 W ci B r dr Zer dr

where denotes the plasma potential, Ze the charge of the

ion, wi = ZeB/m i the ion cyclotron pulsation, r the radial
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coordinate, n the number density, T the temperature and v 0

the azimuthal velocity.

4 1 d4p kT -d .(Log n)

When - - - + < 1, the two

W 
ci r dr Zer dr

roots correspond to a "slow rotation frequency" / . << 
--O. ci

determined by the competition between the E x drift and a

"high rotational frequency" which is opposite to the cyclo-

tron motion. The high rotational velocity has never been

observed experimentally.

2.1.4 Multifluid Models

The single fluid model described in the last

section, is very useful to describe roughly weakly ionized

centrifuge to predict the rotation frequency of the ions.

However this model is insufficient to give detailed informa-

tion on the flow and on the separation. Thus it is necessary

to consider a multifluid model (cf. for example 20,21,22/).

Conservation equations for each kind of particles

read

d (n k mk

0 (2.9)

dt

dv k

nk m k - = Zk nk (E + vk K B) VP k
dt

nk m k VO9 E Pkq (2.10)

k q

The summation extends overall different species and

d +v.V is the total derivative. Further, m denotes the
Cff k
mass and Z ke the charge of the particle, p k the pressure, and

09 the gravitational potential. P kq is the momentum transfer-

red per unit volume and unit time.
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M k mq

Pkq P qk nk n q < a v kq > � � (v k vq (2. 11
m k + m q

Thus, P kq can be put under the following form

-.4. --J�
Pkq 0( kq nk nq (v v q (2.12)

The expression for the a kq coefficients can be found in

Spitzer 22/.

The system of equations 211,2.12) has to be

coupled with Maxwell equations 26,2.7). As a chance,

neglecting viscous effects, this multifluid system gives the

same solution for the rotation velocity (Prasad 23/).

Azimuthal velocity

When the rotational equilibrium is reached, the

Lorentz force must compensate the viscous forces in the

azimuthal equation of momentum, if the transport terms are

negligible 6/

2
r) V 0 1-)vl, vI, jr Bz
- + - - - = - (2.13)

-'Z� r2 r r r 2 P

where p denotes the viscosity.

Thus, the rotational velocity is proportional to ,
0

I beeing the total current drawn in the discharge. This fact

is quite well confirmed by the experimental measurements, as

it can be seen on the figure 2.

Pressure profile

The radial profile of the total pressure is mainly

determined by two components the centrifugal and the Hall

force /. This last force, induced for a part by electron
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V. max
km/&

2.5 -

2.0 -
0 I-vadation

1. - (B = 07 T)

to v B-variation
(I = 120 A)

0.5 -

0
0.5 1.0 I B(N /cm)

Fig. 2 - Rotational velocity as a function of the magnetic

field and of the current I of the discharge

ion collisions, is characterized by the Hall parameter /is/

a. for ions and electrons
1,e

W T. ie (2.14)
C: j i

where T is collision time between species j and j and

becomes negligible for low density centrifuges. The radial

components of momentum for the electrons and ions read, as

the radial components of the velocity can be neglected

2
kT'�n 'O

+ ir 13 Z Wce Tei (2.15)
r (I + 7) r

Hence the pressure profile in such cases can be

substantially different from a rotating neutral gas the

figures 3 and 4 show that the exponential character of the

pressure has nearly fully disappeared. Duetothepresence of

electrons, the centrifugal force is smaller by a factor

1/(I+Z) that it would be for a rotating neutral gas 6.
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For strongly ionized plasmas, the situation is

slightly different at equilibrium, Prasad and Krishnan 24/

have shown that a gaussian density profile is consistent with

the low rotational velocity solution (see eq. 28) and with a

potential profile parabolic with respect to the radius. Then,

the ionic, electronic density profiles and potential profile

read respectively

2 2 2
ZW Br M Wi r

n.(r) n. (o) exp ZO + +
kT. 2 2e

I
(2.16)

P

e Br 2
() n (0) ex - W (2.17)

e e kT e

T. T r M. me
1 e 2

O(r = O(o) + (W ciW i + i + - W e ce
2e (T. T T. T

I e I e

(2 I B)

The confinement of the plasma is achieved through the diamag-
---b. --b- --40.

netic effect, as the azimuthal current j = n e (v iO veO
-.6. -.1.

creates a radial Lorentz force i 0)(B.

Diffusion equation

For a plasma in thermal equilibrium, Sonnevier 25/

derived a diffusion equation neglecting the Coriolis force of

order w/w ci << 1, and noticing that v r << ' Rearranged with

our notations, it reads

-)(n /n am 2 n 0(
I 2 0 e 12 2

+ (v 1r v2r (i a.
(nI/n2 r r k T Z k T

(2.19)
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Numerical solutions

The above system of equations has been solved

numerically by Mc Clure and Nathrath 26/ with species 

ions, 3 eutral atoms species and electrons). As in a lot of

experiments, it has been found necessary to have a background

gas, they performed the computation with two background gases

helium and hydrogen.

2.1.5 Boundary Layers

Boundary layers play an important role /27,2E3/

especially in the case of high density plasmas on the walls

of the vacuum vessel. For weakly ionized plasmas, neutrals

are strongly slowered. The dimensionless number which charac-

terizes these boundary layers is the Hartmann number

Ha = alo) 1/2 R (2.20)

which is the ratio of the magnetic forces to the viscous

ones, a beeing the conductivity of the plasma. Wilhem and

Hong 27/ solved the problem by reducing the partial diffe-

rential system to an eigenvalue problem. For small Hall

coefficient, the induced magnetic field does not affect the

rotation and if the Hartmann number is great enough om),

high rotation velocity can be reached. Also, as the Hartmann

number is increased, the secondary flow weakens because of an

increase in the radial electromagnetic force opposite to the

radial motion of the medium. Therefore, the intensity of the

secondary flow is maximum for an Hartmann number of order the

unity.

2.1.6 Instabilities in Rotating Plasmas

As we have already said, the instabilities 29 to

37/, are one of the main causes of failure of the rotating

plasma experiments especially at high densities. The main

rotational instability resembles to the Rayleigh-Taylor

instability in hydrodynamics, but now the centrifugal force

plays the role of gravitation. This instability was observed
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in the Eindhoven experiments and an hollow cathode arc

experiments at the frequency of 15 kHz 33/ (figure 5a).

Usually, in such devices MHD instabilities are generated at

the harmonics of the cyclotron frequency. In some restrictive

cases, such as time scale long in front of I and length
Ci

scale great in front of the Larmor radius, theoretical

studies of these instabilities have been done by Janssen 34/

and by Dobele 35/, in the frame of WKB-approximation 35/.

Another kind of instability appears with the

ionization of neutral atoms which are not yet in rotation and

have a different velocity from the ions ones. This ionization

instability generates rapidly co-rotating striation (Simpson

/32/). Slow moving contrarotating spokes associated with

cathode arcs spots have also been observed simultaneously

(figure 5b) /31/.

U)

2.00 2AS 2.10 2-15 2.20

time(s)

Streak potograph of te core

of te are (streak length 200 Vs

a) High frequency instabili- b) Photodiode light signal

ties from Boeschoten 33/ generated by rotating spokes

after Simpson /31/

Fig. - Instabilities in rotating plasmas
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Experiments, performed by Anderegg and a./37/ with

laser induced fluorescence show that the randomization of the

azimuthal velocity by ion-neutral collisions, heat the ions

so that the perpendicular temperature increases as high as a

factor 50 over its initial value (10 eV instead of 02 eV

without rotation).

Furthermore, the anisotropy of viscous and inertial

forces Zverev /3E3/) gives rise to a longitudinal velocity

distribution which oscillates near the edges destabiliza-

tion sets in as the magnetization increases. In all cases of

experiments, it seems that the turbulence limit is not

reached in plasma centrifuge, the critical Reynolds number of

104 not beeing reached by at least a factor 100 (Hora 36/).

2.2.
2.2.1 The Separation Factor

2.2.1.1 Binary mixture

Using eq. 219) assuming thermal equilibrium

T = T = Te= cst and rigid rotation at the same velocity the

radial elementary separation factor between two ion species

reads

Zi (Z Z )W 2 2
2 2 a I

- exp (2.21)

Z2 nI a ZI 22 2 kT
1

In the case of ions of equal charge Z = Z 29

this results simplifies to :

n n Am 2 r2
2 2

- - exp (2.22)

nr n 2 kT
1 1

which gives the same result as in classical neutral centrifu-

ge for the elementary separation factor. Thus, the degree of

separation does not depend on the level of ionization /39/.
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If the rotation is not a rigid one, then the

equilibrium can be reached, but the density profile is no

longer a Gaussian one. The separation factor reads 40/

2r vAm f 0

o((r exp dr (2.23)
kT r

r
0

The elementary separation factor increases

exponentially with the angular velocity. Thus, it is very

interesting to overtake Alven velocity and to operate with a

fully ionized centrifuge. For a mean temperature of about

6000 K and a rotation velocity of km/s, values higher than

P can be expected (figure 6 For uranium experiments, the

best fit with experimental data /10/, figure 7 corresponds

to a = ,1 with a rotation velocity of 17 km/s. Better per-

formances have been reached by Krishnan /BB/ for other metals

with elementary separation factor up to about 4 It should be

no t i ced that i tis most probably impossible to increase the

radius simultaneously with the angular velocity.

Multifluid enrichment

A rather complete study has been derived by Krishnan and

Prasad 41/ for multicomponent mixtures, assuming thermal

equilibrium and Gaussian distributions for isotope

n.(r = n.(o) expC(S t3 ) r23 a > (2.24)

> I

with a relative to the light reference isotope and

(M. M W 2/2kT (2.25)

The total number of particles in the column is

r
w Tr

r = iT I rn j (r) dr n (o) (2.26)

0 a
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where it is assumed that the plasma is well confined so that

r is much greater than the Gaussian half-width of the

individual isotopes. The total amount of collected atoms i in

an annulus from r to r is
0 w

ri (r 0 ri exp (y Y1 (2.27)

with y = 6 r So, after one stage, the separation factor
j i 0

of the heavy species j relative to the mixture reads

R

a j = (2.28)

Rjo

rj(r0 rj (r 0

with R. 1 (2.29)
rj (r E rj (r

0

is the relative abundance.

The cut is

r (r
i 0

0 (2.30)

E ri

Three prototypical erichment schemes of 48 Ca

up to 0 of 203 TI up to 95 and 68 Z up to 50 have been

considered. Multistage processing is necessary for 203 TI or

if the rotation velocity is insufficient.

As an example, the theoretical yield in 48 Ca

is drawn as a function of the rotation frequency on the

figure S.
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Fig. 8 - Yield of 48 Ca (ratio of the fraction of 48 Ca collec-

ted to the maximum possible fraction with the desired

enrichment) versus rotation frequency after 4.

2.2.2 The Separative Power

As the separation factor, the separative power of a

neutral centrifuge depends very strongly on the rotational

velocity. The maximum separative power of an element is given

by Cohen 42/ as 

TrD 2
SU - P (Log a) L (2.31)

2

for a binary mixture, where L stands for the length of the

device.
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An alike expression can be derived for plasma

centrifuges, but now the diffusion coefficient D is determi-

ned by ion-ion collisions perpendicular to the magnetic

field

4 lo-4 n
3

D DI cm ,Gauss) (2.32)

2 -8 V kTT
e

The diffusion coefficient in this expressionisthe

classical one. There is no great numerical difference, due to

Lhe valueof operating conditions, with Bohm's expression

1 kT
D LB - - (2.33)

16 B

but the difference comes from the different variation with T
e

and B. In equations 231) and 232), it should be noticed,

that SU a v 4 which is the classical strong effect of the
0

peripheral speed velocity (figure 9 The influence of the

magnetic field is not fully clarified, as it depends on the

diffusion coefficient and on the scaling laws (Prasad 43/).

For example, increasing increases the rotational velocity

but decreases the radius of the column.

The axial effect of diffusion combined with the

radial velocity profiles have been studied by Karchevskiiand

al. 44/ and Okamoto 45/ who extended Cohen's and Olander's

methods 46/ for classical centrifuges. Okamoto made numeri-

cal application for the lithium case 47/.

2.2.3 Countercurrent Operations

The idea is the same as in classical centrifuga-

tion the generation of a countercurrent may increase

substantially the separation factor. This secondary flow can

appear due to many causes axial non uniformity of the ion
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Fig. 9 Separative power as a function of the azimuthal

velocity and of the relative cut r 0 /r w for a uranium

plasma after 60/.

wind force, axial nonuniformity of the pressure within the

centrifugal field. But it may also be excited volunteerly by

rather simple means using end effects (like in a vortex tube

/48/), thermal drive or electromagnetic forces. For this

purpose, an azimuthal magnetic field can be created with an

axisymmetric wire 49/. In this case, the force will be

maximum near the axis of rotation where the radial density

current is the great-?st. Therefore, a stream of gas will flow

in the direction of the C!'x?) force at the axis and in the

opposite direction at the periphery, creating the countercur-

rent flow (figure 10).

The experimental effect has been put in evidence

/50/ : it increases the separation by a factor 3 Patanin

/51/ made an estimation of the magnitude of the recirculating

flow through the single MHD approximation with a varying

"speed ratio" mv /2kT and computed the improvement factor K
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as a function of this last parameter, in the limit of zero

sampling rates. The value of K can reach 10.

It seems that countercurrent effects are much more

difficult to control in plasma centrifuges than in classical

ones. Furthermore, thermal drive could only be achieved in a

weakly ionized centrifuge.

a

t t j, t

b
C(Xe-,Ne
0.8 1) electromagnetic force in the

positive dection,

2) electromagnetic force in the

0.4 negative direction,

3) z a ; r7 cm.
2 -

-30 -ZO 10 10 20 Jo
Z'Cm

Fig. 1 - Countercurrent operation performed by 49/.

2.2.4 Enerciv Consumption and Specific Energy

Consumption

The minimum energy consumption is constituted by

the enthalpy of vapourization, the energy necessary to the

ionization E. the internal kinetic energy E =2 (3/2 kT +

3/2 kT ), and the directed kinetic energy 12 m.v..
e 1. I

Taking usual values (E i ' 6 eV, EC 40 eV, T Te

2 eV), one can notice that this energy is weak 50 to 100

eV per particules, and increases with the rotation velocity.

At this level of energy neither the consumption needed to
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sustain the magnetic field, nor the dissipative effects can

be neglected. This last term has been estimated by Potanin

/51/ in the case of weakly ionized centrifuges. The maximum

Ln specific energy is obtained for an Hartmann number of 2 

Its value is about 1000 kWh/SWU for neon (PD = 5.10- 5

kg/m.s). While the minimum value obtained with one hundred eV

and a value of flow rate of about 10 9particles per second

is only about 20 kWh/SWU.

Other calculations show a cost of about 400 $/mole

for separation of krypton B2-84-86 52/ corresponding to a

specific energy of about 10 4 kWh/SWU it seems possible to

reduce it to 10 3 kWh/SWU.

As a consequence, it is difficult to go below this

value due to the irreversible power losses in the rotating

plasma processes.

2.2.5 Other Sevaration Mechanisms in Rotatina

Plasmas

Some other mechanisms of separation, less effi-

cient, such as thermodiffusion, cataphoresis, ion wind can

occur, especially at high pressures (p > I torr), i.e. in

weakly ionized plasmas and low rotation velocities. They have

been extensively studied by Russian scientists 53 to 61/.

Thermodiffusion is induced by the difference of temperature

between the cold outer walls and the centre. In the experi-

mental conditions the thermodiffusion coefficient can reach

quite high values (0.1).

Another mechanism, called ion wind 55,56/, results

from the transfer of radial momentum from ions to neutral

atoms. This force acts in addition to the volume force which

maintains the rotation of the neutrals and which comes from

the momentum transfer from ions to neutrals. If we consider a

binary isotopic mixture in the presence of a third component

of mass m which has a low ionization potential, then it can
3
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be shown that

Am m3 112 P2
a - - I - Log - (2.39)

2m1 (m1 + m3 01 pl

where 01 and Q2 are respectively the effective collisions

cross sections of the mixture with neutrals and the admixture

ions. If there were no inverse flux of the admixture neutrals

(i.e. the ions were completely attached to the cathode), the

separation dicussed here would be analogous to mass diffu-

sion.

Cataphoresis /53,57,5e/ involves the difference of

ionization for different elements and the transport of matter

by ions in which the radial ion current generates a radial

gradient in the gas density. For isotopes, the difference in

ionization rates comes also from the difference in ionic

mobilities 53/.

The main conclusion is that at high rotational

velocities the main effect is the centrifugal one but it

depends on the radial position of sampling ports 61/.

2.3 EXPERIMENTS

2.3.1 High Pressure Plasma Centrifuge

2.3.1.1 Pulsed operation

a) Operation with rare gases

The experiments of Bonnevier 63/ were the

first to follow Slepian's ones. They were performed with a

rather complicated toroidal geometry and mostly with an

hydrogen deuterium mixture. The duration of the plasma

created by discharging a capacitor bank was about 1.5 ms. The

separation factor remains weak, close to Am1m. Unfortunately,

the transient collection and the leak of diagnostics give

rise to difficulty of interpretation.
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Srnka 64/, on a rotating plasma device to

simulate solar wind, get also evidence of a separation

effect. More measurements have been done by Cairns 65/ on an

improved device with neon. The pressure was 50 mTorr, the

peak power was about 5 MW, the plasma nearly fully ionized

has a 35 ms duration, the maximum velocity was about 13 km/s

and the maximum separation factor attainable 1.15.

James and Simpson 40,66,67/ obtained quite

identical performance in slightly different conditions the

neon filling pressure was I torr, the pulse generated by the

capacitor bank was shortened 250 ps), but the total plasma

duration was identical. The results very close in magnitude

to the previous ones, were depending an the intensity of the

magnetic field and were smaller than those derived from a

simplified equilibrium theory. They have studied 67/ the

perturbing effects on the separation factor due to the

collection (the diffusional effect from the valve leads to a

correction to the separation factor of 1023).

These autors have also studied the hydrodyna-

mic of the rotating plasmas 6 they have computed theore-

tically the electric potential and the effect of the end

boundary layers (Hartmann layers), where the viscous force

balances the Lorentz force. Globally, the flow looks like the

one in a vortex tube. Perello and Vigon /69/ reproduced

nearly the same results with near-by conditions the separa-

tion factor was of the same order of magnitude, but more

fluctuating during the discharge.

All these transient experiments on neon gave a

separation factor substantially smaller than the expected

value obtained with the equilibrium theory. Karchevskii 70/

computed the time to establish the radial concentration by

solving a time dependent diffusion equation. The equili-

brium time (180 ps) for neon is usually smaller than the

length pulse.
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Bielorussov and al. 71,72,73/ did the experi-

mental work with an equimolecular mixture of isotopes 129 and

136 of xenon. The value of the separation factor 106 rises

up to 12 when the xenon is dilute in a light gas, such as

helium, as the separation factor increases with the plasma

rotation velocity. Thus, it seems to be more benefit to add

hydrogen, whose mass and viscosity is smaller. As a counter-

part, the flow rate of the collected interesting isotope

decreases. This has been observed for helium and neon iso-

topes dilute in hydrogen 73/.

When the pressure is lowered 74/, then the

rotation speed increases, multicharged ions begin to appear,

and the device tends to act as a fully ionised low density

centrifuge, as the effect of collisions is reduced.

b) Operation with metals

The first attempt by Walsh and al. /75,76/

was achieved on a copper-nickel mixture and was not an

isotopic separation. The cathode was a copper-nickel allay

and the vessel was filled with I Torr of argon. A spectros-

copic study of the flow showed that the metal is evaporated

or sputtered under the form of aggregates of about one

hundred particles. The separation factor depends on the

radius with a maximal value about 13.

An attempt has also been done on tungsten

hexafluoride WF6 by Korobtsev /77/ but no separation factor

were reported.

2.3.1.2 Continuous operation

The basic idea of continuous operation is to

increase the flow rate and to reach the centrifugal equili-

brium value for the separation factor.
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a) Operation with rare gases

A rare gas arc, like the one used by Muck and

al. 678,79,80/ has the following characteristics inner

cathode made with tungsten, of radius 04 cm, cooled anode

5-8 cm, arc length 644 cm, I < 160 A, < 06 Tesla. Three

gases helium, neon, krypton at A pressure of - mbars

were flowing in the vacuum chamber in steady state operation.

The velocity increases fairly proportional to the driving

force a velocity of 1.48 km/s has been reached for the

krypton ions and 220 m/s for the neutrals krypton atoms.

The experimental separation factor for krypton

82 - 86 remains weak 116, and comparable with that of pulsed

operation. The dependence has been determined as a function
3 -Iof the cut. For weak flow rates up to 6 cm NTP s , the

separation is not disturbed by the flow 6.

Attempts performed by SIMPSON 32/ were highly

perturbed by instabilities Bielorussov and al. 91/ obtai-

ned o = 117 for separation of 134 Xe - 129 Xe.

b) Operation with metals

As we have already mentioned, the first work

on rotating plasmas have been done by Slepian in 1942 /I/.

The main problem encountered has been the instability of

uranium arcs. The influence of the degree of vacuum on the

arc stability was studied helium, air have been added and a

large variety of material for the electrodes tested. Defini-

tely, despite the poor stability and reproductibilitya local

separation deduced from alpha counts and fission activity as

high as 25 has been measured with a mean value of about

1.3.

To our knowledge, the only other work done

with uranium, with this kind of plasma centrifuge is the one

done by Nathrath and al. /6,10,26,BO/. The uranium plasma of
14 -3density 10 cm , estimated from the amount of condensed

material, has been generated within a free burning helium arc
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(p, - 1 - 30 mbars) . The arc was 30 cm long. The ionic tempe-

rature is around 06 eV and the rotational velocity, measured

by Doppler effect an Ull lines, was close to the critical

velocity, sometimes higher. On the figure , we have already

seen that the experimental separation factor fits fairly well

with the theoretical one, derived from eq. (2.22) with the

experimental values of Ti and v09 close to the critical

velocity.

An attempt was made with UF6 6/, but due to

corrosion problems and chemical processes such as decomposi-

tion of UF6, it failed. The same difficulties were encounte-

red earlier by Richardson 2.

2.3.2 Highly nized centrifuges

Three pssibilities have been investigated hollow

cathode, 0-machine, vacuum-arc centrifuges.

2.3.2.1 Hollow cathode with gas carrier

In a hollow cathode discharge /33,E32,83/ a

carrier gas is used to sputter the cathode and ionize the

neutral atoms. The arc is sustained by the magnetic field

(3400 Gauss). The positive column is highly ionized > 90 M.

Standard conditions 33/ are L = 120 cm, a cathode diameter

of 13 mm, I = 100 A, = 45 cm 3 NTP/s (figure 11). The

structure of the flow is rather complex as the angular

velocity is not constant. it can be put under the sums of

three terms 

+ W 2/W (2.40)E Di ci

where C)E is the angular frequency associated with the elec-

tric drift (Er x 8), Di the one associated with the diamag-

netic ion current and the last term is due to the centrifugal

force. Its value derived from Doppler shift of the Ar II 4806

A line, pendulum and directional probe measurements.
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The radial density profile figure 12 is

approximately gaussian for < r < 4 cm and narrows when the

magnetic field is increased its maximum value on axis is
14 -32.10 cm . The ion temperature remains constant with

radius, contrary to the electron temperature T e which drops

sharply outside the cre of the arc. Both decreases linearly

with the axial coordinates. The axial electric field is small

(0.1 to 02 V/cm) while the radial inward electric field is

stronger (< 10 V/cm). Unfortunately, Kelvin-Helmoltz

instabilities occur and in other cases flute instabilities

/84/.

The behaviour of the highly ionized and

magnetized plasma in the positive column of the hollow

cathode arc can be explained satisfactorily with a two fluid

model with M.H.D. ordering (eE r >> /n e 3 Viscous

effects, due to ions-ions collisions, play a major role in

the transport of particules and lead to a radial inward

flux. The corresponding i x B force drives the plasma rota-

tion against the friction of the ions. Most of the power is

handled by the electrons. The electric power needed to

sustain such a discharge is about 45 kW.

The separation factor /83/ for argon lies in

the range 1.1 to 125, with a tendency of the light isotope

to concentrate at the anode side of the arc, so that axial

effects cannot be neglected. Thus, the eparation factor is

not fully explained.
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2.3.2.2 0-machine

The basic idea is to create a Q (quiescent) 

plasma /85/ by contact ionization of a metal on an heated

plate of rhenium or tungsten. To be worth, the ionization

potential of the metal 619 eV for uranium) must be of order

of the wock function of rhenium and the temperature must be

very high 2000 K) /85 to 87/.

The advantage is to get rid off the carrier

gas and of the collisions, as the density is weak. The main

inconvenient is due to the absolute necessity of having high

oven temperature and uranium vapour.

This has been uggested for rotating plasmas

by Hasmi /66/, but was never operated to our knowledge 

only, potassium 0-machines were used in ion cyclotron reso-

nance.

2.3.2.3 Vacuum-arc centrifuge

As we have already mentionned it, the basic

idea is to operate at low density on metals, such as to

overcome the critical velocity 9 Theplasma discharge is

initiated by a laser CO pulse of 15 J during 100 ns directed
2

toward the cathode and pursued with a capacitor bank whose

bias 3 to kV) is applied between the cathode and an anode

mesh (figure 13). It is confined through the diamagnetic

current, the profile spreading only few along the column

(/98/).

The background pressure is less than 10- 7

Torr. The mean charge degree in the column is about 3.
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Fig. 13 - Scheme of the YALE Vacuum-arc centrifuge /24/-

Clearly, the observed rotational frequency

105 rd/s. or more corresponds to high azimuthal velocities,

7,4 km/s for copper isotopes. Thus, the separation factor can

be much higher, 13 for copper isotopes, than in the experi-

ments previously mentioned. Separation of mixtures such as

Ni/Cu, Zn/Cu 95/ , magnesium isotopes = 1.5), zirconium

isotopes 90/, carbon (a 339), have been performed with

quite high separation factors. This last performance was

.obtained in Brazil (INPE 96/) with a short device and a

strong axial gradient in the magnetic field.

The flow rate is governed by the erosion of

the cathode (about 200 j4g per shot for copper and a 3 C pulse

/94/) with an energy consumption of about 350 eV per atom

which corresponds to about 2000 kWh/SWU extrapolated to

Uranium. The plasma density is 10 14 cm-3(figure 14).

Improvements are going on to operate conti-

nously (/92/) with a bias supply instead of the capacitor

bank. Thermal and technological problems have then to be
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solved such as the regular erosion or the liquefaction of the

cathode continuous experiments have been performed on a two

meter, 10 cm diameter column with liquid chromium cathode 'by

Hirshfield 93,95/ with a flow rate of I g/mn during about

40 mn. The choice of a liquid cathode is then done to avoid

cathode microspot instabilities/?9/.
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0.9 0.9 

Z r=OCM Z =4cm
:' 0. - :) 0.8 -

0.7 - a' 0.7 -

0.6 - LUV 06 -
Z 65c + Z I

0. - U 4 0. -
a I = 1.25ms

Z Z
D0.4 - D 0.4 -
co so I = .Oms
4Uj 0.3 - 0.3
> I 1.25ms - I = 075ms
r- 0.2 - >
< ;= 0.2a = LMS <
Uj 0.1 -6 ' O.)
of = 0.75ms DC

0 1 1 0 I A I
�2.0 63.0 64.0 65.0 66.0 62.0 63.0 64.0 65.0 66.0

MASS AMU) MASS (AMU)

Fig. 14 - Separation results with a vacuum arc centrifuge 9/

Like experiments are going on in Brazil 96/

with carbon isotopes, and in Austria by Wichello 98/. Rather

complete parametric theoretical studies, have been done by

/97/.

The limitations seem to obtain separation

factors much higher than 3 as it is difficult to keep

Gaussian density profiles with quasi-total separation of

species. Therefore, this device is the best one in rotating

plasmas and the only one to be extensively studied now.
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2.4 POSSIBLE IMPROVEMENTS

2.4.1 SupQression of the cathode

Due to sputtering on electrodes and instabilities

in the arc /100/, some scientists (Witalis /101/, Babaritski

/102/) tried to suppress one electrode.

Witalis /101/ proposed to create the radial current

by using a divergent geometry for the magnetic field. To our

knowledge, none experiments have been done. Following a

different idea 102/, in a mirror configuration, the cathode

is replaced by an electron gun (1.5 A, 10 kV). The order of

magnitude of the separation factor is conserved '5.64 for an

argon/helium mixture and 13 for neon isotopes. It is inte-

resting to work at a quite low magnetic field about 02 J to

increase the conductivity and thus the radial current and the

separation factor (Denkevits 103/).

2.4.2 Plasma chemistry

The idea is to proceed to the isotope separation

simultaneously with chemical reactions in a plasma reactor

/104 to 106/. The separation factor of hydrogen/deuterium

seems to be slightly enhanced by recombination in a long

pulsed power plasma centrifuge and can reach 25 104/.

2.4.3 Partially ionized centrifuge

Lehnert 107,108/ has suggested that both the

temperature and the input power can be reduced substantially

by using a partially ionized plasma. In such a centrifuge,

the neutral atoms are put into rotation by collisions such as

charge exchange processes. The velocity pattern is controlled

by means of a system of current carrying electrodes. He

proposes to improve the efficiency of the gas centrifuge by

adding a d.c electric field, whose interest is not proved due

to the screening of the sheaths. The comparison of Lehnert

does not take into account the boundary layers at the wall

and the secondary electromagnetic effects. The magnetic field
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must be strong enough to compensate the pressure of the

plasma and of the ions. Eventually, the neutral gas can be

surrounded by a plasma mantle (Boeschoten /109/). The

influence of such a configuration has been studied by

Jorgensen /110/.

2.4.4 Counterrotating flows

Wilhem and Hong /III/ computed a counterrotating

system between anode and cathode. It seems to increase the

effective rotating velocity for separation. Thus, the experi-

ments performed by Wijnakker show that the separation factor

can be increased by a factor of two 162/. Unfortunately, it

seemed that the viscous dissipation heats the heavy particle,

such as the ratio 12 mv 2/kT presents a theoretical upper
0

limit of order the unity 113/. A computer code ing finite

element method with a one-fluid model has been developed by

Bakker 114/.

2.5 CONCLUSIONS

At the moment, tne best operating rotating plasma device

for separation performance, is a low-pressure fully ionized

plasma, working with metallic element such as YALE VACUUM ARC

CENTRIFUGE.

3. ION CYCLOTRON RESONANCE

3.1 PRINCIPLE AND SINGLE PARTICLE DESCRIPT10N

3.1.1 Principle

The plasma is confined in a strong uniform magnetic

field B. The ions of mass m i and charge q=Ze move along an

helix whose radius is the Larmor radius

vLi

rLi (3.1)
ci
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where Li denotes the component of the velocity normal to the

magnetic field andw ci the cyclotron pulsation of isotope i.

An oscillating electric field of modulus E,

matched to the cyclotron frequency

W ci
f . = (3.2)
cl 2iT

of the isotope i, yields energy in phase to the concerned

isotope. In a single particle description, the gyration

radius of the resonant isotope increases as

E
rLi T (3.3)

where Tis the transit time.

On the contrary, the non resonant ion is

submitted to a beating phenomenon as its pulsation is slight-

ly different and its phase is varying along its trajectory

(figure 15).

The gyration radius of the non resonant ion

becomes again nearly equal to its initial value at locations

L. alled nodes such as

2T Jv
I 

L. j � 1,2 ...... n (3.4)

c

where wc w << I is the difference of pulsation,2 fc
m

between the two isotopes and v is the component of the

initial velocity parallel to the magnetic field.
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Thus, the resonant species which has won

perpendicular energy, increases its Larmor radius ad can be

collected on parallel plates, called "rich collector", such

as their spacing is of the order of the Larmor radius. The

"tail" plate closes the column and collects the waste. The

sepa a L i un f ac to r i s i nc r eased by us i ng a r epe 1 1 i ng po t en t i a I

on the rich collector.

8 static uniform magnetic field

E Oscillating electric field at tici

JA
Non resonant ion (M2)

Resonan on rn,

L

Gyration radius Of resonant ion: ri. E T
B

Length between two nodes (non resonant ion) z V// 2iTm
-1 WC Am

27T q Su
Frequency f ci .wilh WC =

kw" I Ml

Fig. 15 - Principle of ion cyclotron resonance

3.1.2 Trajectories of individual particles in -a

Constant modulus electric field

The equation of the motion of a particle in an
P.

oscillating electric field E+ = E, i(wt-*) of constant

modulus E reads
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m Ze (E + v IX B (3.5)
dt

with the initial condition for t = 

-01 -O. -O.
x =0 , v- = v.(t=O) given.

I I

It can be noticed that any oscillating electric

field can be written as the sum of two rotating electric

fields, one rotating and one contrarotating with the ions.

The solution can be found nalyticall as

-go. 2 e --P-
--so- ---W +

v = o 0) + W ci X r + - E t (3.6)

mi

and integration with t is straighforward leading to eq. 33)

within some sinusaidal terms approximation. The effect of the

initial phase is studied in Delcroix /115/ : it is negligible

as the characteric time to be in phase is of the order of one

or two cyclotron periods and remains, small in front of the

transit time T in the experiment.

3.1.3 First approximation to the separation factor

The separation factors are defined here for a

binary mixture without loss of generality

Np NW

I - N I - NW
OC � � I a (3.7)

N0 N
0

1 - N0 1 - N0
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where No, NP I N are respectively the initial, collected

"rich" and "waste" molar fraction of isotope I subcript I is

set for the resonant isotope, subscript 2 for the non reso-

nant one).

First, our simplified model assume that /116/

- all particles have the same velocity

- each ion which hits the plate is collected

- there is no pollution on the collector

- the potential of the plates is equal to the plasma

potential (no energy selection)

- the plasma is homogeneous.

d le

COI lected
ion

rL2

Rich plate

QLVL2 BJ Non collected ion

Fig. 16 - Scheme of the collection

If the heating is strong d < r all the
LI'

resonant ions are collected (figure 16), so that

d
0 O = (3.8)

2r L2 +

d
If - > LI' then

2
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2r L 1 + d - r LI E

0( (3.9)

21- L2 + d - r L2 E

When E 0, one can obtain the maximum value of the

separation factor without energy selection. Then, to get a

more realistic value, these expressions have to be integrated

over the phase , the position (r, 0) and the initial veloci-

ties of the ions v iL9 Vill Which are assumed to follow a

Maxwellian distribution

2
v i.L

1/2

1 2kT

f(V Li V11i nI e il

m M_2.k T.L

(v - villoi

_M i - (3.10)
2kT

e ill

where TL and Till are respectively the perpendicular and

parallel temperatures and k is the Boltzmann constant.

Thus, this value of the separation factor is called

the geometric separation factor (Louvet 116/) in the sense

that it depends only on the geometry of the collector but not

on its potential, as no repelling potential is applied.

With the help of equations 31) to (3.4) and

(3.7), it is obvious that 

a) The length of the apparatus increases when the

M
relative mass difference �L- decreases.

M
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b) Using (3 3) , it is theoretically interesting to

increase the resonant Larmor radius, i.e. to increase the

electric field E and decrease the magnetic field B. But due

to 34), the length of the device grows quickly. Further-

more, collective effects such as Coulomb collisions and

improvement of the confinement prescribe a magnetic field of

at least I Tesla.

c) The highest is the parallel velocity, the highest is

the flow rate but the longest is the device.

At this point, the length and intensity of the

magnetic field give the resolution of the apparatus. The

value of the separation factor depends also greatly on the

ionic temperature and can be very high, 30 for example.

Of course, adding a repelling potential will

increase significantly the separation factor up to 100 but

can reduce only weakly the flow rate of the product.

3.1.4 Collective effects and limitations of the

process

Most of the limitations of the process come from

collective effects which arise in plasmas. Thus the main

conditions for obtaining the ionic cyclotron resonance are

listed below (Louvet 116/) :

a) The homogeneity of the magnetic field must be better

than the relative mass difference.

As Am
<< - (3.11)

m

b) The frequency of the electric field has to be fixed

to the correct value (no harmonics).

AW 
AW cl
- << (3.12)
W W

ci
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c) Coulomb collisions have to be negligible their

frequency V (T-.)-' reads (Spitzer 1221)
II 11

V 4.78 10- E3 n. ;74 (in A) (T.)- 3/2 m- 112 (3.13)
11 I I

(s- (cm-3 (eV)

where In A is the Coulomb logarithm and M the molar mass. The

probability of collision must be smaller than so that

3/2
T. B (Gauss)

n. � 032 10 - (3.14)
3/2 3

M inA z

This condition is relaxed as soon as the resonant particles

are heated T res increases. This is the well know "runaway"

phenomena.

d) Collisions can be avoided mainly by reducing the

residual neutrals, i.e. by increasing the efficiency of the

plasma source.

e) The level of low frequency instabilities in the

plasma has to be low so that the superimposed electric field

is not perturbed. A detailed study of the influence of insta-

bilities on the heating in I.C.R. process has been derived in

/117/.

f) The ionic wave which propagates in the plasma at the

cyclotron frequency with a parallel wave number k 11 is submit-

ted to Doppler broadening leading to the condition

il
k - < (3.15)

M ci
i

Of course, Doppler shifting exists, but is not worrying

W ci --awW ci - kI Villo (3.16)
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'g) Electronic Landau damping can be observed. The

cyclotranic wave loses its energy with the tail of the

electronic distribution function. As a consequence the

electronic temperature and the noise of the plasma increase.

The Landau damping must be avoided by checking the condi-

tion 

W << k 11 vth. (3.17)

wher v 5 the thermal velocity of electrons.
the

h) Multicharged ions., which are not resonant, lower the

separation coefficient. So, the electronic temperature must

be low (1 to 3 eV) to reduce the production of multicharged

ions.

i) Charge exchange

The cross section of the charge exchange reaction

M M M + M

which is resonant is thus very high. For Uranium, it has been

evaluated theoretically by Sinha and Bardsley /118/. The

result

T (12.6 - 1.55 LogE) 2 + 1.15 E_ 1.22 A2 (3.18)
c.E

with E in electron-volts, depends only weakly upon the

polarisability of unium, except at very small energies 

- 025 e). Due to the lack of experimental results, it is

difficult to verify the values in (3.1e).

For a density of 10 12 Cm- 3 and three meters long,

the effect remains still limited, more especially as the

runaway phenomena have an important effect an the energeti-

zed particles.
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3.1.5 Motion of a resonant particle in an electro-

magnetic wave

Schmitt and Lapierre /119/ have studied a nn-

consistent problem : the coupling of a particle with an

electromagnetic wave which propagates into the plasma,

perpendicular to the magnetic f ield.3o.The electromagnetic
-P *

wave, such as E.Bo =0, verifies Maxwell equations. In a

rotating frame, we can set

= x + 
AA)t -iwt

E = Ex + iEy = E +e + E - e (3.19)
B = 

wher = , and § beeing complex conjugates. For the ion,

the equation of motion 35) then reads

d2 X dX e dX
+ iW E (E - iB eiswt (3.20)

s s
dt 2 Cldt mi dt

The pump wave can be considered as a perturbation

of the left hand of 320). The condition of validity of this

approximation reads

vL I
<< 1 (3.21)

EB

With this approximation, eq. 320) reads

d2 X dX dX
+ iw E F (XI XI - ) (3.22)

2 Cidt dt
dt

This equation has to be solved by multiple scale

analysis by setting (Nayfeh 120/) :
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X(t) = X (top tip t + C X (tog tip t + O(C 2
0 2 . . . 2 . . .

3 23

and

+ E . . . .
E 3 24

C t t0 tI t2

To the zeroth order

X = U (tip 2 ) + R2 (tip 2 ) exp (- iW ci t0 (3.25)

where U stands for the complex coordinate of the guide center

and 2 = rLexp ip), r Lbeing the Larmor radius and 0 the

phase of the particle.

- To the first orderi classical cyclotron resonance is

obtained for the fundamental and the harmonics

- To the second order, four effects become important

Half-integer harmonic resonance

Non linear cyclotron frequency shift

Non linear two-wave cyclotron resonances

The ponderomotive force

e2 grad E S

Fp - (3.26)
M W(W SW

ci

with its associated drift

Fp X B
Vd = 6 (3.27)

e B2
0

This phenomena gave rise to a variant of the cyclo-

tron resonance process (Weibel 121/, 122/).
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The idea, as the ponderomotrice force is an axial

one, is to separate the two isotopes one at each end of the

device. Experiments performed with neon did not give the

expected results. The exact reason for failure does not seem

to be clearly known in spite of the work of Ferrari 123/,

it may be collisions combined with too small RF electric

field.

3.2 THE CONCEPTION OF THE SEPARATIVE ELEMENT

A separator is composed of four main elements the

superconducting agnet, the plasma source, the excitation

zone and the collector (figure 17). Diagnostics have to be

added to measure and control the plasma.

3.2.1 The superconducting field

The magnetic field of classical conception is

produced by a superconducting magnet. Its homogeneity must be

better than Am/m. The magnet is usually composed of four

parts a uperinsulant, one external screen cooled with

liquid nitrogen and two inner screens cooled with liquid

helium. The technological requirements will be presented in

section 34.

SOURCE EXCITATION COLLECTION
A A

Antenna Wd Enriched ptes
Microwave
antenna 

Ce
7 Wastee- plate

J.6a
Plate oi!
metal M-,WnTn

-M 2

tO M

-V V

Sputtered atoms Supraconducting magnet

Fig. 17 - Main omponents of the separative element
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3.2.2 The plasma source

3.2.2.1 The requirements

The plasma source must fulfil drastic

requirements it must ceate a plasma of great size, about

one meLer diameter for the process, as homogeneous as possi-
12 -3ble with an high density ' 10 cm . It must be stable,

reliable and flexible, i.e. it must produce plasma of diffe-

rent metallic elements. Multicharged species must be avoided

to allow a good efficiency. For the same reason, high ioniza-

tion rate must be achieved, so that the source is collisio-

nal. To fulfil these conflicting conditions, a sputtering

microwave source at the electron cyclotron frequency was

choosen independently by France and U.S.A.. Its principle

stands as follows.

3.2.2.2 The principle

A plate of the element to be separated is

biased negatively from some hundred volts to some kilovolts.

A part of the ions of the plasma is accelerated in the

sheath, strikes the plate and sputters off mainly neutral

metallic atoms (0.5 to 2 per incident ion). These neutral

atoms are then ionized by the electrons of the plasma, which

are heated by microwaves at the electron cyclotron frequency.

Use of electron cyclotron frequency gives more quiescent

plasmas than resonant cavity source such as Boulanger's one

/124/.

The microwaves are introduced in the device

through a window and a microwave horn (see for example figure

18) they generate an ordinary electronic wave which can

propagate only in the plasma (cut-off phenomena) if the elec-

tronic plasma pulsation is smaller than the electronic cylo-

tron frequency (see Stix 125/)!

n e 2 1/2
e

kW .= W . (3.28)
pe m ce microwave

e 0
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For example, if microwave = 10 GHz, then
12 -3(n 1.2 10 cm

e max

The experimental needed microwave power in the

source is less than 500 W per ampere of ionic current crea-

ted. The pasma is lighted up with the help of a rare gas

(argon, krypton ... . The gas which acts as a coolant for the

plasma, can be removed if the size of the source is suffi-

cient.

The material efficiency, i.e. the ratio of the

ionized ions versus the sputtered atoms increases exponen-

tially with the ratio of the ionization mean free path to the

plasma diameter, so that good efficiencies, more than 0.6,

can be only achieved on large experiments uch as P.S.P. at

TRW 5126/ A scheme of this source is given on the figure

is.

Notice, that the sputtering source describe

previously is well adapted to refractory elements, such as

chromium, nickel, uranium, molybdenurfi ... A Joule source has

been also developed at CEA for easy vapourisable elements,

such as alkaline earths.

3.2.2.3 The design of the source

Multifluid models (TRW /129,130/ Louvet

/131/), have been used to design such plasma sources. The

energy is supposed to be deposited in an homogeneous way in

this sense, the solution is inconsistent, as the wave problem

does not interact with the hydrodynamic problem. The ioniza-

tion term is consideredas asource term in the 1-D conserva-

tion equations. Thus, the following assumptions are done

Each speciesis in thermodynamical equilibrium

The size of the source is great enough so that a small

percentage of neutrals can leave the magnetized column. This,
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Fig. 1 - Scheme of the source after Christensen 125/

added to the strong anisotropy induced by the magnetic field,

justifies the assumption of 1-D flow.

. The plasma is neutral, n = n el except in the thin

sheaths. Its potential will be assumed constant.

. The electrons, due to their high collision frequen-

cies, spread the microwave energy P uniformly in the source.

Then., the system to solve reads

Mass conservation

n n

- .- (n v n n v
t z n n n e

(3.29)

n

(n. v.) n n V
t I I n L.

n ne
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Momentum conservation

-l n n Tn" n n n

+ 1-1 v2 + n n V
vt n n z m n e n

c
nn nI (v n vi ni

(3.30)

,(niv.) n (TL+T
2 i

(n v n n V 
t z z m n e n

+ n n (v V c
n I Vi ni

vi ve

Energy conservation

(n T )
tj "10

v Te)= P - E in n + ne e v 1 r, e V eve 
t z 2 z

I )1(niT 3 3

+ - n v Ti n n T 
I n e n

2 ' t z 2 2

(3.31)

+ n n (T T v c:.
n I n I ni

(n T
n 3 3

n T n n T 
2 '73 t z 2 n 2 n e n

n c
n i n i ni
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V the fquency of the ionization collisions with neutral,

Vc - the corresponding charge exchange one
ni

An improved model has been developed by TRW

where to 2D effects are simulated by varying coss sectional

area due to the magnetic field flare 132/.

Some results are given here. First, the

theoretical results obtained for argon are compared to our

experimental results (figure 19) the adjustment to the

experimental data gives us the microwave power efficiency of

the source which can be estimated at 30 to 50 % and which is

competitive.

Some main features of the operation of our

source can be drawn from figure 19. If the gas pressure is

too low, the ionization coefficient is high but the tempera-

ture increases very quickly with the microwave power (burn-

out phenomena) as soon as the cut-off density is reac�&.2.

n (�n-3)
i

Te 10 12
(eV)

10 A -lot 

11
10

Z5

10
1 1 10

0 0.01 0.02 0.03 0.04 0.05
FfV( Watts/CM3

Fig. 19 Variations of the electronic temperature and ionic

density with the neutral pressure and microwave power

after 116/

Pure argon Theory, 0 Experiments (matched

efficiency 035)
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If the source is fed with uranium vapo-ur at

various pressures then, clearly, for a given pressure, an

optimum in power is found 116/. As the ionization potential

of uranium is weaker than that of argon, the power needed and

the electronic temperature are much smaller than previously.

Too much power increases again the electronic temperatui-e and

generates multicharged ions. When an argon - uranium mixture

is used, then as the ionization energy of uranium is smaller,

the uranium is quite fully ionized while the ionic density of

argon is ncreasing (figure 20).

As a conclusion, the main characteristics of

the plasma created in the source can, b drawn from this

simplified fluid model.

Density (cm'3)

0
13 Ar

10

U

12
10

10

U

1C P (Wa Is)
10 I I )0-

0 500 1000

Fig. 20 Neutral and electronic density in an Ar-U mixture
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3.2.3 Conception of the antenna

3.2.3.1 Basic considerations

The oscillating electric field at a frequency

of about 200 kHz (hectometric wavelengths) must be induced in

the plasma by external means.

In the earliest experiments 121 a two-plate

excitation system which acted like a capacitor, was used to

induce the wave inside the plasma. Unfortunately, the dielec-

tric constant of the plasma becomes large near the cyclotron

resonance, so that the imposed electric oscillating field is

screened by the plasma : the electrons are linked to the

magnetic field while the ions are free to move radially with

the driving field. This was one of the reasons for the

failure of the process in 1942.

To overcome this space-charge fields, a

possibility was discovered during the sixties and applied

later by TRW 133,134/ and CEA 116/ : twist the space-charge

electric field. As the electrons are conducting axially from

the negative to the positive regions, the shielding effect

disappears (figure 21). Mathematically, it means that the

e
---so
B

MULTIFILAMENT COIL

Fig. 21 - Scheme of antenna used in I.C.R. Process
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parallel wavenumber kNmust be finite. As the particle reso-

nance is broadened by an amount k T,,, the dominant wave-

length of the antenna field should be choosen long enough to

keep the Doppler broadening within allowable limits, yet

short enough to provide sufficient penetration of the field.

Some other atempts 135/ have been performed by exciting

r.f. electric field for wave propagation perpendicular to the

magnetic field (k I � 0) using dees (two insulated semi

circular plates biased with the r.f. potential).

Two kinds of waves propagate in an infinite

homogeneous medium close to ion cyclotron resonance and in

ab ence of external excitation (see for example Stix 125/)

- the fast wave, which is evanescent,

- the slow wave, which is electrostatic.

Another kind of solution is generated by

multispecies plasmas ion-ion hybrid resonance. It has been

put in evidence by Buschbaum 136/. Without loss of generali-

ty, if we restrict to a binary mixture, this resonance can be

explained as follows the two ionic species are resonant but

their phase is opposite. As a consequence, although it has

been proposed for isotope separation by Hirshfield 137/ it

is quite obvious that the isotopic selectivity will be

insufficient, except perhaps for minor ions. Of course, the

ion-ion hybrid pulsation(a ii depends greatly on the relative

concentration N :

m2N + m1 (I N)
2

W W (3.32)
N + (I N) cl c2

1 2

The theory of cyclotron electrostatic waves

has been developed by Bernstein 138/ in the vicinity of ion

cyclotron resonance or harmonics.
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All these waves are modified by the finite

extent of the medium, the inhomogeneous plasma density and

the external excitation drive as follows.

3.2.3.2 Calculation of the electric field

Fhe electromagnetic wave created by this type

of antenna can be taken as a cmbination of plane waves whose

form is

eiWt e -ik.x (3.33)

2Tr

where W W ci and IkI is the wave vector.

Using Maxwell equations, it is possible to

derive an equation for the electric field E of the wave

2
W

VX ( VX E) - K E P ext (3.34)
c2

driving term

The magnetized plasma is here modelled through

its dielectric tensor (/125/)

I S iD 0 1

I I -L to the magnetic field

K -iD S 0 (3.35)

0 0 P I 11to the magnetic field

where
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W Pi'e W - W W+W
C1'e cie)

S + z +
i . e 5� k e kif v I e kI vi e

2

P + 2 PI e I W 2 W (3.36)
I �e

k11 v i , e k, vi e kg V i e

2 W -W . W+W
D E W pie c , e z c i , e

2 W k 11 vie k11 Vi'e ( k0 vie

and where 2 is the plasma dispersion function 139/.

-x 21 f0 e dx

Z (u = (3.37)

VT X - U

2 12
e

W the ionic plasma pulsationP i

E0M I

2 112
n e

W e the electronic plasma pulsation
Pe

1EM
e

vie the thermal velocity of ions and electrons

Through the ionic and electronic plasma

frequencies, the components of this tensor depend on the

magnetic field intensity, the density of charged particles,

the mass and temperature of different species.

If the plasma is assumed infinite along z, it

is adequate to use Fourier transform methods
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+ (D + D

f(rOt) f dk E F(rnk) exp 1i (nO + kz - Wt3
2TT -co -co (3.38)

The antenna is separated from the plasma by a

vacuum region. The conducting vacuum vessel is taken into

account. At each interface, the continuity or the jump, for

the various components of the electric and magnetic field has

to be written. The linear resulting sy'stem can be solved

easily and the inverse Fourier transform allows to compute

the real electric field E polarized in the direction of

rotation of the ions.

This calculation 116/ takes into account some

of the limitations and effects noticed above Landau dam-

ping, Doppler shift and Doppler broadening. It has been

extended to a radial stratified plasma by Mac Vey 140/. The

influence of the axial longitudinal density profile has been

taken into account with constant radial density 141/.

The influence of the sheaths for long k 11 waves

has been studied by Chen 142/. The nature of bounded modes

depends on either the motion of electrons is resistive or

inertial. Two-ions hybrid waves are especially affected.

Green function technique has been used to treat theinfluence

of radial feeds 143,144/.

A complete finite difference code has been

derived by Orthel 145/ which allows to treat arbitrary

geometry, density distributions, and varying magnetic field.

Perturbative effects has been studied such as

the threshold of parametric excitation of ion acoustic mode

by ICRH pump 146/. It can be noticed that in this regime

Ti >> Te, the ionic Landau damping may be important.
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The influence of collisions (ions-neutrals)

has been described by Monte-Carlo method using test parti-

cles, assuming Maxwellian distribution functions /147,148,

150/.

Instabilities /151/ have been observed experi-

mentally and studied with xenon when the frequency is such as

0,92 f ci < f < 10 f i . This instability is about 10 ms long

and disappears with the heating. The mecanism seems to be the

following the heating creates a space charge that modifies

the radial plasma potential. It generates an E x drift and

a rotating instability that destroys the heating in an

intermittent way. A slight dilution in argon overcome this

difficulty without lowering much the flow rate /12e/).

E+N/nO

E Wn

z 0. 25 III I= 2 cm

rr=40 - 40
z 0. 25 m n'

3o- 30

20- 20

10 10 ANTENNA
Edge of pasma

I t- 0

o 1 2 3 4 P_ 0.5 0 (II)
r (cin)

Fig. 22 Rf Electric f ield of half turn antenna af ter/ 16

Typically, to obtain satisfactory heating, the

order of magnitude of E must be about 1 V/cm (figure 22).

The antenna must give a radial profile as constant as possi-

ble and the electric field E must vanishes axially outside

the homogeneous zone of the magnetic field. A reasonable

agreement is found between experiments and theory.
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3.2.4 The collector

The collector is composed of two parts

- the "rich" collector, which is composed of parallel

plates and repeals the non resonant species

- the "waste" collector, which also helps to determine

potentials in the column.

The two main problems are to evacuate the heat, and

to found materials adequate for the best sticking of the ions

and for limiting the sputtering. The cooling problem can be

solved with three solutions : radiation-cooling for refrac-

tory materials, gas or air cooling for intermediate 500 -

9001 C) and strong liquid cooling for easy vapourisable

materials /12e/. The solution was found for collector heat

fluxes up to 55 Watts/cm 2 12(3/. The material adequate for

collection are the same as in AVLIS process.

3.2.5 The diagnostics

Research and prototype demonstration devices, like

every plasma physics experiments are equiped with various

diagnostics. Two kinds of diagnostics are implemented (Table

Probes (Langmuir probes 153/, emissive probes 152/,

electrostatic analysers /153/, magnetic loops /154,155/)

perturb the plasma and are difficult to protect against

metallisation. Most of the electric and magnetic measurements

are performed with them. Ion-ion hybrid diagnostics have also

been implemented 156/.

- Optical or microwaves diagnostics Fornaca 157,158/,

Compant La Fontaine /153/, Strawitch /159,160/, Le

Gourrierec /161/) which presents the advantage of

perturbing much less the plasma, but are more difficult

to handle.

Furthermore, some intense spectroscopic effort and

deconvolution (Berg 162/, Taherzadeh 164/, Compant La

Fontaine 163/) is needed, including Abel inversion and

Zeeman effect, to found the link between spectroscopic
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quantities ad plasma parameters such as densities,

velocities, temperatures for ions and electrons.

TABLE I - Main diagnostics used on superconducting experiments

Langmuir probes 153,165/ Electronic temperature and

Emissive probes 152/ density, wave analysis

Electrostatic analyser Heating measurements

/153,165,166/

Mass spectrometer probes Species and multicharged ions

/116,162/

Magnetic loops 154,155/ R.F. induced magnetic field

Hybrid ion-ion wave 156/ Concentration of multicharged

ions and species

Microwave interferometer Electronic density

/160,153/

Emission spectroscopy Plasma control

/162,116/

Fabry-Perot interferometer

/153/

Ionic and neutral velocities

Ionic and neutral temperatu-

Laser absorption 161/ es

Laser induced fluores-

cence /157,15E3/

Radiometer 159/

Weights 128/ Mass flow rate

Mass spectrometer analysis Separation factor

/116,153, 1213, 165, 166../

3.3 EXPERIMENTS

3.3.1 RICHARDSON experiments

Richardson, in 1942, did his first experiments with

a classical magnetic field of maximum intensity 5500 Gauss.
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The cyclotron frequency was varied between 10 kHz and lMHz.

The radio-frequency supply produced an a.c. electric field of

about 20 V/cm of amplitude between parallel plates figure

23). The plasma source was an UF 6 arc operating with a bias

bounded between 100 and 400 Volts and a current lying between

2 to amperes.

Resonance peaks have been obtained with various

compounds, such as argon, nitrogen, water, oxygenp uranium

hexafluoride. Unfortunately, the selectivity was poor, as the

plasma fluctuations were important and the magnetic field too

weak.

Use of UF 6 looked rather inadequate due to the

generation of UF + UF UF,+.... Furthermore, the cyclotron
5 ' 4 '

resonance process screened the electric field with such as

capacitive drive.

10
Ur*

U4

Z

4

2
TWf

INPUT

01
40 20 30 40 60 1AS

FACOUENCY. C/SIC

- 200 Gauss

Fig. 23 - Experimental results from Richardson 121
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3.3.2 SHMITT's work

The first real demonstration of the possibility of

using ion cyclotron resonance for isotope separation in a

plasma was given by Schmitt. The experiments 167/ were

achieved on a -machine with potassium at a plasma density of
a - 3 39 41about cm .The isotopes K and K can be clearly

distinguished on the dispersion curves (figure 24). Pure

Ionic Berstein waves were excited and observed for the first

time in the world with a wire or a solenoid whose axis was

parallel to the magnetic field. He also obtained resonances

up to the 13th harmonic of ion cyclotron frequency /68/

(figure 25). The minor isotope 39 K is better energized than

the major one 41 K, as long as the cyclotron frequency is

higher than the lower hybrid frequency. At high excitation

power levels, the resonant interaction gives rise to half-

integer resonances peak. This experimental phenomena can be

explained theoretically as a second order effect by multiple

scale analysis 119/.

3.3.3 US Experiments

3.3.3.1 DAWSON's work

Fundamental researches began again in United

States about 1975. The first experimental work (DAWSON 169/)

was done with a -machine working with ptassium (like

Schmitt 167/) and with a discharge in argon and xenon.

The 0-machine was a column of 57 cm of

diameter and I meter long. The plasma parameters were

n 10 10 to cm -3

Ti Te 0.2 eV

V 210-4 s

V. 510-6 s
ie
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Fig. 24 - Isotopic effect an the dispersion curve of pure

ion Bernstein wave after Schmitt 167/

3

(-5)

P=1 kW

0. kW
Ss

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Fig. 25 - Experimental proof of heating at harmonics and

half-harmonics after Schmitt /168/
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2
The homogeneity of the magnetic field was better than 

First, two ways of excitation were tried one with a sole-

noidal antenna, and the other one with an electrode at the

bottom of the plasma column at the hybrid ion-ion frequency

/135,136/.

The last way was found to be much less 5elec-

tive. The solenoidal antenna 60 cm long, 15 cm diameter, 47

turns) created an azimuthal electric field of modulus E eff =

0.06 r for a 00 W power near the cyclotron frequency to

100 kHz). The results of the figure 26 shows the preferential

resonance of the minor isotope and sample analysis an increa-

se in the molar fraction 41 KI 39 K from 007 to 4 leading to an

separation factor of about 50. Some more experiments were

performed on xenon isotopes.

39 41K
K

150 16V

retardiingE 100 
CK potenti 91CK

CX
50 31V

0
2.2 2.3 2,4

B FIELD IkG)

Fig. 26 Resonance obtained with 39 K and 41 K from 169/

3.3.3.2 TRW works

A considerable scientific and technological

effort (already mentioned) has been done by TRW under DOE

contract as much as 70 persons have been wprking on the

process in the period 1980-e5. The aim was to build a prepro-

totype called PPM operating on uranium in the fame of the

Advanced Isotope Separation Program (AVLIS, SILMO, PSP,
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Centrifuges). The caracteristic of PPM is described in

section and in table 2.

Although a larger number of elements has been

put into plasmas (more than 20) and separated (K, In, Pb, Ni,

Pd, U, Uranium ... , most of TRW published experiments 128,

170 to 173,140 to 152, 154 to 160/ have been performed with

Nickel. The operating data are recalled in table 2 and

compared with ERIC's ones.

TABLE 2 - COMPARAISON OF I.C.R. DEVICES

ERIC (CEA) PPM (TRW)

B MAX (T) 3 2

AB/9 t 5 10- 3 lo- :3

g (m) 0.3 1

L(m) (homogeneous) 2 5

SOURCE 10/18 28
FREQUENCY (GHz)

P Co) ce 1.5 kW 10 kW

MAX. POWER ON 7 kW 5 kW
(SPUTTERING PLATE

V SPUTTERING PLATE 2.5 kV 4 kV
MAX

PLASMAS CONDITIONS

rk (cm-3 n 10 10 to 10 12 10 11 to some 10 12
e c

Ti (eV) 0.4 to 2 eV 1 to 2 eV

Gas/metal Kr, Ar/Mo, Ni, C.. Ar/Ni, Cu, U ...

Metal Ca, Sa, Cd ... U, Pb, In, ...

oc 133 Ca, 8.5 Ba, 20 Nickel 120 g Ni
7.5 Cr 62 at 41.5 )

(I 0.11 0.5
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Plasma columns of section up to 1000 cm 2 have

been produced.

The material efficiency for a nickel 5putte-
17

ring source can reached 60 /12e/. with a flux of 10

ions/cm 2/s and a total collection of 06 g/hour on P.P.M..

The source is operating around 2 kV and the carrier gas can

be suppressed secondary electrons emitted by the source are

responsible for the thermal load of the collector. The plasma

cuT ent density can reached 10 mA/cm . Systematic researchers

on antennas were carried on.

The frequency is shifted by Doppler effect.

For minor isotopes the agreement is satisfactory between the

theoretical and experimental values. For major isotopes, the

shift is larger but not explained yet (Table 3.

TABLE 3 - Resonant lcations in teslas 129/.

Isotope Unshift Calculated Measured Initial
concentration 

Ni 58 1.783 1.800 1.82 68.27

Ni 60 1.e44 1.86 1.88 26.09
L

Ni 61 1.875 1.88 - 1.13

F Ni 62 1.906 1.91 1.91 3.59

Typical separation factors are a = 20 a - ,5

for 58 Nickel separation 166/. The separation is maximum at

the edge of the rich plates and decreases toward the waste

plate (figure 27).

Grams of 58 Ni enriched from 67,9 to 90,9 

were obtained as soon as 19E)l at low magnetic field 075 T.

About 130 g of 62 Ni enriched at 40 (at the rate of 6 g/day)

has been produced in a month and Palladium 102 for medical

purposes on P.P.M..
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Fig. 27 Axial nickel 5 enrichment on the collector of the

half-module M2B at TRW from 166/

Fig. 2 General view of ERIC device at CEN SACLAY
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3.3.4 ERIC xperiment at CEA

A lot of metallic species (Ni, Cr, Ca, Cu a,

Cd ... have also been sparated in ponderal form more than

twenty have been put into plasma and studied. Most of the

physical eperiments have been performed with Ca 1C i Lim for

which convenient optical diagnostics are available /lb,3,.165/.

The main parameters of the experiment are recalled in table I

and on the figure 2 and details can be found in Louvet

/116,174/. Measurements of heating done with electrostatic

energy analyser and Fabry-Perot interferometer showed a

Doppler shift which agrees satisfactorily with the theory for

minor isotopes, as in TRW's work. For the major isotope 40 Ca,

like discrepancies have been observed.

Isotopically selective heating (figure 29) higher

than 100 eV have been observed for minor calcium isotope.

This heating saturates at high antenna currents (figure 30).

During heating of 4e Ca, the temperature of the non-resonant

isotope remains cold <3 eV), ensuring an high separation

factor (- 133), if the enriched collector is biased negati-

vely.

Temperature and densities of neutral and ions have

been measured on barium. Usually, the low temperatures (- 

eV) leads to a good separation factor 8.5 in comparison to

the heavy molar mass of barium and of the insufficient

homogeneity of the magnetic field due to the diagnostics

ports.
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Probe current
A.U.

Antenna frequency
KHz I

410 420 430 440 450 460 470 480 490

48 46 44 43 42 40

Atomic mass at the cyclotron frequency

Fig. 29 - Resonance spectrum after 153/

V- Ei
W) /2
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+ Saturation zone

5

Excitation current
(A)

0 50 100

0 Electrostatic analyser at the plasma centre
+ Fabry - Perot

Fig. 30 - Heating of calcium 40 versus antenna current after

/ 1 53 /
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For the experiments operating with a sputtering

source, only old results dated from 1987 are available in the

literature from chromium 116/. Some improvements are in

progress. No major differences with Joule ource are expec-

ted, except slightly higher temperatures due to higher speed

of neutral atoms ad the fact that at small plasma diameter a

carrier gas is needed.

Separation factors are recapitulated in Table 4 It

is interesting to notice that the .,geometric" separation

factor 72) defined in 31.3 can be overcome 13.6 by

using a repelling potential.

Table 4 - Best eparation factors obtained on ERIC experi-

mental device

SPUTTERING SOURCE JOULE SOURCE

RESONANT 50 4B 110 132
ISOTOPE Cr Ca Cd Ba

,&m
- (%) 3.8 8.8 0.9 1.5
m

N 4.31 0.194 12.6 10.4
0

13.6 133 2.6 8.5

3.4 TECHNOLOGICAL REQUIREMENTS

The main technological requirements remains the creation

of the magnetic field, the generation of the microwaves for

the plasma source, the design of the sputtering plates and

the handling of the materials to be separated.
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3.4. 1

This technology is going to be now rather classical

/116,175 to 178/ as the requirements for the intensity of the

magnetic field can be fulfilled with classical niobium-

titanium wires di-own in copper to increase the thermal

conduction and allow the cooling. The remaining structure is

composed of a superinsulant, made from Mylar and aluminium

foils with holes, one nitrogen screen, and helium screens and

a liquid helium tank in which is drawn the superconducting

magnet. The whole is set into a vacuum cryastat to minimize

the heat losses and hence, the liquid helium consumption. The

technology developed in USA and in France is close as the

table recalls it. Just, the size is different. One can

notice that the last coil demanded by TRW 175,177/ has been

designed but never been operated its magnetic energy

storage is not far from the upper limit - 800 MJ of the

largest engineered superconducting magnets in operation. A

special code for the computation of the magnetic field has

been developed.

Table - Comparison of various coils

ERIC 116/ P.P.M. 176,178/ TRW PROJECT
/175,177/

Homogeneous 2 5 5
Length (m)

Total Length 3.40 10.1
(m)

Inner clear 0.3 1 1.3
bore (m)

Magnetic field 3 2 6
(teslas)

Homogeneity t 0.5 % 0.1 % t 0.03 

Store magnetic 1.4 22 505
Energy (MJ)

Intensity (A) 500 3000 5484
in wires
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It can be noticed that the ports for diagnostics

present in ERIC experiment increases the liquid helium

consumption (of around 2 I/h) and decreases the homogeneity
-3 - 3of the magnetic field from 10 to t 510 . To engineer the

largest magnet, General Atomic has developed numerical codes

to take into account the unhomogeneity of the wnding.

For the last years, the liquid helium consumption

and the cost have been drastically reduced and the technology

seems to be mature. It is probable that, on a long term time

scale, the arrival of high temperature superconductors will

simplify the cryostat and will replace liquid helium by

liquid nitrogen which is, at least, ten times cheaper.

3.4.2 Microwave echnology

The energy required for the source is of the order

of hundred kilowatts at high frequency for industrial separa-

tive elements. Gyrotrons 2 - GHz, 200 kW CW) are the

only tubes able to provide these requirements with a suitable

energetic efficiency (- 30 %). The technological issues

remain the gyrotron, the transmission system and vessel

vacuum windows 179 to 182/ which have to be ooled by a

fluorocarbon /180/ and to have a long life time. Some of them

have been operated up to 00 h on P.P.M. without metallisa-

tion or failure. The life time of gyrotrons, as operated on

fusion devices, is longer. Careful design and mode filters

have to be used to obtain a good eff iciency and the right

polarization in the plasma source. Mode conversion has also

to be avoided especially in the bends. Some safety problems

have to be solved when working in uranium 183/.

Long life experiments have also been performed with

such microwaves systems during more than a thousand hours on

other devices.
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3.4.3 Sputtering source design

The sputtering plate is submitted to a high thermal

load (10 to 50 Wlcm 2 ), so that the heat flux has to be

evacuated through a coolant fluid, which is usually water.

Furthermore, the homogeneity of the sputtering is inked to

the homogeneity of the surface temperature of the plate. Some

solutions have been developed by TRW exploding bound

casting of the target material on a copper plate which

increases the thermal transfer 128/ or casting by electronic

welding of the target 184/.

Use of a cavity surrounding the plasma increases

the efficiency of the source (/179/).

3.5 SEPARATION PERFORMANCES IN ION CYCLOTRON RESONANCE

3.5.1 Separation factor

As we have already seen it, separation factors can

be derived from the calculation of the antenna and of the

electric field rotating with ions, knowing the plasma parame-

ters. This computation is not sufficient in the sense that it

does not take into account all the limiting factors such as

collisions, magnetic field inhomogeneities, pollution ...

Nevertheless, the experimental factors are not too far from

the theoretical ones 116/.

Furthermore, the separative power varies slowly, as

a function of In a for high separation factors. I.C.R.

process, on the contrary to the Avlis process is a rather

good stripping process. For uranium, it seems possible to

reach quite easily a - 0 a - 03.

3.5.2 Separative power

With these last values, assuming a plasma of
12 - 3 2

density 10 cm of section m flowing at 2 km/s (value

around the acoustic ionic velocity), one can found
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6 - 25 000 SWU/m2 of plasma/yr

corresponding to an input f low rate of about 20000 kg/yr

345.3 Specific energy onsumption

It can be easily seen that 05t of the poer

consumed in the plasma source (as liquefaction of helium has

to be treated separately). For uranium, the needed power to

sputter atomes is around 1 KeV per atom 149/. This number

has to be divided by the material efficiency of the source

which should be better than O.E3 at industrial sizes.

Thus, the minimum specific energy comsumption W/5U

has a value around 110 kWh/SWU which is higher than in

centrifuge process, but also much lower than in gaseous

diffusion process.

3.5.4 Investment costs

As no industrial development has been pursued, it

is difficult to appreciate these costs accurately but the two

main parts come from the microwave system for the source and

from the magnet and its cryostat.

3.5.5 Operational costs

The main operational cost provides from the liquid

helium consumption, about 20 1/h for P.P.M. 177,178/. The

cost of helium (energy investment + ... ) is around 3

$/liter. Another important operational cost is needed by the

preparation of the element under metallic form.

4. OTHER PLASMA SEPARATION PROCESSES

4.1 TRAVELLING WAVE METHOD

The interaction of a travelling high frequency field

/ie5/ with a gas givesrise to the gas ionisation and to

ponderomotive forces resulting in axial acceleration and

separation effects.
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The travelling H.F. field is generated in a cylindrical

discharge chamber, filled with a gas of initial pressure

within the range 10- 2 _ 0-1 Torr, by a spiral uniformly

winding around its surface. The wave is excited with a

current I = I exp (iWt - kz ) with f - 170 kHz. At suffi-

ciently large azimuthal electric tield E1 an electrical

breakdown occurs in the gas and a radial azimuthal current is

generated.

In pure isotopic mixture, two eparative effects mainly

occur (/186/)

- barodiffusion separation with the eparation factor

/186/

Am

m

nI (0) n1 (1)) p (a)

where is the length of the device I 1.50 m)

- thermodiffusion effect due to the radial temperature

profile enhanced by the axial evolution 16/. This last

effect can be the principal one.

Use of a mixture of gases 1,188,190/, gives rise to

new phenomena ataphoresis, mass diffusion effects /191/

occurs. Gas mixture separation factors are high 20 - 10 3 )

for rare gases 1/. The isotopic effect is slightly enhan-

ced by the addition of a carrier gas. Separation factors can

be compared with the one obtained with a d.c discharge 192/.

Maximum separation factors a normalized to Am = 1, are 1.15

for neon /189/, for krypton isotopes /190/ about 1035 and

for xenon 1.05 (with addition of a light carrier gas).

The major inconvenients of this process are a low

enrichment, a quite high energy consumption (- 15 kW for the

experimental apparatus described above) and the great diffi-
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culty to work with metallic elements except for the very easy

ones to put in vapour like cadmium 193/.

4.2 ROTATING MAGNETIC FIELD

The acceleration of a plasma by a rotating magnetic

field seems isufficient, as the azimuthal velocity remains

small - 3 m/s due to the weakness of electromagnetic forces

/194/.

4.3 OTHERS

Let us mention here a transient separation process based

on the difference of mobilities in a weak magnetic field

(Pozwolski 195/) and an interesting combination of rotating

plasma with ion cyclotron resonance (Vlasov 196/) ; this

last one helping to extract the separated ions from the

plasma column.

5. MAIN FEATURES AND APPLICATIONS-COMPARISON OF THE PROCESSES

5.1 MAIN CHARACTERISTICS

The main feature of the ion cyclotron resonance process

remains its flexibility it is possible to change the inten-

sity of the magnetic field with the mass of the ionic species

and the ionic cyclotron frequency f ci by tuning the wave

generator, keeping the same RF-amplifier.

The same source can be used by just removing the mate-

rial of the plate to be sputtered for RCI and of the cathode

for rotating plasmas.

Refractory metals like molybdenum, uranium .... have been

ionized in plasmas and thus, any metal can be separated by

the resonance method and rotating plasmas. Uranium has been

seldom put in large plasmas (except TRW). One can notice that

uranium UF6 plasmas were run in view of M.H.D. propulsion

/197,198,199/. For metals easy to vaporize such as alkaline
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earths, cadmium, it is worth using an oven heated by

.Joule effect.

Therefore, material studies have to be performed for the

collecting plates to avoid difficulties of input-output and

purification. One can note here, that gases are mo r e

diff icult to collect so that it is not worth separating them

by RCI, but more using rotating plasmas or ther processes.

The flow rate Q is proportional to nIMV II ith vff 0C
-1/2 1/2

(M ) such as oc (M) . Thus, the plasma processes are

less interesting for light isotopes (M 40).

For ICR, the high separation factor (o( 5 to 50) allows

the production of high-purity materials. As the efficiency of

the source increases with the size of the plasma by the way

of the ionization efficiency, this process is well adapted

for intermediate quantities ome hundred grams to a

thousand kilogram at a lower cost than calutrons. This flow

rate is also necessary to redeem the cost of the magnetic

field which represents now about half the operating cost.

Some other advantages are the weak holp-up of the process,

the possibility of separating one isotope among the others.

The comparison of the performances of the main plasma

separation processes, as compared to ultracentrifugation are

recalled in table 6.
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CLASSICAL PULSED CENT. CONTINUOUS EYALE CENT.9 I.C.4.1C.E.A. I.C.R./TRW

U.C.S. 17 - 1) AK (7 -) (80 9) (ERIC) 1PSP)

8 (T) 0.1 1 0.2 0 0.2 0 1 to 3 2

Element 6 N - Uranium Cm, Zn, Ng Cm, Cd, Da, Cr... Ni, , Pb..

Pressure 100 Torrs I Torr I - 2 ars Pare metal 16-' GAS CARRIER
Helium OR PURE METAL

Rotation 600 G/s 7000 als 1700 mls 500o el's
velocity H V VC) VC)

Typical i.233 1.15 1.15 1.6 'lul"Cu 13.6 'oCr,133 "Ca 20 Ni

s Local 235U 235U 1.3 Ng (I 11 0.1) (I � 0.51

EXPERIMENTAL 6 4 ( 1000
MMU too to 5.10 2000

(kVh/SVU) 100 minima

ECONOMICAL EXTRAPOLATZON
OPERATIONAL BAD VASU a too low INCREASE DIFFICULT

Remarks EgUILIBRIUR 1im p SIZE OF S.E. GIZE EFFECTS)
REVERSIBLE OUT OF VS DIFFICULT BETTER RSULTS VITH MINOR

EQUILIBRIUM ISOTOPE HEATINS

Temperature 310 K M K I to I to 2 eV
(0.6 V) 2 eV

Table - Recapitulation of plasma separation processes

# EXTRAPOLATED TO URANIUM, IF NECESSARY
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5.2 APPLICATIONS

The main characteristics of the plasma pocesses pres-

cribe the following applications, in addition of uranium

isotope eparation.

1he RC! process is interesting for Metals 1Lated in the

middle of Mendeleiev table (M 40) for which usually the few

other eparative processes, that are available, ae difficult

and expensive to develop. Now most of these isotopes concer-

ned ae produced by OAK RIDGE calutrons 203/ (or similar).

These metals can be classified following the type of

applications 

- Structural and functional materials for fission or

fusion reactors /5,'iO,116,166,200,206/

90 Zr' 96 MO, 97 MO, 56 Ni, 60 Ni, 54 Fe, 56 Fe, 50 Cr, Li, U ...

- Materials to be irradiated in reactors to produce

radioisotopes

63 Ni, 51 Cr, 103 Pd ... for various applications (/128,170,

204/)

- Strategic materials mining in fission products Rh, Pt,

Pd, Ru (/5,200,201,202/)

- Medical, geological ad biophysical applications (only

if the quantity is sufficient) (/205/)

This list, of course, is not exhaustive. One can notice

that at the moment, almost 47 isotopes are hot available on

the market 203/.

6. CONCLUSIONS

Plasma processes are very useful to separate isotopes

especially of metals located in the middle of Mendeleiev

table as they present a weak holp-up, a good stripping, quite

high to very high separation factors and remain flexible and

reliable. Their major inconvenients seem to be the cost of
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the magnetic field (which can be removed by the coming of new

superconducting materials), the input/output procedures

linked to metal operations and a relatively high specific

energy consumption as compared to classical ultracentrifuga-

tion.

Among all the plasma processes, ion cyclotron resonance

is the more performing at the moment especially for rather

large size. Rotating plasma centrifuges need smaller invest-

ment costs but encounter difficult size extrapolation and

stability limitations.

For separating stable isotopes, the versatility and t.he

performances of ion cyclotron resonance allow it to replace

the calutrons, since at moderate size it costs ten to thirty

times less. The future of the process is linked to the

increase of the market in stable isotope which is increasing

but not large enough at the moment.

For separating uranium, the separative factor of rota-

ting plasma processes are insufficient to be competitive,

while for the ion cyclotron resonance process, in spite of

the AVLIS choice the conclusion does not seem to be defini-

tive.
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PRODUCTION OF ENATURED ZIRC09IUK SIN A PLASMA CENTRIFUGE*

J. L. Hirshfield,** L. A. Levin and 0. Danziger
Isomed Ltd., POB 23016, Jerusalem, Israel

Denatured zirconium (i.e., zirconium depleted in the isotope Zr-91)

could, if available in bulk quantities at loan cost, be used to advantage

for support structures, cooling tubes and fuel cladding in heavy-water

nuclear reactors. This follows from the high crossection exhibited by

Zr-91 for capture of slow neutrons, as compared with the other four isotopes

of zirconium. Studies of this subject by researchers at Ontario-Hydro

(Toronto) and elsewherel provide ample justification for seeking a process

for economic production of denatured zirconium. Arguments are presented in

this paper to support the suggestion that the plasma centrifuges could be

the basis for such a process. Geva et al have observed mass enrichment

factors of over 20096 per pass in this device, and high-flux operation of

chromium-fed dc distributed discharge vacuum arcs has provided input feed

rates in the range of gm/minute. Calculations show that a plasma centri-

fuge with angular spin rate of 105 rad/sec, plasma radius of 12 cm and

ion temperatue of eV would, under ideal conditions, provide a product

stream with Zr-91 depleted to 3 abundance (compared with 11.2% in natural

Zr) at 15% overall process cut. A jor technical obstacle to realization

of a distributed discharge vacuum arc in Zr is the near impossibility of

containing a molten Zr cathode pool at te required temperature of about

3000 deg C. A solution to this may lie in a recent suggestions for

crucible-free electromagnetic levitation of the molten Zr, with concomitant

heating by the ion flux into the cathode. Practical considerations for

implementing this suggestion are discussed.

*Work supported in part by Ontario Hydro Reseach Division.
**Also at Racah Institute of Physics, Hebrew University, Jerusalem, Israel.
lProc. Third Isotope Separation Workshop, Orangeville, Ontario, Oct. 56,

1988, Ontario Hydro Research Divison (unpublished).
2M. Geva et al, IEEE Trans. on Plasma Science PS-15, 583 1987); and
J. L. HiTsT271eld et al, Proc. XIII Intl. Symposium on Discharges and
Electrical InsulaTi-6nin Vacuum, Paris 1988 (to be published in IEEE
Trans. on Plasm Science).
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OUTLINE
Review Plasma Centrifuge requirements
for Isotope Separation

- DC vacuum arc of Vasin et at.

- Proposed mechanism for DC vacuum arc

- ISOMED experimental apparatus and
results

- Conclusions



PLASMA CENTRIFUGE BASICS

B

Enrichment factor qr) N 2 (r) N2 (0)

N N (0)
plasma

For two Ion species: ) exp '�' ) (2) 0
2 k T 00

A M M
2

Typical values 100,000 rad/sec,
A M = 2 amu, T = eV, r = 7 cm.
Published measurement gives q < 3

(M. Geva et at. IEEE Trans. on Plasma
Science PS-15, 583 1987))



BASIC PLASMA PROPERTIES

- free streaming electrons tied to B-field
lines

- frequent ion-ion collisions

- infrequent ion-neutral collisions

- small Ion gyration radius

- axisymmetry

- high mass throughput
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CONFIGURATION OF D. C. VACUUM ARC
A.I. VASIN A.M. DORODNOV AND V.A. PETROSOV

a

FIG.1 THE DISCHARGE APPARATUS. a: WITH HOT CATHODE
b: WITH 11 COLD 11 CATHODE

1) CATHODE of EVAPORATING MATERIAL
2) CRUCIBLE
3) COOLED HOLDER
4) ANODE
5) FARADAY CUP
6) DISCHARGE POWER SUPPLY
7) VOLTAGE SOURCE for the FARADAY CUP

SOV.TECH.PHYS.LETT. 5 12 ), DECEMBER 1979



VARIATIONS ON VDP CONFIGURATION

- external cathode/crucible heating and
temperature control

- increased cathode diameter

H

- external axial magnetic field Hn

- removal of the anode by an arbitrary
distance aong the magnetic field
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ELECTROMAGNETIC LEVITATION OF MOLTEN ZIRCONIUM CATHODE
jSee for example W. A. Peifer J. Metals May 1965 pp 487-493.)
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MEASUREMENTS OF ISOTOPE SEPARATION IN A VACUUM ARC CENTRIFUGE

J.V. Whichello

International Atomic Energy Agency

A-1400 Vienna, Austria

P.J. Evans

Australian Nuclear Science and Technology Organisation

Private Mail Bag 1, Menai, 2234, Australia

F.J. Paoloni

University of Wollongong
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ABSTRACT

In a vacuum arc centrifuge, high speed rotation of a fully ionised, near neutral plasma

leads to radially dependent mass separation. The use of this technique was first

demonstrated by Krishnan and co-workersl,2 who reported separation in a Cu/Ni and

pure Cu plasmas. For the latter system, significant isotopic separation was observed.

Thus, this device may provide a useful and cost effective method of producing small

quantities (10g-lKg per month) of moderately enriched isotopes.

This paper describes recent vacuum arc centrifuge experiments on copper plasmas

conducted by the Australian Nuclear Science and Technology Organisation. The

65CU/63CU isotope ratio in plasma deposited samples was determined by inductively

coupled plasma-mass spectrometry. Plasma rigid body rotation of 1.5 x 105 rad/s was

achieved with an axial magnetic field of 0. 1 T. Cathode erosion experiments yielded an

erosion rate of 48 jg/C. An axial drift velocity of 1.5 x 104 M/S was measured and

plasma ion densities of 3 x 1019 M-3 were estimated.

The degree of separation was found to depend on the conditions associated with the

vacuum arc discharge. Possible reasons for tis behaviour are discussed, together with

several problems encountered during the course of this study.
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1 INTRODUCTION

This paper describes the development of a vacuum arc centrifuge (VAC) by the

Australian Nuclear Science and Technology Organisation (ANSTO). An outline of the

principles of VAC operation i presented, including a brief summary of recent studies

based on this technique. This is followed by a description of the ANSTO system and the

presentation of the results of experiments carried out to measure the plasma rotation

parameters. Finally, some recent measurements of isotope separation in copper plasmas

are presented.

Successful separation in a vacuum arc centrifuge was first reported by Krishnan, Geva

and Hirshfield of Yale University in 19811,2. The main feature which distinguished their

device from previously developed plasma centrifuges was the use of a fully ionised, near

neutral plasma in the region of separation.

The principal features of a plasma centrifuge and a vacuum arc centrifuge are shown

schematically in Figure 1. In the plasma centrifuge, there are typically two concentric

electrodes which are coaxial to an applied magnetic field. The space between the

electrodes is filled with a gas which is partially ionised by an electric discharge. The

plasma radial electric field and the axial magnetic field cause plasma rotation about the

machine axis.

Although isotope separation has been reported for a range of lighter elements, it is now

generally accepted that partially ionised, plasma centrifuges have a maximum achievable

rotation velocity due to the interaction between charged and neutral plasma particles3.

This effect was first described by Alfv6n4 and is termed the fv6n critical velocity.

In the VAC, initiation of the arc leads to the formation of cathode spots which move

randomly over the surface of the cathode5. Plasma streams from the cathode spots and

expands into the region between the electrodes where it is confined as a column by the

interaction of the applied magnetic field Bz in Fig. 1) and the azimuthal current

associated with the plasma. It has been suggested, based on supporting evidence2' that

the plasma which flows through the anode mesh into the separation region of the VAC

is fully ionised. Thus the velocity limitation of conventional plasma centrifuges should

not apply to the VAC and rotational speeds above the Alfv6n critical velocity should be

possible.
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Figure - Main features of a plasma centrifuge (above) ad a VAC (below)

Bulk rotation of the VAC plasma column occurs as a result of an E X B drift between

the applied axial magnetic field and a self-consistent, radial electric field. It is this

rotation that produces centrifugal mass separation within the plasma column. The radial

density profile can be derived from the fluid model of an ideal plasma column. For an

axially symmetric, single ion species plasma column undergoing rigid body rotation, the

radial density profile is given by Equation (1):6

e Ziwir'B MiWi'r2
ni(r) = ni(O) exp

kTi 2 2e

where ni(r) and ni(O) are the number densities at radius r and r = respectively, e is the

electronic charge, Ti is the temperature of the ions, Zi is the ionic charge, '�� is the

potential difference, mi is the ionic mass, wi is the angular rotation frequency and Bz is

the axial magnetic field. For a two species plasma (i = 12), the use of Eqn.(1) yields the
following general expressions
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1/Z2
n2 (r)

n2 (0)

- exp w r [ lm2 Z2ml (2)
1/zi 2kT

nj (r)

nj (0)

where a is the abundance atio. This relation, which is analogous to one derived for gas

centrifuges, leads to the following definition for percentage enrichment:

Enrichment = [a - 1 x 100 % (3)

An example of the use of this expression is given in Figure 2 where the enrichment of

65CU with respect to 63CU in a copper plasma is plotted. The radial density profiles for

63Cu. and 65CU were calculated from Eqn. (1) and normalised to natural abundance at

r = 0. Table lists the fractional degree of ionisation for the two isotopes used in this

calculation.

TABLE 

Percentage Fractional Degree of Ionisation

Assumed for the Copper Plasma

------------------------------------------------------------

Fractional Degree of Ionisation

Isotope 1+ 2+ 3+

------------------------------------------------------------

63CU 21 25 23

65CU 9 11 11

------------------------------------------------------------

International interest in VACs has grown steadily since 1981. To the best of our

knowledge, devices of this type have been constructed and operated in five countries. A

summary of these efforts together with selected experimental results are given in Table

2. For comparison purposes, all separation results are expressed in terms of Eqn. 3).
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Figure 2 - Calculated enrichment of 65CU with respect to 63CU in copper plasma

In the initial experiments at Yale, a 60% enrichment of copper was reported for a Cu-Ni

plasma and an isotopic separation of 100% in 65CU for a pure copper plasmal.

Subsequently, the Yale group investigated the separation of a number of materials

including both elements and binary alloys6-8. Of particular interest is their work on

zirconium for which a maximum enrichment 96Zr:9OZr) of 1700% was observed7.

The pioneering work at Yale University was followed by developments elsewhere.

Researchers at the Instituto de Pesquisas Espaciais (INPE) in Brazil commenced work

on this technique in early the 1980's and in 1987 reported a 390% enrichment of 13C in a

carbon plasma9. Also in that year, the somed company in Israel, formed by some

members of the original Yale group, reported a zinc separation of 300% in a Cu/Zn

plasmalo.

VAC development is now underway at the Ibaraki University in Japan1l. The Ibaraki

device uses a plasma gun ion source. Unlike the other VACs discussed here, plasma

rotates about the machine axis as a hollow cylinder rather than a column. Rotation

speeds, an order of magnitude higher than those previously reported by other VAC

workers, have also been measured on this system.
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TABLE2

Selected VAC Results 1981 - 1989

COUNTRY ELEMENTS PARTICLE ROTATION MAGNETIC MEASURED

ORGANISATION M ISOTOPES DENSITY SPEED FIELD SEPARATION

YEAR STUDIED ne (W3) V, (M/S) Bz (T)

(Ref.) ni (M-3 w (rad/S)

U.S.A Cu-Ni W=10 5 0.2 CU/Ni 60%

Yale Uni. V,=7.4xlO 3

1981 121 Cu 65 Cu 100%

U.S.A Zr n,=3xlO 19 w=2.5xlO 5 0.17 91 Zr 2+ 90 Zr 2+ 47%

YaLe Uni.

1983 7 92 Zr 2+ 90 Zr 2+ 280%

94 Zr 2+ 90 Zr 2+ 330%

96 Zr 2+ 90 Zr 2+ 1700%

U.S.A. C n,=10 19 W=10 5 0.13

Yale Uni. AL-Ti

1984 6 Cu-Ni

Cu 65 CU+ 63 CU+ 100%

Cd-Sn

Brazil C W=10 5 0.12 13C 390%

INPE Cu 0.09

1987 E91 Mg V,=8.4xlO 3 0.1

U.S.A Ca ne=lO 20 w=10 5 0.14

Yale Uni. TL

1987 [81 Mg 25 mg 24 Mg 20%

26 Mg 24 Mg 30%

Israel Cu ne=10 19 W=10 5

Isomed Ltd. Cu-Ni

1987 103 Cu-Zn 0.13 Zn/Cu 300%

Co

Cu-Co

Co-Fe

Australia Cu-Zn n,=10 19 W=10 5 0.125 Zn/Cu 40%

ANSTO

1989 121 Cu 65 Cu / 63 Cu 15%

Japan Cu-Zn n zlO 21 W=l.lxlo 6 0.25 Zn/Cu 100%

lbaraki Uni.

1989 [ill
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Generally in VAC studies, enrichment is found to be dependent on radial position in the

plasma column, with the heavier constituent predominating at larger radii as predicted

by Eqn.(l). However, some exceptions to this trend have been reported in cases where

binary alloys were used6,12. For example, Geva et al observed significant enrichment of

the lighter aluminium in their experiments on A/Ti plasmas6. This effect was attributed

to differences in te radial, ion density profiles of the two elements in the plasma

column, most probably resulting from observed differences in the charge state

distributions of the two species.

Australian interest in the VAC commenced in 1984 when this technique was included in

a proposal to establish a facility for the production of a broad range of stable isotopes.

Other technologies, namely gas centrifuge and laser isotope separation, were to form the

basis of the proposed facility. Complementing these were emerging techniques like te

VAC which offered the prospect of viable enrichment in the longer term. Based on the

initial findings of the Yale group, the VAC appeared to be a suitable method for isotope

separation where small amounts of moderately enriched isotopes were required.

Considerable development was anticipated before a commercially viable stable isotope

separation facility could be achieved.

2. DESCRTPTION OF THE EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS

The ANSTO VAC system is shown schematically in Figure 3 The main components of

this system are:

• Aluminium vacuum chamber (1.5m x 0.178m W.) andpumping system.

The latter consisted of an oil diffusion pump and liquid nitrogen
trap with which background pressures in the range - _ 10-6 Torr

were achieved.

• Metal cathode and stainless steel mesh anode. Both copper and

copper-zinc (brass) cathodes have been used extensively in our

work to date.

• Energy storage and delivery systems. Several systems were employed

in the present study. These were a high voltage, heavily damped

5 kV R-L-C system, a stage, 400 V pulse forming network (PFN)

and a 17 stage, 700 V PFN.
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• Water cooled solenoid magnet. This produced uniform axial magnetic

fields in the range to 017 T.

• High power C02 laser. A Lumonics TEA 15 J/pulse C02 laser was used

to initiate the main high current, vacuum arc discharge. A cathode which

incorporated a high voltage trigger electrode was also developed and

tested but this was found to be less reliable than the laser.

• Diagnostics. The electrical characteristics of the arc were measured using

a high frequency current monitor (Pearson model 301X) and high voltage

probe (Tektronix model P6015).

Plasma characteristics were determined by means of floating and

biassed Langmuir probes. AU diagnostic signals were recorded

on a fast data acquisition system consisthip, of a digital

oscilloscope interfaced to a microcomputer.

ANODE MESH PROOE PORTS

ALUMINIUM
C AM8ER

XIAL
NDO�

CATHODE

WINDOW

To

VA[ UU"
PUMP

LENS

OP710 AL
MAGNETIC MAGNETIC (OIL SPACER

(OIL

FENERG7

CO, LASEP

Figure 3 - Schematic of ANSTO VAC
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A typical VAC discharge was initiated by the firing of a laser pulse which was focussed

onto the cathode surface. This created a small blow-off plasma which expanded away

from the cathode surface into the inter-electrode region. When the main discharge

circuit was completed, current flowed between the electrodes and a vacuum arc was

formed. The plasma emitted from the vacuum arc subsequently began rotating through

interaction with the applied axial magnetic field.

For a copper cathode, an average mass loss of 635 Ag/shot was measured with the 

stage PFN charged to 38OV. Under these conditions, a total electrical charge of 133C

passed through the discharge, yielding an erosion rate of 48 Ag/C. This is comparable to

the value of 67 pgIC reported by Geva et a16.

3. PLASMA CHARACTERISTICS

The axial drift velocity was estimated from biassed Langmuir probes measurements. The

result of one such experiment is shown in Figure 4 In this case, the two probes were

inserted into the chamber with their tips positioned on the centreline and with an axial

separation of 450 mm. The time difference at half maximum between the probe signals

was 25 As and this was assumed to be the plasma transit time. From these

measurements, the axial velocity was estimated to be in the range 1. - 1.8 x 104 M/S.

JW 3_1L

Britoil,
CHANNEL A

PROBE B

VITE! jkt

TIME A s/jiv

V, 3 kV

PROBE A
B = 0.05 T

Figure 4 - Axial drift velocity measurement
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A mass loss of 635 pg/shot for a current pulse duration of 25 ms yielded a copper atom

production rate of 23 x 1021 atoms/s. This value, in conjunction with a plasma radius of

40 mm FYMM) and an axial velocity of 1.5 x 104 ms-1, infers an ion density of

3 x 1019 M-3. This agrees with previously published estimateS6,7,10.

Biased Langmuir probes, inserted into the plasma column at various radii, were used to

determine the relative plasma density. Figure 5a shows a typical probe output while

Figure 5b presents the relative ion density profiles for 3 initial discharge voltages with

the stage PFN. The plasma densities plotted in Figure 5b follow a Gaussian

distribution in the radial direction, as predicted by the fluid model.

I 30 mm
VC 030 V

B, 0.05 T
CURRENT

F111 j4d
TIME 20 LS/&

BIASED PROBE OUTPUT

1.20[

a .00!
t

0.80�
e

o0.60
n

e .40 00 V
n
s
i .20
t
Y

-10.0 - a 0.00 5.00 IA
Radial Position (.mm) 10-1

Figure - (a) Typical biassed probe output (above),

(b) Relative ion density profile (below)
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Rotation of the plasma column is fundamental to the process of mass separation in the

VAC. In order to establish that the plasma column was indeed undergoing rotation, two

types of experiments were used. Firstly, a slotted disk and plate collector were placed in

the plasma stream at the far end of the VAC. This arrangement is shown schematically

in Figure 6a. Plasma rotation caused the image of the slit, which was deposited on the

collector plate, to be rotated with respect to its major axis. This effect is shown in Figure

6b where the angular displacement of a plasma element with velocity components vz and

V( is apparent. In this case, the trajectory of the plasma element has been exaggerated

for the purposes of illustration. he plasma deposits from two slit-collector experiments

are shown in Figure 7a. This figure clearly shows that the plasma column was

undergoing rotation. Furthermore, when the magnetic field was reversed, as indicated in

Figure 7b, the direction of rotation was. also reversed.

-40mm-�

>

Direc�tion
Of ISMCL

stit Cotlector
(Perspex) (Perspex)

120 x 1.5mm 120 x 1.5mm

Trajectory of a r

plasma, eement

'-age
nate"
10 LI

-Vo __Vz

CoRector

Figure 6 (a) Schematic of slit/collector assembly (above),

(b) Diagram showing trajectory of plasma element (below)
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View from the
3. cathode end

B,

View from the
3. cathode end

B = 0.15 T P-b..

Vc = 380 V

Figure 7 - (a) Plasma deposits from slit/collector experiment (above)

(b) Field reversed case (below)

Rotation was further substantiated by the second method which used biassed Langmuir

probes. The outputs for two probes at equal distance from the cathode, but at 90 degrees

with respect to each other, are shown in Figure 8. In Figure 8a, the applied magnetic

field was orientated to point toward the cathode (or out of the diagram) and the signal

from probe 3B was seen to lead that from probe 3A. Thus, it was concluded that plasma

rotation was in the clockwise direction when viewed from the cathode. In Figure 8b, the

field was reversed and the output from probe 3A led that from probe 3B. Therefore, the

direction of rotation was also reversed.
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The consistent phase shift between the two probe signals in Figures 8a and 8b infer

synchronous rotation of the plasma column. Therefore, the period of these signals

provide a measure of the rotational speed of the plasma The plasma rotation velocity

as a function of axial magnetic field is shown in Figure 9 for an initial discharge voltage

on the stage PFN of 200 V. An increase in trace frequency with increasing applied

magnetic field is observed in this figure. This effect is further illustrated in Figure 0

where the results for 4 values of the initial discharge voltages are plotted. For the

present VAC arrangement, the rotational velocity was found to increase with magnetic

field to a value of approximately 1.5 x 105 rad/s (- 24 000 revolutions per second) at 01

T. Measurements of rotation frequency at various radii indicated that the plasma was

moving as a rigid body.

View from the
3. cathode end

P, -b

3 8-L

�-100 VAC

TIME

View fro the
3. cat ode end

0-

VA

�-100 4S-�

TIME

Figure - (a) Biased Langmuir probe outputs positioned at 90 degrees with respect to

one another (above). (b) Field reversed case.
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Vr = 200

B = 0083 T

BZ = 0.05 T

B = 0025 T

TIME

Figure 9 - Oscillation frequency of probe output for different magnetic

field strengths

2.00 8A 

0

t Quadratic least squares
a
t fit to data

i1.50
0
n

F
r1.00
e
q

100 
200 V

r0.50 300 V

a
d 0 390 V

0.00 0.2S 0.50 0.7S 1.00 t25 I.S
Axial Magnetic Field z T) JOA-1

Figure 1 - Plot of rotation frequency vs Bz for different initial

discharge voltages
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4. SEPARATION

The separation of both isotopes and elements in the VAC has been extensively studied

since the technique was first reported in 1981. Two main approaches for determining the

extent of separation have been adopted in work to date; these are the direct analysis of a

sample of plasmal,6,7,9,10, usually by mass spectrometry, and the analysis of solid samples

obtained by means of plasma deposition2,6,8,10-12, usually from a number of discharges.

The former yields measurements with some degree of time resolution while the latter

gives a time integrated value for the extent of separation. With relatively few exceptions,

the time resolved sampling technique has produced the more impressive isotope

enrichment results so far. Despite this, the deposition method was chosen for the present

study because it was considered to more closely approximate an actual separation

device.

Copper was selected as the t est material because of its simple isotopic composition and

its ready availability. This element has two stable isotopes, 63Cu and 65CU, which have

natural abundances of 69% and 31% respectively.

The isotopic composition as a function of radius in the plasma was analysed to

determine the extent of separation. For this purpose, the collector assembly shown in

Figure I was used. Plasma deposition onto an aluminium substrate (4mm wide x 1mm

thick), attached to the leading edge of the collector, generated solid samples of known

radial position. These were removed at the completion of an experiment, which typically

consisted of 40-250 discharges, and analysed by inductively coupled plasma - mass

spectrometry (ICP-MS).

Other collector designs were tried, including a flat disc and several stepped

configurations. The device shown in Figure 11, which yielded the most consistent results,

was used in all the separation experiments described in this report.

Figure 12 presents the enrichment measured in a typical separation experiment using

the stage PFN as the energy source. The trend exhibited by these results is similar to

that found by other researchersl,2,6-11; namely, little or no enrichment close to the axis

but increasing enrichment at larger radii. The results from the stage PFN were found

to be consistently disappointing with little more than about a I to 2 enrichment of

65Cu at the outer radii.
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Figure 12 - Enrichment vs radius for stage PFN
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In contrast, enrichment results with the 17 stage PFN have been more encouraging.

Data from two experiments with this power supply are plotted in Figures 13 and 14 In

both cases, te enrichments at larger radii are significantly higher than those obtained

with the stage PFN.
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B�=0-125 T
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Figure 13 - Enrichment vs radius for 17 stage PFN
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Figure 14 - Enrichment vs radius for 17 stage PFN
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Apart from the energy storage and delivery system, the experimental conditions of

Figures 12-14 were very similar. The number of discharges deposited or te arc current

may ave caused the observed variations in separation performance. However, more

recent work suggests that tese variations can be tentatively attributed to differences in

the arc discharge conditions, resulting from the type of power system used. For instance,

the rate of change of current during the discharge may produce an arc or plasma which

influences the separation process.

Time resolved mass spectrometry has been most frequently used in previous studiesl,6 of

copper isotope separation in te VAC. With tis technique, significantly higher

enrichments have been observed. The comparatively lower enrichments obtained from

the time integrated samples of the present study are most probably due to the averaging

that occurs with the plasma deposition method. This averaging serves to reduce the

measured enrichment compared to that obtained with a time resolved technique since

not all the plasma is rotating with the same velocity. vidence supporting this is

provided by the results of the slit experiments presented in Figure 6 where the image of

the slit has a wide angular spread.

Furthermore, the mechanisin of plasma deposition from a high speed flow onto a

substrate is likely to be a complex one which may well contribute to the lower separative

performance observed in our investigations, However, separated material has ultimately

to be removed from the VAC by means of some deposition process if it is to serve as an

effective isotope separator. Therefore, we believe the development of a workable

extraction system represents an important future challenge for VAC research.

5 CONCLUSIONS

A VAC facility capable of achieving moderate levels of isotopic enrichment has been

described. Operation of the ANSTO system with several different discharge power

supplies has been investigated in an attempt to determine their influence on isotopic

separation. Significant variations in performance were observed and these are discussed

in light of the experimental conditions. Work in progress is aimed at resolving these

variations with a view to improving VAC separation performance. The egineering of

new collector arrangements is envisaged as a crucial element in the establishment of the

VAC as a viable isotope separator.
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RECENT DEVELOPMENT IN STABLE ISOTOPE SEPARATION

BY IONIC CYCLOTRON RESONANCE (I.C.R.)

A. COMPANT LA FONTAINE - P. LOUVET

D6partement des Lasers et de la Physico-Chimie

CEN SACLAY

91191 - GIF-SUR-YVETTE C6dex

FRANCE

Isotope separation of calcium, barium and cadmium is

studied here experimentally in a plasma confined by a strong

homogeneous magnetic field. Temperatures of the species

heated by ionic cyclotron resonance are measured with an

electrostatic energy analyser and a Fabry-Perot interfero-

meter. The heating is found to be isotopically selective and

the shift in frequency is analysed with respect to the minor

and major species. An experimental separation factor equal to

133 or 48 Ca is reached.

1. INTRODUCTION

The ERIC device was initially designed at Saclay to

demonstrate the feasability of the ionic cyclotron resonance

process (I.C.R.) and the first metallic plasma was produced

in 19e5. This device is well suited to separate the elements

with atomic masses comprised between about 40 and 200, and

the collection is only solid. Furthermore we were demanded to

supply 48 Ca used for nuclear experiments. Other requests to

feed 132 Ba and 110 Cd among other isotopes not available or

with insufficient enrichment quality were made on the market

of stable isotopes El]. The natural molar fraction N of
0

these isotopes are recalled in the table 1. The main part of

this paper deals with calcium for which the physical results

and the separation performances obtained and recently publi-

shed 2 are emphasized here.
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Table I Natural molar fractions N0 1%] of Ca, Ba and Cd

isotopes

M 40 42 43 44 46 48
Ca

N 96.947 0.646 0.136 2.072 0.006 0.194
0

M 130 132 134 135 136 137 138
Ba

N 0.106 0104 2436 6625 7878 11.235 71.616
0

M 106 108 110 ill 112 113 114 116
Cd

N 1.268 0900 12.58 12.86 24.15 12.20 28.61 743
a

2. EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS 3,41

The ERIC device (Fig. 1) produces a quiescent plasma

confined by a magnetic field up to 3 teslas created by a

superconducting magnet. The device is divided in three parts:

- the source, located in the diverging zone of the

magnetic field where the plasma is produced by ionizing

the vapour, obtained by Joule heating, by the electrons

of the plasma heated using microwaves at the electron

cyclotron frequency (10 or 18 GHz) ;

- the excitation zone, where the resonant isotopes are

selectively heated by an inductive helicoldal antenna

inducing an oscillating electric field about the ion

cyclotron frequency radio frequency (R.F.) heating 

- the collector, where the rich and the waste parts are

deposited.

Horizontal and vertical ports for diagnostics are

disposed around the vacuum vessel, which are: laser absorp-

tion, Langmuir probe, mass spectrometer probe, electrostatic

analyser probe and transverse and longitudinal optical fibers

connected to a Fabry-Perot interferometer.
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1 PORTS FOR DI GNOSTICS (LASER ABSORPTION, LANGMUIR AND MASS SPECTROMETER PROBES) I

SOURCE EXCITATION COLLECTOR
ZONE

MICROWAVE LHTER INDUCTIVE ELECTROSTATIC
ANTENNA ANTENNA ANALYSER

PRODUCT
/PLATES

PLASMA'
7

TAL
PLATE

JOULE HICROWAV
FURNACE INTERFEROMETER AM

OPTICAL FIBERS

Fig. 1 : ERIC device (I.C.R. process)

Also, a microwave interferometer measures the lineic

electronic density.

Plasma heating measurements are performed locally in

space for each isotope with the electrostatic analyser probe

and globally for the major isotope by optical diagnostics,

namely by Fabry-Perot interferometry and laser absorption.

3. SEPARATION OF CALCIUM

3.1 PLASMA PHYSICS RESULTS

3.1.1 Transverse energy distribution function

By varying the probe bias V probe of the energy

analyser (E.A.), it is found that the region of interest is

for bias greater than the plasma potential V plasma (Fig. 2.

This region corresponds to no electron capture nd to the

capture of ions with espect to their energy. The probe
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current I analysis leads to the transverse energy distribu-

tion function of Ca+ isotopes which.is found to be exponen-

tial (as the probe current) versus the mean energy 9 with

as without R.F. heating.

Probe rent

P

Fig. 2 Typical collected

current I on the
p

energy analyser probe

versus the applied bias

V (Ca+ plasma
probe

without R.F. heating)

V Probe bias
plasma (V ProbeI

Besides, the Zeeman patterns of the resonance line Ca II

3968.47 A (Fig. 3 are recorded with the Fabry-Perot ipterfe-

rometer (F.P.I.). In the transverse line of sight, the a and

Tr components give the transverse ionic temperature after

deconvolution of the instrumental function. In the longitudi-

nal line of sight the parallel ionic temperature is derived

by the same method and the parallel ionic velocity is measu-

red by using the Doppler shift with respect to the reference

line issued from a hollow cathode.

In all the ses studied (i.e. without or with R.F.

heating at the resonance of the different isotopes) the

transverse energy distribution function of 40 Ca+ is found to

be exponential, in agreement with the E.A. results.
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TRANSVERSE LINE OF SIGHT-COLLECTOR SIDE:
A(r-5 cm-'

F i 3 : Ca II

3968.47 A Zeeman

LONGITUDINAL LINE OF SIGHT: patterns obtained

by Fabry-Perot

interferometry =

I 2B7 T, no R . F .

heating)

A

3 . 1 2Heatinq of the ajor isotope LIOCa

The heating of 40 Ca is measured firstly versus the

antenna frequency f a with the E.A. and the F.P.I. (Fig. 4.

Fhe profiles corresponding to various experiments are norma-

lized to te peak values ad centered on the resonance
res -gy lies between 35 and 60 -V,

frequency f 40 . The maximum ener L

while h �ihift Af of the cyclotron fequency f C40 with

respect to the enance frequency is found to be smaller for

tire .O. (3 to 45 Hz) than fr the F.P.I. 6 kz). This

discrepancy can be du t the character respectively local

and global of the E.A. ad the F.P.I..
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Fig. 4 Iransverse energy of the major isotope 40 Ca 

1.2e7 T, I 50 A)

When setting the antenna frequency to the 40 Ca r esonance

frequency : 4eB kHz so determined the antenna current I is

varied (Fig. 5) W find that the square root of the heating

AE C f 40 Ca is proportional to the antenna current blow 60 A,

in agreement with the theory of te guiding center approxi-

mation which hows that the Larmor radius of te resonant

isotope increases linearity with the induced electric field

131. The saturation zone corresponding to Values greater

than 60 A is not already interpreted (Doppler effect or

modification of the plasma dielectric tensor or limitation of

the large ionic Larmor radius increasing with the heating
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VT Ei
IeV) V2

aturation zone

5

Antenna currentI
+ (Al a

so 100

Electrostatic analyser at the plasma centre
Fabry - Perot

Fig. 40 Ca heating versus the antenna current (B = 1.287T,

f 4ee kHz)
a

3.1.3 Heating of the minor isotopes

We then study the heating of all the isotopes of

calcium with the E.A., versus the antenna frequency at I a

5 A.

Firstly, we set the E.A. probe bias at a constant value,

50 V above the plasma potential (Fig. 6. The pobe current

curve maxima correspond to the resonance peaks of the isoto-

pes, and are hifted with respect to-the cyclotron frequen-

cies of these isotopes. It appears that the shift of 40 Ca is

about twice that of the minor itopes.

Secondly, by varying the probe bias, the transverse

temperature can be btained (Fig, 7. The chaotic and discon-

tinuous aspect of the curve is due to the fact that the RLC

circuit in which the current is driven in the antenna is

matched only in a range of about 10 kHz. Therefore, in order
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Probe current
I A.U I

Antenna frequency
fa I kHz I

410 420 430 440 450 460 470 480 490

I I I I t
48 46 44 43 42 40

Atomic mass at the cyclotron frequency

Fig. 6 Resonance spectrum of calcium isotopes obtained with

the electrostatic analyser (B = 1287 T, I a = 5 A,

VProbe - VPlasma = 0 V).

to scan the antenna frequency over all isotopes it is then

necessary to adjust the capacities for the successive fre-

quency bands. Also within each scan, the small variations

observed are ascribed to these of the plasma. However it can

be pointed out that 44 Ca and 48 Ca have a transverse tempera-

ture of about E30 eV. The signals of the highly minor isotopes

42 Ca and 43 Ca (see table 1) are not visible because blended

by the 44 Ca and 40 Ca profiles tai'ls.

3.1.4 Doppler effect and selective heating

The Doppler shift expressed as

af = k /2Tr (1)
D

can be determined by using the theoretical value of the

longitudinal wave number of the antenna k 2m-1 and the
11

longitudinal ionic velocity measured by the F.P.I. at the
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Temperature

100 W)

Antenna frequency
fa (ktiz)

0 410 420 430 440 4�O 460 470 480 400

1fc48 1fc44 1fc43 1fc42 1fc4O

Fig. 7 Transverse temperature spectrum of calcium isotopes

obtained with the electrostatic analyser ( = 1287 T,

I, = A
a

resonance frequency of 49 Ca 5 km/s. Consequently for

4e Ca, Af -1.6 kHz that is almost the 1.8 kHz correspon-D 
ding shift value observed with the E.A. (Fig. 6.

The Doppler broadening can be also found by using the

parallel ionic temperature - 16 eV obtained with the F.P.I.

at the cyclotron frequency of 48 Ca. In addition, the mid-high

width of the parallel velocity distribution function is about

1.111 P so that the Doppler broadening is about the Doppler

shift. Finally the relative Doppler broadening with respect

to the requency is equal to 0.5 % (about the value of the

homogeneity of the magnetic field). This value is much

smaller than the relative mass (or cyclotron frequency)

difference between isotopes equal to about e %. Furthermore,

the Landau damping 3 is expected to be small, so that the
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selective heating of 48 Ca can be achieved (the other limita-

tions beeing negligible).

An experimental value of the 40 Ca transverse energy
4e

measured at the Ca resonance frequency with the F.P.I.

confirms this possibility. Indeed, when plotting the 40 Ca

transverse energy versus the antenna current (Fig. 8), for

Ia= 50 A, its value, 26 eV is much smaller than the eV

found for 4e Ca with the E.A. (Fig. 7 Notice also the linear

dependence of the square root of the heating of 40 Ca versus

I as observed previously at the 40 Ca resonance frequency
a

(Fig. 5).

In.other hands, when setting the antenna current to the

44 Ca resonance frequency, the logarithm of the probe current

plotted versus the probe bias shows wo slopes corresponding

to the 40 Ca and 44 Ca transverse temperatures (Fig. 9. Here

the 44 Ca transverse temperature also greatly exceeds that of

40 Ca.

3.2 SEPARATION RESULTS

The calcium collected at the poduct (rich) and the tail

(waste) collectors is firstly dissolved by emical attack

and subsequently analysed by thermoionization mass 5pectrome-

try to determine the enrichment a and depletion a factors

defined as 

NR/(l NR NW/(l NW

(2)

1\1 1 N N /(l N
0 a 0 0

where NRand N denotes respectively the enriched and the

depleted molar fractions and N the input (or atural ) mo I ar
U

fraction (Table 1).
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We successively set the 44 Ca and 4B Ca resonant (Table 2)

for two effective bias on the rich collector deduced from a

model based on individual cyclotron trajectories using the

experimental a and a values and the 40 Ca transverse tempera-

ture. For these two isotopes a is about ten with no effective

bias, whereas with a 5 V value it is increased by about an

order of magnitude for 4e Ca. Indeed, the main part of the

40 Ca non resonant isotopes with a mean energy of 26 eV of

the distribution function is repelled by the rich collector.

For 48 Ca 13,.approximately equal to a1with no effective bias,

is clearly increased with a V value for the same preceding

reason.

However at the 40 Ca resonance, no separation of this

highly major isotope'could be obtained. A possible hypothesis

(to be checked) to explain the non selective heating at the

40 Ca resonance is the Doppler broadening effect.

4. SEPARATION OF BARIUM AND CADMIUM

For elements with much higher masses than calcium, as

barium and cadmium, the Landau damping begins negligible as

the ion cyclotron frequency decreases and so the Doppler

broadening. Consequently the main condition of selective

heating is that the relative mass separation between isotopes

&M/M must be greater than the magnetic field homogeneity

(0. M.

Also we adjust the antenna frequency, f a to the resonan-

ce frequency f res of a selected isotope i
i

res
f = f. f

a I ci D

where fi is the cyclotron frequency of the isotope and Af D

is given by (1).
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Table 2 44 Ca and 48 Ca separation results

Effective bias [VI 0 5

Resonant No 3 NR E%3 a NP E%3 4 NR 1%3 a NP 3
isotope

44 2.0? 19.7 11.6 0.455 0.216

4e 0.194 1.90 10.0 0.021 0.108 e0.5 1:33 0.074 0.381

4.1 SEPARATION OF BARIUM

In ERIC, we produced 132 ea, for which M/M 1.5

Simultaneously some laser absorption measurements on the

transition a II 6141.72 A are performed with a 4 W argon

pump laser and a 6G dye laser 5 The transverse tempera-

ture T. measurement of the major isotope 138 ea is obtained

without and with R.F. heating at the source side and at the

collector side at the 132 ea resonance frequency (Fig. 10).

Note that only the components 4 of a II 6141.72 A can be

observed because the laser is linearly polarized along the

direction of the magnetic field. At the source side, when

applying the R.F. heating (with I a = 25 A) T remains

practically unchanged ; while at the collector side the

Zeeman pattern becomes unresolved when applying the R.F.

heating, more precisely T is increased from 0.5 to 35 eV

-L 138
representing the heating of ea.

The densities of neutrals and ions of a are measured at

the source part and the neutral fraction is found to be

small about I (value expected, by considering the elec-

tronic density and temperature measured with the Langmuir

probe). Consequently a small pollution by neutrals can be

expected at the collector, which allows high a values.
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Source side Collector side

Til 50ev TiI .50eV

Without
RF

heating

iI. .48eV i.L 3.5eV

With
RF

heating

Fig. 10 Temperature measurements by laser absorption of the

transition Ba II 6141.72 A ( = 1286 T)

The enrichment factor obtained for 132 Ba is 13.5 (Fig.

11), while its temperature (deduced from our model using the

experimental values of a and a and T. of 139 Ba� is about 20

eV (to be compared to the 35 eV T value of the non resonant

isotope 138 Ba).

4.2 SEPARATION OF CADMIUM

At last, we produced in ERIC 110 Cd, for which WIM

0.9

The enrichment factor found for this isotope is 26

(Fig. 12).

Also it can be pointed out that for 235 U, AM/M 1. %

so that from this consideration this isotope should be easier

to separate than 110 Cd.

Note that for Ba and Cd, the enrichment factor mid-high

width 4f/f versus the cyclotron frequency is about 2 
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CONCLUSION

The experimental r e c; u I b t a i n e d on the f-'--RIC device

demonstrate the ability of the I.C.R. process to pruduce

dei-ise and uniform metallic plasmas by joule Ilea t i ng' t )

selectively ear a minor isotope among the others ad to

collect it fficiently by applying a epulsive bia o the

i-ich collector. Finally satisfactory separation res I ts are
4 8

Obtained for Ca (a 33, 0.108), whereas f o r heavier
110

isotopes wth smaller AM/M values s Cd) much better

performances can be reached with a magnetic field Mo C e

homogenaOUS achievable without uin prts for diaynostic�-s)

and with a longer achine.
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ABSTRACT

The parameters required for describing the characteristics of separating units and

cascades handling multi-isotope mixtures are defined and discussed.

In the case of separating units, the main requirement is the specification of the

dependence of separation factor on feed rate. Only cascades of the 'primitive'

type, i.e. those in which the feed of a stage is made up of the light and heavy

fractions of neighbouring stages, are considered. Here the required parameters

are the numbers of separation steps in the directions of the light and heavy

fractionsas wellasthe heavy tolightfractionstagemassflow ratioof a 'reference'

isotope.

The costs incurred in obtaining a product with specified concentrations are then

discussed. These arise mainly from the costs of the separating elements and the

cost of the feed itself. However, since flexibility has to be built into the cascade

so that it can respond to different separation tasks and also be able to process

a number of different chemical species, an additional cost is incurred. The paper

proposes methods for including this additional cost in the total cost of the product.

While the basic theoretical development is applicable to all problems of multi-

component separation, the overall cost considerations depend on which of the

concentrations at the cascade inlet and outlets are fixed and which of them are

'free'. One of the examples considered here is the production of nearly pure

silicon 28 from feed containing the isotopes Si-28, 29 and 30. Another is the

separation of the uranium isotopes U-2351 236 and 238 in spent reactor fuel.
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INTRODUCTION

The need for the separation of isotopes from feed containing more than two

isotopes arises in many industries. In these cases, the object is to increase the

concentration of one or more isotopes relative to those of the others. In all such

applications it is important to be able to specify the characteristics of the separating

units and the cascade which would achieve the required concentrations at a

reasonable cost.

The analysis of multi-isotope separation has been addressed by a number of

previous workers, e.g. de la Garza et al 1960, 1963), Lehrer-Ilamed 1969),

Yamamoto and Kanagawa (1 979), Langbein and Tait 11 978) and von Halle 0 987).

One difficulty that arises in the analysis of cascade design is that the ideal cascade

conditions of matching the abundance ratio at each stage can only be achieved

for two components. Another is the lack of suitable definitions for such quantities

as separation factor, value function and separative work which are well established

concepts in the separation of binary mixtures. The treatment by de la Garza et

al (1 961, 963) was restricted to the case of small separation factors. This was

extended to processes with large separation factors by Lehrer-Ilamed (1 969) and

Yamamoto and Kanagawa 1978) to define a value function for a separating

element. However, it is not clear how the final form of this function may be used

to optimise a real cascade.

The analysis and results presented here were initially motivated by an enquiry

as to the total cost of obtaining nearly pure 99.9 %) silicon-28 from feed containing

the three isotopes Si-28, 29 and 30. The Si-28 isotope apparently has the potential

of being used to obtain a more accurate value for the Avogadro number than the

currently used C-1 2 atom.

In this paper the total cascade flux has been used as a measure of the

separative work because the separative work based on the binary value function

cannot be extended to multi-isotope mixtures. (The variation of cascade cut with

the key molar mass, which might be termed 'centrifuge spectroscopy', appears

in a separate paper).

The theory presented here begins by extending the definition of separation

factor to a multi-isotope mixture. This is followed by derivations of the expressions

for the cascade cut and total flux of a species and of the mixture. The latter

enables the required total number of separating units to be evaluated. This leads

to the consideration of the overall cost of carrying out the separation task. In

addition to the cost of separating units and the cost of cascade feed, the concept

of a cost penalty arising from the requirement of switching between different

separation tasks and different chemical species has been introduced and quanti-

fied.

The optimisation of stage and cascade parameters depends on which of the

concentrations are fixed and which of them are free. The theory is first applied
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to the silicon problem in which all the inlet concentrations and the product con-

centration of Si-28 are specified. The object here was to optimise the machine

and cascade parameters to minimise the overall costs. In the case of uranium

isotopes, the feed concentrations are all specified and so are the product and

waste concentrations of U-235. The U-236 concentration at the product end is

varied, and its effect on separating unit and cascade characteristics and the total

cost is examined.

2. THE GENERAL PRINCIPLES OF THE SEPARATION OF MULTI-COMPONENT
MIXTURES WITH GAS CENTRIFUGES

2.1 BASIC CONCEPTS AND DEFINITIONS: BINARY ISOTOPIC MIXTURES

Figure shows a schematic of a simple separating unit, such as a gas centrifuge,

handling an isotopic mixture. It receives a feed of mass flow rate r / and generates

light and heavy fractions of mass flow rates m and rn h respectively. In general,

each of these flow rates is the sum of the flow rates of all the isotopes in the

mixture.

light fraction, m

rating
feedm f 411- unit

heavy fraction, Mh

Figure 1. Schematic of separation unit

In dealing with a binary isotopic mixture, there is no particular difficulty in defining

the performance characteristics of a separation device. The two criteria of

separative performance are the separation factor and the separative power. Thus,

for the U-235/U-238 separation problem, we define the 'heads to feed separation

factor' a and the 'tails to feed depletion factor' I P by the equations

r, X n
a = - = _ / I 

r, - x I - n

n y
(2)

n y
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where r denotes the 'abundance ratio', suffixes I h denote feed, product

(light fraction) and waste (heavy fraction) respectively and n , and y are the

corresponding U-235 concentrations. We shall find it convenient to denote the

'heads to tails separation factor' (or 'stage separation factor') by y and it is easily

seen that y = a The relative concentrations of the isotopes are proportional to

their mass flow rates. In order to prepare the ground for dealing with a multi-isotope

mixture, we shall introduce suffix for the lightest isotope and suffix j for an

isotope which has a molar mass AM j relative to the lightest isotope. In a

U-235/U-238 mixture for example, AM, = 3 g/mol, i.e. j = 3 so

r, � mlo/m, (3)

with similar expressions for r and r, The heads to tails separation factor is

thus

r, M10 MhO Mh MoY = = _/ = _/_ = K,1K, (4)
r. M(3 Mh3 M 13 TT to

where K 3 = M h3 / M 3 and K � n h / Mo are the respective heavy to light fraction

flow ratios of isotope 3 U-238) and isotope o (U-235). Again, in anticipation

of the general case of a multi-isotope mixture, we have used suffix 3 on y to

indicate the increase in the abundance of isotope relative to isotope 3 

The stage cut qo for the light component, defined as the ratio of light fraction

flow rate to feed flow rate for that isotope, is quite simply related to Ko since

qo = -,/m,), ( 11-� 0

with a similar expression for the cut q, of the other isotope. Using the equation

of continuity for the mixture, it follows that the cut q of the mixture is given by

q = qn,,q3n3 (6)

where no and n3(=I-no)aretheappropriatefeedconcentrations.

A concept central to the separation of isotopes is that of value function and

following from that, the separative work or power. When a stage handling a binary

mixture forms part of an ideal cascade, it can be shown [Cohen, 19521 that

a Fy and the separative power bu is given by

.- Ib = MI-Ina (7)

.- I
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This equation gives the rate at which the stage increases the 'value' of the material

processed. The equation for the value function, i.e. the value per unit mass of

concentration x is

v(x = (2x - I n(x/ I - x)) (8)

and arises quite naturally in the derivation of an expression for the total of the

feed flows handled by all the stages in an ideal symmetrical cascade.

2.2 EXTENSION TO MULTI-ISOTOPE MIXTURES

2.2.1 Stage Parameters

Consider next the general case of a multi-isotope mixture, processed by a device

with one inlet and two outlets, Figure 1. In this case, a large number of separation

factors may be defined by considering the ratio of the abundance of any pair of

isotopes. For our purpose, we find it convenient to consider the change in the

abundance of the lightest-isotope relative to that of isotope j. The heads to tails

separation factor y, is thus

y = r,/r, -_ Mhj /Mho = K,1K0 (9)
-1/ -to

where r 1 and r, denote the abundance of isotope relative to isotope j in the

respective flows. The above equation is a generalised form of equation(4).

Likewise, the generalised forms of equations ) and 6) are

I
10) q = - and q qn,

I + K, 0

where n is the feed concentration of isotope j and the summation in equation

(11 1) is carried out over all of the k I isotopes.

Now, for a device such as a gas centrifuge, the separation factor is proportional

to the exponential of AM, e

6 A A , S 2)

where 6 is a factor depending upon the design and operating conditions of the

centrifuge. We have assumed that the molar masses of all isotopes take integer

values so that the numerical value of A M, is j and have substituted = e p 6.

Combining equations 9) and 12) gives

y = K11K = S' 3)
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It is seen that is the separation factor for a unit difference in the molar masses

of the isotopes.

2.2.2 Cascade Parameters

Figure 2 shows the flow pattern in a conventional cascade in which each stage

is fed from adjacent stages and whose light and heavy fractions feed the stages

Iabove'and'below'itself. Such a cascade might be called aconventional'cascade

or a 'primitive' cascade. In writing down the flow rates for a species j into and

out of a stage, it is assumed in Figure 2 that the heavy to light fraction ratio K,

is independent of the stage number.

Pj

t(PO K))j 6K)j

(P(1+K+K'))

(P(1+KK 2+K 3))j �(P(K+K+K3))-
P t W

feed stage
(W( - -2

K +K Di 60,�K-'+K-2))

(WK-1 )-
Figure2. Flow rates in J 1+K-'))j

conventional cascade I

� Wj

If p and w are the numbers of separation steps in the directions above and below

the feed stage ( p = 4, u = 3 in Figure 21, then the cascade cut Q, of species

i is given by (see Appendix )
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Q = IF (14)

where P, and F, are the flow rates of isotope j in the cascade 'product' and

in the feed respectively. The cascade cut of the mixture is given by the analogue

of equation 11 1):

Q = PIF = Y Q%[,
1-0

where P and are the rates of flow of the mixture in the cascade product and

in the feed respectively and N, is the concentration of isotope j in the feed.

The concentrations of isotope j at the top and bottom of the cascade are denoted

by X and Y respectively. It is convenient to denote the ratios of these

concentrations and the feed concentration by q, and v, . It is seen that

T11 = X,1N, = QIQ 6)

VI 7)

The total flux of species j for a cascade of the type shown in Figure 2 is the sum

of the feed flow rates into all the separation steps. As shown in Appendix 11, this

is given by

T, = F, I (u - (w p)Q,) (I )
K,- 1

The total flux for all isotopes in the mixture is obtained by summing this expression

for all k I isotopes. Thus

' K, IT = I T = F Y - ( - u, p)Q,) N, I 9)
'.0 '.0 K,- I

where F, in the expression for T, has been replaced by FN, . For a binary

mixture handled by an ideal symmetrical cascade with an infinite number of stages,

this expression reverts to the separative work formula obtained by using the value

function of equation (8).

The number of separating units n,, in a plant is a major contributor to the

cost of separating the isotopes. It can be evaluated as the total separative capacity

AUdivided by the separative capacity 6U of a single unit. This is a simple matter

for a plant handling a binary mixture for which the concepts of value function and

separative power are well established. They follow from the requirement that

there is no mixing of streams of different concentrations. In the case of

multi-component mixtures, this criterion cannot be satisfied since normally the

abundance ratio of only two components can be matched as is shown in

Appendix 111. The criteria for optimisation are therefore much more complex.
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The problem of a value function for a multi-component mixture has been

addressed by a number of authors. For example, de la Garza et al (1 961, 963)

have extended the theory of close separation cascades to ternary mixtures. They

were particularly concerned with the cost of re-enriching U-235 from spent nuclear

fuel in which U-236, formed by neutron capture by U-235 is present in addition

toU-238. Threecomponentanaloguestothebinaryseparativeduty,valuefunction

and ideal cascade formulae were presented, and the results were later extended

to multi-component systems. For general processes with larger separation factors,

Lehrer-Ilamed 1969) and Yamamoto and Kanagawa 1978) have developed a

value function for a single separating element. However, the final form of the

value function is quite complicated and it is not clear how it can be used for

optimising the performance of a real cascade.

The only practical method of calculating n,, , and one that is followed here,

seems to be to express it as the total cascade flux T divided by the flow rate

rn,, handled by a single unit. Thus, with equation 19) for T we obtain

F I K, I
n Al I _ �uj-(uj+p)Q,)N, (20)

M/ -o K, I

Now, the flow handled by a machine and the separation factor are not

independent of each other. In general, decreases with increasing and in

this work two slightly different functional relationships between rn/ and have

been studied, namely

M S�-S (21
s- I

and

s3/2 I

rn t M. s 32 I ) n s 3/2 (22)

where rnin and r, are constant quantities with the dimensions of mass flow

rate. These functional forms are sketched in Figure 3.

S

f

S

Figure I Separation factor eqn.(21)

n. (22)
vs feed rate Srr�'

2

0 M fn rnf
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The first of the above equations assumes that a maximum separation factor ,

occurs at zero flow and when m, m/, the separation factor is reduced to a

value such that - I = S - )12 The second is really an adaptation of the

separative power formula for a U-235/U-238 mixture in an ideal cascade. In that

case, j = 3 so that from equation 11 3, = (2 = 3or a = S/2 and equation 7)

becomes

s312- I 3/2

6 = Mts312 I Ins (23)

which leads to the functional form for rn, proposed in 22). The use of rn,

instead of U emphasises the point that this is simply a convenient model for

the relation between flow rate and separation factor rather than an equation for

the separative power of a device handling a multi-component mixture.

The concentration n of a component at the feed point of a stage is the

rate of flow of that component divided by the rate of flow of all isotopes into that

stage. Thus:

k
n,., = T,.,l 7 TI., = Tj.'1Tj (24)

,-0

where the additional suffix i on the flow rate T indicates the stage number and

the summation is carried out for all isotopes. The expressions for the stage feeds

T,., for the stages above and below the feed point are derived in Appendix 11.

3. COST CONSIDERATIONS

The cost of performing the separation task would normally consist of two com-

ponents. One of these is the cost of separative work which is derived from the

manufacturing and running costs of the separating units themselves. This can be

expressed as Cm-In,4 where C, is the cost per machine, n, is the total number

of machines and A is the annuity. The other cost is the cost of the feed material

itself and its gasification to enable it to be processed in gas centrifuges. It can

be expressed as C, F where C F is the cost per unit mass of feed and F is the

rate of feed to the cascade.

A cascade built for handling a multi-component mixture should, in addition, be

flexible enough to respond to changes in demand. There may be changes in the

flow rates and concentrations at the cascade terminals or the need to switch

between different chemical species may arise from time to time. This would lead

to a penalty in terms of the additional cost of valves required to enable switching
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operations to be carried out. It would be prudent to include this cost by assuming

that the valve cost for a stage i is proportional to the flow rate T, handled by

that stage. The cost is thus C,11T, where C is the cost of a valve for handling

a unit rate of flow. The total cost for the entire cascade is thus

3-C,.4T = C,.IYT = CAT

where the summation is carried out over all stages so that T is the total flow

handled by all stages and is given by 19). Alternatively, a cruder estimate of the

cost can be obtained by assuming that the valves for all stages are of the same

size and taking the cost per valve to be C The valve cost is then

C�A(p + w I 

since there are ( p + u - I stages in the cascade. This estimate has been used

here in view of the small impact of the valve costs on the overall cost. In estimating

the cost for a particular chemical species, it seems reasonable to assume that the

valve costs are equally apportioned over all species. To do this, the above

expression has been multiplied by PIP ... where P is the product flow of the

chemical species considered and T is the total product flow of all species.

Assuming that the cascade cut for all species is the same as that for the species

considered, i.e. Q then TOT = QFTOI where F ... is the total cascade feed for

all species.

Combining the three components of cost, the total cost C is thus

C = CAn,,+CFF+CA(p+tL,- ')P1QFTOT (25)

The total cost per unit mass of product, i.e. the specific product cost, is C = CIP

and may be expressed in $/kg for example. However, for the purpose of pres-

entation, this will be normalised by the specific feed cost CF and denoted by C 

Thus

C, C. An,, CS
C' = C, C, P Q + CF Q TOT (26)

C', C' C' (27)

where C , and C as defined by these equations, are the dimensionless

forms of the machine cost, the feed cost and the valve cost respectively.
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4. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

The theory outlined in the previous sections is applicable to all problems of

multi-isotope separation. However, the separation unit and cascade characteristics

and the resulting overall costs will depend on the chemical species handled and

the separation task required. While the theory has been applied to several chemical

species, only the results for silicon and uranium will be presented in this paper.

4.1 SEPARATION OF SILICON ISOTOPES

In this case, the separation task was to enrich the isotope Si-28 from its natural

concentration of 92.2 to 99.9 %. Table I lists the feed concentrations of the

other isotopes. The separation factor versus feed rate model of equation 21)

was assumed. The characteristic values S, , m, and the dimensionless sep-

arating unit cost and the switching cost penalty are also listed.

TABLE I SEPARATION OF SILICON ISOTOPES

ISOTOPES TO BE SEPARATED: Si-28, 29 30

Desired isotope, Si-28

Inlet Concentrations N2 0922
N, = 0047
N, = 003 

Product concentration of desired isotope X2 0999

SEPARATING UNIT CHARACTERISTICS

Maximum 'separation factor' S� 2.0

Characteristic flow rate MI, 20mg/s

Total feed rate of a elements to plant F TOT IO kg/year

DIMENSIONLESS COSTS

Separating unit C,,AIC,, 1.60

Switching penalty C" /C, I 00
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Turning to equation 26) for the dimensionless total cost C' and considering the

parameters involved, it can be shown that for the parameters fixed in Table , C'

dependson the heavytolightfractionratio K.of thelightestisotope, theseparation

factor S and the numbers of separation steps p and u above and below the

feed point, Le

C' = �(K., S, u), p) (28)

HoweV er, not all the four parameters K., S, tv and p are free. This is because

the required product concentration of the lightest isotope (X = X 2 places a

constraint among these parameters. From equations 16) and 14) we have

k K, I
Y I N, (29)

P� - -- K1,--P�- I

and since K, = K SI from ( 3, this implies the constraint:

T(K., S, u), p) = Tj� - (30)

If K tv and p are regarded as the free parameters, then 28) becomes

C- = �(K., u), p) . (31

As will be seen below, when any two of the parameters K_ tv and p are fixed

and the third parameter is varied, C' passes through a minimum. Thus there

exists an optimised set of values of K_ u and p (and hence S for which

there is an overall minimum in C' . Table 11 lists these values for the conditions

shown in Table 

TABLE 11 (OPTIMUM CASE): SEPARATION OF SILICON ISOTOPES

Number of enricher steps p= 13

Number of stripper steps U) 8

Heavy to light fraction of lightest isotope K = 07768

'Separation factor' S 1 7482

Minimum total cost C' 4465

1 1

It is, however, instructive to study the effect on C' of departing from the optimised

conditions and this is discussed below.
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4.1.1 Variation of C' with K _ p and 

Figures 4a, 5a and 6a show how C' varies with K., p and respectively

when two of them are fixed at their optimised values. In each case, there is a

minimum which divides the graph into two asymmetric sections. The forms of

these graphs can be interpreted in terms of the variations in the component costs

C, , C; and C whichareshowninFigures4b, 5band 6brespectively. Examination

of equations 26) and 20) shows that

I k K,� I
C;M I I(u)-(u)+p)Q,) N, (32)

Qml I-o K,

C2 (33)
Q

P+Uj- 1
C3� Q (34)

Consider first the effect of K. on the component costs, with p and U-) fixed at

their optimised values. An increase in K. is accompanied by a decrease in Q

which results in an increase in C; and C; as seen in Figure 4b . The effect on

C is more complicated to explain since it consists of three factors: Q , m and

the summation term. An increase in K. decreases which in turn results in an

increase in ml as seen in Figure 3 The cut Q as noted already, decreases with

increasing K. As for the summation term, it increases to a flat-topped maximum

at K = .95 beyond which it decreases very slightly. The net effect is that at

low K,<0.91 , the increase in ml dominates over the increase in the summation

and the decrease in Q so that Cj decreases rapidly with K. For K. > 091 

the decrease in Q dominates with the result that C increases slowly with K .

Combining the variations in the component costs, it is possible to see how a

minimum in C' is obtE,.'ned with the asymmetric variations about this minimum.

The effect of p on the component costs for fixed K. and u, is seen in Figure 5b.

Since Q decreases very slightly with p then C; increases gradually with p

although this is hardly noticeable in the figure. On the other hand, C; increases

almost linearly with p, which is to be expected from equation 34). Since the

cut is very nearly constant, the variation in C, results from changes in m/ and

the summation term only. An increase in p decreases and hence increases

ml. Likewise, it also increases the summation term. Thus, for low p(< 25) ,

the increase in m dominates and leads to a sharp decrease in C with p whereas

for higher p there is a very gradual increase in C since the increase in the

summation dominates.
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The effect of varying u on the component costs is seen in Figure 6b. Now Q

increases rapidly with u- at first and then tends to level off. Thus C2 = I IQ

decreases rapidly at first and then tends to level off at large U . As for C3 the

effect of a rapidly increasing Q at small u dominates over the linear increase in

the factor (p - - I so that at small , C3 decreases with t . At large u ,

the cut increases more slowly and the linear increase in (p - - I now dominates

so that C increases with u . The result is that C passes through a minimum

at u = 7 with an asymmetric variation on either side of this minimum. As for C',

(equation 32)), both factors Q and rn f in the denominator increase with increasing

Q but this is offset by an even greater increase in the summation factor in the

numerator. This results in a gradual increase in C with w . Again, the component

costs combine and result in the variation of C' with shown in Figure 6a .
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4.2 SEPARATION OF URANIUM ISOTOPES

The enrichment of U-235 from spent reactor fuel containing the isotopes U-235,

236and238isconsidered. Similartothecaseofsilicon,alltheinietconcentrations

and the product concentrations of U-235 are specified. In addition, the required

tails concentration of U-235 is fixed. In this case the feed rate/separation factor

model of equation 22) was considered to be appropriate. Table III lists these

concentrations as well as the dimensionless costs of the separating units and the

switching penalty. As for the isotope U-236, it is desirable to minimise its con-

centration in the heads. However, the basic separation mechanism also increases

the U-236 concentration from its feed value although the increase is smaller than

for U-235. In the calculations reported here, a fixed value of the heads concen-

tration of U-236is first considered and thevariations of K., and the component

and total costs with the total number of separation steps w - p) are studied.

This is followed by a study of theeffects of varying the U-236 heads concentration.

TABLE III: SEPARATION OF URANIUM ISOTOPES

ISOTOPES TO BE SEPARATED: U-235, 236, 238
Desired isotope, U-235

Inlet concentrations N211 = 0-010

N 2 = 004
N 239 0 986

Product concentration of desired isotope X,, = 0035
Waste concentration of desired isotope Y,,� = 00025

SEPARATING UNIT CHARACTERISTICS

Normal rate of feed m. � 30kg/year

Total feed rate of all elements to plant F ro = I kg/year

DIMENSIONLESS COSTS

Separating unit C A IC, = 35-294

Switching penalty C, IC,= 02205

4.2.1 Variation of K and with and it, P

The dependence of , and on u + p , with the constraints that q = X/,%'�
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and v= Y.IN, are fixed, is shown in Figure 7 and for two different values

of q =XIIN,. Thesevariations area ctually of the form

(35) K.-" = D 2nd S- = D, (36)

where D 1 and D, are constants. This arises from the choice as to which of the

concentrations are fixed and can be explained as follows. In this case the con-

centration ratios TI., v. and 1 i are fixed, so that using equations 16), 17) and

(14) we have

K.n('- P - I K " P - I
/ N, (37)

P) _ I K ('-P - IK�

K n(-'P - I k K 0(., I
I I

TI (38)
K(," P) I -o K P - I

and

v. Kn('- P - I K I'- P - I
P) Y N (39)

K I -0 K P - I

where f=u)1(w+p).

Bysubstituting K=KS and K3=KS3, itisseenthattheabovearethree

simultaneousnon-linearequationsin K_ and fl andthat K,"-P), S-Pland

n alidependonthefeedconcentrations N_ Ni and the concentration ratios

Tj_ T , and v. Now if the feed concentrations and the concentration ratios TI,

(.. 
v. of the desired isotope are fixed, it follows that K� S("'P) and f) are

constants whose values depend upon the value of TI, .

The fact that must exceed unity requires that the constant D2 > 1 . Therefore

S decreases monotonously towards unity at large - p . On the other hand, the

constant Di can be greater than or less than unity. For D > I (which occurs

for = 2375), K, decreases towards unity at large p whereas for D < I

( , 3.006), K. increases towards unity at large - p . Clearly, there will

exist a value of T, between the above values for which D I I and K = I For

the particular values of and v. in Figures 7 and 8, this 'critical' value of T ,

was 2493.

4.2.2 Dependence of costs on T, and it, - P

Equations 32), 33), 34) for the component costs are equally valid for this case.
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We are considering fixed values of T. and v. which, as seen above, implies that

K. and depend on TI, and u + p and fl depends on T1, only. Constant T 

and v. also results in a constant total cut Q since the balance of matter for

isotope requires that

Qyl.+ I Q)V�

or

-V.
Q (40)

Ti V.

Since Q is constant, it follows that the dimensionless feed cost C2 is constant

and the switching penalty C varies linearly with u + p . The dimensionless

machine cost C, consists of two factors only, i.e.

I k K,+ 1
C'- Y - (w-(Lv+ p)Q,�N, (4 I .0 K,- I

Since m and the summation depend on T , and �ij+ p it follows that C and

hence C' must depend on these quantities, i.e.

C' = �(rl''Ot+p)) - (42)

Theeffectsofvarying Lv+p or T, whiletheotheriskeptconstantareshown

in Figure 9 to 3.

Figures 9 and 10 show how the component costs C , C3 and the total cost C'

depend upon tv + p for T = 3006 and 2375 respectively. Consider first the

machinecostequation(41). An increasein u-p increases nf aswellasthe

summation. Theneteffectof u-p dependsverymuchonthemagnitudeof

q � . Thus at q = 237 5, the increase in rn / dominates so that C; decreases

with increasing , p , Figure Oa. This, together with the linearly increasing C3

andtheconstant C2- meansthatthereisanoptimum up atwhichthetotal

cost C' is minimised. The value of the optimum zu + p depends, of course, on

the weighting of C3 relative to C 1 and this in turn depends on the assumed value

Of F TOT the total feed to the cascade of all chemical species. Thus at

FTOT = 103kg/7ear C' is minimised at w+ p = whereas with

F TOT I 4kg/year the switching penalty has a very small impact on the total

cost so that a minimum is attained for ui + I-)= I 0 .
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In the foregoing paragraphs, we have noted that the manner in which the cost

varies with u p depends strongly upon the enrichment factor I, of the third

isotope, U-236. Since TI, effects the cost through its influence on fl , S and

K, it is prudent to examine in detail the dependence of these parameters on ,

for a fixed value of u + p .

Figure la shows the variation of E) with T , within the operational limits of

= (u = 0 , i.e. there is no stripper section) and = I (p = i.e. no enricher

section). These limits impose lower and upper bounds on q, which, for the case

shown in Figure la, are approximately 2282 and 3006. A striking feature of

the f - , graph is that there are several changes of curvature (kinks) in it. There

appears to be no simple reason for these kinks. One should note that D , S and

K� all depend on , in a complex manner through the set of non-linear equations

(37) to 39).

The variations of and K. with TI, are shown in Figure lb. At the extreme

values of T , , is seen to increase to large values aid there is a shallow minimum

at T I = 273 As for the parameter K, it tends to a large value at the lower

limit of rl, implying that the lightest isotope flows mainly in the stripper section.

With increasing q, , K. decreases and there is in fact a point of inflexion beyond

which K. decreases rapidly to zero at the upper bound on T, implying that U-235

flows mainly in the stripper section. As will be noted below, the variations of 

and K. have an important bearing on the machine costs.

Figures 1 a and b showing the variations of Q , S and K with TI, are for a

fixed pair of values of the enrichment and depletion factor T. and v. for the

lightest isotope. The permissible range of will depend on the choice of TJ �

and v. The variation of the upper and lower bounds of , (corresponding to

= and = I with T, is shown in Figure U. Generally, an increase in T1.

leads to an increase in both the upper and lower bounds but in such a way that

the range of permissible T, increases with T,.

Consider next the effect of TI, on the costs. Since Q is fixed because of constant

T1. and v, (equation 40)), the feed cost C is thereby constant (equation 33)).

Likewise, since ur- p and Q are fixed, the switching penalty C; is also constant

(equation 34)). Thus only the machine cost C depends on r , and the variation

of the total cost C' with T, will be identical to that of C, . The latter is given

by equation 41) which consists of the summation in the numerator and the

machine feed rate rnf in the denominator. The principal effect of T , on the cost

seems to be through rn Now, it was seen in Figure lb that tends to large

values at the extremes of TI, and that there is a shallow minimum at TI = 273 
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An increase in leads to a decrease in rn, and hence an increase in the number

of machines n, . The result is that the cost C; and hence C' tend to large

values at the extremes of q, and that there is a minimum at = 273 This

dependence of C - on T , is shown in Figure 2 for three values of U - p . It is

seen that the value of w + has a small effect at the low values of q, (< 25)

but for higher values of , , the cost is practically independent of u - p .

The above discussion of the dependence of the total cost can be summarised by

a three-dimensional surface representing C' as a function of , and u - p as

seen in Figure 13. At the optimum value of 1 = 273 the cost is again seen to

be independent of w � p . For this value of T, , the cost is in fact minimised.

Under these conditions, the cascade handling the ternary isotopic mixture may be

regarded as an 'ideal' cascade. The operating conditions may be considered to

be equivalent to those of an ideal cascade handling a binary isotopic mixture.

4.2.3 Distribution of Concentration along Cascade

Figure 14) shows the variation of the enrichment ratio (n,/N,), with stage

number for the optimised case with - p fixed at 100. Here n, is the

concentration of isotope j at stage and N, is the feed concentration of that

isotope. The optimised value of is 0.51 so that the feed stage is stage 51.

At this point it is seen that the enrichment ratios for isotopes and 3 U-235

and U-238) are equal, so that the abundance ratio r = n./n, is the same as that

in the cascade feed. On the other hand, the value of (n IN,) is different from

that of the other two isotopes. This build-up of U-236 at the feed point suggests

that in the primitive cascade considered here, it is only possible to match the

abundance ratio of two of the three isotopes. This observation is in agreement

with that of previous workers (e.g. de la Garza, 1963)).

4.2.4 Comparison of the Costs of Separation of Binary and Ternary Mixtures
At several stages in this paper it has been pointed out that the binary value function

is not appropriate for calculating the separative work when dealing with a

multi-component mixture. The only meaningful approach which is applicable to

binary as well as multi-component mixtures is to base the cost on the total flux

in the cascade. It is to be expected that the cost of separating a ternary mixture

would approach that of a binary mixture when the feed concentration of the third

isotope (N , in the case considered) tends towards zero. Now, the total cost

consists of three terms as in equation 27) but the only component which depends

on N is the machine cost C I Thus, we should expect that as N is decreased

the value of C, should approach that for a binary mixture. This point is dem-

onstrated in Figure 1 5 which shows for fixed u - p = I how the optimised cost
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C- of separating a ternary uranium mixture varies with the feed concentration of
I

U-236. The variation of the Optimised operational parameters for each value of

N is also shown in Table IV. It is seen that as N I - 0 the value of C; decreases

towards the binary limit which is calculated by applying the same method but

considering a feed containing the isotopes U-235 and U-238 only.

T A B L E I V

COMPARISON OF THE SEPARATION OF BINARY AND TERNARY URANIUM MIXTURES (OPTIMUM CASEI

TERNARY

N, 0.008 0.004 0.001 0.0001 0 00001 0.000001 0.0000001

3.5 3.5 3.5 3.5 3.5 3.5 3.5 3.5

- 2.73 2.73 2.73 2.73 2 73 2.73 2.73

0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25

0.51 0.51118 0.51744 0.5221 3 0.52353 0.52367 0.52369 0.52369

K. 0.7575 0.7583 0.7626 0.7659 0.7668 0.7669 0.7669 0.7669

S 1.1949 1.1965 1.1957 1.1952 1.1950 1.1950 1.1950 1.1950

C; 4.03980 4.08793 4.0637 4.04617 4.04102 4.0405 4. 4045 4.04045

C , 8.3 7314 8.421 27 8.39704 8.37951 1 8.37436 8.37481 8.37379 t 8.37379
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5. CONCLUSIONS

For the separation of multi-isotope mixtures the relevant machine parameter is the

separation factor and its dependence on the machine feed rate rri The

cascade parameters are the heavy to light fraction ratio K. of the lightest isotope

and the numbers of separation steps p and u above and below the feed point.

The cost of carrying out the task of separation is evaluated via the total cascade

flux which determines the number of machines required. Added to this are the

costs of feed and the cost penalty arising from the need to handle different sep-

aration tasks. The machine and cascade parameters as well as the costs have

been determined for the separation of ternary isotopic mixtures of silicon and

uranium under general and optimised conditions. The methods developed can be

extended to a mixture containing any number of isotopes. The specification of

machine and cascade parameters for minimising the total cost will depend on the

unit costs and on which of the concentrations at the cascade terminals are free

and which of them can be optimised.
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APPENDIX I

The Cascade Cut of a Primitive Cascade

Figure2shows the pattern of flow ina primitive cascade of stages with 4separation

steps above the feed point and 3 below the feed point. The feed stage receives a

multi-component isotopic mixture with a mass flow rate F = P - of isotope j.

Each stage is fed with the light and heavy fractions of stages directly below and

above itself and, in turn, the light and heavy fractions of each stage feed the stages

above and below itself. In the flows indicated in the figure, it has been assumed

that the heavy to light fraction ratio K, is independent of stage number although

it is different for different isotopes.

For a component j in the mixture, the heavy/light fraction of the feed stage for the

cascade shown ( p = 4 and u = 3 separation steps above and below feed point) is:

W 1 K-' , K-2

P I K + K 2 +K'),

suffix j being applicable to lv', P and each of the K's. The above can be generalised

for p separation steps above the feed point and below it, to obtain:

-2 + K6' I + K ....
K = (1.2)

P I K + K 2 K P- ) )] -

Evaluating the sums of the geometric series in the numerator and denominator and

writing (P = QF), and W I - Q)F), gives:

K I (I -K--)I I - K (1.3)

Q I - KP)I I - K)

or

1_Q K-1 KP (1.4)
Q

and

K' I
Q, P'IF'

which is the cascade cut, equation 14), quoted in section 23.2.
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APPENDIX 

The Stage Concentration and Total Flux in a Cascade

Referring to the cascade described in Appendix I and Figure 2 the feed flow rates

into the stages above the feed point are listed below:

Stage number Feed flow rate of isotope j

P (P I K)),

P - (P I 2K + K 2

p-2 (P I 2K + 2K2 K)),

........ ..............................

i T,, = (P I 2K + 2K 2 .... +2KP-'+ KP-4")),

........ ........................................................................

3 (P I 2K 2K2 +2KP-'- Kp-2)),

2 (P I 2K + 2K 2 +2 Kp-2 + KP-')),

I (P I + K 2 + K p-2 + Kp-')),

Evaluating the sum of the series in the expression for T,., gives:

PI[ I K1(
TI.i � I - K,

The total feed of all isotopes into stage i is:

kTj = Y T,
I- 0

where the summation is carried out over all k + I isotopes. The ratio T,.,IT is

the concentration n, of isotope j at the feed of stage i, equation (24).

Similar expressions for T,., and T, can be derived for a stage i below the feed

point of the cascade.

The total feed rate of isotope into all stages above the feed point is denoted by

T,,. and can be evaluated by summing the flows listed in the above table. Thus:

T, (P(p + 2[(p - I K + (p - 2)K 2 2 Kp-2 , Kp I

j 'k.+ I 2K 1, P - I 
PCp +

1k I K - I I
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A similar procedure for the section below the feed point gives the total feed rate

T,, as:

TjW K- I + 2K-' K-' 1
K- - I K- - I K-1 - I

The total flux for the entire cascade is T, = T, - Tw and is obtained by adding the

previous two equations. Writing (P = QF), and (W I - Q)F), and making use

of equation 14) from Appendix 1, it is found that

K, I
T, = F1 (U- + )Q,)

K - I

which was equation 18) of the paper. The feed rate F, of isotope j is of course

F N , where F is the feed rate of all isotopes and N, is the concentration of isotope

j in the feed.
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APPENDIX III

Matching Abundance Ratios in a Cascade handling a Multi-component Mixture

Consider for simplicity a cascade consisting of two stages, i.e. a feed stage and a

product stage as shown in Figure 111.1

I

Product Stage

XjI

nj Feed Stage

Figure 7T-1 Two -stage Cascade

The concentration of the heavy fraction from the product stage which is recycled

through the feed stage is

n, q, Iq,)
Y1 = k

n, q, q,)

For a two component mixture, e.g. U-235 and 238 (denoted by suffixes oand 3

respectively), we have:

Y- k

Ynq,( q,)
1-0

n3q3(l -q3)

k

nq, I - q,)

Now, to match the abundance ratio at the feed stage we need to satisfy the following
condition

n./n, = y.1y,

from which it follows that
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q. I - q. = q30 - qJ

Substituting for q. from equation (10) this yields:

K� K,

I K 2 (I K 2

Thus, equation 111.6) can be satisfied if K = K. (in which case there is no separation)

but also if

K3 K�S (111.7)
K�

We now define a 'key molar mass' Mw as the molar mass for which the heavy to

light fraction mass flow ratio is unity, i.e. the cut qm 12 This is related simply

to K and and can be obtained from equation 13 as

I = K�S (OW �M.)

It should be noted that M, is not necessarily an integer nor is it the molar mass of

any of the isotopes in the feed.

From equations 111.7) and (111.8) it follows that

Mm = MM3 (111.9)
2

Equation 111.9) indicates that it is only possible to match the abundance ratio in a

cascade if the key molar mass is the arithmetic mean of the molar masses of the

component to be separated.

In addition, equation 111.9) would be satisfied by other components, e.g. components

i and j if m = , i.e. M, and M, are symmetrical with respect to A4 m .
2
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NOMENCLATURE

A annuity

C cost

F mass flow rate of feed to cascade

stage number in cascade

isotope nmber, j = 0, .... k

K heavy to light fraction mass flow ratio

k number of isotopes minus one

M molar mass

rn rate of mass flow

N concentration in cascade feed

n concentration in stage feed

P mass flow rate of 'product' from cascade

P number of separation steps 'above' feed point

Q cascade cut

q stage cut

F abundance ratio

S separation factor for unit difference in molar mass

T,.j feed flow rate of isotope j into stage i

Tj feed flow rate of all isotopes into stage i

T cumulative feed flow rate, all isotopes, all stages

A U cascade separative power

bu machine separative power

V - value function

W mass flow rate of 'waste' from cascade

Ui number of separation steps 'below' feed point

x concentration at 'top' output of cascade

x concentration in light fraction of stage

Y concentration at 'bottom' output of cascade

concentration in heavy fraction of stage

heads to feed separation factor

feed to tails separation factor

Y heads to tails separation factor af�

6 I 

TI concentration ratio = XN
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concentration ratio = Y / N

U)/(W+ )

Subscripts

0 lightest isotope in feed

F indicates feed, e.g. CF Cst per mass of feed

I feed to separation stage

h heavy fraction of separation stage

stage number

isotope number

light fraction of separation stage

M maximum value, e.g. S = maximum value of 

M machine, e.g. n = number of machines

also 'key' component, e.g. M, = key molar mass

P cascade section above feed point, e.g. Tp =total feed flow in

stages above feed point

S stage, e.g C. = valve cost per stage

cascade section below feed point, e.g.. T, = total feed flow in

stages below feed point.

Superscripts

+ - dimensionless value, e.g. C' = dimensionless specific product

Cost = C1CF
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Review Paper on Centrifuge Technology

and Status of the

URENCO CENTRIFUGE PRWECT

Part I

W. Bermel Uranit GmbH, JUlich

E. Coester Uranit mbH, JUlich

E. Ritz Centec GmbH, JQlich

1) Centrifuge Description

The basic reason for separation of isotopes in a rotating gas centrifuge

is that the pressure gradient of the gas is dependent on its molecular

weight.

d
wr -7-

Thus different isotopes have different pressure gradients and separation

occurs in a way, that the light isotope has a higher concentration in

the centre than at the wall. The fundamental radial separation'factor

for a two isotope mixture is defined as quotient of the concentration

ratios in the axis and at the wall 12)

(X _A14 o']// *f la'] (1.2)
(2

AO) A/A la) I ier V
For the mass difference of te Uranium isotopes of 4 3 this

results in

OC5 = 1225 for 600 m/s (Rome Model)

OCS = 170 for 10OOm/s (Darmstadt Model)

Unfortunately a high radial separation factor is coupled with a high

pressure gradient for the gas mixture. In very good approximation this

can be calculated with the average molecular weight in case of UF6.

(17M =352. 1)

RLa) Or z AU
Xto [�nx r L�, ea)ACO) S Ac�

(1.3)

This results in

4,Zx 4,9 40 for 600 m/s Rome model)
-Jozz AP

-4�2 3s. AO for 1000 m/s (Darmstadt model).

Isc,
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Unfortunately these high pressure gradients cannot be utilised for

separation because in the axis there are only a few molecules left.

Assuming that for a continuous separation process only a pressure ratio

of 103 is utilisable, than a certain part of the centrifuge core, below

a radius 4�, can no longer be used. Because of this the radial separation

factor in reality is reduced and can be equated as
z oe 'Pef'0 31 0,6

(1.4)

The principle design of a odern gas centrifuge as it is presently in use

for the commercial separation of uranium isotopes is shown in Fig. 1.1.

This design is based on ideas of G. Zippe, who started his centrifuge

development work after the Second lbrld War in the Soviet Union (1.1) and

continued his research in the US and Germany. The rotor consists of

a cylinder of high-strength material, which is closed on the ends by end

caps. The rotor is - like a childrens spinning top - running on a needle

which is supported by a lower bearing with a suitable damping device. On

the upper end the rotor is hold by a magnetic suspension, consisting of a

rotating magnet in the top cap and a stationary magnet with damper. The

rotor is driven by an hysteresis motor at the lower end. The rotor is con-

tained in a thick-walled recipient which is under vacuum. The thickness of

the recipient wall is designed in such a way that in case of a rotor crash

no fragments can penetrate so that the safety of the operational personnel

as well as the vacuum integrity of the system is maintained.

The uranium hexafluoride to be separated is fed and also extracted by

three pipes leading through a central hole in the top cap. The feed pipe

ends roughly in the middle of the centrifuge; the separated fractions

product and tails are gathered in a countercurrent centrifuge at the rotor

ends by so-called scoops. These stationary scoops are acting as supersonic

pitot inlets, they have oenings which are orientated against the flow

direction so making use of the high dynamical pressure of the rotating

gas. Because of the rather low sonic velocity of uranium hexafluoride of

about 85 m/s only we have a highly supersonic flow in the region of the

scoop tip of several Mach. In this way rotational energy is changed into

pressure which ensures in a cascade the transport of Clow from one stage

into the next, thus avoiding compressors which are necessary for the gase-

ous diffusion process.
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In a countercurrent centrifuge the actual separation factor can be

enlarged to several times that of the radial separation factor by

establishing an axial concentration gradient through the effect of the

countercurrent. The enlargement factor depends on the aspect ratio L/Do

(1.2), 13), 14), and in case of very low throughput the total separa-

tion factor will approach the value

I ."- .
C< - 44 (0, 4) -Al a, o)

111:Z69"') 3 [Ali Ca, 0)
For the Rome model with an aspect ratio of 1 a total separation factor

of 23 appears possible for the Darmstadt model with an aspect ratio of

40 a separation factor of 27.95.

The high pressure ratio between rotor wall and rotor axis is also the

reason that only a small aunt of gas can escape from the rotor through

the central bore of the rotor top cap into the headroom of the centrifuge,

i.e. the space between he rotor top end cap and the recipient cover.

Thus the headroom pressure is in the order of millitorrs. Additionally

the escaping gas is being confined in the headroom by a molecular pump

which is surrounding the top end of the rotor, thus providing a very high

vacuum between the rotating wall of the rotor and the recipient. This,

besides the missing compressors, is another reason for the low power consump-

tion of the gas centrifuge process. The overall power consumption per se-

paration work unit is about thirty times smaller than for the gas

diffusion method. With modern gas centrifuges far less than ten cascade

stages are necessary to produce normal assay levels for civil nuclear

power plants. Theoretical evaluations (1.5) have even shown that the

desired asay levels could be achieved in one step, but at the moment this

is not worthwhile from an economic point of view because cascading

of centrifuges is simple and no compressors are needed. The countercurrent

of the UF6 in the rotor can be generated in different ways

- by using the decelerating effect of one scoop (in this ase the

analogous effect of the other scoop has to be suppressed by shielding

it with a suitable bffle)

- by a temperature gradient in axial direction of the rotor

- and last not least by the sources and sinks of the flow field.

In modern centrifuges all three methods are applied.
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Fig.1.1: Principle Design of a Gas Centrifuge
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2) Possibilities to increase the centrifuge output

The performance of a gas centrifuge is called "separative power"

and is measured in kilogram of separative work units per year (kgSWU/a).

Separative power is the product of the mass flows of a separation element

multiplied with its concentration in the form of a "value function". Its

definition is

sell )o- V(* ;�- T- VL1j1) (2.1)
P

where P, T and F are product (enriched fraction), tails (depleted fraction)

and feed flow. N , NT and NF are the respective concentrations. The value

function is defined as
A/
-,V) (2.2)

The ratio of product flow to feed flow is called the cut

2
r (2.3)

therefore 21) can also be written as
0(a 0,1111 (2.4)

,o ) �- ( -/ - 61) YLIIY, - 1,14,1

The enrichment factorgX of a separation element is the ratio of the isotope

abundance rates in Product and feed flow

0< =fTA1;;Y ( A�= (2.5a)

and the depletion factor is defined in a similar way.

(2.5b)

For more details see Literature 12).

If the definition of separative power is applied to a volume element inside

the centrifuge and its diffusive flows, then under ideal condition as tipper

limit the maximum separative power according to Dirac can be derived. 12)

This formula of Dirac gives a first indication how the centrifuge output

depends on Ce geometric and operating parameters.

[i W7
(2.6)
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with

D = Diffusion coefficient

9 = Density

A = Universal Gas constant

T = Temperature in K

LTV = circumferential velocity

L = Length

,69K = Mass Difference of isotopes

As the maximum output is proportional to the square of the Mass dif-

ference AN, centrifugation is best suited for havy isotopes, where the

relative mass difference d W10e would be small.

Equation 26 suggests, that increases in length increase output linearly

and increases in speed with the 4th power. As N to first order is propor-

tional to the temperature, output should also be inverse proportional to

the temperature. This output relation had been derived under the assump-

tions

that separation can be treated as isothermal

that no axial back diffusion occurs and

that the radial concentration gradient is half

its equilibrium value. (optimum)

Unfortunately real life is more complex and therefore separative power has

to be described as

(2.7)

whereby the efficiency is a complex function of speed, length, wall

pressure, temperature, countercurrent generation, cut and other geometric

centrifuge data. However generally speaking improvements in separative

power can be obtained by

increases in length

increases in speed

increases in efficiency.

The next chapters will discuss these 3 possibilities in more detail.
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2.1) Methods to increase the centrifuge length

It is a known fact from vibration analysis that a rotating shaft of a

given length shows an increasing amplitude if its rotational speed

approaches the eigenfrequency of the shaft. �Aiether this frequency can be

passed depends on various factors, primarily on

the boundary conditions for the mounting of the shaft (bearings)

the damping which can be applied

the unbalance situation and

the available drive power.

To first order the eigenfrequency of a rotating slender cylinder can be

calculated from beam theory 21) leading to

(2.8)
Cos,

where n = number of waves (or number of eigenfrequency)

L = tube length

Eax = axial Emodulus

D, = tube diameter

9 = density

In this simple formula end cap masses have been neglected, shear stiffness

has been neglected and the stabilising effect of gyroscopic moments has

been neglected too.

OY&mt is the critical speed of rotation for which this eigenfrequency is

reached. Using formula 28) one can calculate the critical speeds for a

given aspect ratio and given material data. To give a few examples the

parameters of the Rome and Darmstadt odels, which have been defined in

previous workshops, will be used. The detailed data sets for the models

are given in Table 21 (See 3 pages before).

The critical speeds for the aspect ratios of the Rom and Darmstadt model,

10 and 40, are plotted in Fig. 21. For the materials data two com-

binations have been selected
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• one with an axial modulus of 200 GPa and a density of 8100 kg/m3
which is equivalent to steel and

• one with a ratio of modulus to density which is 50 higher than for

steel and which may be achieved by composites.

The modulus in formula 28) is the axial modulus, e.g. that modulus which

becomes activated when the tube is bent or pulled in axial direction.

For a homogeneous (or nearly homogeneous) material like steel the modu-

lus is about the same in axial and circumferential direction. For a com-

posite with directed fibres the modulus in fibre direction is signifi-

cantly higher than normal to the fibre direction. To achieve a decent

axial modulus a special lay-up pattern is required, where some fibres are

also aligned in nearly axial direction. The assumption above for 5/ is

an approximate value, the exact value can only be quoted when the actual

lay up pattern is known. Furthermore the lay-up will be speed dependent

and the axial modulus in reality will change with speed. Thus the

figures quoted here are only a first indication.

Fig. 21 shows that 2 criticals have to be passed for the Rome model

with an aspect ratio of 10 to achieve the operational speed of 600 m/s.

For the Darmstadt model with an aspect ratio of 40, 12 criticals have to

be passed for composite rotors and 13 for steel rotors, to achieve the

operational speed of 1000 m/s. If one has no technology to pass the cri-

ticals, then one has either to reduce the speed or to reduce the length,

to remain subcritical. Reducing the speed implies for composite rotors

• operation below 106.19 m/s for the Rome model with an aspect ratio of

10 and

• operation below 664 m/s for the Darmstadt model with an aspect ratio

of 40.

Neither option is very attractive, and a reduction in length whilst

keeping the operational speed seems more beneficial. For this purpose

formula 28 can be transformed into

/ ? = z / . �' F (2.9)
1 r2 ya�; 8g,

one can conclude from this formula that the critical aspect ratio is:

linearly depending on the 4th root of the material parameters Eax/j,

inverse proportional to the root of the velocity.
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Data for the speed range 50-1000 m/s are given in Fig. 22. or the Rome

model with 600 m/s one obtains a critical aspect ratio of 421, for the

Darmstadt model with 1000 m/s speed 325 (composite material).

It is good engineering practice not to approach the critical speeds too

closely, but to keep a certain safety margin towards it. The reason is that

significant aplitude amplification starts before the critical speed is

reached. If the safety margin is chosen to be 30 then the operational

speed is allowed to be 70 of the critical speed. Thus the length utilisa-

tion factor kL is 07. To achieve this, the length has to be reduced

further by a factor leading to tolerable aspect ratios of

* 352 for 600 m/s and

* 272 for 1000 /s

Thus subcritical rotors of 176 m length for 600 m/s operation and of

1.36 m length for 1000 m/s operation are possible under these assumptions

in composite from the rotordynamic point of view for a rotor diameter of

0. M.

Possible length increases for subcritical rotor technology are limited.

Length depends on the 4th root of (Eax/ and no great changes are

possible here. Length is further directly proportional to the diameter and

greater lengths can be achieved for increased diameters. However at the

same time material costs would also increase at least proportional to the

diameter and no great economic benefit will occur.

Thus to achieve significant length increases a Supercritical Technology

is required.

To achieve supercritical technology, there are basically two possibilities

Homogeneous Rotors and

Inhomogeneous Rotors.

Homogeneous Rotors

Homogeneous Rotors have constant tube bending stiffness over the entire

rotor length, thus in run up, the rotor has to pass all the critical fre-

quencies (or speeds) which have been plotted in Fig. 21.
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For this technology very complex bearings and powerful motors and dam-

pers are required for the following reasons:

Some of the criticals occur very near to the operational frequencies

and any rotor amplitudes will create high centrifugal forces and,

depending on the bearing type, high bearing forces.

Furthermore any rotor vibrations have to be damped, therefore centri-

fuges include a bottom and a top damper as explained in chapter one.

For a fluid damper the power consumption is proportional to the

damper speed &911V and the amplitude ( 4 ). The damper amplitude

will depend on the stiffness and the exciting force, which in case of

an unbalance excitation is proportional to Thus the power con-

sumption in the damper, when passing the criticals, can increase with

the 3rd power of the speed. If the last critical which has to be

passed is near the operational speed, excessive motor power may be

required to pass this, much more than necessary for the normal

running of the rotor in vacuum.

To minimise excitation forces due to ubalances very accurate balan-

cing and minimum tolerances on rotor straightness will be necessary.

Another practical problem will occur in the design of the damper.

Normally dampers work very well near their respective eigenfrequen-

cies, because any rotor vibration causes a sufficient damper vibra-

tion in the fluid which provides damping by taking energy out of the

system. If the rotor vibration frequency is far away from the damper

eigenfrequencythe damper is nearly static and no damping is pro-

vided. In the homogenous rotor, critical frequencies occur between

zero Hz and operational frequency and therefore damping has to be

provided in the whole frequency range. If the damper is tuned to the

midfrequency range, damping at low and high frequencies may be insuf-

ficient, requiring ore complex solutions than a simple "one fre-

quency damper".

All these arguments outline that homogenous rotors will be very complicated

to run and if physical solutions can be found for bearings, dampers and

motors they will be costly. However, there are some other practical reasons

why the length of a homogenous rotor is limited. If one compares the criti-

cal speeds of the Rome model and the Darmstadt model in Fig. 21 it is

obvious, that for the longer Darmstadt model the criticals are much nearer

together. For the Rome model the difference in the critical speed below and

above operational frequency is 530.9 /s or 88.5 of the operational speed.
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For the Darmstadt model the difference is only 165.9 m/s or 16.6 of the

operational speed. (Reference material data as for composite).

As already mentioned it is good engineering practise not to approach the

critical speed too closely, but keep a certain safety margin to it. If this

is chosen to be 30 in this example, than operation of the Rome model is

quite possible, because operational speed of 600 m/s is only 62.7 of the

next critical. For the Darmstadt model operation under these safety aspects

is not possible, because even for the case that the operational speed is

chosen directly in the middle of the two criticals nearest to operational

speed, - in this case 1038.6 m/s -, then this is already 92.6 of the next

critical. Thus the safety margin is only 74 .

These are sme of the reasons why homogenous technology in our opinion is

too complex for the Darmstadt odel with 20 m length.

Inhomogenous Rotors

Inhomogenous rotors are, - practically speaking -, built out of subcriti-

cal rotors connected by soft elements with a very low bending tiffness.

The length of the subcritical section is determined by the operational

speed and the safety margin and according to the previous example would be

1.76 m for the Rome model and 136 m for the Darmstadt model in composite.

To achieve the defined rotor length 3 sections have to be connected for

the Rome model 528 m, defined 5 m) and 15 sections for the Darmstadt

model 20.40 m, defined 20 m). In both cases the defined length is not

accurately met.

The soft connecting elements have a bending stiffness, which is signifi-

cantly lower than the stiffness of the subcritical sections thus the whole

bending stiffness of the rotor reduces and thus its critical frequencies

reduce too, because the mass remains unchanged. The target for the stiff-

ness of the connecting elements is to reduce all critical frequencies,

which have to be passed, to below 20 to 30 of the operational fre-

quency. In passing these the subcritical sections can be regarded as rigid.

The critical frequency of the subcritical section is approached to 70 in

our example, but not passed. Because the critical frequencies, which have

to be passed can be reduced so much, the requirements for
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tolerable bearing forces

damper power consumption

unbalances and straightness and

frequency range where effective damping is required

can all be reduced considerably compared to a homogenous rotor. Thus an

inhowegenous rotor is the more elegant engineering solution, if adequate

soft connecting elements are available.

The design and the production of these connecting elements requires enor-

mous engineering skills because the connecting elements

have to be of sufficiently low stiffness

have to be gas tight

have to be strong enough to withstand the rotational forces not

limiting the operational speed of the subcritical rotor sections

have to be built in a way that they do not negatively influence

the rotor flow and the output

must have the same lifetime as the rotor sections.

It is obvious from these requirements that a successful technology for

soft connecting elements is one of the critical milestones in the develop-

ment of inhomogeneous rotors.

2.2) Methods to increase the Centrifuge speed

In good approximation the stress in the thin walled rotor tube is

described by

�- - * ao-5p 2, (2.10)

Thus the tube will burst under the centrifugal forces if the fracture

strength of the material is reached. This is the case for

(2.11)

One can see that not the absolute strength, but the strength per unit mass

is important, e.g. a material of high strength and low density is

desirable. Thus increases in rotor speed are possible in two ways

ultilising a given material up to its limits and

by changing to a better material with higher relative strength.
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Some theoretically possible materials are listed in table 24 and their

burst speed is quoted.

Table 24: Possible Rotor speeds for varied materials

Material Strength Density Modulus Burst Speed Op. Speed

E

GPa kg/.' GPa m/s m/s

Magnesium 0.35 1800 45 441 342

Mg-AJ7 (AZ 855)

Beryllium 0.65 1900 300 585 523

Aluminium 0.64 2800 72 478 370

AlMgZn

Titanium 1.4 4500 110 558 499

Steel 3.0 8100 200 608 544

NiGoMo 131510

Kevlar 2.17 1344 E, 74.4 1271 984

Hoop Composite ff, 9.0

T800 Carbon fibre

Hoop Composite 3.50 1560 F, 170.0 1498 1160

F 9.0

NE fibre

Hoop Cposite 4.80 1560 E, 240.0 1754 1359

,L 9.0

One can see from the table that the light metals magnesium and aluminium

offer burst speeds around 450 m/s, titanium and beryllium 550 ms respec-

tively 580 m/s and high strength steel even about 610 m/s. Unbeatable are

the composites, Kevlar with about 1270 mls and T800 composite with about

1500 m/s. The NE composite is a shortening for a desired fibre, which may

be available in to 10 vears time. This fibre (NE = non existium) might

have a fibre strength of GPa and a fibre modulus of 400 GPa. To achieve

the composite values given in the table the following relations have been

used

(2.12)
6 Flhoe Y" 'east 6"q'q�"e

(2.13)
-�h

whereby /�Iis the fibre volume content, 60 in the case quoted here.

Resin strength (-eO.08 GPa) and Resin modulus (-- 03 GPa) have been

neglected. The density of carbon fibre is 1800, that of resin 1200 kg/m3.
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Hoop composite by the way means that all fibres are aligned in circum-

ferential direction.

Some materials in Table 24 have only been recorded for academic interest.

For example beryllium is poisoneous and its use to our knowledge was never

seriously considered and magnesium might not be preferably because it

burns easily and may be a fire hazard.

Burst speed alone is however not a good criterion for materials selection

because it is good engineering practise not to approach the burst speeds

too closely.

Normally one will only use a certain percentage of the materials strength

in the design and will define a

materials utilisation factor km < 1

The long term operation speed is then defined

-,",e A', (2.14)SI

This km value is different for different materials. For the well known

metals like steel and titanium a utilisation factor of 0.8 has been

assumed. For beryllium the same factor has been used because of insuf-

ficient other data. Aluminium and magnesium alloys are prone to creep

therefore their utilisation factor is lower and 06 has been assumed for

this example. For fibre composites the utilisation factor is also lower

because experience with this material for high strength application is

still very limited and a good safety margin appears advisable. In this

example a utilisation factor of 06 has been assumed.

The possible operational speeds due to the utilisation factors above are

given in table 24 as well. With aluminium 370 m/s can be achieved, with

steel about 540 m/s and with composites above 1000 m/s. Thus it is logi-

cal that historically the worldwide centrifuge research commenced with

aluminium. as material, than utilised high strength steel and finally has

to end with some kind of composite. Only composites satisfy te high speed

requirement of 600 m/s and 1000 m/s defined for the Rome and Darmstadt

model.
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Unfortunately however the hoop wound composites, which have the highest

speed in table 24 incorporate a disadvantage. These tubes are very inho-

mogenous in so far, that all fibres are aligned in circumferential direc-

tion. In this direction, - which is also the direction of highest stress

-, modulus and strength are high due to the fibres. However in axial

direction the properties of the resin have a much stronger influence and

therefore modulus and strength are considerably lower. Unfortunately tile

length of a subcritical section of a supercritical rotor is dependent on

the axial modulus and therefore these hoop wound composite rotors will

have very short sections.

Combining equation 26) for maximum output with equation 29) for sec-

tion length, including the length utilisation factor leads to

O"z ( W -- I
(2.15)

Now introducing an expression for the operational speed one obtains

o� 2, r'j 2 11. 25'

Or4"" - 4., A (2.16)

Thus the maximum output is

• proportional to the number of sections n

• proportional to the diameter Do

• proportional to the burst stress with an exponent of 175

• inverse proportional to the square of the density

proportional to the 4th root of the axial modulus and

proportional to the materials utilisation factor with an exponent 175.

This latter relation indicates that an improved materials utilisation factor

rising from 06 to 0.8 would increase the maximum separative power by 65 .

Thus materials research, to understand a material sufficiently in order to

raise its utilisation factor can be quite attractive.

An other possible formulation of the maximum separative power can be

obtained by introducing the operational stress and the operational strain

(2.17)

Equation 216 then changes to
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an (2.18)

For homogeneous material axial modulus and circumferential modulus are equal

thus

Z fd
A.4 (2.19)10ft., Z1. YZ7 Wrj 'dP-9) r 4�90,

Two further relations can be derived from this equation:

The maximum output is

proportional to the operational strain with an exponent of 175

and for a rotor out of homogeneous material also proportional to the

square of the modulus divided by density.

With the material data and operational speeds quoted in Table 24 it is now

possible to calculate the aspect ratio (kL = 07) and the maximum separa-

tive power for a subcritical rotor of that material. The results are sum-

marised in Table 25.

Table 2: Maxi� Separative po�er of subcritical rotors

out of various materials (D. = 05 m)

Material Cp. peed Aspect Ratio

M/S (kgSWU/a)

Magnesium 342 4.23 6.68

Mg-AL7 (AZ 855)

Beryllium 523 5.42 46.85

Aluminium 370 4.09 8.87

AJNZn

Titanium 499 3.48 24.94

Steel 544 3.34 33.82

NiCoMo 131510

Ke�lar 984 1.76 190.52

Hoop Ccmposite

TBOO 1160 1.56 326.70

Hoop Composite

NE fibre 1359 1.51 594.64

Hoop Composite
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One can see that the aspect ratio drops drastically for the hoop wound

composite tubes. If instead of an axial modulus of 9 GPa the previously

assumed ratio Eax/ S = 37.04 106 m2/s2 could be retained then the aspect

ratio would increase by 59 .

Looking at the maximum separative powers for a subcritical rotor one can

see, that among the light metals the performance of beryllium is

outstanding because of its high strength, low density and high modulus.

Unfortunately it is poisoneous. A subcritical rotor in aluminium technology

of the Rome diameter offers a Dirac maximum of 89 kg SW/a, a subcritical

rotor in steel technology 33.8 kg SWU/a. Titanium has no apparent

advantage.

In spite of the reduction in length the hoop wound rotors have an enormous

Dirac potential of 190 to 594 kg WJ/a, and all efforts seem justified to

aim for this. However the picture changes slightly if the reduction of

efficiency with speed is taken into account. As first order effect the

centrifuge interior for radii smaller r will be excluded where r is

defined by the usable pressure ratio of 103. �ie can then define

OX - �R [ _� f sv

,.e - -'11FRi = OVA'ex

If this factor is included here, the results change. See Table 26.

Table 26: Upper limit for separative power of subcritical rotors

including the effect of the empty interior on efficiency

Material Op. Speed yie'.m. .01,4pe
Im/s J fkgSIRJ/a

Aluminium 370 0.9639 8.55

Steel 544 0.6090 20.60

Kevlar Hoop 984 0.2159 41.13

T800 Hoop 1160 0.1580 51.62

NE Hoop 1359 0.1165 69.28

Now the output increases just a bit more than linear with speed, but still

it seem worthwhile to aim for te highest possible speed.
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The situation, however, is different if the rotor speed is limited by

other components, for example the "end caps" or the "soft connecting

elements" and not by the rotor tube itself. In this case the hoop wound

rotors run below their speed potential and the rotor material is

understressed. To utilise the rotor material most efficiently and to maxi-

mise the output one can increase the length of the subcritical sections by

incorporating a layer of high axial stiffness which is either not or only

partly supporting its own centrifugal load. The difference has to be

carried by the hoop layers and thus the operational speed of the rotor

decreases but its axial stiffness increases.

The first alternative to achieve this target is the liner technology which

means that a hoop composite is fitted over a metal tube (the liner). The

metal tube will then provide the axial stiffness but carry only a fraction

of its own centrifugal load and the hoop composite will carry itself and

part of the centrifugal load of the liner.

A first fundamental requirement for a rotor in liner technology is that

liner and overwrap always remain in contact, e.g. with a positive

interference. This requires that

• either the liner strains slightly more than the overwrap,

when run up to speed

• or that both strain by about the same amount and one starts

with a sufficient interference at rest.

If the liner strains significantly less than the overwrap, the combination

liner/overwrap is an impractical one because the operation is then limited

by the possible static interference at rest.

What does that requirement mean in reality? The strain of a free spinning

liner (or overwrap) is determined by

(2.20)

Se aq,

Thus the strain for a given speed is determined by the ratio of density to

modulus. For the various materials this characteristic value is shown in

table 27.
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Table 2: Strain characteristi Materials

Y

la

Magnesim 40.0 0.467

mg-AL7 (AZ 855)

Beryllim 6.33 0.173

A.lmini= 38.88 0.532

AlMgZn

Titanim 40.91 1.019

Steel 40.5 1.199

NiCoMo 131510

Kevlar 18.06 1.75

Roop Cuposite

T800 9.18 1.235

H�p Coposite

NE fibre 6.50 1.20

Hoop Cop�ite

It is obvious from the table that according to the first requirement all

metals, - with the exception of beryllium -, could be used as liners

because they all strain more than the hoop materials. Beryllium is

unsuitable as a liner material.

A second fundamental requirement for a rotor in liner technology is that

the liner operates in its elastic regime, because in the plastic regime the

tangential modulus of the liner decreases and this will also effect its

axial modulus, which determines the length. To use the potential of the

hoop overwrap the operational strain of liner and overwrap should be of the

same order.

The operational strains based on the operational speeds of table 24 are

shown in table 27 too. One can see that the operational strain of

Beryllium is far too low and even of aluminium. rather limited. Liner strains

in the order of the operating strains of carbon hoop composite are provided

by titanium and steel liners, thus a combination of carbon hoop composite

with steel or titanium liners appear most promising. It is further obvious

from the table that Kevlar as an overwrap material for liner technology is
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not very attractive because its strain potential is far greater than that

of the liners. Thus the full potential of Kevlar overwrap cannot be used in

liner technology.

The operational strain of an aluminium liner as mentioned is rather

limited, in tis example 053 %. However, this range can be increased by

an engineering trick. If the liner is fitted with a certain interference at

rest, its operating strain starts in the compressive region and the working

range for the strain is increased by the negative prestrain. However, to

increase the strain range sufficiently, quite complex procedures are

required to assure that enough negative prestrain is introduced into the

liner.

In the following we will show a few theoretical examples of liner/overwrap

technology aiming towards the target parameters of the Rome and the

Darmstadt model centrifuge. The materials considered will be

overwrap T800 and NE hoop composite

liners aluminium, titanium, steel.

For reasons of simplicity it will be assumed that the static interference

between liner and overwrap is so small, that it can be neglected in the

further analysis. Operational speed is determined by the operational strain

of either te liner or the overwrap, which ever is lower. For the

liners in our example the following operational strains are chosen:

* 0.5 % for aluminium.

* 1.0 % for titanium and

* 12 for steel.

Equation 210 mdifies then to

(2.21)

Index H referring to the hoop wound overwrap

Index L referring to the liner.

Equation 221) is only valid for thin walled tubes where radial stresses

can be neglected and where the rotational speed for both layers is about

the same.
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Introducing the operational strain and the moduli into 221) one obtains a

relation for the speed

4"O S4,

lob -?4 S4 (2.22)
If# Sly

V -

One can see that the operational speed is dependent n

the root of the operational strain 6poov

the root of the overwrap parameters 5,14"O

and the speed reduction factor XSRL due to the liner, which includes

the ratio of overwrap to liner thickness and the ratio of

moduli and density of liner and overwrap.

The results for the 6 combinations of liner/overwrap, are shown in figure 23.

One can see that the operational speed of the Rom model with 600 m/s can be

achieved with all combinations of liner/overwrap, whereas the speed of the

Darmstadt model with 1000 m/s can only be achieved with steel and titanium

liners.

A rearrangement of equation 222) allows to calculate the required ratio

of overwrap to liner thickness SH/SL to achieve a given target speed

YA.

X/O (2.23)

The results are shown in Table 29.

Table 29: Required ovenvrap to liner ratios S,/S,

material 600 m/s 1000 M/s
SH/SL SH/SL

Al/r8OO -1Y = 0.5 % 2.25 not possible

A.1/NE A = 0.5 % 1.01 not possible

Ti/T800 "P = 1.0 % 0.46 24.29

Ti/NE e, = 1.o % 0.28 4.05
St/-rBOO §'= 1.2 % 0.35 11.88

St/NE ff, = 1.2 % 0.22 4.32

For the Rome odel with 600 m/s speed very low overwrap to liner ratios are

required, in case of titanium and steel the liner is dominant with only

very little overwrap. For the Darmstadt model with 1000 m/s the overwrap
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is dominant and high ratios of overwrap, to liner are required.

For current T800 carbon fibres the ratios are 11.9 with a steel liner and

24.3 with a titanium liner. In this case the steel liner is better because

it allows operation at 12 whereas the titanium restricts the operational

range to 1 %.

After the effect of the liner on the speed has been evaluated, the next

step is to identify the influence of the liner on the length. Equation 29)

modifies to

A6jew SN

(2.24)

IZIN 4&

The critical aspect ratio of an overwrap/liner rotor is dependent on

the critical aspect ratio of the overwrap material and

a length increase factor XLIL due to the liner, which contains the

ratio of overwrap to liner thickness and the ratios of the moduli

and densities.

With all these informations it is now possible to calculate the aspect

ratios and the maximum outputs of the various design options for the Rome

and the Darmstadt model centrifuge. Table 210 shows the results.

one can see from the table that for the Rom model with 600 m/s design

speed a length increase of the subcritical sections by 41 to 43 (factor XLIL)

can be achieved using liner technology with steel and titanium liners and

very little overwrap. Aluminium. liners are isadvantageous because for the

assumption of minimal static interference the operational strain of the

rotor is significantly limited by the liner strain and thus the over-wrap

potential is not fully used. The aspect ratio of the Rome mdel of 10 could

nearly be achieved by connecting 3 subcritical sections for example using

a steel liner and a T800 hoop overwrap. The expected optimum output ould

be some 78 kg SW/a for 10 m. Calculations by Soubbaramayer et a1ii in Pome

(2.2) gave outputs of 38 kg SWJ/a for half the length thus about

76 kg SWU/a for the later specified Rome model.

In case of the Darmstadt model with 1000 m/s design speed a length increaso

of 19 to 29 can be achieved by using the liner technology with a steel
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liner. The aspect ratio of 40 could be achieved by connecting 20 subcriti-

cal sections of St/T800 with the "soft connecting elements" and to achieve

full speed 19 critical frequencies would have to be passed. The expected

optimum output would be 967 kg SWU/a for 20 m length if the efficiency

remains near the assumed value of-'YRFEJ'-

The excursion into liner technology has shown that the length of hoop

wound composite rotors can be increased by fitting a liner into the hoop

wound overwrap. As the liner has a lower operational speed than the

overwrap, the speed potential of the liner/overwrap combination is

reduced, but the length of the subcritical section is increased. If the

rotor speed is limited by the operational speed of certain components

then the strength reserve in the hoop overwrap can be utilised by sup-

porting a liner and the length of a subcritical section can be

increased. For a subcritical rotor this means that its output increases

and for a supercritical rotor of given length it means that the number

of criticals which have to be passed reduces and thus the rotordynamic

problems in running the rotor are reduced too.

Unfortunately the current metal liners are limited in their potential.

Desirable is a liner with a high axial modulus and a low density which

should have strain characteristics suitable for the overwrap. From the

material values in table 24 it is obvious that for all metals the ratio

of E/_V is virtually the same and about
C 2.

For a carbon composite of T800 in fibre direction this value is

e w?
�Sj

and thus 45 times higher than for metals. It is obvious that a "liner"

of carbon composite with fibres in axial direction is very attractive

and this leads to the second alternative to achieve an increased sec-

tion length, the all composite technology.

In the aircraft and aerospace industry the use of carbon composites has

increased considerably during the last years, because strong, stiff and

light constructions can be achieved. Normally unidirectional composite

sheets are combined to a multilayer composite. A lay-up pattern could be

considered for the centrifuge as well, having a 90' outer hoop lay-up

and a O' axial "liner lay-up". For practical reasons the angle O' is not
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chosen because the shear stiffness of the tube has a certain influence

on the critical length too, therefore normally a lay-up pattern of 90'

outer hoop and ±0('axial lay-up is chosen, where the angle has to be

optimised with respect to the requirement.

For our example we assume that about 65 of the modululs in fibre direc-

tion can be retained in the "liner lay-up", still giving a ratio of

3 times higher than for etals A further advantage for the all com-

posite technology is, that two types of carbon fibres exist,

high strength fibres, like T800, with a medium fibre modulus and

a large fracture strain and

high modulus fibres with a large modulus and a reduced fracture strain.

Fig. 24 gives a few examples of available carbon fibres.

600

M50 I

500 0
M
a_ M46
L-13 0 eM46J I
0

Uj 400- M40
0 M40J IAPOLLO HM

300 T8000 1
E I 0 0 T1000

7i T300 10 APOK IM
zvu-

I

100

1 2 3

Fibre failure strainENo)
Fig. 24: INITIAL MOCIULES Eo (AT-� 0 STRAIN) AS

A FUNCTION OF FIBRE FAILURE STRAIN
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The Toray high strength fibres T800 and T1000 have moduli of about 280 GPa

and fracture strains of about 2 , the high modulus fibre M50 has a modu-

lus of 500 GPa and a fracture strain of 0.5 %. If this high odulus fibre

is used in the "liner lay-up" it will increase the axial modulus signifi-

cantly. The low fracture strain has no influence, because the strain

parallel to the fibre in the "liner lay-up" is very small. The highest

strain occurs in the circumferential direction, therefore the strain nor-

mal to the fibre in the "liner lay-up" is significantly larger. Because of

the large difference in moduli between resin matrix and fibre and the not

completely uniform distribution of te fibres in the matrix, local strain

maxima can occur, which ead to the well known problem of "cross fibre

cracking". Thus like with metal liners the composite liners may limit the

operational strain too. For our current example it will be assumed that

depending on the engineering skill and the manufacturing experience opera-

tional strains between 04 and 1 can be utilised.

In a similar way as for the combination overwrap/metal liner, we can now

calculate for te "all composite technology"

the oerational speed as a function of te hoop to "liner" ratio

the required hoop to liner ratios for the speed of the Rome and

Darmstadt odel and

the lengths of subcritical sections for tese speeds together with

the optimum separative ower.

For te centrifuge te we assui-iie:

hoop layers 90 in T800 or NF

liner lay-ups using a fibre with 500 GPa modulus (M50)

an operational strain of 04 %, 07 and 1 %.

The "liner lay-up" also as a certain circumferential modulus. For tile

purpose of this exercise we take this to be the cross fibre odulus of

9 GPa, although in actual act it will be higher because the fibres have a

certain component in the circumferential direction t.

The operational speed as a unction of the hoop to "liner" ratio is shown

in Fig. 25. Again the operational speed of the ome odel with 600 m/s

poses little problems and cn be achieved for all 3 rotor strains, the

speed of he Darmstadt model does already require I strain for M5OA800
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composite and 07 strain for M50/NE composite.

From Fig. 25 and more accurate from equation 223 the ratios of hoop to

liner for the speed of the Rome and Darmstadt odel can be determined.

This is shown in Table 212. For the 600 m/s target only ratios below 

are required from 07 strain onward. For the 1000 mls target in M50/T800

already 1 % strain is necessary with a hoop to liner ratio of 10.5. For

the M50/NE composite the ratios are 175 for 1 and 12.48 for 07 

strain. A comparison with Table 29 for metal liners shows that the hoop

to liner ratios for the all composite rotor are lower, thus more

favourable.

Table 212: Required hoop to liner ratios /S, for all Cposite Rotors

Material C5, 600 /s 1000 M/S

S WS L SH/SL

M50/-F800 0.4 % 4.4392 not pssible

M50/NE 0.4 % 1.3193 not possible

M50/T800 0.7 % 0.7934 not possible

M50/NE 0.7 % 0.4458 12.475

M50/T800 1.0 % 0.4143 10.50

M50/NE 1.0 % 0.2565 1.75

The next step now is to calculate the length of a subcritical section.

This is done using equation 224. For the axial lay-up with M50 fibre the

axial modulus will be

"JrEaV4, 0 195 GPa

under the assumptions made.

A comparison of the "factor of length increase due to the liner XiL" for

metal and all carbon liners as a function of the hoop to liner ratio is

given in Fig. 26. It is apparent from Fig. 26, that the composite liner

offers significant increases in length, especially for the hoop to liner

ratios of interest between and .

The final table 214 shows the design options for the "Rome" and

"Darmstadt odel centrifuge" in all composite technology. A comparison

with table 210 for metal liners shows that the output per section at

600 m/s has increased by about 40 and at 1000 m/s by 8 to 32%. This is
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due to the increased section length.

In case of the Darmstadt model with 1000 m/s design speed a length

increase of 29 can be achieved with available carbon fibres of M50/T800

and a strain of 1 compared to pure hoop wound rotors. The aspect ratio

of 40 could be achieved with 18 section thus 17 critical frequencies would

have to be passed. With the not yet available NE fibres about 14 sections

only would be required.

Table 214 Design options for 'Rc-` and Darmstadt Model

Centrifuae' in all Co moo site Technology

MateriaL Strain SH XLiL Aspect Ratio 410'."
% �-L (L/D,) (kg SWU/a)

R� Model 00 �Vs

M50/T800 0.4 4.44 1.48 3.27 25.56

M50/NE 0.4 1.32 1.77 3.92 30.64

M50/T800 0.7 0.79 1.88 4.16 32.49

M50/NE 0.7 0.44 1.98 4.37 34.15

M50/T800 1.3 0.41 1.99 4.39 34.33

M50/NE 1.0 0.26 2.04 4.52 35.30

Da �,tadt odel 1000 m/s

M50MOO 0.4% not possible

M50/NE 0.4% not possible

M50/7800 0.7% not possible

M50/1NE 0.7% 12.48 1.26 2.16 52.34

KS(3/-MGG 1.0% 10.50 1.29 2.22 53.66

M50/NE 1.0% 1.75 1.78 2.93 70.88

XLiL length increase factor due to the liner

a% PI' OaM" 'I Ie.191,

Summarising the results of this chapter one can say that

for the speeds of the "Rome" and "Darmstadt model centrifuge"

composite technology is required and

that an all composite rotor offers the greatest section length at

these speeds.

For the further analysis we select the Darmstadt odel, an M50/T800 rotor

of 18 sections with a total length of 1.94 m operating at 1000 m/s.
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2.3) Efficiency of the Separation Process

Since the `lst �brkshop on Gases in Strong Rotation" which was held in

Stockholm 1975, methods how to calculate the centrifuge flow and to opti-

mise the efficiency have been one of the main subjects of our meetings.

Therefore oly a short summary of the main factors influencing the effi-

ciency will be given in tis review paper and a few simple examples for

the Darmstadt model will be calculated, which are necessary for the

following economic analysis. For more details the interested reader is

referred to the Proceedings of the previous workshops 23 - 28).

As already mentioned the centrifuge efficiency is a complex function of

quite a number of parameters. For the sake of the analysis we will split

them into

• external parameters like geometry and speed and

• internal parameters like cut, feed, countercurrent and wall pressure.

2.3 A) Optimisation with respect to internal parameters

Once te external parameters like length diameter and speed have been

fixed, the job is to find the best combination of internal parameters

resulting in the highest output. This can be easily done in theory but

only with difficulty in experiments. once the cut is defined, feed and

wall pressure are selected in the calculations and by varying input height

and countercurrent the optimum output for this special feed rate is

established. once this is done the feed rate will be changed for the same

wall pressure and the optimisation of input eight and countercurrent has

to be performed again. In the end this leads to a "Centrifuge design

characteristic" where te optimum output as a function of feed is plotted

for oe wall pressure and where for each point countercurrent and input

height have been optimised.

For the current Darmstadt model of 20 m length the design characteristic is

plotted in Fig. 29 and optimum input height and countercurrent rate are

given in Fig. 210. Fig. 29 shows the output with two analytic theories.

The dotted curve is the result of a theory where by simplification

expressions for optimum feed and input height could be derived leading to

an analytic expression for the timum otput. (Theory A of the Tokyo
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paper 29). The other curve is generated from an analytic expression for

the output but countercurrent and input height have been varied numeri-

cally for each feed to find the optimum. 212). One can see that both

theories give about the same results, although the optimum feed is

somewhat different. The optimum output with 494.8 kgSWU/a and

496.2 kgSWU/a is however nearly the same. The values in Fig. 210 for

optimum input height and normalised countercurrent have been calculated

with the more refined solution. For the case of 75 mg/s optimum feed and

a cut of 035 the optimum input height is about 44 %. A comparison with

more sophisticated programmes has shown good agreement. 29, 1.5)

In theory it is relatively easy to determine the "centrifuge design

characteristic" because wall pressure, feed and feed input height are

input parameters for the calculations. In experiments each variation of

the feed input height requires a new extraction system. urthermore feed

rate and wall pressure are related, a higher feed rate with the same pro-

duct baffle dimensions and scoop positions for a symmetric cut gives an

increasing wall pressure. Thus different feed rates for the same wall

pressure can only be achieved with different machines, having other pro-

duct baffle and scoop dimensions. This shows that the theoretically easy

"centrifuge design characteristic" in reality can only be measured by

using a number of different machines. It is therefore wise to know the

approximate osition of the optimum already from theoretical calculations,

before the experimental optimisation commences.

Another experimental problem is the adjustment of the optimum amount of

countercurrent. In current machines, 3 types of countercurrent are pre-

sent:

The first countercurrent type is a small contribution generated by the

feed input. The paper of Stopford, Jones and Williams at the Tokyo

workshop 211) delt with this effect, showing that it is more benefi-

cial to introduce the feed in the direction of the countercurrent than

purely radially and that certain losses occur due to the angular slow

down in the neighbourhood of the feed injection.
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The second countercurrenL type is the friction drive, generated by a

scoop or an obstacle near the tails ends which slows down the flow. This

kind of countercurrent has the advantage that it channels the flow into

the centrifuge interior, creating a radial shape of the countercurrent

which is very effective for the local separation. A yardstick for this

is the profile efficiency, which was already derived by Cohen 12).

The disadvantage of friction drive is that it decays away from the pla-

ces of generation and is therefore not uniformly effective in the whole

centrifuge. The decay length is inverse proportional to the 5 th power

of speed and direct proportional to the wall pressure and the square of

the diameter 212). For extreme velocities friction drive will only

play a minor role.

A second small disadvantage of friction drive is that it is generated

by slow down of the velocities and thus certain output losses occur

near the scoop.

The third countercurrent ype is the thermal drive, generated by a tem-

perature gradient in the wall, normally a linear gradient. This e-

perature distribution leads to different end cap temperatures too and

some thermal countercurrent is also generated from the ends, similar to

that described for the friction drive. In long centrifuges however the

major contribution is the drive generated rom the rotor side wall. An

advantage of this drive is that it does not suffer from decay because

it is continuously generated. In fact its amount has a maximum at half

the length and tapers off towards the centrifuge ends. This gives rise

to the positive effect of "axial shaping" first entioned by v. Halle

(2.13) and delt with by Sch6nfelder in his paper at the Oxford

Vbrkshop 214).

The disadvantage of the wall driven thermal flow is its radial shape.

Because the flow is generated from te wall it remains mainly inside te

Stewardson 13 layer and tus has relatively low profile efficiency.

(The thickness o the Stowardso 13 layer is promotional to te third

root of the Ekman number, E = 1Re).

Therefore optifnisation of the countercurren1t means not only to djust

the optimum total amount bt also o find the est combination between

thermal drive and friction drive.
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Output is to a certain extent also dependent on the cut. Highest output

occurs at cut values of about 0.5, but the maximum is very flat for

long high speed centrifuges. Significant reductions occur only for

extreme cut values below 0.1 and above 0.85 210).

2.3 B) Optimisation with respect to external parameters

For feasibility studies or design calculations it is important to know the

dependence of the output and efficiency on the external parameters

length

diameter and

speed

in order to specify the most economic centrifuge type. It is automatically

assumed for the following that once the external parameters have been cho-

sen, the internal parameters can be optimised during the course of the

development.

2.3 C),Influence of centrifuge length

In te last chapter we ave selected a model rotor of the DarTmstadt type

in M50/T800 composite with 18 sections resulting in a total length of

19.94 m, thus a section length of 1.11 m. The first question to be

answered is how does the output change with length. For that purpose the

length will be varied between 1.11 m ad 19.94 m. The results are shown in

Fig. 213 

One can see tat separative power starts to deviate from a linear relation

for ore than 4 sections 444 m). For 18 sections 19.94 m) the deviation

is already 23 %. Looking at te sarative power er unit lengths, a maxi-

inum ocilrs fo 2 ecLions, thereafter he output pr unit length drops

continuously, but with a reducing gradient. if one wants Lo design a

machine with high output per unit length, then the length should be

restricted Lo 4 or sections, e.g. to 4 or 5 m. From this point of view a

20 m long achine appears not to be a optimal design.

The fact that a maximum ccurs for the output per unit length can be

explained by 3 effects:
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firstly feed acceleration losses increase with decreasing length

because the feed acceleration occurs within a certain length and the

losses will be proportional to the ratio of Az to the total length L.

Secondly axial back diffusion losses increase with decreasing centrifu-

ge length because to first order the axial concentration gradient is

inverse proportional to the root of the length.

Thirdly the profile efficiency according to Brouwers theory increases

with decreasing length because a larger inviscid core forms between the

viscous inner core and the Stewardson boundary layers 215).

The 2 negative effects and the one positive (,elect on the output for

decreasing centrifuge length are the reason why a maximum occurs for the

separative ower per unit length at around 25 m length for the Darmstadt

model. At great lengths the third efi-ect,- the decay of profile efficiency

with increasing length-, has the strongest influence and the output per

unit length continues to decrease.

In reality, this effect may be even worse for 2 reasons

1) For the calculations an analytic theory has been used, which is based

on Brouwers profile efficiency. This includes a decay of the radial

shape with length, but not a decay of the amount of flow. If flow

decay is included additional losses will occur.

2) The longer the centrifuge the larger is the necessary temperature

difference to drive the required thermal flow. For reason of conden-

sation safety a certain minimum temperature has to be guaranteed and

for materials reasons also a maximum temperature hould not be

exceeded. Thus the allowable temperature difference is limited and if

the centrifuge becomes too long, the required temperature difference

might exceed the tolerable one. Ts from a certain length onward

the required temperature difference can no longer be established and

the centrifuge has to operate with a thermal countercurrent which is

lower than the optimum aount.

This will give rise to further losses.
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All these effects however are not included in the simple analytic

theory. To incorporate those, more complex programme systems are

required like the one of Stopford (PACE) or Jung/Schbnfelder.

Summarising all the iformation it appears that the DarTnstadt model is too

long for optimal separation.

2.3.D) Ifluence of Centrifuge Diameter

For this exercise the centrifuge diameter has been varied between in ad

0.125 in but keeping the length constant. This results in rotors of 9 to 72

sections. The results are shown in Fig. 214.

One can clearly distinguish two areas in Fig. 214. One where he output

is virtually independent of the diameter (belk,, 033 in) and one where the

output increases with diameter (above 033 in). The reason for this beha-

viour is the model of Brouwers for te profile efficiency. At small diame-

ters the viscous inner core and the Stewardson layer overlap and the flow

is completely viscous. This results in a relative shape of the radial pro-

file, which is independent of the diameter and thus the profile efficiency

remains constant. For larger diameters Stewardson layer and inner viscous

core do no longer overlap and an inviscid core can form between them. The

width of this core increases with increasing diameter. In this inviscid

core a more optimal profile can be established (Brouwers has assumed =

constant) and this explains the increase of output with diameter in the

second range. In the range of 04 to I dameter the output curve can be

approximated by the relation

A

07/0

If the increase in output with increasing diameter results in lower speci-

fic investment costs has to be shown i an economic aalysis.

2.3.E) Influence of Centrifuge Speed

The results are presented in table 217 and 218 ad in Fig. 215. However

instead of calculating the output as a function of seed for a fixed

length, the influence of speed, resulting In mre overwrap and reducing
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the section length has been taken into account. Two cases have been con-

sidered, the rotor with 18 sections based on T80OM50 composite and the

rotor with 14 sections based on NEM50 composite.

At 1000 m/s design speed both rotors have a length of about 20 m 19.94 m

and 20.48 m). Figure 215 shows a striking difference to Dirac's expressi-

on for the maximum separative power, which predicts a continuous increase

with speed. Now an optimum, velocity occurs after which the output drops

again. For the design in current fibres T80OM50 the maximum occurs near

850 m/s and for the design in future fibres NEM50 at 1000 m/s. The output

per unit length is however still increasing, thus the explanation for this

behaviour is related to the rotor length. Fro a certain speed onward the

length of a subcritical rotor section reduces so severely, that the posi-

tive effect of higher output per unit length is overcompensated by the

negative effect of length reduction. Therefore a composite rotor with a

fixed number of sections has its maximum output at a speed below the

highest possible speed, which is achieved with a pure hoop wind. Thus it

is not always beneficial to push the speed to its limits. From this point

of view the seed for te Darmstadt model is a bit on the high side for

current fibres and a value about 15 lower appears to be a better coice.

The best value can of course only be chosen in conjunction with a cost

study. Regarding the comparison between the analytic theory and nerical

programmes it is our experience that Brouwers theory for te profile effi-

ciency tends to be a bit pessimistic with respect to speed, thus by using

a numerical programme the maximum may be shifted by 25 m/s to higher

speeds but the overall tendency will not change significantly.

2.4) Summary

The results of chapter 2 have shown that the simple directives of the

Dirac formula for maximum separative power to

increase the length and to

increase the seed

do not aways give the best design solutions. Significant increases in

length for a given diameter require the knowledge of supercritical tech-

nology and increases in speed are limited by available materials and tile

engineering "knowledge" how bst to use the material. The Rome and the

Darmstadt mel centrifuge which have been defined i previous orkshops,
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can only be realised in composite technology. In real life rotor speed and

length are related by the rotordynamic requirements and the task is to

find the optimum combination of length and speed under the boundary con-

ditions for emperature, wall pressure and flow generation.

As a result of this more complex optimisation, for which an example has

been given by using easy understandable formulas for stress, dynamics and

separation, it is our opinion, that the Darmstadt model centrifuge is too

long and too fast for efficient separation. This is, however, only half of

the answer because also the rotor costs have to be considered before the

final optimum parameter set can be chosen. Chapter 3 will explain that

with a few examples.
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3. Economic Considerations

As we have seen in the first chapter a gas centrifuge is

composed of several components. The costs of these com-

ponents depend in a very different way on the dimensions and

the operational speed of the centrifuge. On the other hand

we have learned how the separative output of a centrifuge is

influenced by its dimensions and speed. One has therefore to

optimize carefully considering the costs for the centrifuge

components as well as the influence of geometrical dimen-

sions and speed on separative output.

For instance for a given diameter and speed the costs for

the rotor - and the same applies to the recipient - can be

divided into two parts. One part, namely the costs for the

end caps are practically independent of the rotor length

whilst the other part, the costs for the rotor and recipient

tubes, are proportional to the length. Because the costs for

the other centrifuge components, especially for motor,

bearings, molecular pump have only a weak dependency on

rotor length or even none there is a strong incentive to in-

crease the rotor length as long as the separative output

increases linearly or only a bit less than linearly with

rotor length. But it has already been shown in the various

theories that from a certain length onwards there will be a

stronger decrease in efficiency with increasing rotor

length, so from this it follows that there may exist an op-

timum length.
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In the following this is explained in more detail. In a

simple cost model machine costs K can be expressed as

K = A L (3.1)

where A and are constants and L is the rotor length. Now

we introduce a ratio X, which is defined as the ratio of

length dependent machine costs to the total rotor costs for

the Rome Model Centrifuge (L R = 5 m):

B L R
(3.2)

A + B L R

The specific machine costs per unit separative work output

are

K A L

6U 6U(L) (3.3)

If we normalize the specific costs for the Rome Model Cen-

trifuge to 1, then we get

6UR = A L (3.4)

The combination of equations 32), 33) and 34) leads to

the expression for the normalized specific machine costs as

function of the rotor length

K 6U R L
I + - 1) (3.5)

6U 6U(L) I LR

This function is shown for different ratios in Fig. 31 up

to the length of the Darmstadt Extension of - 20 m. The

values for 6U(L) used in this case are those from chapter

2.3. it can be seen from the diagram that as long as the

length dependent costs are not too high it is worthwhile to

increase the rotor length. But for = 075 there exists a

flat minimum in the region of 10 m length.
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with Do as diameter and C and D are constants. For the rotor

costs alone an exponent n near may apply whereas for the

recipient costs n should be about 2 For the whole machine

the exponent should be somewhere between and 2.

If we define a ratio of diameter dependent to total costs

D Dn
oDa (3.7)

C + D D n
oDa

for the Darmstadt Model Centrifuge then we get in a similar

way as previously the following expression for the normal-

ized specific centrifuge costs:

K 6U Dn
- = Da + 0 - 1) (3.8)

6U 6U(D Dn
0 oDa

This function is illustrated in Fig. 3.2 for different

ratios x and exponents n. The curves are normalized to the

diameter of the Darmstadt Model (D oDa 0.5 m) whereas the

centrifuge length is constant with L 19.94 m. The values

for have been taken from chapter 23.

Thus from these considerations it seems to be prudent to

make the rotor diameter as small as possible. On the other

hand manufacturing tolerances define a lower limit for the

diameter. For instance in the mass production of rotor com-

ponents or for the scoop setting there exist minimum values

for the tolerances as absolute figures.

With decreasing diameter the tolerances become relative

higher thus having an adverse effect on the function of the

centrifuge to say nothing of the increasing number of criti-

cals which to have be passed by the rotor of a given length.

Thus there exists an optimum for the rotor diameter which is

admittedly very flat. But a rotor diameter in an order of a
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stovepipe seems to be very reasonable from economic con-

siderations whereas the big diameter of the abandoned US

centrifuge was not the best choice in our view.

Another important parameter in economic considerations is

the rotor speed. At the beginning of the development, as

long as the velocity was low and the velocity exponent was 4

as predicted by the Dirac formula it was of course worth-

while to raise the speed as far as could be technically

achieved. But for the higher velocities which is the inter-

esting region for modern gas centrifuges theories indicate

only an exponent of 2 or even less.

In this case the possible gain in separative output has to

be carefully balanced against the higher costs. These result

on one hand from the rotor where for instance more and more

expensive compound material may be required. On the other

hand higher wall thickness of the casing is required to

ensure the necessary safety against penetration in case of a

rotor crash. This means more material and therefore higher

costs.
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4. Cascade Size and Arrangement

4.1 Cascade Arrangement

The arrangement of a cascade (number of enrichment and de-

pletion stages) is determined by the required separation

task. The attainable product-concentration defines together

with the centrifuge enrichment factor the number of stages

in the enrichment part of the cascade 41].

The number of stages in the depletion part of the cascade is

established by the optimum tails concentration and by the

separation factor. The optimum tails-concentration is depen-

dent on the relation between feed costs and enrichment

costs.

4.2 Cascade Size

The separation factors of URENCO centrifuges are signifi-

cantly above 1. The separative work, necessary to enrich

material for a nuclear powerplant, can be performed with a

small number of stages. The separative work requirements de-

fine a minimum size of the cascade, which is different from

the actual cascade size.

In the URENCO plants a production order is carried out

within a production unit. A production unit has its own com-

mon feed and take off system. The cascades within a produc-

tion unit are built as isolated units. I the case of an in-

cident within or outside a cascade fast acting valves separ-

ate individual cascades from each other and from the periph-

eral equipment. The cascade as an isolated unit is a certain

fraction of the whole production unit.

Its size is based on risk considerations rather than on

technical ideas. Fig. 41 gives a schematic view of a pro-

duction unit 42].
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4.3 Cascade TYP

All URENCO cascades are constructed to be as near as

possible to the ideal cascade form. A feature of the ideal

cascade form is that it works free of mixing losses. The

flows coming from different stages and fed into a particular

stage have the same isotopic composition. An essential con-

dition for an ideal cascade are symmetrical separation el-

ements. URENCO centrifuges are optimized in a way that en-

richment and depletion factors are equal in the working

point.

Fig. 42 gives the well known qualitative profile of an

ideal cascade.

S PoductRpj�

S Ln Rp tnor
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Fig. 2: OLitotive proFiLe oF on ideoL coscode
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Following the nomenclature in 41) the total number of

stages in the enriching section is: (a is the stage

enrichment factor)

S + I = In( R In a (4.1)

RF

The total number of stages in the stripping section is:

B In R /in a 1 (4.2)

R
T

Summation of 41 and 42 gives the total number of stages

S + 1 = n R ) /In a 1 (4.3)

RT

Table 41 gives the number of stages in the enriching

section and the total number for different a as an example

for the enrichment of natural Uranium up to 35 (N� = 02

calculated according to 41) and 43).

V S I S + 1 + B

1.1 17 29.4

1.5 4 6.1

2.0 2.3 3.2

Table 41 Number of stages of an ideal cascade for different

enrichment factors

With increasing a the number of stages decreases rapidly.

Even one step enrichment is possible 1.5]. With the figures

used in Table 41 a in the order of 5.0 is sufficient for

the one step enrichment up to 35 .

Ideal cascades can only be approximated, only an integer

number of stages is possible. To bring the ideal cascade

form with its geometrical requirements into a cascade hall
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appropriate mounting elements have been developed. Together

with a suitable pipe work construction it is possible to

build a compact quasi ideal cascade in the enrichment halls.

4.4 Cascade FlexibkjIty

The concentration levels for product and tails of the dif-

ferent customer-requirements are placed within a known limit

around an average value. If the requirements of a customer

cannot be matched with the existing plant parameters, the

desired product concentration must be produced using an ex-

ternal blending station. It is of interest that flexible

cascades for product and tails levels are established to

produce required uranium assays without or only with small

blending losses.

To realise flexible cascades or flexible production units

there exist different possibilities:

- cascades with different concentration levels are com-

bined by pipe work, so that the desired customer

levels are producible.

- a cascade is not fixed on certain product and tails

values but is changeable to different concentration

levels.

The flexibility of cascade can be realised with different

methods.

For example if a centrifuge is operating outside its working

point the separation factors and the concentration levels of

the cascade are altered. Using this method it is possible to

produce flexibility in certain limits without large 

losses.
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This is illustrated in Fig. 43. In a certain feed range the

dependence of 6U on the feed flow is very small, and the se-

paration factors are more sensitive to variations of the

feed flow.

A further method is to change the form of a cascade, so that

known centrifuge groups are rearranged in different cascade

stages. In each configuration the centrifuges are operating

very close to their working point. Mixing losses can

therefore be minimized.

If 6U-Iosses of a few percent are tolerated, for instance a

range of product concentrations from 25 to 5 % and a

range of tails concentrations from 02 to 03 can be

covered with this method, provided that the nominal enrich-

ment and depletion level was 3 and 025 .
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4.5 Cascade Protection

Centrifuge cascades are running under vacuum conditions and

during hex operation the gas pressure is well below atmos-

pheric pressure. For a safe operation of a centrifuge plant

a redundant fail safe vacuum system is necessary.

The systems are built with normal components (traps, pumps,

valves, instrumentation).

Care has to be taken that in case of a centrifuge failure

the cascade and its protection system are designed in a way

that multiple crashes are prevented.

If a lightgas leakage occurs signals from the pressure

transducers of the affected cascade initiate closure of

quick acting valves which separate the cascade from the

production unit and simultaneously establish a connection to

a pumping system to empty the affected cascade.

Another disturbance, which is dealt with by the cascade pro-

tection system, is the loss of the centrifuge motor power.

In this case the centrifuges begin to run down, the pressure

in the centre will increase raising the headroom-pressure

too. Above a certain headroom-pressure aerodynamic instabil-

ities and heating may affect the stable operation of the

centrifuge.

During such an incident the protection system will shut off

the feed, a pumping system will empty the cascade quickly in

a way that the headroom-pressure remains below the tolerable

level.

4.6 Dynamical Cascade Behaviour

A centrifuge cascade must be run up under good vacuum con-

ditions, so that power loss and rotor temperature are not

unnecessarily raised. The drive up procedure is performed in

frequency steps to allow temperatures to reduce. Another im-

portant point is the avoidance of circulating light gas

streams during run up. Normally due to the high light gas
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cut, the light gas is flowing to the product end of the cas-

cade. It is very important that no "back-f low" is possible.

This can be arranged by a special flow management of the

light gas streams.

Di;ring hex introduction the wall pressure of the machines

rises. Condensation risks exist if the inlet procedure is

performed allowing too low temperatures to occur, therefore

the rotor temperature must be controlled and a minimum value

is necessary.

Centrifuge cascades can be emptied within a short period of

some hours. This allows to switch over from one enrichment

task to another one very quickly and avoids mixing of cus-

tomers own feed material.

4.7 Modular Build U

Centrifuge plants in the order of 1 000 t UTA/a are split

into production units of nearly 100 t UTA/a.

This modular build up system has many advantages. The total

plant build up can be performed in steps. The installation

of the peripheral systems allows a commissioning of single

cascades directly after centrifuge installation. Thus pro-

duction starts very early, increases during build up. Dis-

turbances in single cascades are not interrupting the total

production.

As an example for the modular build up the enrichment

project of URENCO in the United States may be mentioned.

Under the name "Lousiana Energy Services" three US-

utilities, the engineering company Fluor Daniel Inc. and

URENCO have agreed to cooperate in building an Uranium en-

richment facility on the basis of the URENCO's gas cen-

trifuge technology.

A capacity of 1 500 t SWU/a is planned, divided into three

modules of 500 t SWU/a.
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The planning, engineering and licencing phase is in the

order of 35 years. An installation phase of 3 years is

following. After this time the first cascade should come

into operation and after a further period of 25 years the

total plant should be completed.

Modular build up also allows to develop acceptable solutions

for the enrichment of recycled uranium. With its inherent

technical advantage of low hold up and short process equi-

librium times recycled Uranium can be processed in segre-

gated campaigns and thus cross-contamination between the

different grades of material can be avoided using the cen-

trifuge enrichment process of URENCO.
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5. Development Strate

Within the URENCO-CENTEC rganisation basic investigations

are the first step in order to develop future centrifuges.

In a first definition phase all contributions of the share-

holders and results of central fund research into new ideas

initiated by CENTEC are combined to define a common develop-

ment target.Some methods, used during the investigations are

listed below. Gas dynamical calculations with respect to

flow separation and cascading are performed using large com-

puter programmes, which are based on different calculating

methods enabling them to control each other. Complicated

mechanical problems are handled with finite element methods

and special programmes have been developed for rotordynamic

problems. Material research and component tests are also

included into the programme.

As mentioned in greater detail in chapter 2 the target of

each centrifuge development is the construction of a power-

ful, higher performance centrifuge at reduced costs to

improve the economics of the technique. From theoretical

considerations it is well known that by increasing the per-

ipheral speed and separation length the performance would be

improved. The first task within a further development is the

mechanical development of a centrifuge. In comparison with

its predecessor this machine should have either a greater

length or larger peripheral speed or both.

5.1 Centrifuge Development

5.1.1 Mechanical Development

To achieve higher peripheral speeds rotor materials of

higher strength and reduced density are necessary. After the

choice of the rotor material and the rotor length the

parameters for the upper and lower bearings are to be fixed

as well as the required damping values to guarantee a stable

run through all the critical frequencies until nominal

speed.
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The top bearing and bottom bearing deal with the damping of

all critical vibrations. As bearing components only passive

elements are in operation.

Gasdynamical forces between rotating and static parts of a

centrifuge mean a danger for the machine, if there is no

sufficient damping.

The extraction system of a centrifuge is not free of vi-

brations. If the vibrations are not sufficiently damped no

stable extraction is possible. With increasing length of the

extraction system the necessary damping becomes more diffi-

cult. The development of a suitable damping mechanism is a

difficult but important task.

The mounting elements are designed in a way, that the trans-

fer of vibrations from centrifuge to centrifuge is mini-

mised. To check for the unlikely event of an earthquake cen-

trifuges are excited by shakers simulating earthquake move-

ments. This is done in spite of the fact that URENCO plants

are always built in regions which are according to current

knowledge virtually earthquake free.

5.1.2 Separation Development

After completion of the mechanical development the separ-

ation physics of the machine must be investigated. The work

is carried out to achieve the highest possible separation

performance and the initial parameter set is chosen from

theoretical results and experience.

An important information is the dependence of separation

factors on the centrifuge feed. By measurements the feed

range near the working point is covered. At the same time

the feed dependence of the cut and separation performance is

determined. By such measurements the working point of the

centrifuge is established.

A further important figure for output optimization is the

temperature profile along the rotor. During separation

development the temperature profile along the machine is

registered through a series of thermal probes.
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Feed flow and wall pressure of the machine are linked. With

a given temperature profile the wall pressure should not

exceed a certain limit to avoid condensation.

A further part of the investigation is the influence of the

pressures in the product- and tails-headers on the separ-

ation factors and the cut. These pressures should be prac-

tically decoupled so that the separation performance should

be independent of variations of the pressure in the cascade

headers.

5.1.3 Suitability for Plants

After mechanical and separation development further inves-

tigations to check the suitability foi plant use are necess-

ary. In the case of a crash the recipient must not be pen-

etrated. Crash pieces are entering the recipient wall but

after a certain depth they art:: stopped. There is no mechan-

ical damage to the outside and the vacuum integrity is

guaranteed. It is determined in several crash tests that

these requirements are satisfied. The number of experiments

is so large that a statistical confident result is obtained.

If the headroom pressure of a centrifuge rises the gasdyna-

mical forces between the rotating and statical parts are

affected. The centrifuge starts to vibrate. To determine the

limit for the headroom pressure light gas stability tests

are carried out. The tests are performed with a light gas-

UF. mixture to simulate an air ingress and the light gas

component is gradually increased.

In the limiting case the machine is evacuated with the aid

of a fast acting valve. With such experiments a very clear

information about the possible light gas loading of the

machine is obtained. The corresponding rotor temperatures

are also measured due to the fact that certain limits of the

rotor temperatures must be observed.
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The suitability for plant use of a centrifuge requires also

transportation tests between the enrichment plant and the

workshop. During these tests the accelerations experienced

by the centrifuge are measured.

With the help of special mounting systems the assembled

centrifuge components like the extraction system are held.

During subsequent experiments it is ensured that the separ-

ation performance is not changed after the transport.

5.2 Centrifuce Oualification

The URENCO concept is that centrifuges should operate main-

tenancefree for at least 10 years time. During this time the

failure rate should be significantly below I %/a. If all

components of the design don't have a life limiting factor

for such a life time this target can be met.

5.2.1 Component Tests

The rotating parts of a centrifuge, which operate under high

centrifugal forces, can be classified as endcaps, disks and

tubes. For each of these components an individual test tech-

nique is developed. All these tests take place under vacuum

conditions. Tubes are tested at different temperatures and

at frequencies above nominal speed. Geometrical changes, if

there are any, are noted. Disks and caps are also run up

well above nominal frequencies to check the safety factor.

During subsequent material tests it is checked if the

material has changed due to operational conditions.

For all components the burst frequency is determined by spin

burst tests.

Static tests in hex by introducing the operational stress

are used to check the corrosion resistance of the different

components. Also the experimental conditions are more severe

than in later plant life.
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5.2.2 Life Tests

To check the long term behaviour life-test fields 'have been

introduced in which centrifuges are operating under plant

conditions. By early installation of a sufficient number of

centrifuges informations on the long term behaviour of the

machines are obtained. A complete investigation programme is

associated with these long term tests.

In regular periods chosen centrifuges are separation tested.

Especially interesting is whether there is a drift of the

separation parameters in time. In addition rotor temper-

atures, run outs, power losses are regularly monitored and

it is recorded if there are deviations in time.

According to a given time schedule some centrifuges are re-

moved for an investigation programme. This includes cor-

rosion resistance, material properties, ad bearing damage.

After a centrifuge crash a comprehensive autopsy programme

is started, which tries to identify the cause of the crash

from crash debris and undamaged components.

All important data like pressures, temperatures, run outs

are permanently recorded on tape. Thus in the case of a

crash the history of the machine data is known, peripheral

influences can be analysed.

5.3 Plant Qualification

The introduction of a new centrifuge type in a production

plant starts with a "lead cascade". In comparison to the

following cascades the lead cascade is equipped with more

instrumentation. Within an investigation programme the data

in normal operation and also the data in special operational

conditions are checked. The special conditions include

filling of a cascade, emptying of a cascade and dump actions

in the case of a disturbance. With the help of dynamical

cascade programmes calculated filling- emptying- and dump-

times are established and by measurements the va idity o

the theoretical model is verified.
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In a series of tests the cascade protection system of the

lead cascade is proven. Through simulation of different cas-

cade disturbances the protection functions are initiated and

the hardware realisation is checked. In this way the whole

known disturbance list is worked through and tested, if in

all cases the system is operating correctly.

As one example of the events in the disturbance list a

failure of the product header of the operational unit is

quoted. In this case only the tails-header is available for

cascade-emptying.

The cascades of the affected operational unit have to be

disconnected from the product-header and the product-outlets

of the cascades are connected to the tails-outlets.

The feed valves are closed and the cascades are emptied via

the tails-header of the operational unit.
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6. Current Status of Troika

Development work on gas centrifuges aiming at commercial

application for the enrichment of uranium started in the

Sixties in Great Britain, The Netherlands and in the Federal

Republic of Germany. In this phase the development teams

were working independently without knowing from each other,

but all stimulated by the basic ideas of Zippe who was chief

scientist of the German team. In 1970, in the Treaty of

Almelo, the three countries agreed to co-operate in the de-

velopment and the industrial application of uranium enrich-

ment by the gas centrifuge process. In each country indus-

trial firms took over the development and exploitation of

the gas centrifuge method, which in turn founded the inter-

national companies URENCO Limited and CENTEC GmbH.

URENCO Limited undertakes the international marketing and

the co-ordination of production, CENTEC provides assistance

in the co-ordination of R&D-programmes and acts as turntable

for the know-how exchange between the national shareholders

of URENCO/CENTEC. The operation of the enrichment plants is

in the responsibility of the national shareholders. Fig. 61

shows the interconnection of these Troika companies.

Meanwhile in each of the three Troika countries an uranium

enrichment plant based on the gas centrifuge process is

operating. The combined capacity of the plants in Capenhurst

(Great Britain), Almelo (The Netherlands) and Gronau (West

Germany) amounts to about 2 00 t SWU/a (see Fig. 62). The

build-up of the plants was done stepwise following the prog-

ress in centrifuge development. The first three pilot plants

with a capacity of about 25 t SWU/a each were commissioned

in 1973.

They were equipped with a first generation of centrifuges

which had been developed in each of the three countries

independently from one another.

In 1977 the first two commercial enrichment plants each with

a capacity of 200 t SWU/a of second generation centrifuges

were commissioned, one at Capenhurst with British technology
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and the other at Almelo as a joint venture between the Dutch

and the German partners. In the course of the trilateral co-

operation in increasing degree cross fertilization in cen-

trifuge and plant design took place and common design prin-

ciples were applied. In the Eighties the plant build-up was

continued with third and fourth generation centrifuges,

since 1985 also at a German site, Gronau, which has now

reached a capacity of nearly 400 t SWU/a. In the oldest

plant still in operation centrifuges have meanwhile reached

running times of more than 14 years at an acceptable failure

rate which makes further operation worthwhile. In the newest

plants with third and fourth generation centrifuges the

failure rates are extremely low: less than 002 %/a. For one

plant unit for instance with far more than 10 000 cen-

trifuges the last rotor crash happened more than two years

ago, in March 1987.

The progress in centrifuge development has been attained by

increasing the output of single machines, which, of course,

makes only sense if simultaneously the ratio of 'costs per

output diminishes. The Fig. 63 shows us a graph which

demonstrates this increase in separative power in course of

the development. In this picture relative figures have been

used for classification reasons. The progress shown here has

been achieved mainly by increasing both length and speed.

A fifth generation centrifuge which offers a further

increase in output has just finished qualification in our

laboratories. This is the first centrifuge which will be

used commonly by all three partners in their plants.

Preparations of the series production of this new type of

centrifuge are under way, the start of series production is

planned for 1990.

Meanwhile our development teams are concentrating their

efforts on a sixth generation centrifuge providing a further

big step in output. Introduction of this type into series

production is foreseen until Mid Nineties. In parallel

already basic investigations are being made aiming at a

seventh generation of centrifuges.
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At present the URENCO Partners supply about 10 % of the

Western World separation work requirements. In the Summer of

1988 the 10 millionth SWU has been delivered by URENCO.

All our development efforts are aimed not only to hold this

marketing share but to increase it. Any new separation

method, especially the laser method which may become commer-

cially applicable at the transition to the next millenium,

has to compete with the high-performance centrifuges of our

next development step. We are looking forward to this

competition with confidence.
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Site Capacity First Commissioning
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Almelo 1250 1972/73

Capenhurst 850 1973

Gronau 400 1985
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Fig. 62: URENCO Enrichment Plants
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ABSTRACT

In this paper, results will be presented of research at the University

of Virginia directed towards the design of continuous process centrifuges

for the separation of two immiscible liquids. As part of this research.

effort, finite-difference models of the single-fluid Navier-Stokes equation

and the volume averaged two-fluid equations for axisymmetric flow in the

rotating reference frame have been developed, and solutions have been

obtained for a number of problems. The single-fluid code has been sed to

study the simple linear problems of an over rotated top endcap, mass inflow

and outflow, applied azimuthal shear stress at the feed point,.and applied

axial shear stress at the feed point. These solutions have been used in

linear combinations to examine more complex problems. The two-fluid code

was first applied to analyze sedimentation in a rotating cylinder, and

these results are in good agreement with previous aalytical theory and

experiment. The two-fluid code has been used to simulate a number of,

separation problems in continuous flow centrifuges. Both co-current and

counter-current centrifuge configurations have been simulated, and te

results have been examined to determine the nature of the flows and the

separative ability of each centrifuge design.

I. INTRODUCTION

Direct contact of immiscible liquids occurs in many areas of the

chemical processing industry. Separation of the mixtures resulting from

these operations is an important operation in itself. A great number of

Now at Exxon Research and Egineering, Florham Park, New Jersey, USA
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devices have been designed to obtain these separations, ranging from simple

gravity separators to highly complex centrifuges. Many of these devices

were originally designed for solid/liquid separations, but have been

adapted for liquid-liquid mixtures. Detailed studies of sedimentation and

of the dynamic characteristics of gravity settlers have been undertaken in

recent years to obtain a more thorough understanding of the physics and

fluid mechanics involved. However, because of the complexity of most

centrifuges, design criteria have usually been based more on simple, single

particle calculations and experimental correlations rather than on detailed

knowledge of the flow fields.

In order to obtain a more fundamental understanding of the fluid

mechanics involved in the separation of a rotating, two-phase system in a

centrifuge,.we first focused on experimental and numerical studies of a

rotating homogeneous liquid. Frederick 1988) modeled a single homogeneous

phase in a closed rotating cylinder with a differentially rotating lid in

order to simulate experiments conducted by Popp 1987). A schematic of the

experimental apparatus used in tat study is shown in Fig. 1. The

numerical work reported here for two-phase fluids is based on rotor

geometries which are fundamentally similar. Work then progressed to single

phase, continuous flow through a rotating cylinder. These calculations

were not expected to model the continuous, two-phase flow accurately, but

gave important insights into the effect of different fluid properties,

rotation rates, flows and cylinder geometries on the two-fluid problem.

The first two-fluid model was developed to study gravitationally-induced

two-phase flow in a closed, non-rotating vessel. The different

constitutive relationships describing interfacial drag between the two

phases were examined in this relatively simple flow model. Then, after the

model was refined, separation in a closed rotating cylinder was examined.

Finally, two-phase flow in a rotating cylinder with continuous feed and

withdrawal was modeled.

Several recent studies have examined centrifugal separation of

two-phase mixtures consisting of a dispersed phase of solid particles or

liquid droplets within a continuous phase of liquid using a solution of the

equations of motion. Baron and Wajc 1979) extended the classical teory

of Kynch 1952) for hindered gravity settling to batch centrifugation.
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Figure 1. Rotating cylinder assembly used in work of Popp 1987).

Greenspan 1983) obtained a solution for the two-fluid equations in a

rotating co-ordinate system, but ignored viscous effects. An extension of

this analysis to two different sizes of particles was derived by Ungarish

and Greenspan 1984). Schaflinger and Stibi 1987) solved the mixture

momentum equations for several limiting conditions and compared the results

with experiment. All these studies ignored the influence of the cylinder

end walls on the settling process, and thus assumed that te separation

time was much less than the spin-up time. Quite recently, Ungarish

(1988a) has reported a two-fluid analysis of centrifugal separation in a

finite cylinder and a numerical study as well (1988b).

II. SINGLE PHASE THEORY

The unique features of rotating flows must be taken ito account in

the selection and iplementation of any nmerical scheme. Therefore, in
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this section a few of the basics of rotating flows are reviewed (Creenspan,

1968). The governing equations for an incompressible, viscous, constant

property fluid are conservation of mass:

V-q = (1)
and momentum:

0 + 1V(q-q) + (V-q)-q + 211-q + 9(Uxr) (2)Pt 2
1- VP + F - vVx(Vxq).
P

Here q is the velocity in the rotating reference frame, 11 is the angular

velocity of the cylinder, and p and v are the density and kinematic

viscosity of the fluid, respectively. The body force term is assumed to be

conservative, i.e., F = VV, so that it and the centrifugal acceleration

1/2p(Qxr)-(Qxr) may be combined with the pres�;ure P to form the reduced

pressure:

= - �P(flxr)-(O-r). (3)

These equations may be expressed in dimensionless form by scaling the

length, time, and velocity using the characteristic values L, Q-1 and U,

respectively. In the system discussed first, L is the length t e

cylinder, and U is the peripheral velocity of the independently rotating

endcap measured in the rotating reference frame. Making the appropriate

substitutions the governing equations are:

V- = (4)

and

d_ + cq.Vq + 2kxq � -Vp EVxVxq (5)

where q is now dimensionless, and the caret denotes a unit vector.

These equations are characterized by two dimensionless groups; te Ekmail
number:

E V (6)
QL2

and the Rossby number:

U (7)
FL
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The Ekman number compares the typical viscous force to the typical Coriolis

force and is analogous to an inverse Reynolds number. The Rossby number

measures the relative size of the convective acceleration and the Coriolis

force, giving an estimate of the importance of the non-linear terms.

Examination of eqn. (5) reveals that the Ekman number multiplies the

most highly differentiated terms. For large Ekman numbers (approaching

unity), viscous forces are significant throughout the entire flow field.

Conversely for small Ekman numbers, viscous effects are limited to thin

boundary layers and inertial forces dominate the interior of the flow. In

the present study, the Ekman number ranged from 10- 3 to 0, and so both

regimes are applicable. Viscous layers may also occur in the flow interior

to counteract any effects that tend to produce sharp or discontinuous

velocity profiles.

The structure of te boundary layers depends upon the underlying force

balance. For example te flow in a cylinder with an independently rotating

endcap has been examined extensively and will be referred to throughout

this discussion. For this situation, the boundary layers develop as shown

by the dotted lines in Fig. 2 The solution of the linearized equations,

i.e., with the Rossby number approaching zero, as well as experimental

evidence, reveals that momentum from the independently rotating endcap is

transported to the fluid through a viscous boundary layer of thickness of

1/2order E . Within this Ekman boundary layer the Coriolis force is

balanced by viscous sear and the pressure is a constant of order (E) In

steady flow, fluid near the endcap is spun up to a greater angular velocity

by direct viscous action. Te increased Coriolis force overcomes the

pressure gradient along the endcap and the fluid is propelled radially

outward. To compensate for the mass flow in the boundary layer, a small

normal flux of order E1/2 is required from the inviscid interior. At the

rotor sidewall the flow is expelled into two vertical sear layers. The

flow proceeds axially between the horizontal Ekman layers in a Stewartson

1/3boundary layer of thickness of order E In the azimuthal plane, another

layer of thickness of order E 1/4 matches the azimuthal fluid velocity

generated by the differential disk rotation to the no-slip condition
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required at the rotor side wall. These boundary layers are all shown

schematically in Fig. 2.

i+.)n r-EIIII Ekman Layer

Free--
Surface

Invisicid-
Region

'4El',

I rT
Y a LE`rI Ekman Layer

Figure 2 Boundary Layer Structure for Over-Rotated Lid.

These processes produce a secondary countercurrent flow imposed on the

main solid body rotation. The horizontal Ekman boundary layers account for

most of the radial transport of fluid while the vertical Stewartson
boundary layers account for most of the transport of fluid i the axial

direction. Between these boundary layers is an inviscid core characterized

by a balance between the Coriolis force and pressure gradient. For flows

in which te deviation from wheel flow is slight, i.e., corresponding to 

= 0, steady (dq/dt = 0); and inviscid (E 0), the momentum equation

reduces to:

2k-q = -VP. (8)

The curl of this expression combined with eqn 4 gives the Taylor-

Proudman Theorem:

(k.V)q = . (9)

Under the restrictions given, the fluid velocity becomes two-dimensional;

i.e., independent of the z-coordinate along the rotation axis. This

requires every fluid particle in a vertical column to have the same

velocity; hence each column moves as a singe elongated vertical fluid
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element. The above assumptions are very restrictive, however, and in

actual experiments the Taylor-Proudman Theorem may not always strictly

apply, although there will still be the tendency toward two-

dimensionality, which grows stronger with decreasing Ekman number.

111. RESULTS OF SINGLE PHASE STUDIES

Most aspects of the numerical scheme employed in this study have been

reported elsewhere (see Shadday et al, 1983, Ribando et al, 1984 and Heuser

et al, 1986). For low Ekman numbers (10- _ O6) the explicit treatment

of the viscous terms becomes a problem at the ends of the cylinder, when

the grid is refined to capture the Ekman layers. To alleviate the

resulting severe time step restriction, equivalent matching conditions
which ave the same effect on the interior flow as would resolution of the

boundary layers are used (Creenspan, 1968).

For still lower Ekman numbers (order 10-7 _ 10-9), and assuming the

efidwall boundary layer matching has been implemented as just discussed, the

explicit treatment of radial diffusion terms at the sidewalls becomes the

limiting factor in the timestep. Under these conditions and assuming that

the nonlinear terms are negligible corresponding to low Rossby numbers),

then implementation of an Alternating Direction Implicit (ADI) scheme

(Roache, 1986) for the diffusion terms becomes desirable. With the ADI

scheme, allowable timesteps were found to be a order of magnitude greater

than otherwise.

The implementation of boundary conditions is straight-forward. Slip

and no-slip boundary conditions are accomplished by reflection with the

appropriate sign change. Mass input or output through a vertical boundary

involves specifying that prescribed value as oe o the four fluxes in the

continuity statement at the adjacent pressure control volume. A prescribed

mass flow through an endcap must be added to that determined from the

matching conditions. Te free surface was treated as free slip,

impermeable and perfectly vertical.

The algorithm using A with the analytic matching condition at the

end caps was used to simulate the flow in continuous flow centrifuges for
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several sample problems. For these linear cases, it was important to know

the conditions under which they were applicable and the accuracy of the

results as determined by comparison with experimental data. In all of the

following cases involving mass inflow and outflow, only the linear solution

was obtained. It was therefore important to determine the point where

non-linear effects become important and the linear code is no longer

strictly applicable. Specifically, the Rossby number where the flow began

to deviate significantly from the linear case was determined. This was

accomplished by comparison of numerical and experimental results for the

problem of a closed, rotating cylinder with an over-rotated endcap.

Figure 3 shows results from the non-linear, finite-difference code

with resolved Ekman boundary layers. Figure 3A shows the computed

streamlines when the top lid is over-rotated by 5%, and Figures 3b and c

show the measured (Popp, 1987) and computed radial distributions of the

axial and azimuthal velocities. The case of an over-rotated lid with 

0.1 is taken as the standard with which the non-linearity of the

simulations at higher Rossby numbers will be compared. For purposes of

comparison, the case of = (which is not shown) is assumed to be

perfectly linear. Therefore the streamline increment in Fig. 2a has been

set at half the difference between te maximum and minimum streamline

values obtained from the case where = 1. This case of c � .0 is

nearly linear so there are only 10 streamlines.

Figures 3b and 3c show that except near the free surface, there was

qualitatively good agreement between the velocity results using the finite

difference model and Popp's experimental results. The discrepancy was due

to the limitations of te finite-difference code in handling the free

surface. As noted earlier, the free surface was assumed to be free slip,

impermeable, and perfectly vertical in the computer model. In the

experiments there was some sag in the free surface (the centrifugal force

was about 84 g's) and some additional radial displacement due to te

effects of the over-rotated lid. Te combination of these effects resulted

in experimentally measured velocities at the free surface that were

slightly lower than those predicted by the numerical code. Simulation

results for the case of a 0% over-rotated lid were only slightly different

and are not presented.
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FIGURE 3. Streamlines (a) and measured and computed radial distributions
of the azimuthal (b) and axial (c) velocity for a 57. over-rotated top
lid. E = 2.2 x 10"6, cylinder height 18.86 cm, film thickness 1.98
cm. Streamline increment = 5 x 0.15 x 10 m /s, horizontal
coordinate expanded by 4.75. Velocities are normalized by the disk
overspeed velocity (U = ep0^Ft); position by film thickness.

IV. TVO PHASE THEORY
The ability to predict two-phase flow behavior depends in general upon

the availability of mathematical models and experimental correlations. The
main difficulties in the modeling arise from the existence of interfaces
between the fluids and the discontinuities associated with them. Usually
the physical problem is represented by macroscopic field equations with
constitutive relations describing the transport between the phases.
Two-phase models have been derived by several methods (Ishii and Mishima,
1984), but are limited by the accuracy of the constitutive relations that
must be obtained from experimental correlations. The approach used here,
based on volume-averaged transport equations has been treated rigorously by
Vhitaker(1973) and others. Following his approach, the following
relationship is given for the relationship between the phase average and
the intrinsic phase average:
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and

P2 = (1 - *) P2
j

(10)

(11)

Here the prime signifies the intrinsic phase average quantities, which are

simply the known microscopic densities of the individual phases and 6 is

the volume fraction of phase 1, the dispersed phase. Also, since the

volume must be occupied by one phase or the other, the spatial average

density is simply:

P = P\ + P2

Following the averaging of Whitaker (1973) and extending as in

Greenspan (1983) for a centrifugal force field, the non-dimensional

governing equations are written as follows for phase 1:

Continuity:

Radial momentum:

(1-

Azimuthal momentum:

dz

[T& 7-, ^ (U2

(13)

- (2 + ^ ) vx 9 --

(14)

+ ft:

(2 +P1)

(»-T5-) (15)



Axial momentum:
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(16)

(1- 0)
ïï)(w2 Fr 9

Similar equations may be written for the other phase by replacing in
general 9 by 1-e> and changing the subscript from 1 to 2. The one exception
is the interfacial drag term (the one involving Ta, the Taylor number),
which in the phase 2 equations is simply the negative of that in the phase
1 equations. These equations are characterized by the following
dimensionless parameters:

Û L2

h

ni2
Fr =

L s

Ta = a2
9̂ 2
2 J^

and S =

where E. and En are the Ekraan numbers for phase 1 and phase 2, respective-
ly, based on the pure fluid properties. Fr is the Froude number, 6 is the
density ratio and Ta is a particle Taylor number based on Stokes law. It
can be seen that there are a total of 8 independent equations to be solved
relating the 8 variables of interest: 9, u^, u

V '1- w~, and P.

The computational methods developed earlier for single-phase rotating
flows (Shadday et al.,1983; Frederick,1988) were applied with some
modifications to the two-phase model. As in the original primitive
variable algorithms (Harlow and Amsden, 1971, 1975a,b), a staggered mesh is
used; i.e., state variables such as the pressure and volume fraction are
evaluated at cell centers, while velocities a.nd mass fluxes are evaluated
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at edges. In the usual single phase algorithm the velocities are used in a

continuity equation to obtain a Poisson equation for pressure. Here

however, although each fluid is microscopically incompressible, the phase

average density of each phase is now a function of time and position.

Therefore, in the two-fluid model the mass fluxes are the appropriate

conserved quantities to be used to set up the continuity equation. Since

total mass in a given control volume may not be conserved, the continuity

equation is set up to conserve total volume. The formation of a Poisson

equation for pressure requires the volume fraction at the future time

step. Taking Eqn. 13 and its counterpart for the other phase and

expressing in terras of volume fraction and mass fluxes and averaging the

two results, yields the following expression for the volume fraction at the

new (n+1) time level:

At

Ar

Ar

1-1,1

Az

Az
(17)

Here the leading subscript indicates the phase; the trailing subscripts

indicate location. The finite-difference form of the radial momentum

equation (14) is as follows:

pn+1

,n+l

(18)

where K- • has been redefined into dimensionless form. The finite

differencing of the other momentum equations is similar; that is, pressure

terms, Coriolis and interaction terms are evaluated at the new (n+1) time
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level; viscous, convection and curvature terras are at the old (n) time
level. Similar equations may be written for phase 2. The radial and
azimuthal velocities (and mass fluxes) are defined at the same point to
allow implicit coupling of the Coriolis terms (Shadday, et al.,1983).

The two-fluid equations present at least two additional difficulties
when compared to the single-phase equations. First, the velocities and
densities at the cell edges must be determined from the cell-centered
volume fraction, and second, the interfacial drag terms must be implicit in
velocity. Because each edge-centered velocity and density is situated
between two different cell-centered volume fractions, some averaging
procedure must be adopted. Pure centered averaging would seem to be the
obvious choice but is unsuitable in the interfacial drag terms near sharp
discontinuities. Therefore for these terms only upwinding is used in those
places of low volume fraction of either fluid and a combination of
upwinding and centered averaging is used elsewhere. Pure averaging is used
for all other terms.

The velocities in the interfacial terms appear as source terms in the
momentum equations. Since these terms will always be significant, for
stability reasons they must be at least partially implicit. For cases in
which the drag force is directly proportional to velocity (Stokes law), the
drag is readily treated fully implicitly. For other cases in which the
drag is not simply proportional to velocity, this terra will necessarily be
only partially implicit.

Both the single-phase model (Frederick, 1988) and the two-phase model
require the set-up of a Poisson equation for pressure, the solution of
which use the largest proportion of computational time for any given time
step. There are two basic approaches to solving any large system of linear
equations. One is direct solution as in Gauss elimination; the others
involve iteration as in successive over-relaxât ion (SDR) or conjugate
gradient (CG) methods (Eisenstat, 1981). Normally iterative methods are
preferred because they involve less storage and less execution time than
direct methods. However, in rapidly rotating systems the flows become
strongly two-dimensional outside the boundary layers. The equations become
very stiff, requiring an increase in the number of iterations. Direct
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solution methods (Dongarra et al., 1979) have no problem with stiffness and

were used for the single-phase work. For the two-fluid equations the

coefficients on the left hand side of the Poisson equation mustv be updated

at every time step because the volume fraction, #, appears as a coefficient

of the pressure gradient in the two-fluid equations and can change with

every time step. Direct methods become much less attractive because the

time to factor the matrix, which now must be done every time step instead

of only once at the beginning of the calculation, is typically 5-10 times

greater than the time to solve the equation. Also for the two-fluid

problems studied here the Ekman numbers were much higher than in the

single-phase problems, thus stiffness is not nearly such a problem. For

these reasons an iterative method, the conjugate gradient method, was used

in this study (Poole and Frederick,1987).

The constitutive equations for the interfacial terras are the weakest

link in the two-fluid model because of the great difficulties in

experimentation and correlation of results used to obtain them.

Physically realistic relationships describing interfacial momentum transfer

are therefore essential for the model to produce reliable, accurate

results. The general interfacial transport term, T, may be expressed as

the sum of two terms representing the generalized interfacial drag and

interfacial shear stress:

Tj = KAv - V0 • ri . (19)

The first term on the right is the generalized particle drag, which is

important for dispersed flow. The other term is the effect of the

interfacial shear and void gradient and is important in separated flow.

For the present problem we are most interested in modeling dispersed flow

conditions and will focus on relationships describing particle drag.

Neglecting lift due to rotation and diffusion due to concentration

gradients, the generalized drag; force for the dispersed phase may be

modeled as

0F, 0F flF,
KAv = y ^ + j ^ + ^ , (20)

P P P
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where F,, V , F , F, , and r are the standard drag force, volume of
particle, virtual mass force, Basset force, and particle radius,
respectively. The first two forces are important only during rapid
transients and are not closely considered in the present study. The
standard drag force consists of both the skin and form drag and under
steady-state conditions may be expressed in terms of a drag coefficient and
the relative velocity:

F. = - i Cn p v I v I A , (21)
Q L U C 1 I p

where A is the projected area of the particle. The drag force in a given
volume element is actually the sum of the drag forces on all the individual
particles and eventually depends on the three parameters: the interfacial
area concentration, drag coefficient and particle shape factor, all of
which must be determined by experiment. Ishii and Mishima (1984) obtained
generalized correlations for each type of multi-phase system with different
functional volume fraction dependencies using a wide enough range of
experimental data to be sufficiently general for most applications in a
standard gravitational field. However these correlations do not
necessarily model accurately the drag forces in the high field intensities
encountered in centrifuges, where these fields cause a deformation of the
settling drops. Correlations derived by Schilp and Blass (1985) for high
intensity fields model the drag very accurately in well-defined systems
similar to the original experimental conditions for droplets of known size
and low volume fraction, but no information has been found that accounts
for droplet-droplet interaction in strongly rotating fields. For this
reason the mixture viscosity relationships developed in the non-rotating
systems were applied to the present problem in a rotating system. Also all
these drag correlations require that the dispersed and continuous phases be
identified. In separation processes the entire range of volume fraction is
encountered and there are definite regions of nearly pure fluid of both
phases. The location of the transition of the continuous phase from one
fluid to the other is difficult to determine. In the current study this
difficulty was handled at intermediate volume fractions by using a weighted
average of the drag calculated for the two cases.
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In this section results obtained from the two-fluid code are examined.
The implementation of an algorithm which was implicit in pressure, Coriolis
terms, and interfacial drag terras produced a complex code which was
difficult to develop and debug. For this reason some simple numerical
experiments were performed to show the type of results obtainable and
assess the accuracy of the numerical method. Next, simple sedimentation
simulations were produced that show some of the limitations of the
two-fluid equations and the numerical technique and can be compared to
previous analytical work. The section ends with simulation results for
several cases of a continuous flow centrifuge.

The easiest problem to examine was simple particle settling in a
gravity field where Stokes' law is valid. Slip conditions were applied at
the lateral side walls and both endcaps to prevent any secondary flow from
occurring in the radial direction. Stokes' law was used to determine the
drag coefficient that appeared in the interfacial drag term. The
dispersed fluid was assumed to consist of uniform, non-interacting, rigid,
spherical droplets. For this simple settling problem, the relative
velocities computed were within less than one percent of those calculated
directly by Stokes1 law. Another problem used for program verification
involved dispersed settling in a rapidly rotating cylinder with no gravity.
The computed results were similar to those from the gravitational settling

case with relative velocities within less than a percent of those predicted
2

from a modified Stokes1 law using rfi in place of g as the body force.

A more rigorous test of the algorithm involved sedimentation of a
homogeneous mixture by centrifugal forces in an infinitely long cylinder.
In this case the runs were long enough to predict the bulk separation of
the two fluids including the formation and movement of interfaces (shocks)
between the purified fluids and the mixture. In the course of doing this
problem it was found that as a cell became nearly depleted in one phase,
the velocity of the remainder of that phase became non-physically large.
This problem was traced to the fact that the constitutive terms for the
interfacial drag were defined at the edges of the pressure control volumes
and the volume fraction was defined at the center of this control volume.
For vastly different volume fractions between adjacent cells, the result
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was an inaccurate velocity value at the cell edge. The problem was
corrected by employing upwinding on the edge-centered density terms where
they appear in the denominator of the relative velocity in the interfacial
drag terras (Frederick, 1988). Typical results using this scheme including
the radial velocities of both phases and the volume fraction distribution
with time are shown in Fig. 4. A problem similar to this was solved
analytically by Greenspan (1983) and the computed results compared
favorably.
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FIGURE 4. Computed profile of (a) radial velocity phase 1, (b) radial
velocity phase 2, (c) volume fraction, using upwinding for edge-centered
densities in the interfacial drag terras at times T(i) = 0.0, 0.4, 0.8,
1.2, 1.6, 2.0.
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The analytical studies that have examined sedimentation in centrifuges

assumed that the spin-up effect were unimportant in the separation. This

is the case if the separation time is much less than the spin-up time. The

case of similar separation and spin-up times has not been previously

investigated due to the difficulty in solving the two-fluid equations. In

this problem secondary flow in the axial and azirauthal directions are

induced by the spin-up of the retrograde motion of the fluids caused by the

separation (Greenspan,1983). The volume fraction distribution and contours

at 1.0 dimensionless time units are shown in Fig. 5. In this and all

remaining plots the inner cylinder wall (left side) is 2.0 units from the

centerline, the outer is 5.0 units and the length is 10.0 units. End wall

effects are clearly evident in Fig. 4b. Computed velocity vectors for both

phases at 3.0 dimensionless time units are shown in Fig. 6. (Note that in

an area essentially depleted of a phase, the remainder of that phase will

have the velocity of the continuous phase.) At this time the phases are

essentially separated, but the fluid is not yet completely spun up.

<R-RI)/<RO-Rl) Iβ

FIGURE 5. Computed results for (a) volume fraction, and (b) volume
fraction contours at time =1.0 for sedimentation in a centrifuge of
aspect ratio L/D = 1 and parameter settings of relative density difference

e = 0.1, Ta = 0.1 and E = 10"
3
.
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FIGURE 6. Velocity vectors for (a) phase 1 and (b) phase 2 at time = 3.0
for conditions of Fig. 5.

The first continuous flow problem studied was separation in an annular
region with inflow and outflow along the entire radius of the centrifuge.
The cylinder dimensions, fluid properties, and interfacial drag model used
were the same as those used in the closed cylinder calculations. A
homogeneous mixture of the two immiscible liquids having a volume fraction
of 0.264 of the heavier phase enters the bottom of the cylinder with a
flat, undeveloped velocity profile. The Ekman number for this and the next

cases is about 10 . No-slip boundary conditions are applied on all
surfaces, including the entire top and bottom endcaps. The viscosity ratio
of the two fluids is i.O, so a simple parabolic velocity profile was
obtained at the outlet regardless of the exiting volume fraction
distribution. Figure 7 shows the volume fraction distribution and volume
fraction contours resulting from this simulation. The flow is
characterized by the formation of three general regions: a triangular
mixture region near the entrance covering the entire radius, a stratified
layer of pure dense fluid along the outer wall, and a stratified layer of
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l 0

FIGURE 7. Computed results for (a) volume fraction distribution and (b)
volume fraction contours at time = 7.0 for separation in a continuous flow
centrifuge of aspect ratio_L/D = 1, residence time r = 3.53 and parameter

settings of = 1.1 x 10',-3 E 2 = 1.0 x E",-3 € = 0.1 and = Ta>2 = 0.1.

pure light fluid along the inner wall. The radial distributions of the

axial and azimuthal velocity at several axial locations are shown in Fig.

8. In this example the retrograde rotation produced during the settling

process is overwhelmed by the effects of the bulk flow of both fluids

adjusting to the noslip boundary conditions on the lateral side walls.

This latter process would occur in a single-phase fluid as the slug flow

inlet profile develops into a parabolic outlet profile. Near the inner

wall both fluids slow down in the axial direction and move radially

outward; at the outer wall both fluids slow down and move radially inward.

The azimuthal velocities then adjust to conserve angular momentum.

The next two figures are for a more typical centrifuge design with

feed input through the center of the bottom endcap and product removal out

two exits in the top endcap. A homogeneous mixture of two fluids of
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29
CR-R])/(RO-R1) (R-SD/CRO-RI)

FIGURE 8. Radial distribution of (a) axial and (b) azimuthal velocities
of phase 1 at several axial positions for conditions of Fig. 7.

viscosity ratio /in/̂ -i = 2.0 and relative density difference (/?..-p̂ )jp<,
0.1 are fed into grid cells along the bottom endcap. The inlet mixture
contains 407. by volume of the lighter phase. Therefore 407. by volume of
the flow by volume is removed from the outer exit on the top endcap and 607«
of the flow is removed through the inner exit. Fig. 9 shows that the
volume fraction distribution and volume fraction contours for this
simulation are similar to those of the previous simulation There are three
main fluid regions, but the mixture region is now much smaller due to the
smaller inlet. Because of the smaller inlet region both phases have less
radial distance to travel to their respective purified regions. The
entrance region therefore has a smoother, more predominantly axial flow
(Fig. 10) and the stratified, separated fluid layers are relatively
undisturbed in the lower portion of the centrifuge.
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CR fit)/<RO-RI)

FIGURE 9. Computed results for (a) volume fraction distribution and (b)
volume fraction contours at time = 18.0 for separation in a co-current
continuous flow centrifuge of aspect ratio L/D = 1.0, residence time
T = 8.83 and parameter settings of E^ = l.l x 1 0 3~3

= 0.1, = 0.05 and Ta2 = 0.1.
E 2 = 2.0 x 10~ 3

FIGURE 10. Computed velocity vectors for (a) phase 1 and (b) phase 2 for
conditions of Fig. 9.
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The next case studied (Fig. 11) involve feed input at the inner
surface and product removal through both endcaps. The heavy fluid removal
point has been moved to the bottom endcap. Other parameters have been kept
the same as in the previous case, thus allowing a direct comparison between
equivalent co-current (previous case) and counter-current (present case)
configurations. The volume fraction results (Fig. 10) show that the
counter-current configuration will not separate as well as the co-current
case; ie., the fluid leaving at the top outlet still contains a few
percent heavy phase material. An improved separation may be obtained by
moving the feed position to the lower portion of the free surface. With
this configuration both streams have had sufficient residence time to
separate completely before exiting the device.

The final case examined had an Ekman number of 10 corresponding to a
factor of ten increase in rotation rate over other cases examined. The
contours in Fig. 12 clearly show that the separation is not complete.
Because of the lower Ekman number the flow is confined to thinner, higher
velocity Stewartson boundary layers along the side walls. This has a
detrimental effect on the separation because it decreases the residence
time for separation.

V. CONCLUSIONS
Building on earlier work in the area of strongly rotating, single

phase flows, the two-fluid equations in the rotating reference frame have
been successfully solved using a finite-difference algorithm which was
implicit in pressure, Coriolis terms and interfacial drag terms. This
algorithm was sufficiently robust and efficient to allow simulations at
Ekman numbers lower by at least an order of magnitude (corresponding to
higher rotation rates) than any recently reported (Ungarish, 1988b);
simulations at still lower Ekman numbers would be extremely desirable and
elucidating. As with the earlier single phase simulations, the
Taylor-Proudman theorem was seen to have a profound effect on the flow
pattern and thus the separation. While experimental work in two-phase,
rotating flows has been limited to flow visualizations to date, the
simulations discussed here have yielded valuable insights to guide future
analysis, experiments and design. In particular experiments need to be
performed to obtain more accurate relations describing interfacial drag in
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FIGURE 11. Computed results for (a) volume fraction distribution and (b)
volume fraction contours at time = 12.0 for separation in a counter-
current continuous flow centrifuge of aspect ratio L/D = 1, residence time
T = 8.83, and parameter settings of E 1 = 1.1 x 10'

3, E 2 = 2.0 x 10"
3,

e = 0.1, Ta1 = 0.05 and Ta2 = 0.1.

FIGURE 12. Computed results for (a) volume fraction distribution and (b)
volume fraction contours at time = 18.0 for same conditions as Fig. 11,
but Ej = 1.1 x 10"4, E 2 = 2.0 x 10~

4.
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strongly rotating flows. Also the algorithm needs to be improved to allow
cells containing pure fluid to refill with depleted phase to permit study
of full transient processes.
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influence of Stationary Shapes in the Central

Region of Gascentrifuges

Gernot Zippe

Summary :

sssssssss

The separation performance of gascentrifuges for uranium

isotope separation is usually calculated by assuming "solid

body rotation" of the gas in the centrifuge drum. The tan-

gential velocity of the rotating gas is linearily proportio-

nal to the centrifuge radius. The influence of nonrotating

bodies in the low pressure region near the axis is neglec-

ted.

In this paper the separation performance in the case of non

linear dependence of the gas velocity on the centrifuge ra-

dius is compared to the linear one. A coaxial stationary cy-

linder extends into the high pressure region near the rota-

ting wall. The tangential velocity on its surface is zero.

Using the simplifying assumption of a constant avarage tem-

perature of the gas, the result of this calculation shows no

loss in separation performance compared to the (linear) so-

lid body rotation in the range of 500 to 1000 m/s peripheral

velocity of the centrifuge.

At high peripheral speeds of the rotor, the inner counter-

current gas flow created at one end is slowed down on its

way to the other, causing losses in separation performance

for long centrifuges.

It is shown that it should be possible to compensate for

these losses by the use of a central stationary pole with

optimum shape, radial dimensions, temperature gradient and

gas pressure at the rotating wall of the centrifuge.
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Influence of Stationary Shapes in the Central

Region of Gascentrifuges

Gernot Zippe

Introduction

To drive the countercurrent flow in a long gascentrifuge for

uranium isotope separation, steenbeck in 1949, (unpublished)

proposed the use of a non rotating cone in the axial region

and calculated its optimum shape. While the peripheral gas

flow near the rotating centrifuge drum is easily driven by a

temperature gradient, the inner flow should be maintained by

appropriate decrease of the angular velocity and temperature

distribution in the central region.

The proposed cone was never investigated in actual separa-

tion experiments. The separation results without cone how-

ewer demonstrated that the fixed disc on the upper end of

the centrifuge, which was expected to hold the cone, created

enough drive for the countercurrent flow over the whole

length of the centrifuge.

The peripheral velocity of the centrifuges at that time was

about 250 m/s, the aspect ratio of length to diameter was

50:1 and the diameter was 58 mm.

In modern centrifuges the peripheral velocity is much higher

and the length of the countercurrent flow in the central re-

gion, if initiated from one end, is drastically reduced. So

it seems profitable to look again at Steenbecks old idea and

to modify it for contemporary conditions.

Stationary parts in a gascentrifuge of extended axial length

may change the temperature of the rotating gas as well as

the angular velocity. This can be used to optimize the inner
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countercurrent flow over the whole centrifuge length while

the commonly used pitot tubes for gas extraction do this on-

ly on the end of the heavy fraction. Early experiments with

non rotating bodies in the central region of gascentrifuges

have proved this assumption.

Almost all theoretical investigations of uranium isotope se-

paration presented to our workshops neglect the influence of

non rotating bodies close to the centrifuge axis because the

gas pressure in this region is very small.

The selfcascading countercurrent gas flow in a centrifuge

takes place in a small annular slab near the rotating wall.

This is the so called continuum region where the mean free

path of the colliding molecules is small compared to the

centrifuge radius. The so called molecular or collisionless

region where the mean free path of the molecules exceeds the

diameter of the centrifuge fills most of the centrifuge

drum. So the assumption is justified that the large region

in the center of the centrifuge has no significant influence

on the angular velocity of the rotating gas and makes almost

no contribution to its separation performance. In this case

the angular velocity (JJ = 23tf of the rotating gas is assumed

constant along the radius r and the tangential velocity vris

proportional to the radius.

In this paper the influence of a stationary cylinder with a

diameter extending into the region of higher pressure, into

the continuum region is described.

At the surface of the non rotating cylinder the angular ve-

locity and the tangential velocity of the gas are reduced to

zero. The temperature change caused by the gas friction due

to the velocity difference between the rotating and the sta-

tionary cylinders is neglected. The average temperature of

the gas, T, is assumed constant. In this case the angular

velocity as well as the tangential velocity of the gas vary

in a non linear way along the centrifuge radius.
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The NON LINEAR case N : stationary inner cylinder

and the LINEAR case L : no inner cylinder

will be compared. These are depicted in Figure 1 and in

Figure 2. An estimate will be made of:

(a) the velocity and pressure distribution of the gas,

(b) the inner boundary of the high pressure region,

(c) the position of the neutral region between the

countercurrent flows as well their mass centers,

(d) the separation factors,

(e) the separative power and

(f) the efficiency of the centrifuge

As result it will be shown that under these simplified con-

ditions the influence on the separation performance of such

a stationary cylinder, extending radially into the high

pressure region, is very small. The stationary cylinder

broadens the countercurrent flow region a little towards the

centrifuge center compared to the case without inner cylin-

der.

As a consequence it is possible, without losses in radial

separation performance, to drive the axial gas flow near the

center of the centrifuge throughout the whole centrifuge

length. So it should be possible to compensate the losses in

long centrifuges otherwise caused by slowing down the inner

gas flow if driven from one end only.

For this purpose the optimum gas pressure at the rotating

wall, the best diameter and the shape of the cone in the

center and the corresponding temperature distribution must

be chosen.

Dr. Jung and Mr. SchSnfelder, in the next papers, will de-

scribe a méthode for performing this optimization.
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Cou intercurrent flow in two centrifuges

1 centrifuge rotor, 2 rotor axis, 3 spin direction,
4 stationary disc, 5 countercurrent flow, 6 fixed shape

Figure 1
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Radial motion of the gas In two centrifuges

no inner pole stationary cylinder

continuum region,
high pressure

r, . x^r. / r . . B=r.Ac

Figure 2
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1. Gas velocity inside the centrifuge

s = = = ss

First let us consider the basic assumptions for this calcu-

lation: Assuming constant average temperature T, the velo-

city distribution of the gas between two cylinders rotating

with different speeds is given by solution of the Navier-

Stokes-Equations, if the space between the two cylinders is

not great compared to their radii.

Vγ. « tangential velocity of the gas at a radius, r.

<*•> = 2TT- f = angular velocity, f = RPS, v
r
 = CO r.

A solution of (1.1) is found in almost any textbook dealing

with Navier-Stokes-Equations /I/.

c . i__£ c^ - . (1.2)
<l M 11 M

and

v =

- — ttô

Taking the index a for the radius of the outer rotating wall

of the centrifuge as a and the index i for the inner radius

of the stationary wall, we obtain:

v = . _ 1 (1.4)

For convenience we take the outer rotating wall as a

reference with r/r^ = x and the inner stationary boundary

r^/r^ B, we get for the tangential velocity:

Pi=B=i •
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In our case the tangential velocity v and the angular CO at

the inner stationary boundary are zero and we get for the

normalised velocities of the gas:

o r

The tangential as well as the angular velocity are depending

in a NON LINEAR way on the radius.

Without an inner boundary B = 0, we have the usual case of

LINEAR dependence, the so called "solid body rotation" of

the gas within the centrifuge.

Vγ /v
eti
= x = r/r^ or CJy/CO

a>
.= 1 CJ = const. (1.7)

Figure 3 and Figure 4 show the dependency of the normalized

tangential and angular velocity on the radial position of

gas in the centrifuge for the LINEAR case ,L, (solid body

rotation) and the NON LINEAR case,N, (rotation with fixed

inner cylinder).
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tù/tù.

Angular Velocity Distributions
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2.Pressure ratio and separation factor inside the centrifuge

Following Cohen 111 we find the gas pressure p and the

density ^ rising exponentially with the radius r and

directly proportional to the molecular weight M and the

acceleration b .

The gas pressure p and the density ^ are interrelated by

\ =. — (2.2)

R = gas constant 8,3147 10 , J/MOL.K. T = temperature, K

The elementary separation factor (Ô ofio) for two components

is based on the fact that each of the components find their

pressure distribution independently according to their

molecular weight M.

The acceleration b ? in a centrifuge is given by

= r CO1 = v* /r (2.4)

This relationship is non linear and we get the integral:
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,1... -

In the NON LINEAR case with stationary cylinder we get

and in the LINEAR case without inner cylinder B=0

C2.7)

In Figure 5 we see the whole range of the normalized acce-

leration. At the rotating outer wall xt= 1 = r /r^, for the

stationary boundary it = B of the inner cylinder and x,« x- -
r|/ragives the corresponding position for the linear case:

l2'8)

<2-9)
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3. The continuum region in the centrifuge

Filled with uranium hexafluoride, UF6, the pressure ratio

within the fast rotating centrifuge without a stationary

cylinder between the rotating wall and the center is very

high.

Taking M = 3 5 2 for UF6, T= 3 0 0 K and as a peripheral velocity

500 ra/s or 1000 ra/s respectively, we get with (2.1), (2.2)

and (2.7)

7
500 ra/s: 4'6 10 (3-

30
1000 m/s: 4 .10

To avoid condensation of the gas on the fast rotating wall

at reasonable temperatures only a pressure ratio less than

1000 or 10.000 can be used.

Using (2.1), (2.2) and (2.9) one calculates the inner radius

r' /r = x; for the pressure ratio p_ / p, :

The tangential velocity of the gas at this inner border of

the usable continuum region is given by

In the centrifuge with a stationary cylinder, the inner

border velocity is of course equal to zero. The border ra-

dius can be found implicitely using equations (2.1), (2.2)

and (2.8)
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The elementary separation factors (oColio) according to (2.3)

are the same in the linear as well in the non linear case,

because we chose the same pressure ratio in both cases.

* ' AM
(3.5)

1000 1,06064

for p /p. = (0(oK) * (T = 300)

' 10.000 LIW 1,08166

In Figure 6 the position is indicated at which the pres-

sure ratio gives approximately the border of the continuum

region. The average temperature is T = 300 K and a range of

peripheral velocities from 500 m/s to 1000 m/s are chosen.

Also shown is the corresponding tangential velocity v &

of the rotating gas at the inner radius x^= "% of the con-

tinuum region if no stationary cylinder is installed.

One can see that the usable part of the centrifuge in pre-

sence of a stationary cylinder is widened compared to the

case without one.

The inner stream of the countercurrent flow is moved closer

to the optimum for a two-stream profile at rj_/ra = .534,

/Cohen 6.42/. This results in an improved separation per-

formance.
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4. Position of the selfcascading countercurrent flow

Having approximately fixed the boundaries of the continuum

region in the centrifuge by it's pressure ratio, we can cal-

culate the mass of gas, the position of the neutral radius

between the two countercurrent flows as well as their cen-

ters of mass.

The gas content, 6, in a centrifuge is given by

G = L (4.1)

centrifuge length,
M= density = p — (2.2)
XT

It is useful to take the gas pressure at the rotating wall

for reference. Using (2.1) and (2.4) we get

and the gas content G is

(4.2)

(4.3)

and normalized for the outer radius xa= r / r^ one gets the

general expression for the linear and non linear case:

(4.4)

In the linear case, without a stationary cylinder, the

integral of (4.4) can be solved by substitution:
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and yields the gas contained in the centrifuge

The mass of gas in the continuum region between the centri-

fuge drum x^ = r /r^ = 1 and the inner radius x^= r^/ r^ = x^

becomes with our chosen pressure ratio p^ / p from (3.2)

G
 = ZTLfV̂ r-, M-F-l (4.7)
X-i, Vβ-

If we assume the same amount of gas in the up and down flow

ing countercurrents streams, one can calculate the position

of the neutral radius RU = 1/2 G, where the flow changes

it's direction, the center of the outer flow SA = 1/4 G and

the center of the inner flow SI = 3/4 G.

Dsing (4.7) with S = 1/4, 1/2 and 3/4 we get at the inner

radius r^/r^ *= x chosen by the pressure ratio

the solution for x =(SI) , (RU)
L
 and (SA)

L
for the case

without inner stationary cylinder:
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x (4.9)

In case of a stationary cylinder the expression for the gas

contents with (4.4) and (2.6) is

G =

*4

M .A

(-1-&5.*)*
-j<iX(4.10)

The solution for the neutral radius

of the inner flow (SI)

found by iteration.

)K|

the mass center

for the outer flow (SAhjis

Figure 7 shows the position of the neutral radius where the

countercurrent flow changes direction and the position of

the mass centers for the inner and outer flows.

It can be seen that the countercurrent flow has moved

a little towards the center for the case of a stationary

cylinder in the centrifuge.
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5. Comparison of separation factors

= = = = = =:s: = â = 5; = =: = =i= = = = = ss=£ï = = = = =s = s = =:s = =

The elementary separation factor between radial positions is

equal to the pressure ratio (2.3) and (2.6).

(<*<afto ) is the separation factor between light and heavy

gas fractions in the equlibrium stage without extraction of

material. B is the position of the stationary cylinder given

by the assumed pressure ratio to define the continuum region

(3.4). The positions of the flows up and down SA and SI are

given by (4.10).

Setting the inner cylinder B = 0, we get the linear case

(5.2)

Figure 8 shows that the separation factors in the NON LINEAR

case is slightly higher than in the LINEAR case without

fixed body in the rotating flow of the gas.
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Separation factors a 0 |ff0 between the flows
versus peripheral velocity va [m/s ]
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6. Comparison of separative power and efficiency

As Raetz /3/ has shown in more details than Cohen 121 the

knowledge of the acceleration integral permits the calcula-

tion of the separative power à 0 for case of a stationary

cylinder in the centrifuge and the efficiency

With

iron,f W.Y I (V\\ n
S^l^ Tit

= — , t h e acceleration integral gives:

(6.1)

(6.2)

Without stationary cylinder B = 0 and considering the whole

centrifuge from the center to the rotating wall x,j = 0 and

x^ = 1 we get of course the maximum separative power OU max

already shown by Cohen /2/ C(6.23).

ir« ÎUwix 2
*A (6.3)

Taking x. = (SI).,and x =
'I Nl *

(SA)
N

the mass flow centers of the

countercurrent flows and B given by (4.10) for the statio-

nary cylinder, we get the efficiency
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(6.4)

With x = (SI)L and x = (SA)L and B = 0 given by (4.9), the

efficiency becomes:

(6.5)

Figure 9 shows the separative power and the efficiency de-

pending on rotor speed for the LINEAR and NON-LINEAR case.

Again the difference between the two cases is very small and

slightly in favor of the centrifuge with a stationary cylin-

der inside.

In order to complete the comparison we shall calculate the

efficiency for the optimum value of the countercurrent flow.

Following Raetz /3/ one may calculate a so called efficien-

cy of the prof ile «Vip using his equations R(8.39) and R(6.20)

(6.6)

lt
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Separative power OU and its efficiency 7] [ % ]
versus peripheral velocity va [m/s ]
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For the NON-LINEAR case with y-
x
_ X*-B* and x = (Sl^and

x = (SA*. Va." * ( < - & * )
2 N

V I ^ Μ

a n d i n t h e L I N E A R c a s e w i t h — = r / r a = x , B = 0 ,

x . = ( S I ) a n d x ^ = ( S A ) L

(SA)
( 6 . 8 )

These results are almost equal to the earlear ones and can

not be distinguished on the graph.

Conclusion:

As a result of this simplified calculation we can draw the

conclusion that a stationary cylinder extending into the

high pressure region of the centrifuge does not disturb the

sparation process. The separation factors, the separative

power as well as the efficiency are almost unchanged.

So it should be possible to use a stationary pole as an

additional drive for the countercurrent flow in the inner

region of long gascentrifuges.

Dr. Jung and Mr. Schoenfelder, in the following papers, will

describe a method for performing this optimization.
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A fast running computer program for the flow calculation in a

high speed gas centrifuge

Egon Jung

Introduction

In this paper I intend to present the result of a twenty years

work to calculate the flow in a high speed gas centrifuge.

During this time several methods were investigated and partly

published in the previous workshops.

Mainly analytic treatments were developed or applied, in order

to avoid numerical instabilities or long computing times. This

way is confirmed by the extended Darmstadt model with extremely

high speeds.

In the following chapters I describe the meanwhile according to

experience optimal parts of the procedure. First I repeat the

well known perturbation method applied to the Navier Stokes

equations. Secondly a short summary of a slight extension of

the analytic solution of the simplified equations, which was

found by Onsager, is given. Thirdly I bring an extended and

modified theory of Robert Dacques for the flow calculation in

the Ekman layers in a compact form. In the fourth section I

combine these results for application in a general rotor type.

After a short description of the computer program I will give

a little outlook on further generalisations.

I can do without results, as in the paper of R. Schônfelder

these will be given. Moreover in this present purely theoretic

work figures are not used. Since for understanding numbers of

equations are not necessary, they are avoided.
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1. Derivation of the governing equations

The flow in a high speed gas centrifuge is described by the

equations of continuity, motions in radial, tangential and

axial direction, heat conduction and an ideal gas. We take

only stationary and azimuthal symmetric flows into account.

Disregarding the earth's acceleration we can write in co-

rotating cylindrical coordinates with the independent radial

and axial variables r and z:

I ) - ^ { p ( r , z ) u ( r , z ) r } + j^{ p ( r , z )ui ( r , z ) r} = 0

I I ) p ( r , z ) { u ( r , z ) j p j ( r , z ) + w ( r , z ) j ^ u ( r , z ) -

- "\T ' z ' - 2 t t v ( r , z ) - r f i 2 } + -r-p ( r , z ) -

9 r 3 r r 3 z 3r 3z

I I I ) p ( r i z ) { u ( r j Z ) T — \ i ( T J Z ) + uj ( r $ z ) „ \i ( r j z ) + +

= 0

IV) p(r, z ){u (r,z)-ĝ ui (r, z) + u(r , z )-ĝ w(r , z)} + y^p(r,

V) K(t)(-^{^t(r,z)r}l+-^-t(r,z)) -

- p(r,z)c {u(r,z)7^t(r,z) + u(r,z)-g^t(r,z)

+ u (r, z )-ĝ p (r, z) + w (r, z)"g^p(r, z ) +

+ {^(r,z))2
 +2(-^ui(r,z)}

24 2{u(rr'
z)}2} = D

VI) p(r,z) = §t(r,z)p(rtz)
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These equations are valid in every part of a rotor, bounded by

respectively two cylinders and discs

{r,z: r = r. , z < z<^ } k = D,n
K D n

{r,z: r <.r.<r ,z=z,}

Moreover there is explained:

u(r,z )

\J { T , Z )

w(r,z )

t(r,z)

p(r,z)

p(r,z)

R

m

c
P

K(t)

u(t)

radial velocity

tangential velocity

axial velocity

temperature

density

pressure

general gas constant

molecular weight

specific heat at constant pressure

heat conductivity

dynamic viscosity

Boundary conditions are given for the velocity components and

the temperature with the restriction, that the filling mass

remains to be constant. Further we require only little de-

viations of their values from an average tangential velocity ft

respectively a temperature t of the rotor.

On this way we can expect, that the desired solution differs

only little from a so called solid body rotation with vanishing

deviations and the solution:

po(r) = p(r

Rt
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In the next step we can linearize the general equations by

perturbation method and exchange r for r with respect to the

high speed, which effects that nearly the whole mass is con-

centrated at the rotor wall. After elimination of pressure and

density we come to the following dimensionless form:

= D

II)

+ ^< A-^^ +(VsA-^)^}*(x,y) = •

III) B ^^()

IV) C**/>{A(x-i)}il>(x,y) + (4^r+^r)e(x,y) = 0

with

) 2

"n

u(r.z)r

" n

T(X'V) = of

r \ _ iii ( r . z )
'^•y-1 ~ Bfir

n
t(r,z)-t

i(x,y) = ~
o

a
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2. Solution in a mean part

If the flow is not disturbed by an obstacle in y = y. , we can

assume its course within a thin layer along the cylinder wall.

In those regions Prandtl's simplifications lead to:

,y) + ̂ *(x,y) = 0

II) 4*/»{A(x-1 )}~{2x(x,y) - 9(x,y)} + 4 ( A-^)^r*( x, y ) = 0

III) B2e*/?{A(x-1 )H(x,y ) - ^ T y

IV) C*AVJ{A(X-1 )}U>(x,y) + 4-~re(x,y) = 0

By eliminating i>, T and 0 it follows:

= 0

whereby

a(x) =

Using Steenbeck's separation with a real number b, a = 2/b~ ,

we receive the ordinary differential equation of Fuchs's class:

( A-ïï7 ) 3ïï& ( f l +d7 ) Y ( x ) " 4«^x) Y(x) = o

Appliing the method of Frobenius, Onsaper found with

X = A ( 1 - X )

s = X -

Y(x) =
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for b i= 0 a fundamental system

S , ( s ) = I M k ( s )
1 k = 1 k

CO

S ? ( s ) = I M k ( s ) { s + a 0 ( k ) }
^ k = 1 k

S , ( s ) = V2 + I M j s ) ( { s + a o ( k ) } 2 - o x ( k ) )
J k=1 k

S 4 ( s ) = 3/2{s

I M . ( s ) [ { s + O o ( k ) } 3 - 3 o i ( k ) { s + c r 0 ( k ) } + a 2 ( k ) )
k = 1 k

S c ( s ) = I N, ( s )
b k = 0 k

S R ( s ) = I N,
b k = 0

whereby

M k ( s ) =

N k ( s ) =

a o ( n ) = 2 ¥ ( 2 n ) + V ( n - 1 ) + iogU)

= - y = - 0 , 5 7 7 2 1 5

O i ( n ) = 2 ¥ ' ( 2 n ) + Y z ^ ' l n - I )

¥ ' ( • ) = ~

0 2 ( n ) = 2 4 - " ( 2 n ) + V ^ ' ^ n - I )

V " ( 0 ) = - 2 ç ( 3 ) = - 2 , 4 0 4 1 1 3 8 . . .
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The case b = D with

= 0

can be solved directly by

Y(X) =

3. Solution in an Ekman layer

At a disc with y = y we can expect a very thin radial flow,

in which the axial layer can be surmounted. Following Robert

Jacques we use the controverse Prandtl simplifications in such

an Ekman layer and receive:

II) *^{A(x-1 )}^{2T(x,y) - 9(x,y)} + V2^l»(x,y) =0

III) B2£*/?{A(x-1 )}U;(x,y) - ̂ " T ( x , y ) = 0
ày

IV) C««/3{A(x-i)}iD(x,y) + jp?Q(x,y) = 0

From that follows

= 0

with the fundamental system

(±1 ±i)a(x)y}
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For simplification we do not allow radial velocities as

boundary conditions at the discs. So we can write the only

physically possible solution:

To calculate the still unknown 'integration constant' 6(x) we

introduce a stream function

•|-F(x,y) =

and find by integration:

y
5(x) = 2ct(x) lim / i(j(x,n)dn =

1 y-y-jj-*50 y2

-flx)( lim F ( x , y ) - F (x , y
J y y 1soc

Hence it follows:

F(x,y) = lim. F(x,y) -
\ \

F(x,y) - F(x,y )} •

°

—}

By further integration we receive the relation:

2x(x,y1) - 6(x,y1) =

= É lim, {2T(x,y)-e(x,y))

y — y
F(x,y) - F(x,y )}G(x)

y-y- ' '

with

G(x) =
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4. Solution of the general problem

The following scheme illustrates the boundary value problem in

a rotor, consisting of a cylinder which is bounded and

partially subdivided by concentric ring-shaped discs.

yn-1

1yo

In order to prescribe boundary conditions at the inner end of

the Poiseuille region, we introduce a real or virtual

corotating inner cylinder.

Boundary values for radial or axial velocities, gouverned by

the stream function F(x,y) with, for the purpose of

simplification, vanishing normal derivatives and for the

combined deviations of tangential velocity and temperature

2x(x,y) - S(x,y) will be given on all surfaces. Alternatively

the inner cylinder can be performed with radial derivatives.

In the first step we do not take discs into account.

Proceeding from the fundamental system of chapter 2 there can

be found for every

b = -(- rniT
y -y

m = 1,2,...

a set of six solutions, by which the boundary conditions on the

cylinders can be approximated as Fourier series. The solution

for b = 0 is not primary necessary for this approach, but

very useful by reason of its linear boundary value functions

for fastening the convergence.
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The resulting flow would not be changed by obstacles, if they

were performed with boundary conditions satisfiing the last

relations of chapter 3. Therefore the difference between these

and the given ones have to be determined in a second step.

Let F (x,y) be the stream function resulting from step 1 and

the barred functions be given as boundary conditions at the

discs, then we can write for the new boundary conditions on

every obstacle, coming out from the results of chapter 3:

R,(x) = 2i(x,y) - 6(x,y) ± G ( x ) { F ( x , y -, ) - F ( x, y, )}

It's to remark that the F(x,y, ) are unique until additive

constants, which vanish, if the whole domain of the flow

within the rotor is simply connected. The general case, in

which obstacles are not connected with a cylinder and possibly

surrounded by circulating flows within their Ekman layers, is

on principle treatible. But to simplificate the following

explanation this will not be taken into account as well as a

connection of an inner obstacle in y = y. , l = 1,...,n-1

with the cylinder in x = x

To solve the remaining problem we can use eigenfunctions Y. (x)

out of the fundamental system for certain positive values of

b = b , k = 1,2,...

This complete set of orthogonal functions with vanishing

boundary values and unique until a factor can be calculated by

detecting the singularities in b for fix boundary values,

which are not all equal to zero.

In the following explanations we do no longer consider the

whole rotor, but its separated chambers between respectively

two obstacles with y = y. and y = y, . for 1 = 1,...,n .

There we want to find the desired stream functions,

approximately given by the truncated series:

K

k = 1 k 1,k,l k 1-1
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It remains the problem to determine transition conditions

between neighboring chambers. Where there is no obstacle, we

assume virtual Ekman layers and apply the theory of chapter 3.

If we require continuous connexions of the F.(x(y) as well as

their first axial derivatives, we can determine the ç. . . and
I • K , 1

C-3 i -, by linear least squares. To bring the values of the

stream functions and their derivatives in a comparable weight,

one can follow from the exponential series

with i n c r e a s i n g d i s t a n c e of y from an o b s t a c l e . So the l e a s t

squa re f i t can be f o r m u l a t e d :

n-1 X l
I / (G(x){F (x ,y ) - F (x.y ) } ) 2 d x +

l=1 x o 1 i l+ l 1

o
n 1
t / { G ( x ) F , ( x , y , . ) - R, , ( x ) } 2 d x +

1 - 1 v ~
X — I A -i

n 1
+ £ • / { G ( x ) F 1 ( x , y 1 ) - R 1 ( x ) } 2 d x = iriir

=1 x

with the definitions

^ l

V , [, = V t / A ^ ( 2 A X ) Y . ( x ) Y ( x ) d x
1 , K I K

! 1
W- . = XA / & ^ ( 2 A x ) Y . ( x ) Y . ( x ) d x

i , k x i k

-, 1
S - = V 2 / Ê * / Î ( A X ) Y . ( x ) R 1 ( x ) d x

x l

B . .
i ,k
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we receive the linear system of equations

n K 2
j = 1, n

i = 1 » . . « »K

v = 1,2

w i t h t h e band s t r u c t u r e d m a t r i x and t h e r i g h t hand s i d e :

2, k> , , 1 r, n
V i , k U b i

. 1 , k , l
A 1 , 1 , 1 - 1

2 , k , l
1 , i , l

2 , k , l

l
i , k z k

<U~\^^i,^
-1

.,1-1 1-1
" V i , k z k

..1-1 lH"

i f 1 < n

i f l > 1

s i -
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5. Computer program

Appliing the above-mentioned theory a computer program in the

FORTRAN 77 language was written. It has a length of 2850

records and works in two parts.

In the first step up to 20 eigenfunctions with pre-estimated

eigenvalues and up to 6*100 solutions of the ordinary boundary

value problem of chapter 2 (lateral modes) are computed. At the

inner tube alternatively free boundary conditions, exept for

the radial velocity, can be prescribed. These calculations have

to be carried out with highest precision.

This step has to be done only once for a certain centrifuge

type. Its results can be read repeatedly for the calculations

of the stream functions, belonging to each kind of boundary

conditions, in the second step. Hence the computing time

depends only on the number of mesh points, for which the stream

function can be stored.

é. Possible extension of the eigenvalue method

As an outlook we allow instead of the solid body rotation for

the perturbation method an extended zero solution with

vanishing radial and axial velocities, but various \i (r),

t (r), p (r) and p (r). This would be the case for example with

a fixed inner cylinder, reaching into the Poiseuille region.

Although an analytic solution for these functions is not always

available, we can nevertheless eliminate density and pressure

and apply the separation method of chapter 2. It cannot be

expected an analytic solution of the resulting ordinary

differential equations, but they can be solved by a Runge Kutta

method. This integration has also to be carried out only once

for a centrifuge type, because the results can be used for

every kind of its given boundary values.
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The analytic theory presented by E. Jung allows to model in- and outflows at arbitrary centrifuge
boundaries.
Thus it is possible to calculate 3- and 4- pole machines using an improved feed model.

To match the boundary conditions at the tube walls "Lateral Modes" are used and'for the boundary
conditions at end caps and vertical obstacles like baffles "Eigenmodes" are used.

As an example the "Darmstadt Model Centrifuge" will be calculated with up to 20 Eigenmodes and
up to 50 Lateral Modes.

The sensitivity of the results against number of modes will be shown.
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Application of the Extended Analytic Solution
on a High Speed Gas Centrifuge

1. Introduction

At the first Workshop on Separation Phenomena in Liquids and Gases from 20. to 23. July 1987 in
Darmstadt results of the so called Rome Model Centrifuge (1979) were shown using a Theory of
8th order developed by E. Jung.
In this analytic solution each type of eigenfunctions e.g. thermal drive from the end caps, friction
drive from the end caps and thermal drive from the side wall were coupled separately.
Feed drive was not included. By numerical methods 6 pairs of eigenvalues and eigenfunctions had
been calculated. Because of the higher circumferential velocity the Darmstadt extension of the
Rome Model Centrifuge (1987 ) allows us to apply the 6th order theory which neglects curvature
and uses the Prandtl simplification. (Neglecting of derivatives in axial direction against derivatives
in radial direction in the mainroom equations of the centrifuge and vice versa in the Ekman layer
equations). This has the following advantages:

Up to 20 Eigenmodes can be obtained
and a high number of Lateral Modes can be used.

The purpose of the following investigation is to show how the number of lateral modes for feed-
drive and the number of eigenfunctions for thermal- and mechanical drive influence the optimal
combination of all three kinds of ««intercurrent generations.
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2. Description of the Test Examples

The example presented at the "6th Workshop on Gases in Strong Rotation" in Tokyo has shown,
that "free boundary conditions" in the interior

O

n
T = gas temperature
V = tangential velocity
W = axial velocity
ïï = radial velocity

have a minimum effect on the flow field and thus appear to simulate the real condition with free
molecular flow in the interior best.

To generate the mechanical countercurrent a triangular disturbance of the angular velocity was
applied between the inner boundary and the outerwall as indicated in fig.(l). This disturbance
amounted to 10% and was highest at a specified radius of

r =
rw = rotor wall radius

Any other disturbances can be used, but such a triangular form causes less "wiggles" near the end
cap and therefore the plotted streamlines are easier to understand. For thermal drive a linear
temperature distribution along the rotor wall was used, thus it wasn't necessary to calculate Lateral
Modes for thermal drive and therefore computer time could be saved. In the 3-pole case without a
baffle between feed point and product end the input hight was optimized. All further 3-pole
calculations were done with the optimal feed hight of 32% of the centrifuge length measured from
waste end to the feed point. In order to achieve an optimum combination of thermal drive, feed
drive and mechanical drive the generated countercurrent was multiplied by factors. The cut and
other parameters were not optimized.
The Darmstadt example has the following input data:

Diameter
Aspect Ratio
Cut
Feed point
Average gas temperature
Rotor wall pressure
Velocity

.mile? uic ciiu ujiUcrLirauviis

NFa = 0,0071
N R = 0,0071

D
L/D
0
H
Tm
Pw
V

1 were iiA

Np

0,5 m
40
0,35
0,32-L
340K
500Torr
1000 m/s

eA at-
C U Ctl.

0,00751
0,00671
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The calculations were started with

Fa = 100 mg/s Fi = 94,53 mg/s

to evaluate the optimum feed for the above concentrations.

In radial direction concentration and massflow differs by

E4= exp l£l

Nw =

? :

/4-AM.v2(rw
2-ri2)/(R.T)]

Fa-E-

(half equilibrium)

AM = difference of the molecule weight between heavy and light components
v = circumferential velocity
ri = inner boundary radius
r w = rotor wall radius
R = general gas constant
T = gas temperature

The end concentrations were not optimized, but in the case without a baffle near the product end
an optimal combination of feed drive, thermal drive and mechanical drive was found.The cut is
calculated from

Fa =
NR =

N
p =

0 > - Nw l / (Np - Nw)

(4-pole cut)

inner feed massflow
outer feed massflow
end concentration of the inner feed point
end concentration of the outer feed point
product concentration
waste concentration
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The isotope balance

i-NFi + Fa-NFa = P-Np + W-Nw (4-pole)

P . = product massflow
W = waste massflow
controls the calculations.

3. Definition of the Separative Power and the Overall Efficiency

The separative power is defined with the help of a mathematical function, the value function:

V(N) = (2N -
+a-2-No)(N-No)/[No-(l-No)]

where No is the natural concentration.

The separative power is

SU = P-V(Np) + W-V(NW) - F-V(NF)

N F = Feed concentration
F = Feed massflow

= No then V(NF) becomes zero and the separative power is independent of the feed
concentration:

= P-V(Np)+W-V(Nw) (3-pole)

For a 4-pole machine the separative power is

6U = P-V(Np) + W-V(NW) - Fi-V(NFi) - Fa-V(NFa) (4-pole)

The overall efficiency is based on Dirac's formula for maximum separative power

SU
m a x

-*-D-p-ZL- [(AM-v2)/(2-R-T)]2
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D
P
ZL =
AM
v =
T =
R

Efficiency

diffusion coefficient
density
centrifuge length
mass difference
circumferential velocity
gas temperature
general gas constant

i

4. Discussion of Results

^ = 5 U / 5 U m a x

In the case of a 3-pole machine without product baffle the hight of the feedpoint was optimized
first The feed enters the centrifuge radially. It was expected that the optimal feedpoint is near the
middle of the centrifuge length. Therefore only three points were calculated:

0A- L
0,5- L
0,6-L

L = separation length

But results showed that a further point was necessary, chosen at 0,2 • L. Graphically it was found
that the best feed point is at

0^2-L

measured from the tails end to the feed point.
With this value all further calculations for the 3-pole have been performed.
For each point the optimal combination of feed drive, thermal drive and mechanical drive was
established.

We will see later why the optimal feed point occurs in the first one/third of the centrifuge.

Results:

a.) 3-pole without P-chamber

The sensitivity against the number of Lateral Modes was investigated first. Starting with 100 mg/s
feed it was found, that a very high feed and a strong mechanical drive leads to the optimal output
with the following results:

50 Lateral Modes: ATopt = 6,5 K
for feed Aco/coo = 62%

Fopt = 1700 mg/s
8UOpt = 549.1 kgSWU/a

10 Lateral Modes: ATopt = 7,5 K
for feed ACÛ/COQ = 58%

Fopt = 1700 mg/s
Wopi = 549.5 kg SWU/a

The difference in output is only 0.073% (see fig. 2 + 3).
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The number of Lateral Modes has minimal influence on the output but more influence on the
optimal temperature difference and the friction drive.

The number of eigenfuncu'ons and eigenvalues were kept at 20. The streamline plots are scaled in
radial direction by a factor 6 and in axial direction by a factor 0.01.
The feed flow causes a strong "backflow" towards the axis of the centrifuge in the hight of the feed
point This pulls the inner ««intercurrent in regions with higher concentrations, that means a
positive effect on the profile efficiency (fig. 4).

The flow pattern using 10 Lateral Modes leads to wavy, streamlines and the difference to 50 Lateral
Modes is bigger near the feedpoint than near the top and bottom of the centrifuge.

Very small difference between 6 Eigenmodes and 20 Eigenmodes can be found for thermal drive
(fig. 5).

For mechanical drive "wiggles" occur near the waste baffle (fig. 6). Away from the waste end the
differences between the streamlines using 6 or 20 Eigenmodes become smaller and smaller.
The three kinds of driving mechanismen superposed show two "mountains" in the contour plot
(fig. 7).

The reason is the axial distribution of feed flow (fig. 8) which compensates more or less the "dip" of
the axial distribution of mechanical drive. The axial cut through the centrifuge lies near the peak of
the outer p-w flow.

Fig. 8 also shows, why the optimal feed point is in the first third of the centrifuge:
The arbitrary chosen kind of mechanical drive with a peak at 0,94. r w causes a "dip" in the axial
distribution of the massflow p-w which has to be compensated by the feed massflow to get optimal
conditions.

An other way to optimize the efficiency can be seen if one looks at the radial massflow
distributions fig. 9:

Feed has the broadest outer flow and pushes the
inner flow into the direction of the axis of the
centrifuge in regions of high concentrations.
The thermal drive has the smallest outer stream
thus the inner flow is near to the rotor wall.
Therefore thermal drive should not be to strong for
a good output.

The main difference between 10 Lateral Modes and
50 modes occurs in the inner region of the
centrifuge, where the massflow is small,
(turning-point of axial velocity, see fig. 10).

The difference of thermal drive using 6 or 20
Eigenmodes is very small and for mechanical drive
small with the exeption of the wiggles near the
waste baffle (fig. 11+12).
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b.) 3-pole with a product - baffle

To get a similar high output than in the case explained before one has nearly to double feed drive
and thermal drive. Additional a strong mechanical countercurrent has to be generated:

50 Lateral Modes ATop t = 14 K
Aco/coo = 97%
Fopt = 3900 mg/s
5Uopt •= 535.1 kgSWU/a

10 Lateral Modes ATopt 15 K
A»/Wo = 97%
FOpt = 3900 mg/s
SUopt = 540.1 kgSWU/a

The difference in output is 0,93%, see fig. 13 and 14. The previously explained tendencies remain,
but the
product baffle completely separates the product chamber from the main chamber (fig 15).
The loss of efficiency has to be compensated by a stronger countercurrent generation (fig. 16).
Multiple countercurrents occur in the P-chamber. The value of the first outer flow is smaller than
that of the second outer flow. (fig. 17)
Nearly no differences between 10 Lateral Modes and 50 are visible (fig. 18) or between 6 and 20
eigenvalues used for thermal drive (fig 19).

c.) 4-pole without a baffle

The following example is not an optimal 4-pole centrifuge calculated with optimal combinations of
in- and output concentrations: In spite of better knowledge the same input concentration as used
for the 3-pole example has been chosen:

NFi = 0,0071 NFa = 0,0071

The fixed output concentrations are:

N p = 0,00751 N w = 0.00671

With this arbitrary chosen concentrations feed drive, thermal drive and mechanical drive was
optimized, (fig. 20) The curves 8U = f (AT) are not so smooth because of the low number of
calculation points to save computertime. However, the maximum output under these conditions
was found to

ATo p t = 45 K
Aco/coo = 12%
FOpt = 5835,9 =Fi + F a

8U o p t = 285kgSWU/a

If one looks at the streamlines for pure feed flow (fig. 21) one can find the necessivity to have a
high temperature difference between top and bottom of the centrifuge to get parallel streamlines to
the axis of the machine, (fig. 22)
In this case it would be better to have a nonlinear temperature distribution between the end caps.

The mechanical driven countercurrent has to be small for optimal efficiency.

The loss of efficiency one can best see in fig. 23. Only far away from the endcaps the feed flow
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influences the output in a positive way.

The difference between 6 Eigenmodes and 20 Eigenmodes is small as fig. 24 and fig. 25 show.

More differences can be found for the axial distribution of massflow between 6 and 20 Eigenmodes
used. (fig. 26)

It is more difficult to optimize a 4-pole machine than a 3-pole machine because of the higher
number of parameters, for example the given end concentrations. To get the performance potential
some more calculations have to be done.
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5. Conclusions

1. The number of Lateral Modes influences the flow field slightly more than the number of
eigenvalues, which decay in axial direction very quickly at high speed conditions. No differences
are visible if one calculates 99 Lateral Modes compared to results with 50 Lateral Modes.

2. Six eigenvalues are enough to get reasonable results for 3-pole centrifuges as well as 4-pole
machines.
6 eigenvalues were also sufficient for the theory of 8th order presented at the last workshops.

3. The presented theory of 6th order is able to calculate arbitrary boundary conditions in a very
short computertime without any numerical difficulties:

Calculating of 20 eigenvalues: 6 cpu min on VAX 8550
Calculating the streamfunction once for all examples:
For feed with 20 eigenvalues,

50 Lateral Modes: 20 cpu min

Each streamfunction for thermal or mechanical drive: 10 cpu min

Concentration for each combination 2 cpu sec
with modified Cohen theory and 100 cpu sec.
with the two dimensional integration of the concentration equation.

Used Eigenvalues

LEW:
2.EW:
3.EW:
4.EW:
5.EW:
6. EW:
7.EW:
8. EW:
9. EW:
10. EW:

0.88017906
2.71524653
3.79324704
4.57730461
5.19641513
5.70866308
6.14575346
6.52705695
6.86541147
7.16903968

11. EW:
12. EW:
13. EW:
14. EW:
15. EW:
16. EW:
17. EW:
18. EW:
19. EW:
20. E W :

7.44546184
7.69795952
7.93005992
8.14758186
8.34783672
8.53802739
8.71670589
8.88520331
9.03613238
9.19553876
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From the start the separation of isotopic mixtures, a counter
nature operation, has been a scientific challenge. Since the development
of nuclear energy, the industrial needs have only strengthened the
challenging scientific search for more efficient separation methods.
They also have made scientific exchanges between nations somewhat more
difficult - as they were restrained by classification rules. Credit
must be given to the founders of the "Workshop on Gases in Strong
Rotation", in 1975, to have provided an informal frame where scientific
questions could be exchanged, without breaking of the required discretion
in the applications of such matters.

These workshops gave birth to an association, and a very active
one, which continuously updates its scope, organizing this year the
second "Workshop on Separation Phenomena in liquids and Gases" in
VERSAILLES, from July 10th to 12th. The Workshop has brought together
72 participants from 15 nations. During 6 half-day sessions, 31
communications were presented, dealing with different processes of
isotope separation and some basic phenomena related to the Science
of Separation.

The Proceedings of the 1989 Workshop are presented in two volumes :
VOLUME I contains 4 papers on Plasma Processes and 7 papers on

Centrifugation. The papers on PLASMA Processes deal with two main
methods : Ion Cyclotron Resonance and Rotating Plasmas. A survey lecture
reviews extensively the Physics of the two processes, the published
experimental results and includes an abundant bibliography of about
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200 references. The 3 other papers communicate original and recent
experiments carried out by the authors. The Plasma Process remains
as a possible technology to separate stable isotopes and isotopes of
metals located in the middle of the MENDELEIEV Table. Regarding the
stable isotopes, the Ion Cyclotron Resonance might be an alternative
to the CALUTRON Process.

The sessions on CENTRIFUGATION include 2 review papers by URENCO
authors and 5 specialized communications. The review papers take stock
of the centrifuge research and gives the current status of the centrifuge
technology in URENCO. The authors say that the centrif Ligation is
presently an established industrial and commercial process ready to
enter in competition for any new construction of enrichment capacity.

VOLUME II contains the papers on 3 topics : Basic studies (11
papers), Chemical Process (2 papers) and Laser Processes (7 papers).

The papers on basic studies include, like in all the preceding
meetings, investigations on rotating flows. Since DARMSTADT, the flow
of mixtures particle-fluid is in the agenda of the Workshop. In
VERSAILLES a special attention is given to studies on convection flows,
driven by acceleration field or (and) capillary forces. The interest
of convection is obvious, as it has applications in important fields :
the Hydrodynamics of liquid uranium in the evaporation crucible of
AVLIS Process, the Crystal growth experiments on earth or under
microgravity conditions (future experiments planned in spacelabs) and
the welding by electron or photon beams.

Two papers are presented on the chemical process and both of them
are by French authors. The French CEA has, in the past, developed with
success the CHEMEX process. The technology was up to the task but the
programme was shelved mainly because of lack of demand.

Finally, seven papers deal with Laser Processes. Two of them review
the AVLIS Programme in the United Kingdom and one paper gives the status
of the MLIS Project in West Germany. One communication from CHINA and
three papers by French authors deal with specific problems currently
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met in AVLIS studies, on the vapour beam and the ion extraction. General
survey lectures on the two laser methods are not included in this
workshop because such lectures have already been delivered in DARMSTADT
meeting. A number of phenomena observed in AVLIS needs satisfactory
explanations : the high value of the vapour velocity, the low value
of metastables in the vapour beam, the extraction of ions at high
density, etc ... Several short communications on these topics can
contribute to a good understanding of the basic science of the process.
For the future workshops, one efficient method might be the definition
of a common test case (as it was done in the Centrifugation with the
ROME model and DARMSTADT model). The authors can do the computations
on this common test case and compare their results. Laser Process studies
are very rapidly progressing in many countries and it is generally
believed that AVLIS will be one of the most serious candidates for
replacement of existing gas-diffusion plants or for construction of
new plants for additional capacity.

As one can see, the problems investigated in these volumes cover
a broad field, extending from the rotating fluids to the Physics of
Plasma and are in rapid evolution. I am convinced that this book will
be an useful tool for both fundamental and applied Scientists active
in the field of Separation. I am also sure that the next Workshop which
will be held in 1991 in GREAT BRITAIN with Dr. C. WHITEHEAD as Chairman
will be highly successful.

The success of the VERSAILLES Workshop, mentionned by every
attendant, owes much to many colleagues.

It is impossible to mention them all, also impossible not to thank :
Monsieur le Sénateur NOE - an old fellow of the french team prior to
a much wider career - who accepted to honour the workshop by its
presidency ; Dr. SQUBBARAMAYER, a well known CEA scientist in the field,
who for now a number of years devotes much of his efforts to support
"the association", and some of his colleagues of the "Division des
Etudes de Séparation Isotopique of CEA" who will certainly accept not
to be all explicity mentionned.

Saclay, November 15, 1989
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"CONVECTION FLOWS DRIVEN BY CENTRIFUGAL BUOYANCY IN RAPIDLY
ROTATING SYSTEMS"

by F.H. Busse, Physikalisches Institut, Universitàt, D-858 Bayreuth

1. SUMMARY

Thermal convection induced by centrifugal buoyancy differs from Rayleigh-

Bénard convection in that it is subject to the effects of rotation about

a "horizontal" axis. The Proudman-Taylor condition exerts a dominant

influence and, in general, motions that are time-dependent relative to

the rotating system must be expected. The system is best realized in the

laboratory in the form of a cylindrical annulus rotating about a vertical

axis. It is of interest to fluid dynamicists primarily as a basic example

of fluid motion exhibiting an evolution towards turbulence through a

series of discrete transitions. The case of the cylindrical annulus can

be regarded as the basic model for more general geometrical

configurations because of the dominance of the Proudman-Taylor condition

and the strong coherence that it enforces in the axial direction. Of

particular interest to planetary scientists and astrophysicists is the

configuration of a rotating spherical fluid shell cooled from within

which serves as a model of convection in planetary atmospheres and in

stars. The band structures of the atmospheres of the major planets can be

explained by this type of convection.
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2. INTRODUCTION

Convection driven by centrifugal buoyancy adds new dynamical features to

the rich field of nonlinear phenomena exhibited by buoyancy driven flows.

In the simplest case convection in an cylindrical annulus rotating about

a vertical axis resembles convection rolls in Rayleigh-Bénard layer

heated from below. Since the centrifugal force replaces gravity, the

annulus anust be cooled from within and heated from the outside in order

to give rise to the Rayleigh-Bénard instability. Because of the

Proudman-Taylor condition the motion in the form of rolls aligned with

axis of rotation is preferred. As long as the height of the annular

region in the direction of the axis of rotation does not vary and the

fluid' is approximately incompressible the rolls are steady and the

Coriolis force is balanced by the pressure gradient such that the same

equations can be derived that describe two-dimensional convection in an

ordinary Rayleigh-Bénard layer. When those conditions are no longer met,

however, a new dynamics develops akin to the dynamics of Rossby waves on

the β-plane which has been introduced by meteorologists for the

description of the weather systems in mid-latitudes. When the height

decreases towards the outside, for example, the convection rolls are

drifting in the prograde azimuthal direction. Transitions to more complex

forms of time dependence occur at higher amplitudes of convection. Period

doubling can be observed and vacillations develop. Moreover, strong mean

zonal flows are generated by the Reynolds stresses of convection.

Since the transition to more complex forms of motion occur

supercritically in general, centrifugally driven convection offers a new

system for the study of the gradual transition to turbulence which is

distinctly different from the classical systems such as Rayleigh-Bénard

convection in layers heated from below and Taylor-Couette flow between

differentially rotating cylinders. Because the approximately

two-dimensional character of the convection is preserved, the variations

of the spatial structure occur only in the radial and azimuthal

directions and even after several transitions numerical computations of
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the flow are still feasible (Or and Busse, 1987).

Besides the interest in the problem of centrifugally driven convection as

a basic example of nonlinear dynamics in fluids, there are other

motivations arising from applications to the atmospheres of the major

planets. As Will be shown below, convection in a rotating cylindrical

annulus exhibits the main features of convection in rotating

self-gravitating fluid spheres. In fact, since the component of gravity

perpendicular to the axis of rotation provides by far the major part of

the buoyancy force, it is possible to model convection in the atmospheres

of the major planets by the use of the centrifugal force in laboratory

fluid spheres (Busse and Carrigan, 1976). A theory for the band

structures of Jupiter and Saturn has been developed on this basis (Busse,

1976, 1983) and an understanding of the dynamics of small scale eddies on

these planets appears to be possible (Or and Busse, 1987).

In this review we intend to describe the main physical features of

centrifugally driven convection. In section 2 we discuss the basic

equations and give a physical description of some typical dynamical

properties of rotating fluids. In section 3 the dispersion relation for

thermal Rossby waves is derived. Nonlinear effects are outlined in

section 4 and concluding remarks are added in a final section.

3. BASIC EQUATIONS

We consider the rotating fluid filled cylindrical annulus shown in figure

1. The inner cylindrical wall is kept at the temperature Tj, the outer

wall at the higher temperature T2. Neglecting the Earth's gravity in

comparison with the centrifugal force, we assume that the effective

gravity vector is directed radially outward. Using the thickness D of the

cylindrical gap as length scale, D2/i> as time scale and T2-Tj as scale of

the temperature we obtain a dimensionless equation for the velocity

vector u and for the deviation 0 of the temperature from the static

distribution.
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Figure 1: Configuration of the rotating cylindrical annulus heated from

the outside and cooled from within

at
+ u-7 u + 2E"1 kxu = -Vir - iR9 + 72u

V-u = 0

[ at y

(la)

(lbj

(lc)

where the Rayleigh-, Ekman-, and Prandtl numbers are defined by

E = P = V/K (2)

£2 is the angular velocity of rotation and K is the thermal diffusivity.
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The gravity g corresponds to the centrifugal force GPr0 where r0 is the

mean radius of the annulus. We have assumed a Boussinesq fluid for which

the temperature dependence of the density

P = Po ( 1 - 7 (T-To)) (3)

is taken into account in the gravity term only. All terms that can be

written as gradients in the equation of motion (la) have been combined in

Vn such that n corresponds to the dynamic pressure divided by the

density. We shall assume the small gap approximation, D « r0, and

introduce a Cartesian system of coordinates with the z-coordinate in the

direction of the unit vector k parallel to the axis of rotation, and the

x-coordinate in the radial direction indicated by the unit vector i.

We are interested in the limit of small Ekman numbers in which case the

Coriolis force can be balanced only by the pressure gradient for nearly

steady motions of small amplitude,

2E"a kxu « -VTI (4)

When the curl of this balance is taken and equation (lb) is used we

obtain the famous Proudman-Taylor condition,

-2E-1 k-Vu = 0 (5)

which expresses the statement that nearly steady motions of small

amplitude in a nearly inviscid rotating fluid do not vary in the

direction of the axis of rotation. The Taylor-column experiment described

in the seminal paper of Taylor (1923) represents a striking demonstration

of condition (5). Equation (4) together with equation (lb) are satisfied

by a solution of the form

UQ = |E Vxk 7i(x,y) (6)
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which is called the geostrophic velocity field in meteorological

applications. Except for boundary conditions which have not yet been

applied, the function ttCx.y) remains unspecified. This "geostrophic

degeneracy" can be removed when the additional minor terms in the

equation of motion are considered. Before we turn to this problem we

formulate the boundary conditions. On the cylindrical walls the normal

component of the velocity and the temperature 8 vanish,

u-i = B = 0 at x = ± £ (7a)

and at the thermally insulating conical end boundaries the conditions

y ( k ± g
o
i) = (k + ig

o
i) • Vβ = 0 at z = ± L/2D (7b)

are imposed, where IJQ denotes the tangent of the angle of inclination of

the conical surfaces with respect to the equatorial plane of the annulus.

Solution (6) satisfies the boundary condition (7b) for vanishing i?
0
- We

shall regard T)
0
 as a small parameter and generalize solution (6) by

writing

u = Vxk 0(x,y,t) + T)
0
u (8)

where a weak time dependence has been included in the geostrophic part of

the representation (8). After introducing (8) in equation (la), taking

the z-component of the curl and averaging it over the interval

-L/2D *z L/2D we obtain

[V*]
D 2 ^ z = D / 2 L

+ r-= TlfiU = -R - ^ - ® + Lzifi ( 9 )
z = -D/2L y

where A2 denotes the two dimensional Laplacian, A
2
 = V^-tk-V)

2
, and the

bar indicates the average over z. We have neglected terms of the order 1)0

everywhere except in the Coriolis force terras assuming that the quantitiy
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will be of the order unity or larger in applications of interest- We thus

arrive at a partial differential equation for the unknown function

i/r(x,y,t) after the boundary condition (7b) has been introduced,

(It + ly * fe " £c * fe)^ - 1* Sy * « ̂  fy « + < * *

The corresponding heat equation for Q is given by

+ Sy * " A*9

We have neglected terms of the order TJ0 and do the same with regard to

the boundary condition (7b) such that an z-independent solution 8 is

consistent with the formulation of the problem.

When the right hand side of (lia) is set equal to zero, i.e. buoyancy and

friction forces are neglected, equation (lia) describes the propagation

of Rossby waves. The physical mechanism for the propagation of Rossby

waves is best understood from figure 2. Because a fluid column changes

its moment of inertia when it is moving radially in a system of changing

height, Its angular velocity relative to the rotating system must also

change, since the total angular momentum is preserved. Figure 2b presents

a view of vortex motion in the equatorial plane induced by the sinusoidal

displacement of fluid columns from their static equilibrium position on a

coaxial cylindrical surface within the fluid region. The effect of the

induced vortices is the propagation of the sinusoidal wave in the

direction kxi where i is the direction of decreasing height of the system.

The change of the moment of inertia of a fluid column can also be caused

by a change of the density. Even though we regard the fluid as nearly

incompressible, the small deviation from the condition (lb) may have a

considerable effect in connection with the large Coriolis force term. By

replacing (lb) by
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shallow

Figure 2: Rossby wave dynamics induced by the variation with distance from

the axis of rotation of the height of the system. Motion of a

fluid .volumn towards deeper regions induces cyclonic

vorticity, while motion towards shallower depth induces

anticylonlc vorticity (left picture). The interaction of

vortices induced by the initial sinusoidal displacement of

fluid columns leads to a propagation of the wave in the

positive y-direction (right picture).

= - ? (It + (12)

and by regarding y(T2-T]) as a small term of similar order of magnitude

as T)0 we obtain in place of (lia) the equation

[atat ~ ~ (13)

where the parameter TJ is defined by

(14)
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w/mrn///////,
Figure 3: The displacement of columns in a radially stratified fluid.

The conservation of angular momentum of columns in the

rotating system induces cyclonic or anticyclonic vorticity

depending on the direction of displacement.

Except for the nonlinear term proportional to 8 in (13) the radial

decrease in density has the same effect as the radial decrease in height.

As shown in figure 3 the expansion of the fluid column owing to the

decreasing density gives rise to an analogous change in the moment of

inertia as its shortening owing to a decreasing height. While KJ is

usually small for laboratory experiments with liquids, t\ may well become

of the order 103 or higher for gases , even when the Boussinesq

approximation is still valid and hence the pressure dependence of the

density p still negligible. In high speed centrifuges, of course, this

assumption is likely to break down and equation (3) must be replaced by a

more accurate equation of state. The experience with the so-called

anelastic approximation (Gough, 1969) indicates, however, that the

physical features connected with the parameters T?* and i\ persist even far

from the regime of the Boussinesq limit.
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4. LINEAR THEORY FOR 5TRE5SFREE BOUNDARIES

Returning to the system of equations (11), we solve these equations first

in the limit of small amplitudes of convection when the quadratic terms

can be neglected. After introducing the ansatz

I/I = il>0 = sinimrCx+J) exp{iay + iU(,t} (15a)

in the heat equation we obtain as solution for 8

% = -ioupo CPiuo + m
2it2 + a 2)" 1 (15b)

and find that equation (lia) is solved when the algebraic relationship

(Piwo+a
z+m27r2) J (iuo+m

27i2+a2) (m2Ti2+aa) + ica)*| - Ro<x2 = 0 (16)

is satisfied. Real and imaginary parts of this equation determine the

parameter OQ and RQ,

(l+P)(m2it2+a2) a2 I1 *
(17a,b)

The dispersion relation (17a) for «o becomes the same as for ordinary

Rossby waves when P vanishes. It is thus justified to call the convection

modes of the form (15) thermal Rossby waves. Like Rossby waves they

propagate in the azimuthal direction given by kxî  where i. is the

direction of decreasing height.

Of particular interest is the minimum value of the Rayleigh number RQ at

which the onset of thermal Rossby waves becomes possible. This minimum is

always reached for m = 1, and in the limit TJ*P 4 0 we recover from (17b)

the relationship for the onset of Rayleigh-Bénard convection in a layer

heated from below,

Roc = 277tV4 , «,. = iT/Va (18)
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Figure 4: Onset of convection in a rotating self-gravitating fluid

sphere with a homogeneous distribution of heat sources (after

Busse, 1982).

In the limit 7)* H> œ the maximum value of RQ and the corresponding

critical wavenumber are given by

Roc = 3ac*
T)*P

\y/2
(19)

It is interesting to see that n does not enter these expressions which

indicates that the x-dependence of the minimizing convection mode is

irrelevant in the limit T)* -» co. In other words, the onset of convection

depends only on the local temperature gradient in the radial direction,

but not on the presence of boundaries at x = ± \. For this reason the

formulas; (19) also apply approximately in the case of a rotating

selfgravitating fluid sphere heated from within (Busse, 1970), in which

case the convection columns assume the form shown in figure 4.
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4. NONLINEAR THEORY

Since exact explicit solutions of the complete nonlinear system of

equations (11) have not been found, the standard methods of nonlinear

analysis must be applied to determine the solution as it evolves from the

point of bifurcation R = RQ. The analytical method uses an expansion in

powers of the amplitude s.

efo + . . . ) , 6 = e(0o + E0! + . . . ) [20a)

R = Ro + cRj + e2Ra + . . . , w = WQ + e ^ + e 2 ^ + . . . (20b)

where e is considered a small number and where I/I0 and ©o denote solution

(15) in the case m=1. Alternatively, numerical methods can be applied for

the solution of equations (11). The Galerkin method in which the

dependent variables are expanded in complete systems of functions

satisfying the appropriate boundary conditions is especially useful in

the present case. Both methods have been applied by Busse and Or (1986)

and the interested reader is referred to this paper for details on the

methods of solution and their results.

An advantage of the Galerkin analysis is the fact that it can be

supplemented readily by an analysis of the stability of the finite

amplitude thermal Rossby waves. Such an analysis has been carried out by

Or and Busse (1987) with the result that some interesting transitions to

different forms of convection have been found. Some of these transitions

can be understood from the interaction of modes of the form (15) with

different values of m. As we had emphasized in the preceding section, the

asymptotic relationship (19) is independent of m and thus holds for all

finite m in the limit TJ* -> oo. In fact it is easily shown that an

expansion in powers of T)*"2/3 yields

IW = V 3 (3 + m2Tt2v3/3 + • • • ) .

«nc = V / 3 ( l - Î2 m 2 * V 2 / 3 + • • ) ( 2 1 a )
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Figure 5: Sketch of annular layers of convection columns and the

associated meanflows in the case of Jupiter (after Busse,

1983).

where i}p is defined by 7}* P/ [VI (1+P)] (21b)

While thus the mode with m=1 is clearly preferred, at a slightly higher

Rayleigh number the onset of the mode with m=2 becomes possible. This is

the basic reason for the mean flow instability of thermal Rossby waves

found by Or and Busse (1987). The name of this instability originates

from the property that the interaction of the two modes with m=1 and m=2

leads to zonal Reynolds stresses which cause a strong mean zonal flow.

Even in the numerical computations for relatively low values of the

Rayleigh numbers it was found that the amplitude of the mean zonal flow

may become much larger than the amplitude of thé fluctuating convection
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velocity. At the huge Rayleigh numbers that must be expected for the

atmospheres of the major planets this difference between the two

components of motion Is likely to become even more pronounced. There is a

general consensus nowadays among planetary scientists (see, for example,

Smith et al., 1982) that the intense jetstreams observed by the VOYAGER

missions in the atmospheres of Jupiter and Saturn are caused by the

thermal convection in the deep interior. The mean flow solution provides

a mechanism for this process. Although there is relatively little direct

evidence for the convection columns in the major planets because the

convectively unstable region of the atmosphere is hidden below the cloud

bands, some anticyclonic eddies such as the so-called brown barges on

Jupiter appear to be connected with convection vortices. Further details

on the model of convection in the major planets as sketched in figure 5

may be found in the article by Busse (1983, 1988).

S. CONCLUDING REMARKS

The modelling of dynamical processes in the atmospheres of planets and

stars by the equivalent processes at Reynolds and Rayleigh numbers

accessible to laboratory experiments and numerical computations has been

surprisingly successful. In spite of the high degree of turbulence at the

huge Reynolds and Rayleigh numbers realized in the celestial objects, the

structure of large scale atmospheric motions resembles that predicted for

much smaller Reynolds and Rayleigh numbers. This fact justifies to a

considerable extent the modelling of the effect of small scale turbulence

by eddy diffusivities. While much of the structure of motion in the

atmospheres of the Earth, of the major planets and of the sun has been

understood in this way, there are still numerous features that challenge

the imagination of fluid dynamicists. The hierarchy of convection scales

in form of granulation, supergranulation and giant cells on the sun and

numerous types of small scale eddies in Jupiter's atmosphere are just

some examples of the regular structures exhibited by these highly

turbulent systems.
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Although the increase in computer power has opened up new possibilities

for numerical modelling in recent years, laboratory experiments have been

neglected to some extent. The newly developed measurement tools for fluid

motion have been employed primarily in the context of engineering

projects or in precision experiments by physicists. Because of the

complementary nature of numerical modelling and laboratory measurement it

seems necessary to emphasize the latter for the further progress in field

of geophysical and astrophysical fluid dynamics.

In this respect it is surprising that the advances that have been made in

the technology of centrifuges have not yet been utilized to promote the

understanding of convection in compressible media. While thermal

convection in systems of interest to geophysicists, planetary scientists

and astrophysicists extends typically over one scale height or more, this

regime of convection has not yet been approached in laboratory

experiments. Modern centrifuges offer access to this regime and at least

the two-dimensional type of convection described in the preceeding

sections can be investigated in this way. Undoubtedly new insights in the

effects of compressibility on atmospheric motions could be gained by the

use of high speed centifuges as a tool of research.
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Three-dimensional effects in a pie-shaped cylinder are investigated

on a platform rotating with an angular velocity of about 10 r.p.m. The

secondary flow is created by the slight differential rotation of a d;Lsk

located at the top of the sectioned cylinder, whose angle can be varied

between 40° and 130°. The perfect fluid flow, the STEWARTSON layers and

the bottom EKMAN layer are visualized either by thin aluminium powder or

by injection of a malachite dye. The core fluid rotates around a point

located very close to the centre of the inscribed circle, instead of the

axis of symmetry as in a two dimensional flow. For wide -angles, the

angular velocity is found to be independent of the vertical coordinate,

proportional to the ROSSBY number and nearly equal to the mean value

between the horizontal bottom and top plates velocities, as in an

axisymmetric flow. The bottom layer presents the classical EKMAN

structure. These results are compared to the few existing theoretical

calculations of the littérature.

1. INTRODUCTION

The flow of a rotating fluid (liquid or gaseous), in a circular

container is well known (1). But, in most of the works, the flow is

assumed axisymmetric. Tridimensional effects, in a rotating sectioned

cylinder are much more complex and have been less investigated either

from a theoretical or an experimental point of view. However, the

influence of sources and sinks on the boundary layers has been studied

by KUO and VERONIS (2), in a pie-shaped cylinder, with a free surface.

In a same geometry, T. MATSUDA and K. NAKAGAWA (3), have shown
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theoretically that the layer along the lateral walls was similar to that

in an axisymmetric case; on an other hand, a new type of layer appears in

compressible flow, along the radial walls of the sector.

The present paper is devoted to an experimental investigation of the

secondary flow of a liquid induced in a pie-shaped cylinder, rotating

about its apex. Emission lines and stream lines are visualized by the

continuous injection of a malachite dye or by a very thin suspension of

aluminium powder.

The aim of our work is rather a validation possibility of other

numerical or analytical studies, and an help in their conception, than

an attempt to the understanding of the whole phenomenon.

2. MATERIAL AND METHODS

The experimental apparatus is composed of a cubic container enclosing

a vertical circular cylinder 50 centimeters high and whose the diameter is

k^ centimeters, with two radial walls in it making an angle © =

2a which can be varied continuously between ^0° and 130°.

This whole device, made in plexiglass and filled with water, is set

up on a rotating platform ( Q =10 r.p.m) sustained by an air bearing

process. The angular velocity is regulated up to 10 E~3 (Fig- 1)•

The secondary flow is generated by a disk located at the upper part of

the model and rotating at Q ~ A Q , when referred to the laboratory frame.

A Q can be varied between 1 and 3 r.p.m. The tightness of the sector is

assumed by rubberized wippers at the top of the two radial walls (Fig. 2).

Two photographic methods of visualisation have been used:

- For the viscous parts of the flow, a solution of malachite was injected

through a thin tube laying on the bottom (0ext: lmm, 0int: 0.6 mm),

to avoid disturbances in the recirculation. On figure 3, we can see

an EKMAN spiral with two boundaries corresponding to the size of the

injector. Dead waters appear clearly in the three angles of the sector.
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Fig. 1. The rotating platform at E.N.S.T.A.

Fig. 2. Sketch of the apparatus, a: outer container, b: inner cylinder, c:

rotating disk, d: vertical walls of the sector, e: driving motor of the

disk; f: wippers, g: dye injection pipe, h: luminous slit.
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A regular squaring drawn on the floor of the sector allows us to know

with a good accuracy the location of the spiral.

- The quantitative observation of the core flow was made possible by a

suspension of aluminium powder lightened with a luminous plane,

perpendicular to the axis of rotation, and whose the vertical position

could be varied. The granulometry and shape of the suspension have been

studied with an electronic microscope. We have checked that the size of

the particles is always below 50 microns and that, even for the highest

velocities encountered, the slip is negligible (less than 1% of the

greatest velocity). REYNOLDS number is about 5, and the drag of- a particle

is very important.

The chrono-photogr-aphic method is to take a vue of the whole lightened

slice of the sector. Then, the measure of the length of several paths of

particles gives us their velocity. (Fig 4).

Fig. 3. EKMAN spirals and dead waters visualized by a malachite injection.
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Fig. 4. Chronophotographic vue of the flow.

3. RESULTS AND COMPARISONS

Comparison of our experimental results to theoretical models takes into

account the works of MATSUDA (3).(5) and the recent publication of

DALHKILD and GREENSPAN (h). These authors, in the first part of their work

suggest a quasi-steady solution for the potential flow in a sectorized

circle for a rotating homogeneous mixture. It is not exactly our problem,

because the vorticity has not the same origin. Here, the vorticity is

generated by the top disk through the EKMAN layers. The stream function

\y (r,0) is solution of (3):

1 in the domain, with ^= 0 on the contour.

for the potential flow, whith velocity components defined as follows:
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8 bbr V|>-~ r

r,0 beeing the polar coordinates relative to the centre of rotation 0 of

the cylinder. *

VQ and r are non dimensional variables defined as follows:
o

r=r*/Rw

Ro beeing the Rossby number, and Rw the radius of the sector.

* denotes the dimensional variables.

For any angle,we made these calculations by a numerical way based on

a finite difference scheme and inverting the matrix by an overelaxation

method. The results agree with the analytical ones, using a GREEN

function, for 0 = TT/2 and G =TT .

Among all our experimental results, we have selected those related to

values of the sector angle 0 equal to 40°, 80', 100°, and 130*. The

corresponding EKMAN number defined as:

ORw

is about 2.5 * 10 E-5, where v is the kinematic viscosity.

First, we measured the position of the center of rotation G of the

fluid. We find that its location is always between the centre of gravity

and the centre of the inscribed circle of the sector. The cross points are

derived from the solution of (3), (Fig.5). We can see that there is a good

agreement between our results and the theoretical ones given by eq.l.

On the following figures, we have reported our experiments in polar

coordinates (p.<J>) relative to the new centre of rotation.

Then, from our experiments, we calculated several azimuthal velocities on
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Fig. 5. Position of the center of rotation.
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Fig. 6. Azimuthal velocity versus sector radius for two ROSSBY numbers.
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the radius mentionned above for a sector angle of 100°, and for two values

of the ROSSBY number (Fig.6). It appears that the central part of the

fluid is in rigid rotation at an angular velocity of A Q / 2 , and that the

viscous peripheral part of the flow is relatively important. Its thickness

is about 4 cm. This is more than the value of the thickness of the

STEWARTSON layer 1/k, (1.4 cm.) and the thickness of the layer 1/3, (0.6

cm. ).

To be sure of the axisymmetric behaviour of the flow around the centre

of rotation found above, we took measurements on several radial

directions. In spite of the scattering owing to the accuracy of the

method, we can still verify the circular symmetry (Fig. 7). We also

checked that the flow is independent of the height in the pie-shaped

cylinder, but these measurements are not reported here.

The same operations have been made for smaller and greater angles of

the cell. A new fact appeared. TheAQ/2 angular velocity of the core fluid

is only reached for sector angles at least equal to 90°. as it can be seen

on this curve (Fig.8). For smaller angles, the velocity is smaller.

Fig. 7. Axisyimnetry of the flow on the new center of rotation G.
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Fig. 8. Influence of the angle of the sector on the rigid rotation.

As we have no results corresponding to sector angles larger than i.30",

we can't assert that this value of Afi/2 is a maximum, in spite of the

asymptotic behaviour of the curve for large angles. The behaviour of the

analytical perfect fluid solution allows us to think that it isn't.

On an other hand, we can suggest an explanation to the discrepancy in

the vertical shift between the two curves of Figure 9- We can associate

displacement thicknesses, in the real case, to the boundary layers on the

vertical walls. Such an effect is to reduce the effective sector size and

its angle, as if the perfect flow was acting in a smaller sectorized

circle.

Among all our experiments of visualisation of the EKMAN layers, we

concentrated our attention on two emission surfaces on the bottom of the

cell (Fig. 10). Their boundaries are represented here in polar coordinates

( p , <j) ) relative to the new center of rotation G, The comparison with

parts of logarithmic spirals is fairly good. The coefficient of the linear

regression is greater than 0.995-
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4. CONCLUSION

In. spite of the particular geometry of the cylinder used in this

study, the behaviour of the flow is rather classical. The central part of

the fluid is in rigid rotation like in an axisymmetric case and the bottom

layer is an EKMAN one, centred on a new axis of rotation whose position

has been measured. Such a property is not "a priori" obvious.

Vertical boundary layers are very thick (more than twice the

thickness of STEWARTSON layers calculated by the EKMAN number. We don't

think that, for the whole description of the flow, a calculation based on

matched asymptotic expansions could apply, as no potential flow is found

through this analysis (cf. for example MATSUDA (5), LOUVET (6)).

Dead waters, in the three corners of the cell, seem to be very

important and the effect of their own vorticity is to slow down the

recirculation process.
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Summary

The purpose of the present work is to obtain a first idea of the stationary tempe-
rature distribution in the gap of a rotating spiral groove bearing. Theories applied to
design spiral groove bearings are mainly based on the Reynolds equation and thus have
to assume an avarage constant temperature throughout the lubrication gap. In our case
the temperature distribution on ball and cup is measured in order to obtain realistic
boundary conditions for the temperature distribution in the gap.

The enlarged model of the bearing consists out of a ball which is periodically co-
vered by dams and grooves of a special geometrical shape and a cup which is a smooth
hemisphere. The ball has a diameter of 109.915 mm, and the nominal geometrical gap is
0.1 mm. To cover a wide range of Reynolds numbers by this model, measurements have
been performed with oils of different viscosities in the frequency range of 20-25 Hz.

The measurement of the temperature on the ball is performed by sensors which are
distributed along the surface in a regular way. The signals are digitized outside the
rotating system and displayed on a computer. The rotating ball acts as a pumping sy-
stem for the lubricating oil in the gap between the two spherical shells. Prom the very
beginning of the rotation a temperature raise is measured and a meridional gradient of
the temperature is present on the ball. On the cup the temperature distribution does
not show a strong variation from the pole towards the equator. A temperature gradient
occurs across the lubrication gap and a so far unexplained dip in the temperature on
the ball was observed about 20° below the equator. To understand the temperature
distribution, first experiments have been performed to visualize the velocity field. First
results in the frequency range up to 6 Hz are available which show a clear separation
stream surface in the gap. At low Reynolds numbers instabilities occur which can be
interpreted as Taylor-Gôrtler vortices in the small gap geometry. The vortex motion
disappears at higher frequencies of about 3 Hz.
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Experimental set-up

For the temperature measurement in a spiral groove bearing the rotating sphere
had to be prepared to the prescribed geometrical shape and the miniature resistance
temperature sensors had to be installed close to the surface of the sphere. In order to
give the rotating sphere the desired structure with grooves and dams - equally distributed
around the equator - a pattern of loxodromes was projected on the sphere . By a chemical
etching process grooves of a depth of 0.1 mm were generated on the steel ball. Fig.l
shows the prepared sphere on the shaft before etching and after the process. The grooves
and ridges cover an angular region which encloses the equatorial zone. The ball is split
into two parts. The shaft of the ball is connected to one part, a spherical sector, and
can be attached to the other part, the rest of the sphere. Inside the hollow shaft wires
are placed connecting the 16 temperature sensors with the transmitting device for the
electric signals. To reach the frequency region of about 25 Hz a collector ring system
was used for the transmission of the analog signal from the rotating sphere to the fixed
electronic set-up outside of the system. Fig.2 shows the whole experimental set-up where
on top of the shaft the collector ring system is mounted. The electric analog signals are
digitized outside the rotating system, recorded and on-line processed by a computer.
A print-out of collected data is possible in intervals of 3 minutes. The on-line data
processing is based on an individual calibration of each sensor both on the ball and on
the cup. This calibration was done once for all in an oil bath where the temperature
was controlled in the interval between 20° and 50° Celsius. Higher temperatures than
50° C may overheat the installed electronic, or by differential thermal expansion between
sensor and ball the glass body of the temperature sensors may be damaged.

The resistence temperature sensors are mounted in small cylindrical channels which
were spark eroded in the ball. The sensitive parts of the sensors are placed as close as
possible to the spherical surface. The 16 sensors are distributed along the grooves and
ridges in the following way: The position of the first sensor (No.l) coincides with the
south pole of the ball. The second sensor is placed still on the smooth polar cap with
a pole distance of 25°. The following sensors are installed alternately in a groove or a
ridge starting with the sensor No. 3. The following table gives the pole distance of the
positions of the sensors:

Sensor No.:
Pole distance:
Sensor No.:
Pole distance:

1
0°
9

63°

2
25°
10
68°

3
30°
11

74°

4
36°
12
79°

5
41°
13

84°

6
47°
14

90°

7
52°
15

95°

8
57°
16

101°

Because of the periodicity of the pattern in circumferential direction, temperature
measurements can be performed at seven points in grooves and at seven places on the
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dams. The angular distance between two sensors which are attached either to grooves
or dams is about 10°. The depth of 0.1 mm of the grooves is nearly constant everywhere
and is given by the etching process. As already mentioned the ball consists out of two
parts: One is a hollow 2/3-sphere and contains the grooves and dams on the outside. The
other hollow 1/3-sphere is connected to the shaft which is positioned in two cylindrical
bearings to avoid radial displacement during rotation. The outer cage of this bearing is
mounted in two metal frames which are movable vertically along four guide rods fixed
to the base plate of the set-up. The axial position of the ball can be adjusted to meet
any desired distance between south pole and bottom of the cup. The material of the cup
is a copper beryllium alloy. Using a computer-aided milling cutter most of the material
was excavated, and in a final treatment the cup was given the shape of a half sphere
and was then polished to get a smooth inside surface. As a counterpart for the sensors
on the ball, 16 temperature sensors were attached close to the inner surface of the cup.
16 holes had to be spark eroded. The directions of the cylindrical channels are radially
oriented, and the channel diameter is chosen to be 1.7 mm. In the following table the
angular distribution of the sensors on the cup is listed:

Sensor No.:
Pole distance:
Sensor No.:
Pole distance:

1
0°
9

50°

2
15°
10
55°

3
20°
11
60°

4
25°
12
65°

5
30°
13
70°

6
35°
14
75°

7
40°
15

80°

8
45°
16
85°

In circumferential direction the sensors on the cup are mounted 90° apart. Fig.3
shows the cup with some of the spark eroded channels which can be seen on the inner
and outer surface of the cup. The total experimental set-up is mounted on a steel table
which can be adjusted to the horizontal position. Fig.4 shows the total assembly. A
rotating slotted plate is used to measure the frequency of the shaft which is displayed
on the monitor simultaneously with all temperatures taken from the sensors on the sta-
tionary cup and the rotating ball. The Light-Emitting-Diode device for the frequency
measurement is fixed on the arm holding the cage of the cylindrical bearing. To measure
the mechanical deformation of the metal frame under steady state conditions during
rotation a micrometer is mounted on top of the device. So the relative motion between
shaft and cup is indicated by the micrometer.

As the ball has to rotate at given constant frequencies, an ASEA direct current mo-
tor of type LAK 80 was installed (Fig.5) which can be controlled in a wide range of
of frequencies. Depending on the kinematic viscosity of the lubricating oil, Reynolds
numbers between 100 and 2000 can be realized. The motor has a power of 20 kW.
Several kinds of motor oil were used up to a kinematic viscosity of 1000 cSt. Even at
long term experiments of more than ten hours the frequency of the rotating ball was
constant, provided the kinematic viscosity of the oil did not change too much during
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the measurements. The dependence of the kinematic viscosity on the temperature was
measured for each motor oil in the interval of 20° to 80° Celsius. A typical behavior of
the viscosity of the motor oils of type SR-521-ISO-220, SR-059-ISO-100, and SR-ISO-32
is shown in Fig. 6.

Running a long time experiment in the transient regime the evolution of the tem-
perature distribution is resolved by a sequence of printouts within time intervals of 5
minutes. The analog-digital recording of the data gives a simultaneous picture of the
temperatures of all the sensors on the monitor. On the cup the sensors with No. 7, 11,
and 13, and on the ball the sensors with No, 6 and 11 failed after the first test runs.
The reason for that is probably a short cut in the circuits of the sensors. Replacing
those sensors by new ones was impossible because the hollow part of the sphere is filled
with a viscoelastic material to prevent any motion of the wires during rotation at high
frequencies. The remaining 13 sensors on the cup and the 14 sensors on the ball are
working reliably.

Measurements with oil of different viscosities

During long-time experiments of about 7 or 9 hours the temperature of the lubri-
cating oil SR-ISO-32 changes very much, and as a consequence the kinematic viscosity
changes, too. To define a Reynolds number, one has to base this definition on the actual
time dependent value of the kinematic viscosity. Using an oil of a kinematic viscosity
of about 1000 cSt, it was impossible to keep the rotating ball at a presribed distance
with respect to the bottom of the cup. The pressure in the lubrication film creates an
axial force which is so large that the whole rotating part of the set-up is bending the
holding arms of the shaft. If an axial distance of 0.1 mm is preset at the southpole, this
distance immediately increases after the start of the experiment for example to 0.6mm
and then decreases slowly during the experiment to smaller values because of the change
in kinematic viscosity. A typical variation of the distance between the south poles of the
sphere and the cup versus time at 20 Hz is given in Fig.7. In this case the oil of type
SR-521-ISO-220 was used. The axial distance of the southpoles is increased immediately
after the spin-up of the ball by about 0.5 mm.

In a sequence of pictures the transient behavior of the temperature distributions on
ball and cup is shown for the three motor oils mentioned above for the same frequency
of 25 Hz. Fig.8a represents the initial constant temperature distribution on ball and
cup. A nominal distance of 0.1 mm of the two southpoles was preset. Running this
experiment for 75 minutes no change of this distance could be observed. Fig.8b shows
at 25 Hz the temperature distribution on the rotating ball and on the cup 30 minutes
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after the spin-up. A slight variation of the temperature on the cup at a pole distance of
80° is measured. After 75 minutes a small temperature variation in the range of 80° on
the ball can be seen (Fig.8c).

For the second motor oil (SR-059-ISO-100) the temperature plot at time t=0 is gi-
ven in (Fig.9a). A nominal distance of 0.5 mm was chosen which increased during the
experiment to 0.6 mm. After 165 minutes the temperature on ball and cup was rai-
sed to about 50° C Fig.9b. Comparing corresponding points on ball and cup the ball
temperature is always higher than the temperature on the cup. Both the temperature
distributions are not monotonie. A typical dip of the temperature along the ball can be
seen in Fig.9b between 70° and 80° pole distance. This temperature dip is also present
in a later measurement at time t=285 minutes (Fig.9c). The ball is lifted by 0.1 mm
during the rotation.

The third set of measurements were performed for the motor oil SR-521-IS-220. The
initial temperature distribution is the same as for the previous two oils and can be seen
in Fig. 10a. Because of the higher viscosity of the oil already after 35 minutes the tem-
perature is raised to 50°C on the ball (Fig.lOb). The non monotonie character of the
temperature distribution is characteristic and does not change even after a long time
when a steady state of the temperature distribution is reached. 75 minutes after the
spin-up the ball reached a temperature of more than 60°C, and the experiment had to
be stopped to avoid damage of the sensors (Fig. 10c). To estimate the asymptotic beha-
vior of the temperature evolution on cup and ball, for the three motor oils an exponential
fit of the measured data at the southpoles is found. Fig. 11 contains a plot of the mea-
sured data on cup and ball together with the exponential fit for the SR-ISO-32 oil at 25
Hz. Cup and ball reach different asymptotic values of the temperature. These asympto-
tic values differ by an amount of 2°C. For the SR-059-ISO-100 oil the difference of the
temperatures at the southpoles after a time of 165 minutes is about 4°C (Fig.12). The
higher the viscosity the higher the asymptotic temperature at the southpoles of ball and
cup, which can be seen comparing the plots of Fig.10 and Fig.11. Fig. 13 demonstrates
this behavior, too, where the temperatures differ by an amount of about 7°C after 165
minutes.

Visualization of the gap flow

To get an overall picture of the flow field in the gap between ball and cup a mixture
of the SR-059-ISO-100 oil and aluminium flakes was used for the visualization. At low
frequencies the ball was rotating in a half sphere of perspex in a concentric position with
a gap size of 1 mm. Fig. 14a indicates a horizontal dividing stream surface in the gap
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at the position of the red arrow for a frequency of 3 Hz. The aluminium flakes which
were concentrated around the south pole of the ball at the beginning of the rotation are
trapped in the lower part of the gap and do not mix with the other oil entering the gap
from the equatorial region. The same behavior of the gap flow is seen in Fig.l4b at 6
Hz. The position of the dividing stream surface at higher frequencies is found closer to
the equator of the ball than at lower frequencies. This phenomenon may play a key role
in the understanding of the temperature dip which was found in the small gap measure-
ments.

Conclusion

Temperature measurements taken simultaneously along the ball and the cup of a
spiral groove bearing show that an asymptotic distribution of the temperature is reached
which is not monotonie in meridional direction. A typical temperature dip appears at a
pole distance of 70° to 80° on the ball. A visualization of the flow field in the enlarged
spherical gap of 1 mm size shows clearly that for different frequencies only the upper
part of the gap is affected by an exchange of the lubricating oil from the oil bath above
the equator. The oil around the south pole of the ball is trapped and does not interact
with the upper lubrication film at low frequencies. In a further investigation the mixing
process of the oil in the gap will be investigated by a photochromic reaction of an organic
compound which is solved in a viscous oil and which reacts to an irradiation by UV-light
through the walls of the half sphere made of perspex.
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Fig.ia Pattern of loxodromes on the smooth
steel ball before etching

Fig.ib Sphere with grooves and dams
after the etching process
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Fig.2 Assembly of the spiral groove bearing
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Fig.3 Cup of the spiral groove bearing
with spark eroded channels
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Fig.4 Assembly of the whole experimental set-up
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Fig.5 ASEA-motor drive for the spiral
groove bearing
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3 Hz

Fig.14a Visualization of a dividing
stream surface in the spherical gap

(3 Hz)
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Fig.14b Visualization of a dividing

stream surface in the spherical gap
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CENTRIFUGAL SEPARATION OF A SUSPENSION IN
A ROTATING VESSEL

U. Schaflinger and H. Stibi
Institute of Fluid Dynamics and Heat Transfer, Technical University Vienna,

Austria

Abstract: We present a theory and experiments for centrifugal separation in
a rotating vessel which either has sectorial compartment walls and inclined
end-caps or is simply a rotating bucket. As it is known from earlier
investigations, the Coriolis force together with compartment walls causes a
convective flow within the cross sectional area. Similar to gravity settling of
a dispersed, heavier phase beneath inclined walls (Boycott effect), a thin
boundary-layer of clear liquid emerges behind each front wall, where the
radial, inwardly directed velocity is relatively high. Continuity gives rise to
an enhanced settling rate. Under certain conditions, inclined end-caps create
an additional convective flow that occurs in the meridional plane and the
settling process becomes even more improved. An analytical investigation by
means of a generalized theory of kinematic-waves yields results for the case
where the thicknesses of the emerging boundary-layers of clear liquid are
small compared to the geometric scales of length. Experiments with solid
particles are in good agreement with the theoretical predictions.

Buckets, containing a mixture that should be separated by centrifugation are
usually freely suspended on a rotating frame. Therefore, if the buckets are
hanging vertically down at stillstand, the rotation causes the vessels to move
up to an almost horizontal position. Experiments show that this position is
not the most efficient one, regarding the separation process, and the
maximum settling rate occurs at a certain angle of inclination. Even though a
theoretical approach seems to be difficult, a rough estimation by applying the
well known PNK model, that was derived for gravity settling in inclined
tanks, to centrifugal separation in rotating buckets brings about a settling
time as a function of the inclination which is in qualitative agreement with
the experiments.
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1 Introduction

Centrifugal separation of a mixture that consists of a continuous liquid and a
dispersed phase has been investigated from the viewpoint of fluid dynamics
in several papers cf. Amberg et al. (1986), Greenspan (1933), Schaflinger
& Stibi (1987) and Ungarish (1988). It is well known that, when the Coriolis
force is dominant, the flow within the core is unaffected by the geometry.
Therefore, stacks of conical-shaped end-caps, often used in industrial
designs, do not improve automatically the separation process as one would
expect from gravity settling, where inclined walls cause a convective flow
and the separation is enhanced (cf. Acrivos & Herbolzheimer, 1979). By
installing radial walls, the complete azimuthal motion of the mixture is
blocked and the process becomes sensitive to the shape of the end-caps and a
convective flow in the meridional plane emerges (Greenspan & Ungarish,
1985). Such radial walls, however, also produce an additional convective
flow in the cross sectional plane (Schaflinger et al. , 1986 and Schaflinger
1987) and settling is even more augmented.

In the first part of this paper we investigate separation in cylindrical
centrifuges having conical end-caps and compartment walls. The theoretical
results are restricted to small density differences between the continuous and
the dispersed phase. This assumption is commonly fulfilled in practical
applications and guarantees that spin-up effects can be neglected (Greenspan
& Ungarish, 1985). The analysis utilizes the general kinematic-wave concept
introduced by Schneider (1982). The theory is based upon the continuity
equations for the dispersed phase and the mixture, respectively, and on a
drift flux relation describing the relative motion of the two phases under
consideration of the Coriolis force. Further, as the inertial, viscous and
Coriolis terms are ignored in the momentum equation of the mixture, the
kinematic-wave fronts are concentrical and propagate in a quasi one
dimensional, radial manner and are imbedded in a three dimensional total
flow field. In the case of batch settling, discontinuities in the concentration
propagate as kinematic-shocks that separate the mixture from the bulk of the
purified clear liquid and from the maximally concentrated layer of dispersed
phase, deposed at the outer wall. In order to derive simple results of the bulk
flow, the possibilities of further kinematic-shocks originating within the
mixture and centered waves emerging from the outer cylinder are not taken
into account (Anestis & Schneider, 1983). Hence, the initial volume fraction
of the dispersed phase is assumed to be small and then during settling the
concentration within the bulk is only a function of time. If the acting forces
on the dispersed, heavier phase are directed away from a wall or end-cap, a
thin layer of clear liquid may develop beside it in which the velocity is much
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larger than in the bulk of the mixture. In our case the Coriolis force forms a
boundary-layer adjacent to the radial front wall of each compartment and, if
the conical-shaped end-caps are obtuse-angled, the centrifugal force creates a
further thin layer of clear liquid. The kinematic-wave theory requires the
bulk flow to be independent of the boundary-layer flows. Thus, viscous
effects have to be small and are bound to very thin sublayers. The
entrainment of the dispersed phase into the boundary-layers of clear liquid is
negligible and the normal components of the flow of dispersed phase have to
vanish near the front wall or end-cap.

In the forth section, we mainly study experimentally the separation process
that takes place in a bucket, freely suspended on a rotating frame. Usually,
the buckets are hanging vertically down at stillstand and move up to an
almost horizontal position during rotation. Based upon the theoretical insight
we gained from the separation process in cylindrical tanks with compartment
walls, we are interested to find an optimal angle of inclination for the
rotating buckets in order to minimize the settling time. Because of the
geometry, the flow within the bulk becomes unstable in certain ranges of
parameters and a mathematical formulation of the problem seems to be
difficult. However, in some limited ranges the above mentioned kinematic-
wave theory holds and a rough estimate for the most efficient angle of
inclination can be obtained by applying the PNK model (Ponder, 1925 and
Nakamura & Kuroda, 1937) that was developed on purely kinematic
conclusions for gravity settling beneath inclined walls.

2 Differential equations

In the following section we treat the bulk of the mixture. The investigation
of the flow in the boundary-layers will be omitted here but can be analyzed
in a straight forward manner as pointed out elsewhere (Schaflinger et al ,
1986). Also, the flow in the purified liquid within the core of the centrifuge
will be left out of consideration since under the present conditions this flow
does not influence the settling process.

Consider a mixture of an incompressible, viscous, Newtonian fluid that is
denoted by subscript 1 and a dispersed phase consisting of droplets or solid
particles of uniform shape and size indicated by subscript 2.
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sediment

outer wall

purified liquid

boundary- layers

front wall

Fig. 1. Definition of variables.

Dimensionless variables are introduced by referring all lengths to the outer
radius 2?a, and the velocities and fluxes in radial (u, j r ) , azimuthal (v, j9)
and axial direction ( w, jz ) to o)RoRa. A dimensionless time t is introduced
by referring to (coRo)1 and the dimensionless pressure p is defined
according to

where p indicates the dimensional pressure within the mixture. Here, w
denotes the constant angular speed of the container and p the density (fig.l).
From an order of magnitude analysis the Rossby number



4 2 1

= Tae l + Ta
 2 , (1)

2

l + 47a

is found to be a definite function of the Taylor number

that compares the Coriolis force and the drag force acting on a single
particle, and the relative density difference

(3)
P\

In eq.(2) we made use of the Rybczinski-Hadamard formula for the drag.
The symbol v denotes the kinematic viscosity and d is the diameter of a
single droplet or particle. A further dimensionless group, the Ekman number

(4)
u> Ra

compares the influence of viscosity and the Coriolis force on the mixture.

Both Ro and Ek are usually very small in applications of centrifugal sepa-
ration. One can ignore the viscosity of the suspension and inertial effects if

Ek Ro =*0,

Ro2 =>0.

Assuming that

Ro=*0,

the Coriolis terms in the momentum equations of the mixture can be
neglected. The Coriolis influence on the relative motion, however, remains.
The bulk flow is independent of the flows within the boundary-layers if
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Ek-fâo

Ko"
0,

and if the slope of the end-caps

dr

where a is the volume concentration of dispersed phase and the subscript o
denotes the initial volume fraction. Using cylindrical coordinates r , <p , z
in a frame of reference rotating with constant angular speed u> , the
simplified set of governing equations in terms of volume flux densities

j j = Vj(l - a ) and j 2 = v2 a
are

(5)0 ,
rdr rdtp dz

^ l - a)ar, (6a)

M F[a) r, (6b)

J2i2 = 0 , (6c)

where the drift flux is defined as

J2l"J2" f l r J-

In addition we have

grad a = 0 , (7a)

and
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xM\-a\a. (7b)
vi Ko

with the abbreviation

G{a,Ta} = l ' a'r^"> , (g)
a (1- a)2+4Ta2F{af

where F (a) describes the small-scale interactions between the continuous
fluid and the dispersed phase

l i m a _ 0 F ( a ) = a,

however, a particular choice is not essential in what follows (Richardson &
Zaki, 1954).

While eq.(5) provides continuity of the total flux, eqs.(6a - c) follow from
the equations for the relative motion. Eq.(7a) is a consequence of the
momentum equations for the mixture and is only true for smaller particle
concentrations as long as no centered waves appear (Anestis & Schneider,
1983). Then, the concentration a is only a function of time t and the
generalized kinematic-wave equation reduces to (7b).

In order to solve eqs. (5b) and (7b) we have to specify initial and boundary
conditions. At time t = 0 we assume to have a homogeneous mixture and
full body rotation, then the volume fraction of dispersed phase is ao = const.
Further, the total flux has to be zero at the sediment, the top end-cap and the
radial back wall and in addition at the bottom end-cap and the radial front
wall the flux of dispersed phase has to vanish in order to maintain the
boundary-layer flow free of droplets or particles. In detail the initial and
boundary conditions are:

a = a0 , (10a)
jr = 0, (10b)
;„ = o, doc)

jz=jrf'(r\ (10d)

h = -hi/a > (1 O e)
A=0, +j2,/a)f(rl (10f)

t
T

<P
Z =

<P
z — H

= 0

= 0
fir)
= 0

+ /(r)
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with & being the sectorial angle of one compartment and rs the location of
the outer shock.

As carried out elsewhere (Schneider, 1982 and Schaflinger, 1987) the radial
component of the total flux is

jr=jr(r,t) (11)

and therefore integration of eq.(5) with respect to (10c - 10f) and by means
of eqs.(6a,b) yields

l\rk± ^ \ (12)β G(a,Ta)
ôr Ro

From eqs.(8) and (12) we immediately see that in the limiting case
a0 => 0 (rs =* 1) the radial total flux becomes independent of a and the flux
is merely a function of the radius r . If we further assume conical end-caps,
f '(r) = <P - const, the integration of (12) by taking into account (9b)
produces

Then, the concentration is given by integrating eq.(7b) together with the
initial condition (10a) and one obtains

2Tae t

a= aot Ro . (14)

In the case of batch settling we are interested in calculating the settling rate
and the total settling time. Thus, we have to study the propagation of
kinematic-shocks which is the subject of the following section.

3 Kinematic-shock relations

Discontinuities in the concentration a propagate as kinematic-shock waves.
Such discontinuities separate the mixture from the purified liquid and from
the sediment. Since inertial and viscous effects in the bulk flow are neglected,
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the conservation of momentum flux across the shock implies that the
pressure has to be the same on both sides of the discontinuity. By applying
the conservation law in a frame of reference in which the shock is at rest the
propagation velocity Wo of a discontinuity separating the mixture with the
concentration a (t ) from the purified liquid at the radius ro

(15)
a

For the propagation velocity Ws of a shock that separates the suspension
layer with concentration as (as - 0.66) at the radius rs one obtains

dr., J ^
df as- a

The total settling time is then given when the two discontinuities intersect.
From eq.(15) one obtains for small initial concentrations the total settling
time

t*= - -di-

Fig.2 shows the settling time t* as a function of Ta for different compart-
ment angles 0 , It is interesting to note that smaller 0 give rise to a
decreased settling time because of a stronger convective flow within the
compartment. In fig.3 theoretical results and experiments are compared for
different heights and two different compartment angles. Even though <P was
not small as required by the theory, in the case of H = 1.0 the measured
settling time is in reasonable agreement with the theoretical predictions,
however, for H = 0.2 the boundary-layer thickness at the bottom end-cap
becomes relatively large and the distinct deviations between theory and
experiment occur. For more details of the experimental procedure see
Schaflinger (1987) and Stibi (1990).
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Fig.3. Comparison theory - experiment.

4 Separation in buckets

In many industrial fields suspensions or dispersions are separated in buckets
that are usually freely attached to a rotating frame. At stillstand the buckets
are hanging vertically down but take up an almost horizontal position due to
the centrifugal force. The aim of this investigation is to find the most
efficient angle of inclination in order to minimize the settling time (fig.4).
As we know from centrifugal separation in cylindrical tanks, under certain
circumstances boundary-layers at the bottom end-cap and radial front wall
are formed that create a convective flow and the settling rate is improved. In
rotating, inclined buckets we expect a similar phenomenon, however, the
geometry together with the Coriolis force can cause a rather unstable flow
within the bulk and the settling rate is smaller than expected.
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suspension

sediment

Fig.4. Sketch of a rotating bucket

Consider that we rotate counterclockwise with the constant angular speed «
of the frame and look on the top of a horizontal, rectangular bucket (fig.5).
While the dispersed, heavier phase settles at the back wall and the outer wall,
we make out two different regions at the front wall as a result of the Coriolis
effect which forces a droplet or particle away from the radial direction:

• For s/r > 2 Ta , with 2 s being the azimuthal spacing of the bucket, the
heavier phase is also collected at the front wall.

• However, if s/r <2Ta the droplets or particles are moving away from
the front wall and a thin boundary-layer of clear liquid forms.

If Rj < s/lTa and Ra > s/2Ta a sediment layer at the front wall is
created that moves outwards and a layer of clear liquid flowing inwards
appears. Of course, both layers interact at r = s/ 2 Ta and a strong mixing
process takes place that destabilizes the whole settling process. In
experiments we clearly observed such cases (fig.6) which makes a theoretical
prediction of the settling time rather difficult.
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Fig. 5. Velocities of a droplet or particle (top view).

s/r= 2Ta

instabilities

layer of sedimen

purified liquid

boundary-layer of clear liquid

sediment at the
outer wall

Fig.6. Experimentally observed instabilities and remixing (top view).

In the next diagram (fig. 7) we varied the angle of inclination for several
mixtures having different viscosities and densities. As may be seen, the

minimal total settling time is found to be between 60° and 75°. The dotted
line corresponds to the PNK model (Ponder, 1925 and Nakamura & Kuroda,
1937) which predicts on purely kinematic conclusions a total settling time
that is inversely proportional to the projected settling area. Even though, the
PNK model was developed for gravity settling and, of course, does not take
into account the influence of the Coriolis force, it yields an optimal angle of
inclination that is in astonishing good agreement with the experiment.
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For the limiting case of

Ra- R;
« 1 ,

d> « l ,

and

(18)

(19)

(20)

the theory described in the sections 2 and 3 holds and the settling time /* is
again given by eq.(17).

S Conclusions

We investigated centrifugal separation of a monodisperse mixture in a
cylindrical container completely partitioned by compartment walls and
having inclined conical end-caps and the settling process in closed buckets
freely suspended in a rotating frame. For the first case we developed a
theoretical model by means of a generalized theory of kinematic-waves and
obtained an analytical result for the total settling time if
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EkRo«\, Ro«\, Ek^° « 1, ao«l
Ro

and the angle of the end-caps
0 « 1.

As the results displayed, the efficiency of a container is very much dependent
on the compartment angle 0 and the height H . Smaller values of both
parameters gave rise to an increase of settling rate. Experiments confirmed
the theoretical predictions.

The separation in buckets was mainly studied experimentally. For a given
geometry of the container we found a critical J?,, below and above the flow
drastically alters and instabilities occur. For practical purpose, such a range
should be avoided. We also determined experimentally an optimal angle of
inclination that yielded a minimal settling time. The comparison with the
PNK model, applied to centrifugal separation in rotating buckets, showed
good agreement with the experimental observation.
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SPIN-UP FROM REST OF A SUSPENSION - A Preliminary Insight

by M Ungarish

A B S T R A C T

The impulsively started spin-up from rest of a suspension of buoyant particles in a finite

cylinder is examined. The centrifugal separation, which develops during the typical strong

non-linear departure from solid body rotation, poses novel challenges to modeling, analysis

and numerical simulation. A "mixture" formulation approach, amenable to analysis, is

suggested; the (asymptotic) results display an interesting spatial and time variance of the

volume fraction, governed by X, = (separation time scale / spin-up time scale).

* Department of Computer Science, The University of the Witwatersrand, Johannesburg, RSA,
Permanent Address: Department of Computer Science, Technion - Israel Institute of Technology,
Haifa 32000, Israel
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1. INTRODUCTION

A mixture of buoyant particles (droplets) in a rotating container undergoes "batch

centrifugal separation". Many important investigations of this process have been made for

practically conceivable containers and mixtures.

These studies use the initial conditions:

J volume fraction =a(OX

/j\ \velocity = solid body rotation .

However, the more practical initial conditions are:

fvolume fraction = a ( 0 i

(2) I velocity = at rest.

The possible discrepancy between problems (1) and (2) is:

during the velocity spin-up from "rest" to "solid body rotation" a (the volume function of

particles) will not remain a(0). In other words, given (2), the question is: what is the

profile of a when the velocity field approaches solid body rotation?

To get pertinent insight into the problem, it is suggested to attempt the analysis of

Impulsive spin-up from rest of a suspension in a cylinder.

The basic systems is presented in Figure 1, and the primary

dimensionless parameters are*.

the density difference, E = ( P D ~ P D ) / P C ;

Taylor number , p = ^ a * 2 Q * p ^ i £ , ;

Ekman number , E = μ* /p* Q r * ;

aspect ratio, H = H*/r* ;

the initial volume fraction , a(0);
2

Froude number „ F = Or* /g*.

The asterisk denotes dimensional variables.
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S

Figure 1

Here a* is the radius of the dispersed particle, C and D designate continuous and dispersed

media. In rapid rotation

2 . FORM ULATION

The "mixture" model is used, with the effective viscosity correlation:

ii* -2.5ot_

= maximum packing fraction).
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EQUATIONS OF MOTION

Introduce the scaling:

- 1

length r*; density p ^ velocity (fi*r*); pressure p^,(fi*

time by spin-up interval : t *u = [\)L( a (0)) E ' / H ) Û J

In an inertial frame of reference, one gets:

total volume continuity,

dispersed component continuity,

H

and momentum balance,

= -Vp-EV- {μ(a)[w+ (W)T--|lV- v]}

Supplemented by the relationships:

- V c ; J D = « J + 0 - a ) v R ;

= a v
 I^

v = e)avD+(1 - a)v c j( l+ea)
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The initial conditions are cq. (2) and no-slip no-penetration are assumed on solid

boundaries.

To complete the formulation, there is one challenging requirement: a closure formula for
V R . Explicit formulas are unavailable because the effective centrifugal field (« angular

velocity of mixture) is a part of the solution. It can be shown that the approximation

Buoyancy = Drag yields an adequate result for vR in the limit

3 . ASYMPTOTIC SOLUTION

1/2
Consider the flow field for E $,E,a(0) small, H not large. An inviscid interior,

surrounded by thin viscous layers, is expected.

Lee

v = uf + vê + w£, E =

and introduce, for the inviscid interior variables, the following expansion:

^1/2

Eli2

uR = ~ 1 T u R l ( r ' z ' x ) + - ;

v = rCùo(r,z,T) + E1/2Vj(r,z,t) +...;

(3) V
R = E v R

w = E ' w1(

W R = E w R 2 + - + '

p = po(r ,z, t)+ E1 / 2
P l(r ,z, t)+. . .

In addition, it is assumed that ea = 0(E )
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The radial, axial and azimuthal momentum equation yield,

Further substitution into the kinematic relationships gives, to leading order,

The volume continuity in a cylinder of radius r, from bottom to top plates, is

2 » E 1 / 2 u 1 ( r , t ) + 2 Q = 0.

Here Q is the volume flux in one Ekman layer. The last equation couples the inviscid

interior motion to the viscous boundary layers on the top and bottom plates. The details in

the viscous domain are complicated, but there is evidence that the volume flux is,

approximately, given by

By elimination, a single equation for COQ is obtained, namely:

o.r

Subsequently, one calculates:

» = o r - r ; w (z = 0) = - - * - * .

Thus, the leading velocity field turns out to be provided by Wedemeyer's (1964) solution,

with 3 Distinct Regions, see below.
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Table 1

Velocity field outside the Ekman layers. Here A = A(t) = <

«1

wo

region I,

-r

0

[*§-']

region III,

l - A L r " T j

l r _ A]
I-AL r2J

S*<timanl

toyr(I)
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The relative velocity is considered next The buoyancy-drag balance yields:

In a more convenient form the radial relative velocity is expressed as:

^1/2

The calculation of the volume fraction, <X(r, Z j t ) can now be tackled, by employing

equation of the dispersed component continuity:

-1/2 -,

In view of previous results and after some arrangement, one obtains

where

O ( α ) = : α ( l - α ) 2 / μ ( α X

and coo, ui, toi are explicitly defined in Table 1. Initially: a = a(0).

For the solution for a, the three regions of Fig. 2 are recalled. It is concluded that

Region (I): a = a(0) (because

Region (H): a = a(0) (rapid radial motion, therefore the mixture spends a very short time

in this region)

Region (HI): solve eq. (6) by the method of characteristics, with a = a(0) at z = 0,H.

Due to symmetry, only 0 S z < -«- needs consideration. Upon using the notation,

= r Z , y = ̂ ; A = A ( T ) = e ~ 2 T ;
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the characteristic equivalent of (6) is

(7a)
"m

on the path

(7b) £ = 2 ^

subject to

a = a(0)on y = 0 , A x \

The axial trajectory is unaffected by buoyancy and eq. (7c) can be readily integrated,

I - Α

for the characteristic leaving z=0 at t=tm

The remaining equations can be, essentially, solved by standard numerical methods.

Representative results are displayed in Figure 3.
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CONCLUSIONS

Important insight into the spin-up from rest of a mixture has been gained. The velocity

field is essentially similar to that of a homogeneous fluid. However, for the volume

fraction field novel results show up, in particular:

(1) The governing parameter is: \ = E 1

(2) For X S 10 considerable separation takes place during spin-up.

(3) A very UNUSUAL <x(r, z, x) is predicted - in contrast to "intuition".

Stability analysis and expérimenta] verifications are indicated.
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MODELING, SIMULATION AND COMPREHENSION OF THE
FLOW FIELD OF A PARTICLES-FLUID MIXTURE

by M Ungarish*

A B S T R A C T

The motion performed by a mixture of particles (or droplets) and a suspending fluid, in the

presence of a force field, is considered. This topic remains very much on the frontier of

research - because its effective modeling, simulation and comprehension is a difficult task,

whose results are bound to be highly beneficial in separation and mixing technologies. Due

to intensive efforts over the last decade, many fundamental aspects of centrifugal separation

of mixtures have been discovered, analyzed, numerically simulated and experimentally

verified. The closely related theory of gravity sedimentation underwent a very significant

development during the same period, which makes more evident the similarities and

dissimilarities between these two important branches of the subject. The concomitant

advance of supercomputing opens the possibility for implementing these achievements in

large scale parametric studies and engineering-oriented simulations.

In this lecture, a brief insight into the pertinent body of knowledge, methodology,

dilemmas and challenges is attempted. The emphasis on centrifugally dominated

configurations is motivated by many unfamiliar, sometimes counter-inuitive, results that

have been pointed out quite recently and still await corroborations, extension and practical

applications.

To begin with, several fundamental aspects are discussed: the intuitive approach, the

physcio-mathematical averaged continuum formulation, the constitutive postulates and the

causes for notable differences between gravity and centrifugal processes. Next, guiding

results for typical configurations are critically reviewed. It is shown that the averaged

continuum approach, in spite of its inherent complexity, difficulties and limitations, is

amendable to practical perturbation analysis and numerical simulation. The outcomes are

encouragingly illuminating and consistent with both elementary concepts and exploratory

experiments. Finally, some remarks on open questions and prospective progress are made.

* Department of Computer Science, The University of the Witwatersrand, Johannesburg, R.S.A.
Permanent Address: Department of Computer Science, Technion - Israel Institute of Technology,
Haifa 32000, Israel
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Notation

a - radius of dispersed particle

M.(a) - semi-empirical viscosity factor, =

H* - aspect ratio, dimensionless height

E -Ekmannumber, E -\cfClrfi

j - volume flux

ritr0 -inner and outer radius of container

u, v ,w - velocity components in the (r ,8,z ) system rotating with Qz.

Greek

a - volume fraction of dispersed phase

P - modified Taylor number, — a2 £i/vc

y - inclination angle

e - density parameter, e = (p0 - p c y p c

X =E1/2/lelp7/*

Q - absolute angular velocity of container

o) - angular velocity in rotating system, v/r

S = {fiml$)acoty

Subscripts

CD - continuous, dispersed phases

m -mixture

R - relative, e.g., u^ = uD -uc
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Consider the following problem (Figure 1):

Figure 1

Small particles (or droplets) are mixed in a suspending fluid; the particles are insoluble and

"heavier" or "lighter" than the fluid. This suspension is subjected to

gravity or centrifugal BODY FORCE

and regular

The objective is:

BOUNDARY CONSTRAINTS,

An efficient investigation (i.e. modeling, solution / simulation and understanding) of the

fascinating motions which show up.
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This problem is very much on the frontier of fluid dynamics. The investigations are

inspired by die following motivations.

1 . Practical

These flows are essential ingredients in separation / mixing technologytfor example;
cream-milk, juice-impurities; fuel-water droplets; lubrication oil-contaminators; blood
plasma-cells;
miciocarriers of animal cells and nourishing fluid; diamond powder and electrolytic fluid.

Aim : improved and new designs

2 . Academic

These flows display interesting and novel phenomena. They consist an important branch
of and a stringent test for the THEORY of MULTIPHASE FLOW.

Aim : enhance and verify knowledge.

Objects of this paper: to provide a brief insight into the phenomena, methodology and
challenges associated with the recent investigations of particles - fluid mixtures.
Centrifugal process will be emphasized because the accompanying effects are less familiar
and more challenging. Of course, this presentation is too short for mentioning and giving
credit for all the important contributions to the subject.

For giving a grasp on the problems of concern, consider the "simplest" problem sketched

in Fig 2, i.e., the one dimensional single flow under GRAVITY, of a mixture of single

sized, heavy, spherical particles.

3 regions show up: pure fluid, sediment and mixture with initial a(0). These domains are
separated by apparent "discontinuities", treated as kinematic shocks. The movement of
these shocks indicates disengagement between phases. At foaie the upper and lower shock
meet. The classical treatment was presented by Kynch (1952), but this problem is still
under focus (e.g., Davis & Russel, 1989).
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The centrifugal "analogue" of the previous configuration is given in Figure 3.

At time t = 0 the suspension is "well mixed" and in "solid body rotation" with the container

at angular velocity CI.
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Figure 3
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The question is, what happens for t>0. Obviously, the initial state is not a steady one

because of the Driving Force : CENTRIFUGAL BUOYANCY. Usually, gravity can be

neglected since Q 2 r 0 » g is easily achieved.

Despite a naive appearance of similarity, gravity and centrifugally driven flows may be very

difference - because:

(1) Centrifugal force is space dependent-,

(2) Coriolis acceleration is required even for very simple flow patterns in rotating

systems. One should take into account the influence of Ekman layers, coupling

between radial and azimuthal motions, modification of rheology by Taylor-

Proudman effects.

Therefore, the motion of mixtures in rotating systems like in Fig. 3 must be treated

separately and non-intuitive results are expected.

In general, the task is to calculate the motion of fluid and particles. The associated primary

dimensional parameters are expected to be

y >0 , "heavy"

density difference, e = (p D - p c ) /p c — = 0, "neutral"

^ < 0 , "light"

Taylor number, $ = ~2&J

Ekman number, E =

aspect ratio ., H*= H/rQ; gap ratio , h*= ( r o - r . ) / r o

initial volume fraction, a(0)

Froude number, Fr = Or J/g

Pecletnumber, Pe = -y- ^ f | P D " Pc |^ (P L1 + "F?]
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Particle Re number

Rossby number, Ro

Other important parameters show up in a closer analysis and in more complicated

configurations. Moreover, geometrical considerations indicate mat in common systems the

number of dispersed particles is huge (>1O5) and the representative gap between them is

O(a) even for fairly dilute mixtures, cc(O) - 1 % .

It is now quite obvious that the task under consideration is a very difficult one. In

particular, one immediately realises that it is impractical to compute the motion of individual

particles and their interaction with embedding fluid, because this approach requires too

much effort and actually yields superfluous information (the exact trajectory of every

particle is seldom of interest).

For a more practical Physico-Mathematical Formulation, consider the mixture as a Two-

Phase Continuum. Attention is focused on AVERAGED VARIABLES which represent the

properties and motion of two imaginary fluids, CONTINUOUS and DISPERSED

"phases", co-existing in space and time.

Averaging is performed in time, space, time-space, etc. (Ishii, 1975; Delhaye & Achard,

1976, Drew 1983). This approach highly simplifies the representation of the motion, but

also gives rise to new difficulties, e.g.,

(1) The meaning of boundary conditions for and derivatives of the averaged variables

may contradict physical intuition.

(2) New interfacial terms and averaged turbulent and diffusion stress appear, for which

rigorous constitutive equations are still lacking.

To proceed, it is postulated that the averaged variables are "smooth", interfacial momentum

transfer is given by (modified) Strokes drag, stress term, are Newtonian-like and no-slip,

no penetration boundary conditions are applicable. The results can be cast in one of the

following forms.
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Formulation 1: 2 Fluid Model.

Two systems of PDE of Navier-Strokes type, one for phase C and one for phase D, with

interaction terms, should be solved. Dilemmas: interpretation of pressure and viscosity of

phase D.

Formulation 2: Mixture (diffusion) Model.

One Navier-Strokes like systems for the "mixture" variables, plus one "diffusion" eq. for a

(volume fraction) is obtained. Difficulty: a closure formula for the relative ("diffusion")

velocity, v R , should be guessed (cf. Fick's law).

Typical equations obtained under these formulations are presented in Appendix.

Some results of this Averaged Continuum approach, implemented to rotating systems, are

subsequently presented. It turns out that, if judiciously used, both formulations of this

approach provide us with consistent and meaningful information.

The cylindrical (r,9,z) system rotating with Çiï is used. Initially, the mixture is in solid

body rotation ( v = 0) and well mixed (a = a (0) = const ) The particles are assumed to

be spherical and single-sized.

Result 1

LONG AXISYMMETRIC CONTAINER, Figure 4

P D - P C
Parameters: e = —p ;c

Solution, Greenspan (1983): The 2 Fluid Model with: <X=(X(t);

yields an exact set of ODE with initial conditions. Position of shocks (separating sediment,

mixture and pure fluid) results from volume flux continuity.
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Radial structure (Fig. 4) resembles gravity settling (Fig.2) but (for e,P < < 1 ),

a.
o0o o o 0
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Figure 4

This reveals the important SQUEEZING effect: particles are extracted from the mixture

zone and a/a(0) —>0. Sedimentation takes place because:

(a) squeezing, if r j«ro

(b) disengagement, if r . = rQ

(c) (a) and (b), in general.

In gravity settlers, only effect (b) is relevant because, usually, oc/a(O)=l in mixture zone.
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This solution cannot account for the circulation induced by the top and bottom plates in ;

"real" container. This effect is investigated next

Result 2

FINITE STRAIGHT CYLINDER, Figure 5

I
EKMAN LAYER

". . • • • ; • .
n<1 .10 3

* «V o °
ÙtO a t\ 0 0

T
H

Figure 5

An additional parameter, the Ekman number,

" P c r s T
r2

n " L r o J '

is introduced.

The Mixture Model is used with the semi-empirical

and Newtonian-like stress terms. The asymptotic analysis for ^ β , E small (Ungarish,

1986) indicates that very thin viscous Ekman layers develop and affect (mainly)
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the angular velocity eo = y- of the mixture.

The continuity equation yields:

Thus, the solution of oc(t) is decoupled, see Fig. 6.

The solution of the velocity field employs the important kinematic relationship:

volume flux mass velocity

H
Volume conservation 2 Jir Jj*m • f dz = 0, in view of momentum balances in the core and

0
Ekman layers yield the spin-up equation:

f

co = y angular velocity of mixture core and to(0)=0.

This equation can be integrated after calculating <x(t), see Fig. 7.

It is concluded that the Ekman layers have a major influence on the azimuthal velocity of the

separating mixture core. This influence is reflected by the new important parameter:

E 1 / 2 separation time scale
À =

spin - up time scale

Thus, for X«l, (weak Ekman layers) the radial separative motion induces a considerable

backward angular motion,

(consequence of angular momentum conservation). Here Ro =» |e|oc(O).
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For X>1, the Ekmatr layers induce axial and radial circulations to reduce the backward

angular velocity.

There may be strong objections against the validity and applicability of the simplifications

and approximations used for obtaining Result 1 and Result 2. Experimental verification is

still a challenge. Therefore, a corroboration and extension was attempted by numerical

solution of the full equations of motion as described below.

Result 3

FINITE DIFFERENCES SOLUTION OF FULL NON-LINEAR 2 FLUID

EQS.

The physical setting and the discretized mesh are presented in Fig,8.

The numerical finite difference approach (Ungarish 1988; Frederick, Robonito, Wood

1988) is introduced.

First, use Forward Time discretization e.g. l o t St )

(0) Continuity eq. for phases yields. cc+ = - 5tV • j * n + a

Momentum eqs. (with m = ôVscaling const.) give:

(1) fD

x f + = - m(l - a )VP + + j Q

The sum (l)+(2) yields 3 ( = J*D + î c ) -

Substitute into global continuity: V • f = V • J += 0 ^ < , result i s m e l l i p t i c ^ ^ { 1 ^ f o r

p + namely:

<3> H-rff^+a ^
(f is a known function of a)

Now, use Central Space discretization.
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Eq.(3) =>Pt;(l)&(2) =>(]" n ^ i j î B q . (0) => a]..

These calculations (of "new" pressure, fluxes and volume fraction at points y) are repeated

every time step. Some numerical difficulties showed up in the sediment region.

A typical ran requires about 20 minutes on Cray X-MP. Pertinent numerical outcomes are

displayed in Figure 9, some of them compared with the analytical Results 1 and 2.

Insight provided by Results 1, 2, 3. These results support the following

generalized conclusions about the mixture zone. Let:

( 1 ) If the mixture core is in almost solid rotation (Ro —> 0) and E « 1, then

Bα 2 e. „ . b(a)

for a ( 0 ) < < 1

a(t)=a(O)exp - 2 e
l t ( 1 + 4P~J

(For finite Ro, v R requires correction O(Ro) which may be quite complicated,

because the effiective buoyancy « Q 2 ( i + v m / Q r ) 2 . )

(2) The variation of v R with p displays a very interesting and peculiar behaviour, see

Figure 10. In particular, it is observed that:

(a) the radial components of v R has a maximum at p=0.5. Thus, in some

circumstances, larger particles will settle radially slower than smaller particles.

See points A and B on Figure 10, which represent a small and large particle in

the same centrifuge.

(b) Although the centrifugal buoyancy acts in the radial direction, the relative

velocity of v R has a very significant azimuthal component for p 0.1. This
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azimuthal component

radial component

smoll porticles
or slow rotation

l o rQe pcticles
or fost rotation

Figure 10

indicates that lateral sedimentation is available upon the insertion of an

azimuthal barrier (sedimentation is proportional to a

normal to the wall).

R where ft is the

The abovementioned observations (a), (b) have no counterpart in gravity settling. For an
explanation, consider the leading radial balance,

Drag + Buoyancy + Coriolis = 0

- a ( u D - u c )
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For small particles, the last term is negligibly small (Fig. 11 a), but for longer particles the

last two terms are dominant (Fig. 11 b),

motion

Figure 11

However, these peculiar results give rise to the dilemma: is Stokes drag law,

5 « v*D - v c indeed applicable for larger P? Considering only one particle in a rotating

fluid, (Figure 11 c), the answer is "no", because Taylor-Proudman columns develop on

particles, and the drag has components perpendicular to velocity. On the other hand,

particles in a suspension are very close (for a>0.1) and appearance of columns may be

obstructed. This is still an open problem, with important implications on rheology.

Figure lie

Viscous region

Because of this unknown behaviour, there is, in general, no theoretical justification for

applying the presently discussed formulation unless β-ccl. However, there is evidence

that the essential global behaviour is properly reproduced even for values of P as high as 5.

This is indicated by the subsequently discussed configuration.
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Result 4

LONG CYLINDRICAL SECTOR (COMPARTMENT), see Fig. 12.

Figure 12

This setting utilizes the lateral sedimentation to shorten the effective separation time. In

view of Fig. 10, the optimal results are expected for p « 1, where both components of v R

contribute significantly.

The study of Schaflinger, KSppl and Filipczak 1986 predicts and experimentally confirms

the curves of Fig. 13.
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The good agreement between theory and experiment

for both small and large β is very encouraging.

Figure 13

Result 5

INCLINED WALLS EFFECT

So far, only "straight" containers have been considered. Fascinating effects, which have

puzzled the investigators for several centuries, have been reported in gravity settling in

vessels with inclined walls. In particular, the motion of the fluid-mixture interface is

enhanced and a thin juasi-steady pure fluid layer is maintained adjacent to the inwardly

inclined boundary, see Fig. 14. The peculiarities, associated with the "Boycott effect" and

the PNK kinematic theory, have been satisfactorily explained on basis of the averaged

continuum theory by Acrivos and Herbolzheimer 1979, Probstein, Yung and Hicks 1981,

Scheider 1982.
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For very small inertia and viscous terms, gravity yields:

regular enhanced velocity of interface;
thin quasi-steady layer

Figure 14

Roughly speaking, the inertia and viscous terms in the mixture bulk are much smaller then

the buoyancy. Thus, hydrostatic pressure distribution, p = [p c( l + ea)] g z + const

develops. However, particles falling from beneath the inclined wall create a region of pure

fluid, lighter than the mixture. Due to this deficit in buoyancy, the abovementioned p
3p

(which is induced into this region by 3 - = 0 ) pushes the lighter fluid upwards until the

pressure gradient is counter balanced by viscous and / or inertia! forces. This counter

balance requires a rapid motion and a thin layer when the governing parameter

A = a (0) (H/a ) is large, as in the typical cases.

Result 6

An important question addressed by Greenspan and Ungarish 1985, is: can these effects

and explanations be straightforwardly extended to centrifugal separation, e.g. Fig. 15.
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regular Question [G&U (1985)
enhanced velocity?
thin layer?

Figure 15

if inertia and viscous forces are small, the motion and shape of the fluid-

mixture interface in an axisymmetric container will be very different from the gravity

analogue. In particular, the velocity of the straight portion of the interface will not be

enhanced and the inclined pure fluid region will not remain thin. The discrepancy is

attributed, again, to the need for Coriolis acceleration. Consider the azimuthal momentum

equation of the mixture.

2pQu = - Y jrz: + viscous + inertia.
39

If — = 0 it follows that u is very small.
6

Since any significant radial motion of the mixture bulk is lacking, the corresponding

velocity of the interface is governed by the usual u • f\ without enhancement. Thus, in
R

both containers (a) and (b) of Fig. 15 the cylindrical part of the interface advances with the

same velocity. A kinematics argument is employed now: since more sediment is created

on the larger outer wall of container (b), a correspondingly larger amount of pure fluid

shows up; this fluid is necessarily accumulating near the inclined wall, and therefore forms
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a thickening bulk rather than a quasi-steady thin layer. (Recall that a unit volume of

mixture separates into (1-CC/OCM) pore fluid and OC/OM sediment).

On the other hand, upon the insertion of a meridional barrier dp/dQ * 0 therefore

enhancement of radial velocity and presence of a thin pure fluid layer are possible in

resemblance with the gravity case. These predictions have been confirmed by visualization

tests, Amberg and Greenspan 1987.

For better understanding and predictions of the motion in an inclined axisymmetrical

cylinder, some details of the quantitative analysis are presented.

Result 7

LARGE AXISYMMETIRC CONTAINER WITH INCLINED WALLS

Fig. 16 describes a mixture of lighter particles (more convenient for discussion and

) "visualization). The interesting time interval is t s e p = (Hβ^) Assuming small E, e,

(Ungarish 1988) the equation for a can be decoupled, the equations of motion linearized

and a boundary layer plus inviscid core decomposition introduced.

da (1-a.r
Thus, a j = a j(t) is obtained from —^ = - 2a x , a j(0) = a(0) given.

Regions:

I - mixture; II - pure fluid, au = 0.

Initially:

solid rotation, a = a(0) everywhere.

Figure 16
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In the inviscid regions, the momentum equations read

Since the interface cannot support a pressure difference, it follows:

Thus, counter-rotation (a Coriolis effect) accounts for pressure continuity between I and H!

The "lighter" region rotates faster. (Recall that in gravity settling the pressure continuity is

counter balanced by viscous and / or inertia effects and therefore calls for a thin boundary

layer).

For velocity matching and compatibility with boundary conditions, one should add viscous

corrections: Ekman layer type variables, but region I is of thickness S(r,t)

Fig. 17.

see

Figure 17

The volume flux here is « E1 /2rQ (S)

Matching ̂ boundary and initial conditions can now be applied. The equation for the

interface is:

c l / 2 3S _

with S(r,t = 0 ) = 0. (Separation)
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The first and second terms on the RHS represents the Ekman suction (towards the wall)

and the buoyancy separation (away from the wall), see Fig. 18.

Separation ,4—Q 4-0
Velocity 0

o
Ekman Suction
Velocity

Figure 18

The motion of the interface is subjected to the two main possibilités:

Balance (a): 9s/9t = 0 , i-e.,

(Suction^Separation) .In this case the pure fluid layer is thin and quasi-steady. However,

it tuns out that |Q(S)| reaches maximum at § = rc '• Balance (a) is therefore available only

for

ftl cot7B=S

.-1/2.Balance (b): dS/dt = E (Separation).In this case, the pure fluid layer thickens rapidly

to an inviscid bulk, as predicted by the qualitative Result 6.

It is emphasized that a new parameter, 5 has been derived. If 2 « 1 (the common

case) no thin pure fluid layer is expected near the inclined walls, in accordance with the

qualitative Result 6. If S >1, (expected in very viscous fluids), the viscous suction of the

Ekman iayer is strong enough for sustaining a thin pure fluid layer. The predicted

difference is an excellent test of theory and has been indeed verified in the configuration of

Fig. 19 (Greenspan 1987, private).
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(Do. (3a

Figure 19

In the foregoing analysis and discussion of inclined boundaries the dimensions of the

vessel were assumed much larger than the typical width of the viscous shear layers.

However, some related designs of inclined separators take advantage of very narrow gaps.

An important example is subsequently mentioned.

Result 8

THE CONICAL DISK CENTRIFUGE

Figure 20
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In this configuration, Fig. 20, the distance between plates is M ^J "TT , gap ratio -1/2

As shown by Amberg, Dahlkild, Bark, Henningson (1986) disengagement between phases

1/2is the dominant phenomena. This is completed in « E t s by a complicated motion of

the interface, solved as kinematic shocks imbedded in a lubrication layer. This rapid

disengagement makes "squeezing" unimportant and a = a(0) during the process.

Result 9

ROTATING 2 FLUID SHEAR FLOW, AN EXACT SOLUTION

The importance of "exact" solutions of non-trivial flows cannot be overestimated. In this

spirit, the 2 fluid extension of von-Karman's rotating disk results are of great value in

centrifugal separation. Therefore, consider the steady state, axisymmetric, 2 phase flow

induced by a rotating disk in a stationary mixture bulk, Fig. 21. If a = a (z ) the

v.Karman's similarity reduces the 2 Fluid Model to a set of 13 ODE, very stiff and

unstable. It was solved by numerical and asymptotic means, Ungarish & Greenspan 1983.

r
1

o o
absolutely

non-rotating

bulk

5 a

=>.. ° o

* • >
. . • • • •

rotating disk

Figure 21
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To Leading Order, a classical von Karman flow (with a modified apparent viscosity) and

constant a is obtained.

However, a sublayer of thickness <= a (particle radius) is required to satisfy the boundary

conditions at the disk; also, (doc/dÇ) -» » unless some suction o* diffusion are added on

the disk.

The physical interpretation of this sublayer is still under investigation. A similar sublayer

showed up in the finite difference solution in the cylinder (Fig- 9 e).

CONCLUDING REMARKS

The available theory provides us with elementary tools for modeling, simulation and

understanding the flow field of particle-fluid mixtures.

The subject is on the frontier of fluid dynamics, and still requires a great deal of further

development: experiments; incorporation of particle collisions, shear lift, Taylor column

drag, etc.; understanding of boundary conditions; assessment of mixture vs. 2 fluid

models; studies of stability; modeling the motion of the sediment

Nevertheless, existing results have been successful in predicting novel features and

interpreting observations - mostly concerning motion of interfaces. Useful "insight" and

"intuition" have been developed. So far, both models are consistent.

It is the author's hope that this brief survey will enhance the knowledge and confidence in

applying the existing results and will stimulate research along the presented Unes.
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APPENDIX

Equations of Motion, Dimensionless

(Scaling by: ^

(A) Two fluid formulation

Continuity:

8a
dt

Momentum Balance:

(1+ea) D

lelp

-i"

( a c ' a n a r e c o n s t a n t coefficients J
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(B) Mixture (or diffusion ) formulation

Volume continuity: V • j = 0,

doc
Dispersed phase conservation: ——h V * a\^D = 0,

at

Momentum balance:

(l+ea)J2zxV+ le
dt 2

= --i-VP+ ~ a r f - Eμ(a)[V x V x V- (4/3)V(V-V)]
r r*

supplemented by kinematic relationships, e.g.,

Î =?-
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THE EFFECT OF SHEAR AND LIFT ON PARTICLE-GAS SEPARATION

By Dr. M. Fichman and Professor Dr. D. Pnueli,

Faculty of Mechanical Engineering, Technion, Israel

Institute of Technology, Haifa, Israel

This Presentation is based on References [14] and [15].

1. Introduction

This investigation considers a flow field generated by the superposition of a shear flow in

the x direction and a perturbation in the form of a small oscillatory flow in the y direc-

tion. See Fig. 1. A small particle of radius a is assumed to be placed in the flow and to be

affected by it.

ZLLh

Fig.l. Velocity field and coordinates

Because of the oscillatory motion, the particle may have a velocity component perpen-

dicular to the shear flow. The entire state, i.e., the particle with the flow field, is denoted
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stable if the particle maintains, on the average, its y coordinate. If the particle leaves its

initial average y coordinate and does not return, the state is denoted unstable. Conditions

are sought to determine the stability or instability of a given state.

The particle is assumed small and, therefore, the shear flow need be only a local shear

flow. Thus, the results obtained here are quite general, because many flows can be locally

approximated by shear flows

The motivation for this investigation stems from the need to predict the distribution of

particles and their migration characteristics in turbulent flows, e.g., in air pollution consid-

erations, in dusting fields, in rivers, and in the use of particles to measure velocities in laser

techniques.

The analysis is done in detail for perturbations in the y direction. It is noted,

however, that the same results are obtained for perturbations in the x direction, as

indicated briefly in the analysis.

2. Analysis

Instability Conditions for a Rigid Particle in a Flow:

The velocity field is given by

q = i U + j V , U = hy

V = eV(y)exp [i(cot + kx)]

with e « 1.

The equations for the motion of particles in this flow field are

.2

The coefficients in Eq. (2), which relate to drag [1] A and to lift [2], [4] L are given by
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m p

_ 6 . 4 6 ^ - a2

1 v 1 / 2 m p U y J v1 / 2a- p p

= 3 p f

4m p 4 P p (3)

where 2a is the particle diameter, m p its mass, p p i t e density, fi its angular velocity in

the x-y plane, μ the dynamic viscosity of the fluid, and v its kinematic viscosity.

A necessary condition for Eq. (3) to hold is that all three Reynolds numbers

_ Jîâ! R _ va. R Qa2

~ v ' v v ' nR R

h~ v ' v v ' n v

are small compared with 1. The particle velocity relative to the fluid is v.

Equations- (1) and (2) yield

dt2

with the initial conditions

y = yin' x = ( i ^ = U = hy, at t = 0 ( 5 )

The oscillatory motion is small and a solution is sought as a series expansion in e,

x = x o + EXj + . . .

y = y 0
+ e y i + - (6)

The zeroth approximation to Eq. (4) is
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with the initial condition

y 0

 = yin' x o = O > a t t = 0 (8)

The zeroth approximation to the solution is

y o = y m ' x o = h y o l (9)

The first-order approximation of Eq. (4) with Eq. (9) yield

d \ .

d 2y!

dt 2 +

dx.
A ' AI,

' A ~

• A , U Γ
dt

d x j

y i + L dt i

i(6)t+ khy t)

.̂Voe

(10a)

(10b)

where Vd =V(y0).

Equation (10b) is rearranged

and differentiated

d x t J d y t A d y t dy t

d t 2 " ~ L " d t ^ ' L dt 2 + dt

where w = a> + khy 0 .

Substitution into Eq. (10a) yields

^ - L h ) — = « D A V 0 + A Vod

The characteristic equation of the homogeneous part of Eq. ( 11 ) is

X3 + 2AA2 + (A2 - Lh)X, = 0 (12)

with the solution

* A ± V r ^ (13)
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It is noted that if. instead of y oscillations, there are x ones, the resulting equation

for yj will differ from Eq. (11) in its right-hand side only and the characteristic equation

for the X will still be the same. Thus, the stability conditions, which result only from the

characteristic equation for X, are quite general and apply to both x and y perturbations.

The solution for yx is unstable for

-A+ VLÏÏ">0
or

V E h ~ / A > l (14)

Using Eq. (3), Eq. (14) becomes

Lh _ I ^ μ ! ! 3 ' 2 0 . 0 7 6 h 3 / V p p

A 2 " v 1 / 2 a p p ( 8 1 / 4 ) ^ 2 / a 4 P p ) ~ v 1 ^

Therefore, the condition for instability is

w V 3 / 2 P f

Equation (15) contains neither the magnitude of the perturbation nor its frequency

and, therefore, the instability does not depend on these. Thus, when Eq. (15) holds, a

small perturbation in the motion of a particle moving in the shear flow will cause it to

migrate with increasing velocity in the direction perpendicular to that of the main flow.

The same instability condition in Eqs. (14) and (15) holds in the case of a single shear

flow with a small particle having an initial velocity perpendicular to the direction of the

flow. This case is very important in the theory of the deposition of small particles from

turbulent flow in tubes. A basic concept in the models of particle deposition [5], [6] is that

of "stopping distance" of a small particle in the viscous sublayer, which can be considered

as a simple shear flow. The "stopping distance" is the distance that a particle moving with

an initial velocity in the direction perpendicular to the main flow covers before it stops. This

distance has been calculated until now without taking into account the lift force. Applying

the present results and using the friction velocity" U* = <Jiwl p f as the characteristic

velocity of the flow in the viscous sublayer and the length y* = v/U* as characteristic, the

instability condition of Eq. (14) becomes

x+ > l / V L + h + with h+ = 1 in the sublayer (16)
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where T+ = 1/A+ = (2/9)(pp/pf)(aV*/v)2 is the nondimensional panicle relaxation time.

Thus, when Eq. (16) holds, a particle with an initial velocity in the direction perpen-

dicular to the shear flow does not stop and continues its motion with increasing velocity

until it hits the wall. If one insists on still using the concept of "stopping distance" in such

cases, then the "stopping distance" becomes "until it hits the wall." Theses cases are very

important in consideration of deposition in turbulent flows. For example, for pp =

1 g / cm3 and pf = 1O3 g/cm3, Eq. (16) requires i + > 12. This value is in the middle

of the range of interest in the theory of deposition of small particles in turbulent flows in

tubes.

3. Conclusion

A criterion to the onset of migration of particles perpendicular to a local shear flow

has been obtained. The form of the criterion is an algebraic relation between the diameter of

the particle, the local shear rate, the kinematic viscosity of the fluid, and the ratio of the

fluid/particle densities, which can be put as

a l . . . . „ . ( 1 7 )

In laminar flows, region in which the criterion for migration is satisfied are therefore

cleared of particles whose size satisfies the criterion. Thus, qualitatively, in a laminar pipe

flow one should find larger particles in the center only, intermediate size particles both in

the middle and further towards the walls, and smaller particles everywhere.

An application of the criterion to the viscous sublayer in turbulent flows has resulted

in the "stopping distance" for any particle that satisfies the criterion to be unlimited, i.e.,

once the particle enters the viscous sublayer it continues to move until it hits the wall.

4. Examnle: Particles in Pine flow

In a laminar pipe Poiseuille flow,
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„ -i^^i-^f dPY
L " v Pf " 2μ2 ^ dx/-

Conditions for stability are

and the particles arrange themselves in the pipe according to

5. Example: Transition to Turbulence

This example applies to "particles" made from the same fluid as the carrier one.

Therefore some more analysis is required:

Let the velocity field in laminar flow be given by

where U is a shear flow in the x direction,

U = hy, (18)

and V is a sinusoidal perturbation in the y direction, superimposed on the shear flow,

V=ev(y)exp{i(cot + kx)} (19)

with e « 1.

Consider a fluid particle in the flow, and let an auxiliary coordinate system move with

the particle, staying parallel to the original inertial coordinates, the flow as seen in this

auxiliary system is shown in Fig.2. The small fluid particle rotates with the angular velocity
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o-li
2 dy • (20)

Let the coordinates of the fluid particle be X and Y. Because of the perturbation velocity

V, the fluid particle changes its Y coordinate. As long as the time mean-value of Y,

however, remains the same, the flow is considered stable and remains laminar. Once the

value of Y changes monotonically by a finite amount the flow becomes unstable and

transition to turbulence occurs.

Fig.2. Fluid particle and coordinates attached to i t

The criterion for non-decaying disturbances has been obtained as

Lh > A 2 . (14.a)

The criterion has come out in terms of A and L, which therefore merit further considera-

tion.

Assume the fluid particle to have the shape of a cylinder, with radius a and length b.

The lift force on.such a cylinder is given by [7, 8]

TtabpfU'T (21)

with Pf the fluid density, U' the streaming velocity, and F the circulation. For the
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rotating cylinder, (1) and (3) yield

T = 2jtafl = rah. (22)

But, using L as it appears in (4), where LU' is the lift force per total mass of the

particle, this becomes

L = 7ih. (23)

The drag force on the cylinder is conveniently expresses as [7,9]

- ^-pfu'2 (24)

with CD the drag coefficient. But, using A as it appears in (2), where AU' is the drag

force per total mass of the cylinder, this becomes

A = (U'CD) / (2a) = (vCDRe J/ (4a2) ( 2 5 )

where
^ = CalO/v ( 26 )

is a Reynolds number defined for the streaming velocity U' and v is the kinematic

viscosity.

Substitution of (23) and (25) in the criterion for instability, (14.a), yields a new

form for the criterion

h a 2 / v > C D R e . /4-S/K = 0. 141CDRe .
(27)

The analysis leading from (21) to (27) can be repeated under the assumption that

the fluid particle has the shape of a sphere. Equation (21) is still assumed to hold differen-

tially and is therefore integrated for the sphere. Equation (27) still emerges as the criterion

for instability, but with the constant 0.141 replaced by another constant, 0.106.

Now suppose the criterion for instability, (27), is satisfied. This means transition to

turbulence. The flow now becomes turbulent, with the turbulent disturbances emerging

from the fluid particle. The product
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in (27) is, therefore, CD at the transition to turbulence multiplied by Re^ at the transi-

tion to turbulence. For the cylindrical shape, this product is 10000 [10], while for the

spherical shape it is 5000 [4]. Inserting these values into (21), the final form of the

criterion for local instability is

ha2/v > 1410 (28)

for panicles of cylindrical shape, and

ha2/v > 530 (29)

for spherical particles. Because (29) is less restrictive than (28), it is (29) which must be

used as the local criterion for instability.

5.1 Poiseuille flow in a pipe.

The velocity profile is

u = 2ïï[l-(r/R)2],

where û is the mean velocity, r is the radial cooidinateto the center of the fluid particle, and

R is the radius of the pipe. The local shear is

h = 4ûr/R2.

The pipe-flow Reynolds number is

Re = 2uR/V,

and the left-hand side of (23) becomes

ha 2 / v=40r (a /R) 2 / v = 2(r /R)(a/r) 2Re.

For geometrical reasons, since the particle must be inside the pipe,

r + a < R,
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Table 1. Transition Reynolds numbers in Poiseuille flow

Assumed particle size

a/R or a/Y =

r/R or y/Y =

Pipe Poiseuille flow

Plane Poiseuille flow

0.5

0.5

2120

2827

0.4

0.6

2670

3680

0.3

0.7

42206

5608

0.2

0.8

8281

11041

0.1

0.9

29444

39259

and because this particle is assumed not to overlap the center of the pipe,

a<R/2.

Under these restrictions the highest value attainable by ha2/v is for A = R/2, with r=R/2.

Equation (23) now yields

Re = 4 • 530 = 2120.

More values of the transition Reynolds number Re, for other assumed values of a/R and
r/R, are presented in Table 1.

5.2 Plane Poiseuille flow:

An analysis similar to the one for the pipe Poiseuille flow leads to

ha 2 / v=(3 /2 ) (y /Y) (a /Y 2 )Re ,

where Y is half the distance between the two plates, and y is measured from the

centerline between the plates. For a = Y/2, and y = Y/2,

Re = (4/3) • 4 • 530 = 2827.

Again, more values are presented in Table 1.

Comparison with published data:

Experimental values for the transition Reynolds number for the Poiseuille pipe-flow range
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between Re = 2000 for flows with induced disturbances at the entrance to the pipe, up to

Re = 13 000 (and even higher values) for very smooth pipes under very quiescent

conditions have been given in [11]. The values presented in Table 1 for this flow, and in

particular the smallest value of 2120, seem to compare favorably with these experimental

results.

It is interesting to note that this pipe flow is believed to be linearly stable [12], and

that it took a fully non-linear theory and three-dimensional perturbations [12] to find its

modes of instability, and that by the application of a CRAY computer. There is no contra-

diction between that non-linearity and the criterion used in this paper, because that non-

linearity may well be hidden in the use of the drag coefficients here. However, assuming

both methods to be correct, this seems to recommend the use of the method suggested here

whenever possible, because of its directness and simplicity.
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ON THE HYDRODYNAMICS OF ELECTROLYTIC REFINING OF METALS

FRITZ H.BARK, Department of Hydromechanics,

ROYAL INSTITUTE of TECHNOLOGY, STOCKHOLM, SWEDEN

In an electrorefining cell for purification of

e.g.copper, an aqueous solution of CuSO4 , which is usually

acidified by addition of H2SO4 ,is electrolyzed with crude

copper as anodic material and purified copper as cathodic

material. The electrodes are usually oriented vertically. At

the anode, copper enters the electrolyte as Cu++ ions. These

ions are transported to the cathode by advection, diffusion

and migration in the electric field. Impurities in the anode

material precipitate in the electrolyte and settle in the

gravity field. In applications several cells are connected in

series and there is a weak net volume flow through the cells.

The strength of the imposed flow is of the same order of

magnitude as the convective flow that is caused by the

density differences (due to concentration differences) in the

electrolyte.

In the present paper an idealized cell with no

throughflow and no H2 S04 is studied. The electrodes are

vertical and the top and bottom walls of the cell are

electrically insulating. The height of the cell is much larger

than its width. Initially, the concentration field is taken to

be uniform and the potential difference between the electrodes
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\s zero. A constant potential difference is suddenly applied

between the electrodes. It is assumed that the resulting

electric current density on the electrodes is approximately

homogeneous. This assumption is justified if the current

density is sufficiently small compared to the limiting current

density. The gradient of the concentration field at the

electrodes is thus assumed to be known.

Most studies of electrochemically driven convection

have focussed on cases where the concentration outside the

boundary layers at the electrodes is uniform. However, if a

closed system is operating for a sufficiently long time, a

significant stratification is set up outside the boundary

layers. This will also be the case if there is a weak

throughflow. The stratification appears simply because heavy

electrolyte sinks to the bottom of the container whereas light

electrolyte rises to the upper parts of the container. In many

cases of practical interest, the stratification is sufficiently

strong to control the motion of the electrolyte. The purpose of

the present paper is to investigate effects of stratification

on the mass transfer in the cell.

After a short time, the stratification becomes

significant and quasi-steady boundary layers appear on the

vertical and horizontal walls. Outside these boundary layers,

there is a very slow inviscid and nondiffusive motion. The

stratification tends to block vertical motion, which in the

present case results in linear boundary layers on the vertical

walls. At horizontal boundaries, where the blocking effect of

the stratification is rather weak, there is a nonlinear
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boundary layer of a kind akin to those dealt with in the theory

of rotating fluids. A very important feature of the mass

transfer process in stratified electrolytes is that no distinct

concentration boundary layers appear as would be the case if

bulk of the electrolyte were essentially homogeneous. In the

present case all velocity and concentration boundary layers

coalesce in spite of the fact that the Schmidt number usually

is of order 10 or somewhat larger.

An approximate asymptotic analysis of the

mathematical problem for the concentration and velocity fields

shows that the thickness of the vertical boundary layers is of

order Ra~2/9 H , where Ra is the Rayleigh number and H is the

width of the container. The thickness of the horizontal

boundary layers is of order Ra~4/27 H. It is shown that the

stratified concentration field outside the boundary layers

evolves towards a steady state on the long time scale

Ra1/9 H2/ K ,where K is the mass diffusivity. An approximate

nonlinear parabolic equation for the stratification is derived.

Once the solution of this equation computed, which is simply

done by using numerical methods, the details of the

concentration and velocity fields in the vertical boundary

layers at the electrodes can be readily computed analytically.

The complete mathematical problem is solved by

numerical methods. The results agree very well with those

obtained from the approximate asymptotic analysis. The

numerical solution of the complete problem is, however, rather

time consuming even if a powerful computer is used. Therefore,

the approximate solution is useful for practical purposes in
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addition to providing insight into the mechanics of the mass

transfer process.

The theoretical predictions are compared with

experimental results. The vertical velocity field in the

vertical boundary layers was measured by using laser Doppler

velocimetry. The measurements are in reasonable agreement with

the theoretical predictions. The stratified concentration field

outside the boundary layers was measured by using laser

holography. Also for this quantity is there a reasonable

agreement between theory and experiments.
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Calculation of Condensation and Vibrational Relaxation in Expanding
Flows of Gas Mixture by a Second-Order Godunov Scheme

Hisashi Mikami

Department of Energy Sciences
Tokyo Institute of Technology, Nagatuta, Midori-ku, Yokohama, Japan

I. Introduction

Some of the recent effort for obtaining numerical solution to the equations gov-

erning reactive non-viscous compressible flows has been directed toward the

method using Riemann problem approach^'3. In the present paper, a second-or-

der Godunov scheme4 is employed to predict expanding flows of gas mixture, in-

volving either condensation or vibrational relaxation which are equivalent to the

exothermic chemical reactions.

Condensation process takes place on a very short time scale, followed by the

comparatively gradual convection of energy released in the flow field. Hence, the

Frenkel-Zel'dovich equation describing the condensation kinetics is split from the

gas dynamic equations and numerically integrated by an implicit method. On the

other hand, a Riemann solver for the full system of equations is used to predict the

vibrational relaxation by introducing a modified definition of the left and right states

to the Riemann problem, such that the Rankine-Hugoniot conditions are still a finite

difference approximation to the characteristic equations.

The vibrational relaxation and condensation of uranium hexafluoride (UF6)

molecules in expanding flows are of special interest owing to the practical impor-

tance of cooling of UFegas, because some laser based schemes for separating

uranium isotopes require cooled UFe molecules at a temperature of approximately

50K for the elimination of hot bands, and to bring the molecules into their ground
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states from which selective excitation can start, whereas one has to avoid the con-

densation which raises the temperature and diminishes the selectivity. A detailed

investigation of several important gas-dynamical aspects of the process has been

performed by Beylich5.

In the present paper, numerical calculations of quasi-one-dimesional flows for

UFe gas carried in argon (A) were performed in the presence of homogeneous

condensation. Variations of the nondimensional pressure and temperature are

presented for different stagnation conditions. The pressure and temperature rises

due to homogeneous condensation and the calculated supersaturation increases

sharply owing to the rapid cooling before the onset of condensation, and dimin-

ishes rapidly after passing the maximum due to precipitation of UF6 vapor. Exist-

ing data on the supersaturation at condensation onset are found to agree with the

numerical predictions.

The calculation of the expanding flow of vibrational^ relaxing UF6 gas mixed

with argon was carried out using the Landau-Teller equation, with the numerical

value of the relaxation time determined from the correlation formula of Millikan and

Whilte6. Our own experimental data on the thermal dissociation of SF6 in a re-

flected shock region provide an evidence that this approach can be applicable for

spherical top molecules (such as SF6 and UF6) mixed with rare gases. Computa-

tions were made for various stagnation conditions to obtain a criterion for the initial

breakdown of vibrational equilibrium. The predicted terminal vibrational tempera-

tures are correlated excellently by a dimensionless parameter interpreted as the

vibrational relaxation time divided by the characteristic flow time.

II. Governing Equations

The Equations of gas dynamics for a quasi-one-dimensional unsteady flow can

be written in the form:
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^ ^ + K A ^ = 0, (2)

+ K3Au(pE + P) =
dt </X

where p, u, E, and p, respectively, are the density, the velocity, the total energy and

the pressure; the cross sectional area A(x) of a stream tube is a known function.

All variables are made dimensionless by the relations:

"r~or, ~ = T0T, T ~2 -

(4)

o - (5)

2yo

where quantities with subscript '0' refer to the stagnation condition; qm a x is the

maximum speed; R* is some characteristic distance, y is the ratio of specific heats;

an over bar denotes a dimensional variable.

For nonequilibrium flow, we must introduce a nonequilibrium variable.q to

specify the state of the gas, where q = ev for vibration and q = g for condensation.

In the above, ev and g, respectively, denote the specific vibrational energy and

the condensate mass fraction. The state equations are then of the form:
• p = ( Y -1 ) p e , (6)

p = J R / M ) p ( 1 - g ) , (7)

where y is a dimensionless quantity which is the ratio of specific heats , for

polytropic gas. For UF6-A mixtures, y is given by
( M 2

2 X1 + [ 4 + T

3
2 X 1
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where xi and x2, respectively, are the mole fraction of A and UF6; M2 is the molec-

ular weight of UFe. The vibrational energy, ev is obtained from the partition func-

tion for hexafluoride molecules in the form5-7:

6

ô i d i

\
1
ô- +

exp(-ej/Tv)

- exp(-6 ; /Tv)
(9)

Here 8j and dj, respectively, represent the characteristic vibrational temperature

and the degeneracy factor of UF6 molecules and Tv is the vibrational temperature

corresponding to a Boltzmann distribution over vibrational energy states. It has

been assumed that flow is everywhere in instantaneous translational and rota-

tional equilibrium.

The calculated values of y for A-UF6 mixtures in a state of thermodynamic

equilibrium are shown in Fig.1, over the temperature range from 0 K through 300

K.

'O 100 T [K) 200 300

Fig.1 y as a function of absolute temperature.
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An equation for the additional variable.q is provided by the rate equation for the

nonequilibrium process. The vibrational relaxation rate can be written in the di-

mensionless form:

— - D a ^ — ; — ' •

Tv

where ev means the equilibrium vibrational energy and

Dam = — , (11)
Qmax i

denotes the Damkôhler number which is interpreted as the ratio between the

characteristic flow time and the vibrational relaxation time. Here TVQ is the relax-

ation time under the stagnation condition denoted by the subscript "0" and the

value is determined from the relation:

tvOPO -

where Z is the vibrational collision number, T\ is the viscosity, a and m, respectively,

are the radius and mass of hardsphere molecules, suffixes " 1 " and "2", respec-

tively, denote the carrier gas (A) and UF6. An explicit expression for t v is obtained

using the Landau-Teller equation8:

-

with Tv being the characteristic vibrational temperature corresponding to the mini-

mum fundamental frequency, where K2 is a positive constant.

The condensate mass fraction g is governed by the rate equation based on the

Frenkel-Zel'dovich nucleation rate equation in conjugation with free molecular-

flow growth law9:
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r* =

M
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d_£
dt

— exp
n N A Pc

. 3

4jcp*a

3kT

d t (14)

(15)

(16)

dr
dt

ap s

Pc MvT

(17)

where I is the nucleation rate; r is the radius of the spherical condensate; r* is the

radius of the critical nucleus; p c is the solid density, a is the surface free energy; a

is the condensation coefficient; p s is the saturated vapor pressure above the plane

surface; M v is the molecular weight of the vapor; M is the mixture molecular weight

; N Α is the Avogadro number; k is the Boltzmann constant.

Under the assumption that the molecular transport effects leading to viscosity,

heat conduction and diffusion are neglected, the gas dynamic equations (1-3) are

also valid for a condensing gas mixture of an inert carrier gas and vapor, consid-

ered as a homogeneous medium, if the mean velocity of the condensed particle is

equal to the gas velocity; the condensate temperature equals the temperature fit

the ambient gas, and further mass-averaged variables are employed. The basic

equations for the two-phase flow have been developed by Nigmatulin1 0 on the

basis of the spatial averaging of the Navier-Stokes equations and are not repeated

here.
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III. Solution Procedure and Numerical Scheme

A numerical procedure for constructing solutions to the Riemann problem for

real gases and its implementation in a second-order Godunov scheme are given

by Colella and Graz4 and will not be discussed here except it applies to the pre-

sent problem. In order to construct the time-centered left and right states in the

presence of rate processes such as condensation and vibrational relaxation, the

definition of ps and us (s=L,R) is modified following the procedure used by Coleila

and Woodwards11 such that the Rankine-Hugoniot conditions are still a finite dif-

ference approximation to the characteristic equations. If post shock variables are

indicated by an over bar, Rankine-Hugoniot conditions are given by

( 7 - ps)/Ws + (TT - Us) = 0 , (s = L,R), (18)

where W is the Lagrangian wave speed. In deriving the characteristic equations,

we write the system of equations in Lagrangian coordinates, Ç:

| | O , (20)

3E dApu _ ._.,

ar + l c l ^ - = 0' (21)
X

where Ç = JpA(x)dx. (22)

To this system, must be added the relaxation equation:

fh-k. (23)
and the rate equation for entropy production following a fluid element:

By multiplying Eqs.(19), (23) and (24), respectively, by pc, 1/pc(3p/9q) and

1/pc(3p/3s) , and adding (subtracting) the results to Eq.(20) expressed as
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we find that characteristic equations take the form:

along dÇ = t Apcdt,

where the quantity, c = V9p/9qs,q is the frozen speed of sound.

Suppose that the Eulerian t>pa^ pnd is equally spaced along the x-axis, where

zones are denoted by suffix i and interfaces are distinguished by 1 /2 integers.

If we define

U i + 1 / 2 " A i + 1/2 UR

Ui+1/2,L = uR,i + +
1 /2(A j+1 / 2 + ^ + 1 / 2 )

Pi+1/2,R = Pw/2 - T ^ J J ^ l X , ( 2 9 )

Ai+1/2Ui+1/2 " A+1/2 4. i+1
U|+1 /2-R = Uu+1 ~ T ^ = — ' (30)

then the Rankine-Hugoniot conditions, Eq.{18) become finite difference

approximation to Eq.(26), which yield time centered values p j+i/2 and u j+i/2

over the time step At. Here p ^ / 2 , u ^ / 2 , C ^ / 2 , and A ^ 1 / 2 are the average

values over the spatial domains of dependence of zone edges, for the pressure,

velocity, Lagrangian sound speed, and cross sectional area . The initial inter-

acting wave structure at time tn = tn + 0 serves as a basis for subsequent calcula-
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tions, and the Lagrangian wave speed WL and WR are evaluated assuming a

frozen vibrational state. Own experiences of present author with the above

scheme applied to the flows through a streamtube of varying cross section have

confirmed that the second term in the right-hand side of Eqs.(28) and (30) can be

safely omitted in obtaining valid steady solution.

The time integration of the rate equations over the time interval At must be

treated by an implicit procedure. An explicit method is likely to introduce non-

physical values of relevant variables, when they are predicted by using the time

derivatives evaluated at t = tn, because the time derivatives undergo appreciable

variation during the time interval, owing to the short time scale of condensation in

comparison with the order of gas-dynamical characteristic time.

Consider a model rate equation written in the dimensionless form:

-$• = Dam(q* - q) , (31)

Dam = - ^ — , (32)

for which the nonequilibrium variable.q tends to the equilibrium value q* exponen-

tially, with a characteristic relaxation time, T. For the vibrational rate equation, the

original equation (10) is already in the form and Eq.(31) may be also applied for a

qualitative description of condensation process in which the local condensation

rate quickly consumes the local excess vapor. Applying the Euler backward

scheme to Eq.(31), we then obtain the following equation for qn+1/2 evaluated at t

= tn + At/2 which serves as an approximate time average over the time increment

At:

Qn + 1/2 . on . _
3 = 3 - = Dam [(q*)n - qn+1/2], (33)

where the quantity (q*)n represents the equilibrium value of q attained with the ini-

tial data at t = tn, by keeping p and e fixed. The accuracy of the operator-splitting
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procedure may be examined by comparing qn+1/2 vvith q n + 1 at t = tn + At, evalu-

ated using the same scheme. After some algebra, we get

qn+1/2

where

e = r——. (35)
DamAt

Thus, for large values of Damkôhler number ( for example, DamAt > 20 ),

we can replace q"+i/2 by qn+1 anc j t n e solution of Eqs.(19-21) and Eq.(23) can be

obtained by first integrating the spatially-homogeneous equation (23) over the

time interval At, giving the new pressures defined by Eqs.(27) and (29), and then

using this as a initial condition for the solution of Eqs. (19-21) over the time step At,

with the rate process being kept frozen.

Applying the Euler implicit method to the vibrational rate equation (10) in eval-

uating the vibrational energy at the intermediate time t = tn+1 / 2 ,

we obtain the following system of two algebraic equations for (ev)"+ and

Tn+1/2.
'i

, xn+1/2 , vn . / .n+1/2--n / »n.At ^ n-T-n+1/2 J I At
(ev)j = (6v)j + *(t j , l j ,(ev)j )"ô" + (of/oIJj ( I j - I j ) ^ "

(36)

(37)
£_ ' III

where

f = Dam-^ , (38)
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(39)

The expression for the partial derivatives 3f/3T and 3f/dev appearing in the coeffi-

cients of these equations can be derived from Eq.(13) in the form:
6 _

exp(-q /T0T)

- exp(-et /T0T)J

exp(-ev/T0T) ]
. exp(-ev/T0T)) J ' K '

A detailed derivation of the analogous system of algebraic equations for the case

of nonequilibrium condensation are given by Sislian9-

The computational algorithm is constructed as a Lagrangian step followed by an

Eulerian remap, by following van Leer's approach12 The slopes of flow variables

in each zone are updated by differencing interface values interpolated using

monotonicity-preserving cubic interpolation curves given by Hyman13- which have

the average values in the four zones nearest the zone edge. The monotonicity

algorithm is also applied to limit the slope values. At the start of calculation, a

complete initial flow field must be specified at all computational meshes. The flow

variables are initialized using the solution for steady frozen flow with the isentropic

exponent yF. At the throat section, all the flow quantities are specified as having

sonic stream values and they are extrapolated linearly at the exit station.
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IV. Vibrational Energy Relaxation Time

As stated in the previous section, semi-empirical correlations between ob-

served vibrational relaxation times and the relevant molecular constants have

been proposed by Millikan and White6 by using Landau-Teller type fitting formula.

Experimental data concerning the thermal dissociation of sulphur hexafiuoride

obtained by Kobayashi"14 can be utilized to indicate that this approach is also ap-

plicable to spherical top molecules (such as SFe and UFe) mixed with rare gases.

The experiments were carried out in a diaphragm-type shock tube supplied with

SFB vapor added at small mole fractions to the argon carrier gas. The dissociation

of SFetakes place in a slug of stationary, high-temperature gas provided by the

reflection of a shock wave from the closed end of a shock tube. Behind a reflected

shock wave, dissociation of SF6 occurs after some delay time, and this apparent

induction time is considered to be proportional to the relaxation time of vibration-

translation energy transfer for sulphur hexafiuoride mixed with argon. The

mechanism of vibrational activation is for one mode to be activated directly with a

relaxation time t and for the energy to spread very rapidly to the other modes by

secondary collisions, and the vibrational relaxation of SF6 is adequately

represented by assuming a single value of relaxation time1 5. Schematic

arrangement of the experimental apparatus is shown in Fig.2. The driver section

was 300 mm long and had a diameter of 100 mm. The driven section had a

20mmx20mm cross section and 1.8 m in length. The use of an area contraction at

the diaphragm station is advantageous in the generation of stronger shock waves

for a given diaphragm pressure ratio. The shock speeds were controlled by

varying diaphragm materials and their thickness (Aluminum foil, 15 and 17 μm,

Tracing paper, 40 μm). Helium was used as the driver gas. To guard against

possible leakage of air into the shock-tube test section, a variation in test-gas

pressure was checked by using a Macleod gauge. The leak rate of approximately

0.01 Torr/Min was realized. Initial gas pressure was also measured by a mercury
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manometer. To measure the pressure histories, piezoelectric transducers (Kistler

20/B5) were flush mounted on the end wall and on the side wall 100 mm from the

end wall. The pressure traces were stored in a Sony-Tektronix 390 AD digitizer at

a sampling period of 0.5 μsec, and 2x1034 samples of data were analyzed on a

microprocessor (NEC PC-9801 VM2). The digitizer was triggered by the signal

from the Kistler gauge mounted on the side wall. The incident and reflected shock

wave speeds were determined by measuring the time for the shock front to propa-

gate between the piezotransducers set at known separation distance (100mm).

The test-gas mixtures were prepared by premixing component gases in a mixing

chamber equipped with a motor-driven fan. The dissociation of SF6 in a dilute

mixture with argon was observed by monitoring the end wall pressure record for

the conditions listed in Table 1.

Table 1 Experimental conditions for SFe dissociation in a shock
tube.

case

1
II
III
IV

SFs [mol%]

25.0
25.0
12.5
12.5

P1 [Torr]

20.0
20.0
20.0
40.0

TifKl

293
293
293
293

Typical pressure histories for shock waves propagating in SF6-A gas mixture are

depicted in Fig.3. The pressure behind the reflected shock wave,ps taken from

these records compares well with the predicted pressure, calculated from the ex-

perimentally measured reflected shock wave speed with the aid of Rankine-Hugo-

niot conditions (see Fig.4). In the end wall pressure records, the pressure jumped

immediately behind the reflected shock wave and in some delay time decreased

exponentially owing to the heat absorption as the SF6 dissociated. The dissocia-

tion process of SFe is regarded as motion of molecules in the space of the vibra-

tional energy over the discrete vibrational levels toward the dissociation limit, fol-

lowed by a transition into the continuous spectrum corresponding to the state of
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the dissociated molecules. Behind a shock front, the translational and rotational

equilibrium are attained in < 10 collisions for most polyatomic gases, whereas

vibrational relaxation may require several thousand collisions. Thus, the delay

time observed in the present experiments can be assumed to be proportional to

the relaxation time of vibration-translation energy transfer for sulphur hexafluoride

mixed with argon. A Landau-Teller plot of experimental data is shown in Fig.5,

where the product of the total pressure pi in Torr, the apparent induction time tmci

in msec and the factor [1-exp(-6v/T)]/T5/6 js plotted on a semi-logarithmic scale,

against T^3. The factor [1-exp(-9v/T)] can not be approximated by 9V/T in the

range of temperatures in this experiments.

GP-IB Data Processing System

Miero- Digitizer
 C o u p l e r s

PietO
tranceducers

Teat gas mixing section

Fig.2 Shock tube for dissociation experiment.

The value of 0V (=522K) was calculated from the minimum fundamental frequency

(363 cm-1) of SFe molecule. As can be seen, the experimental data fall reason-

ably well on a linear line , with the slope K2=34.72 [K1 / 3 ] . A useful correlation for

K2 has been proposed by Millikan and White6 who plotted the mass reduced

slope I^μ'1 / 2 against the oscillator characteristic temperature 6V, where μ denotes

the reduced mass of the system (Fig.6).
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In this way, the correlation is found to be K2=1.16x1 O^μ-1 / 2 8 V

4 / 3 - The SF6-A

data point is included in Fig.6. It is seen that the temperature dependence of the

relaxation time for SF6 and UFe can be estimated by the Millikan-White correlation

with increased confidence.

V. Numerical Results and Discussion

Computations of the flow in the presence of homogeneous condensation were

performed on the basis of the above described method for the source flow expan-

sion of UF5 and SFg in excess of a rare gas ( A and He). A 201 grid point mesh

system was used with uniform mesh increment in the x direction (Ax = 0.1). The

time step size is determined from the relation:

At = Min(vAÇ/C,vAx/u), (42)

where C is the Lagrangian sound speed, and the safety factory is set equal to 0.5.

Steady state solution is considered to be obtained when the transients have been

progressively dumped out from upstream to downstream.

In Figures 7 and 8, the nondimensional pressure and temperature profiles for

different values of stagnation pressure are shown for a 5%UF6-95%À mixture.

Condensation mainly affects the temperature and does not have an appreciable

effect on pressure, for the case considered. Variations of the supersaturation are

plotted in Fig.8. Due to the rapid cooling before the onset of condensation, the su-

persaturation S increases sharply, attaining values as high as S = 1020for UF6.

The corresponding critical-size droplet, however, has a radius to contain 8

molecules of UFe, necessary for the macroscopic theory to be valid. The super-

saturation diminishes rapidly after passing the maximum, due to precipitation of

the UFg vapor. These maximum values shift toward downstream for lower stag-

nation pressures, while the width of the condensation zone increases with in-

creasing distance from the origin. The onset point of condensation can be defined

as the states at which the supersaturation reaches its maximum value.
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An experimental study of homogeneous condensation of UFe vapor in a

stationary expansion of UFe vapor/A mixture in a straight wall expansion nozzle

was performed at Power Reactor and Nuclear Fuel Development Corporation by

Yonago et. al.16. The derived properties of primary interest are the UF6 partial

pressure and the temperature at the onset of condensation, which was detected by

Raighleigh light scattering.

UF e /A MIXTURE
GAMMA = 1.44
UFe MOLE FRACTION =0.05
To =300K

1 . 0 2 . 0 3 . 0 4 . 0 5 . 0 6 0 7 . 0 8 . 0 9 . 0 1 0 . 0 1 1 . 0 1 2 . 0 1 3 . 0 1 4 . D 1 5 . 0 1 6 . 0 1 7 . 0 1 S . 0 1 9 . 0 2 0 . 0 2 1 . 0

Fig.7 Nondimensional pressure as a function of
distance from the origin. 5% UFe/A mixture.

The thermodynamic properties were evaluated from the measured static pressure

distributions with the aid of isentropic relations. The values of the partial pressure

and temperature thus found are plotted in Fig.10 in comparison with the present

results of numerical calculations. The overall agreement is qualitatively well, in

particular for the case of lower UF6 partial pressure. It is found that the

condensation of UF6 in such an expansion becomes much delayed with respect to

the equilibrium states and the supersaturations realized are very large, yielding

UF6 gas at sufficiently low temperatures and convenient density levels for molecu-

lar laser isotope separation schemes. Additional numerical studies of the
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condensation of sulphur hexafluoride mixed with argon and helium in an ex-

panding flow have been carried out and will be reported elsewhere (Ret. 17). On

the above basis, it can be asserted that the homogeneous condensation process

of UF6 mixed with argon during rapid gas-dynamic expansion can be well de-

scribed for technological applications with the classical nucleation theory of

Frenkel and Zel'dovich in conjunction with free molecular flow growth laws.
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r

Fig.8 Nondimensional temperature as a function of distance from the
origin. 5% UF6/A mixture.

Numerical calculations of the vibrational relaxation18 were performed for a

-A mixture expansion in the streamtube with the cross section which would de-

scribe the isentropic expansion on the axis of free jet of a gas with y = 1.4. The

calculation is carried out as follows. The initial values for t = 0 are given along the

nozzle axis which is divided into 201 equal intervals corresponding to a spatial

increment Ax of 0.05, by using the solution for steady frozen flow with the isen-

tropic exponent yF, under the assumption of a constant vibrational temperature

throughout the flow field. At the throat section, all the flow quantities are specified

as having sonic stream values and they are extrapolated linearly at the exit

section. In Fig.11, typical calculated translational and vibrational temperatures are

shown as a function of the distance along the axis of the streamtube.
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Fig.9 Variation of supersaturation along axial dis-
tance. 5%UF6/A mixture.

Figure 12 shows for several values of supply gas concentration, the vibrational

temperature profiles. It is seen in all cases that the vibrational temperature grad-

ually approaches a constant value downstream. The departure from the equilib-

rium occurs at progressively larger distance as the stagnation Damkohler number

increases (It is proportional to the collision number and inversely proportional to

the stagnation pressure). For po=13.33kPa, the translational temperature lies

between the equilibrium and frozen curves as expected, whereas they follow very

closely to the equilibrium-flow curve indicated by open circles.

To develop a freezing point criterion, the terminal vibrational temperatures are

plotted against Bird parameter P in Fig.13. The parameter has been introduced by

Bird19 to establish criteria for the onset of translational and rotational nonequilib-

rium in a steady expansion. For vibrational nonequilibrium,
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p =
X
v

Dam

d ( e j *
(43)

In the above, the superscript "*" denotes that the various quantities are evaluated

for the equilibrium flow. This form of P may be interpreted as the ratio of the re-

laxation time to the characteristic flow time based upon local flow properties of the

equilibrium flow. The value of P pertinent to a terminal vibrational temperature.Tf

are deduced by means of Eq.(43), assuming that the freezing takes place

instantaneously from the equilibrium flow at the point where T, = Tf. It is seen that

the Bird parameter correlates the calculated data quite well considering different

stagnation conditions. This empirical curve is particularly important in determining

the terminal vibrational temperature for the mixture with a given concentration. In

Fig. 13, a typical isentropic curve computed for thermodynamic equilibrium with

variable specific heats is shown by a solid line. The terminal vibrational tempera-

ture as well as the location of vibrational freezing can be determined from the

point of intersection between these two curves.

VI. Conclusion

A second-order Godunov scheme was used to predict the nonequilibrium con-

densation and vibrational relaxation of UF6 molecules in an expanding flows of

UFg-rare gas mixtures, where a new feature is the introduction of a modified

definition of constant states to the Riemann problem in conjunction with the rate

process. Existing data on the supersaturation at the onset of condensation are

compared with the theoretical predictions. It is concluded that supersaturation in

rapid expansion can be well predicted for technological applications with the

classical nucleation theory. Based on the numerical results for the vibrational

temperature distribution in an expanding flow, a new method was proposed for

predicting the frozen vibrational temperature for a given stagnation condition. In

contrast to the general sudden-freeze model suggested by Knuth20 to predict the

terminal values on the basis of a constant parameter C, the criterion used here
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for determining the vibrational freezing location employes a characteristic function

of Bird parameter P, which would depend on the relevant shape of streamtube.
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THERMOCAPILLARY-BUOYANCY OF MOLTEN METALS
IN A 2-D CAVITY : NUMERICAL ANALYSIS.

Isabelle BOUILHAC

Université d'Orsay
Centre de Technologies Avancées CISI INGENIERIE (FRANCE)

ABSTRACT:

This article is about the numerical analysis of a free surface
problem coupling a free convection flow with the Marangoni effect.
The principal difficulty of this problem is to find the curve depicting
the free surface. To obtain this curve, we have opted for optimal
design techniques, which have been mainly used to solve structural
mechanics problems. This work is still in progress.

1. PRESENTATION OF THE PHYSICAL PROBLEM.

A crucible, placed in a vacuum cavity, contains a metal in a liquid
state. The side and bottom walls of the crucible are being maintained
at a fixed temperature Ti. The free surface is submitted to a non-
uniform heat flux imposed by an outside source (fig 1). A detailed
description of this problem is given by Mr Soubbaramayer [ref : 1 ].

On the free surface, the temperature gradients create a variation
of the surface tension which induces a fluid motion : the thermo-
capillary flow, also called the Marangoni effect. In addition to this
phenomenon, inside the liquid, the temperature gradients create a
density variation which induces an internal motion of the fluid. This
is the thermogravitational flow, also called the free convection flow.

Our aim is to compute the stationary solution of this problem.
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non uniform heat flux

Schematic representation of the experimental apparatus.

(fig 1)

We can encounter this kind of problem in the following fields :
- Uranium evaporator in the uranium enrichment by laser process.

In this case, we consider a heat flux heating the free surface,
while the sides and bottom are being maintained at a
temperature Ti = TO, melting temperature of the metal.

- Cristalline growth.
Here, we consider a heat flux cooling the free surface, while
the side and bottom walls are being maintained at a
temperature Ti > TO.

- Welding by electron beams tref : 2] .

2. MATHEMATICAL MODEL.

Velocity, pressure and temperature fields are obtained as the
solution to a mathematical model characterised by the equation of
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mass conservation, the equation of momentum conservation and the
heat transport equation, the fluid characteristics as well as the
boundary conditions on side and bottom walls and on the free surface.

We assume that the flow is stationnary and laminary, and the
fluid is incompressible. !n addition, we assume that the density p
depends linearly on the temperature, according to Boussinesq's
approximation : p — pi[ 1 — P(T-Ti)], but that dependence only influences
the gravitation term [ref : 1 ].

In addition to those assumptions, we consider that the side and
bottom walls are totaly adhesive and maintained at a fixed
temperature, while, on the free surface, the heat loss is balanced by
the incoming heat flux.

The free surface is depicted by a curve which we have to find.

2 . 1 . DIMENSIONAL EQUATIONS.

The crucible is modelized by a two dimensional cavity (fig 2).
The domain occupied by the fluid is called Q, the domain
corresponding to the side and bottom walls is called r i and the free
surface is called F2.

Q

n n

n
Picture showing the various notations,

(fig 2)
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So the model is :

Equations inside the fluid fl:

Div (ii) =0 (01)

(il Y)u + 2vIJiY. e(u) + — Yp = 11 -B(T-Tj)] 9. (02)
Pi

li.VT-XAT = 0 (03)

Boundary conditions on side and bottom walls F1 :

u = 0 (04)
T = Ti (05)

Boundary conditions on the free surface F2 :

0 (06)

I"Z£ (07)

2μ£(il)+ (pe-p)n+^a-Ya = 0 (08)

Where :

u. represents the velocity,

v i s the kinematic viscosity ( v > 0 ) ,

e(ii) is the strain tensor : e(yj = y ( Vu. + tvuj, £(u.) = £(u) û ,

pi is the density at the temperature Ti,
p is the pressure,
pis the coefficient of volumetric expansion,

T is the temperature,
a is the acceleration due to the gravity,
Xis the thermal diffusivity ( 1 > 0 ),
μ is the dynamic viscosity ( μ = v p ),

a is the surface tension.

The last equation (08) represents the balance between all the

constraints acting on the free surface. The f i r s t two terms

(2μe.(u_)+(pe-p)α) represent the forces due to the viscous shear

effects, and pe is the pressure of the external environment. The third

term, given by the Laplace formulation [ref ; 3 ] , couples the surface
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tension a and the curvature of the free surface. The last term (Y.a ) is
due to the surface tension variation, and represents the Marangoni
effect. In our kind of problem, the surface tension is in ratio to the
temperature of the free surface, which is an unknown quantity.

2.2. NON-DIMENSIONAL EQUATIONS.

To obtain the non-dimensional equations, we use three non
dimensional parameters:

V*2
The Froude number : Fr =

g L*
L* V*

The Reynolds number : Re =

v
The Prandtl number : Pr = —

Where V* is a characteristic velocity, V** = (g p TjL* )1/2 ; and L*

is a characteristic length of the problem geometry.

Using the non-dimensional velocity U = r^, the non-dimensional

pressure P = A' a n c ' the non-dimensional temperature 8 = -j.. , we

obtain :

Div (U) =0

^ Y? = (^Γ- e )i

U=0

e=o
Uα =o

T *

^•e(U) + (Pe -P)n + ^ n +K1V9 = 0

(in Q)

(In a)

(in Q)

(along
(along
(along

(along

(alona

n)
rn
12)

12)

12)

(09)

(10)

(11)

(12)
(13)

(14)

(15)

(16)
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where i is an unitary vector directed by the gravity,

The last condition (16) is a vectorial condition which is
equivalent to two scalar conditions (the tangential and normal
projections):

(0nr2) (17)

(On 12) (18)

3. VARIATIONAL FORMULATION.

We give in short a weak formulation of the problem, and some
results for the sub-problem {(09), (10), (11), (12), (13), (14), (15),
(17)], assuming a given free surface. For more details on this chapter
see [ref : 4],

3 . 1 . WORKING SPACES.

Our problem is to solve the equations (09), (10), (11) with
respect to the boundary conditions (12), (13), (14), (15), (17), (18).

We consider the functional spaces :

V= {u=(U,e)e(C°°(Q))3/Div(LL)=O in Q,LL.a = 0 on T2, u=0 in the nearness

of m t i g )

V = Closure of V in (H1(Q))3

Norm on the space V : [u ] v=([Ul2+ ^

where [.] is the gradient norm on
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So, we search u = ( LI , 0 ) in V, and P in L2(Q), verifying the
equations (10) and (1 1) and the boundary conditions (15) and (16).

3 .2 . ESTABLISHMENT OF THE VARIATIONAL FORMULATON.

We project the equations (10) and (11 ) on V. using the scalar
product with a test function v = (\L, TI) belonging to V. Af ter
integrating by parts and using the boundary conditions (15) and
(17), we obtain :

a(u,v)+b(u,u,v) = l(v) V V = ( V , T I ) G V (20)

wi th :

a<u >v>i; Je(!J>:e(Y)dQ+p^- JveVîidfl+K 1 ( f ^ i d r + Jey jdn
Ci Cl ^ Cl

(21)

r i = 2 J - 3

b(u,u,v) = £ Uj DiUj Vj dfl (22)
J i=1 j=1

Ci

^ J dr (23)p ^

3 , 2 . 1 . Study of the bilinear form a( . , . ) :

Existence :
Using the Sobolev Imbedding theorems [ref : 5 ] , we easily obtain

the existence of the bilinear form a(.,,) on VxV.
The bilinearity is obvious.

Continuity :

la(u,v)liCa M v M v (24)

with :
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(25)

Where C(Q) is the Poincare constant and C"(Q) is the norm of the trace

operator.

Coercivity :

a(u,u).>a(Pr\Re)[uK? (26)
with :

(27)

where :
A = Ca(Q)+!K1i C'2(QX1+C2(Q))
B = min (2 KtÛÎ.D

Where K'(Q) is a Korn constant.

a(Pr,Re) >0 <=> ̂ > A Pr1/2

min (2 K'Utt.i)
<=> Pr1/2Re

Here, we have Pr.Re2 = Gr.Pr = Ra, where Gr is the Grashoff number
gBT|L*3

Gr= 2 — a n^ ^ a ' s the Rayleigh number : Ra =

min (2 K-(fl).i)
a(Pr,Re)>0 <=> Ra <

3.2.2. Study of the trilinear form b(.,.,.):

Existence and linearity :
They are easily proved [ref 5],
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Continuity :

lb(u,v,w)l±Cb [uKMJwlv (29)
with :

0 (30)

3.2.3. Study of the linear form 1C):

Existence :
The continuity and the linearity of the trace operator and the

restriction theorem give us the existence and the linearity of the
linear form K ) on V.

Continuity :

ll(v)l £ CI (vlv (3 1 )
with :

(32)

Where ID! represents the mesure of Q and II*I the norm of the
functional I* in the space

3.3. EQUIVALENCE BETWEEN THE VARIATIONAL FORMULATION
AND THE PROBLEM.

Using test-functions belonging to a subspace (D(Q))3, De Rham
theorem tref : 5] and lemma IV.2 of [ref : 61, we obtain that the
problem is equivalent to the variational forimulaton coupled with the
normal projection of the constraints balance (18).

It is usual to have, in a free surface problem, an over-abundant
boundary condition on the free surface. The variational formulation
will give us a solution corresponding to a given free surface curve,
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and the additional constraint will be used to find out whether we
have chosen the right curve,

3.4. EXISTENCE AND UNIQUENESS OF SOLUTION FOR THE
VARIATIONAL FORMULATION.

We shall sketch the proof of the existence and uniqueness of
solution for the variational formulation for a given curve T2.

3.4.1. A priori estimate and maximum principle for the
temperature,

Using the equation (11) and the boundary condition (13), (15),
describing the temperature field, we obtain :

U (33)
9 iO onQ (34)

3.4.2. Existence of solution.

To prove the existence of solution for the finite dimensional
formulation, we first use Brower theorem [ref : 7] and a lemma of
this theorem [ref : 51. At this point of the demonstration, we need to
have a(Pr,Re)>0 (28). Then we obtain an a priori estimate for the
unknown quantity u = ( LL , 8 ) belonging to a finite dimensional
subspace of V :

( 3 5 )

which involves the constant Cb defined by (30), and a(Pr,Re) by (27).

The Sobolev Imbedding theorems and Compactness theorems [ref :
4] give us the existence of the solution to the non-finite dimensional
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variational formulation under the condition (28). For this solution,
belonging to V. the estimate (35) remains true.

3.4.3. Uniqueness of solution.

To prove the uniqueness of solution, we assume the existence of
two different solutions,u1 and u2, to the variational formulation.
Using the variational formulation (20) with v = u1-u2, and the
inqualities (26), (29) and (35), we obtain.

(a^Pr.Re)-Cb.CI)[u 1-^21^10

So, we have the uniqueness of solution for :
a3Pr,Re)2.Cb.Cl (36)

ct2(Pr,Re) is a second degree polynom in the variable ;r-, while Cb.Cl is
Re'

linear in 07.

So, we have the uniqueness of solution for low values of the
Reynolds number. For large values of this number, bifurcation may
appear [ref : 8].

4. SHAPE OPTIMAL DESIGN TECHNIQUES.

4 . 1 . MOTIVATIONS.

We know how to find, for a given curve I2 , the velocity, pressure
and temperature fields, verifying the equations (09), (10), (11) and
the boundary conditions (12), (13), (14), (15), (17),

The boundary condition (18) joining those different fields with
the shape of F2, throught the curvature, enables us to know whether
the curve 12 corresponds to the curve depicting the real free surface.

The resolution idea is the following :
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- First, fix a curve P2(and hence an open set CI).

- On this domain, obtain (ii> 9. P) by solving the variational
formulation (19).

- The boundary condition (18) wil l be considered as a constraint
to minimize with respect to the shape of the domain. The
variation of this constraint, for a "small deformation : fl<r>£lF"
of the domain, calls out the variation of the solution (Li. 6, P)
with respect to the deformation, this variation being the
solution of a linear problem. The computation of the derivation
of the solution involves the transport of the solution defined on
the distorded domain QF to the initial domain n<).

- We choose such a "small deformation" in order to decrease the
constraint, and iterates.

To avoid some difficulties, due to the free divergence and free
normal component space, during the transport, the variational
formulation is here replaced by an equivalent velocity-pressure
formulation.

4.2. CONSTRAINT TO BE MINIMIZED.

J(Q) represents the deformation energy of the free surface.

J(Q)= J<&2(Q)dQ (37)

is the normal projection of the constraints balance on the free

surface. So :

P)+ f - K U * (38)

where a = a(9)and Pe = Pe(6) [ref : 1 ] and (LL, 6, P) is the solution on Q.

4.3. DOMAIN TRANSFORMATION.
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yO

Picture showing a small deformation TF :

(Fig 3)

QF = TF(QO)
We assume that TF (fig 3) is a perturbation of identity so that

(39)

(40)TF = Id + eF
where e = o(1 ).
Since only the free surface can move, we use a vertical perturbation :
For (xO.yO) € QOand (xF.yF) e QF, we have (xF.yF) = TF(xO,yO) with :

xF = xO

yF = yO(1 +ef(xO))
with f = 0(1)

(41)

4.4. TRANSPORT OF SOLUTION .

We consider (LLF, 9F, PF), solution of the problem on QF.

Let us define (UO_F,90F,POF) such that :

LLF(xF,yF) = UF(TF(xO,yO)) =
6F(xF,yF) = 9F(TF(xO,yO)) = eOF(xO.yO)
PF(xF.yF) = PF(TF(xO,yO)) = POF(xO.yO)

(42)
(43)
(44)

UQF (respectively 90F and POF) is a function defined on QO, which is
the transported of the velocity (resp. temperature, pression), solution
of the problem on QF.
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As the deformation is a perturbation of identity, we may assume
that:

UQF = UO + ÇLH2F + 0Ce2) (45)
90F = e0 + ee*0F+ 0(e2) (46)

POF =PO + eP'OF + 0(e2) (47)

Where (LLO, GO, PO) is the solution of the problem on QO, and (iHQF,
6°0F, P°OF) depends linearly on F and represents, in fact, the
derivative of (LLO, 80, PO) with respec to F.

(ITOF. 6*0F, P*OF) is the solution of the following variational
formulation :

A(u,v) = L(v) V v = (V,tl)e V (48)

with :
u = 01, e),uO-(UO,eO),v = (V,ri)

A(u.v) = a(u,v) + b(u,uO,v) + b(uO,u,v) (49)

where a(.,.)is given by (21)and b( ) by (22).

L(v)= JlEv \£ + Ft T\]dÛ+ Jet )L Ldr-575- fit Tidr (50)
a A PrRe r4

with :

F_y = -(VF.Id - DF) VPO + (^7- 00 )i VF

^ ! . (VF.Id - DF- *DF>- e(^) + V3tli0 (51 )

(52)
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390
K1 — (54)

It = (VF.Id -DF-tDF)VeOa+ I* iDFi . (55)

4.5. APPROACH TO THE MINIMIZATION .

A minimization algorithm, not yet fixed, may be designed from
the solution of the problem (48) which defines the variation of the
constraint related to the distortion of the domain Q. Gradient
methods seem to be natural candidates.

CONCLUSION :

The théorie part of this work will be completed within some
months. Then, a computer implementation of the algorithms will
allow to perform numerical tests in order to investigate the
behaviour of the method.
The whole work is intented to be completed before the end of the year
1990.
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1. Introduction

A numerical analysis is given for gàsdynamical time-dependent flows with

shock waves. The results of the numerical simulations are compared with

data from experiments on wire explosions [1]. The formal analogy of the

equations in case of a magnetic field with the gàsdynamical equations

without the magnetic field is used to study in the limit of infinitely

large magnetic Reynolds numbers the influence of the magnetic field on the

other field quantities. The contents of this paper is divided into four

parts: At first, we treat a two-dimensional time-dependent shock motion

without magnetic field. Secondly, we compare the calculation with

experiments, which were performed at the Max-Planck-Institut in Gbttingen.

After that we discuss a one-dimensional shock motion with magnetic field.

At last the summary is given.

2. Shock wave propagation without magnetic field

At first, we treat a numerical simulation of a cylindrical shock wave

without the influence of a magnetic field. The physical situation is as

follows: In the cylinder axis (Fip;.l) a wire (I) is spanned. After the

explosion of the wire a shock wave starts from the axis towards the wall

of the outer cylinder (II). This shock wave will be reflected at the wall

and converges towards the axis (III).
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The equation of motion for a two-dimensional time-dependent flow is given

by the Eulerian equations in strong conservative form [2]:

9W 3F<W) 9G(W)
at ax ay = o , (1)

w =
m

G =

F =

m n
P

m n
P

(l-g)(m2+n2)m

2P2

(m2+n2)n

(2)

Vs

where W has four components, p is the density, m, n are the mass flux

vector components in the corresponding directions of x and y, E is the

energy per unit volume. F and G have the components as shown in (2), g- is

the ratio of specific heats.

The Eulerian equations will be solved by a finite difference scheme

suggested by Rusanov in the early sixties [3] which was slightly modified

in this investigation. This scheme is an explicit invariant scheme. To

show the construction of the scheme clearly, the one-dimensional case is

discussed:
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^ , v
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^

2h
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Jlitl!i « ULt
h
 l

 ll'j-j h

where K •"= T- . T is the individual time step, h is the spatial step in

n

x-direction. and t = 2 T, and
n
 i=1 *

(n

W: is a vector, which discribes the fluid mechanical quantities at the
«J

point x. for the time t -. T. is the smallest admissible time step

according to the stability condition. Q.j is the product of the Jacobian

AJ'AJ. CJJ is the matrix of the artificial viscosity.

The stability criterion is given by T. i , a is the parameter
1
 ff.JT

which is chosen to be 0.5 in our case, a is the maximum of spectral

radius of the Jacobian. The diagonal elements of the artificial viscosity

matrix will be calculated by μ and multiplied with the unit matrix.

2 2

μ
1
 = 2μ

0
 h /T . In our case u

Q
 = 0.04.

In Fig.2-4 the time evolution of a cylindrical shock wave is shown. At

time t = 0 there is an initial distribution near the cylindrical axis,

this simulates the wire explosion and was found by extrapolation of the

experimental data. After the time t = 0.4 the shock wave is running to the

wall, after reflexion at the wall the shock wave is going back to its

origin, there causing a large increase of density, pressure, and energy.
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3. Comparison of numerical data with experimental results

The experimental set-up for a type of wire explosion is given in [1}. If

we compare the values taken from the experiment with the computed ones, we

get fairly good results, see Table 1. The experimental value in brackets

is only an approach of the true experimental value. The accuracy of this

value is much smaller compared with the others, because there are too many

disturbances near the axis in the measurement and so it does not fit well

to the numerical results.

If we take the radius of the shock front position as a function of time

for the total time-dependent behaviour, it shows quite a good agreement

between numerical data (open squares) and experimental results (full

circles, Fig.5).

4. Shock wave propagation with magnetic field

Introducing the Maxwell equations for a totally conductive material we

arrive at a system of equations for the plane motion with a frozen

magnetic field H which has the same shape as our previous system. We can

therefore treat the system in the same way as before, but now including

the magnetic field as a component of the vector W.

The equations governing the flow of a plane shock in a perfect gas of

infinite electrical conductivity are written in strong conservative form

as follows:

(4)

= 0 . { 5 )

(6)

= O . (7)
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(4), (5), and (7) are well known as continuity, momentum, and energy

equations, where p, u, H stand for density, velocity component in

x-direction and magnetic field component only in y-direction. The total

pressure is p = p + H/2 is given by

p* =

where E = g- pu + /gjlî  *
s t
^

le t o t a
l energy per unit volume.

Equation (5) can be derived under the following assumptions:

the magnetic field satisfies the equation div E = 0

in the Maxwell equation

curl B = μQ (e_ g— + j) is assumed that the displacement current

density (the first term in parentheses) is small compared with the

conduction current density 3.

- the electric field and current density are coupled by Ohm's law

j = oE , where t is the electric field in the particle fixed

coordinate system, a is the electrical conductivity of the fluid

r = f
 +
 ? x B\

In the Maxwell equation

dt , $
•r— = - curl E
at

we substitute the expression for E in terms of J and B, obtained under the

stated assumptions before. Assuming also cr(r,t) = const we come to the

induction equation

ff = curl u x B* + v A
at m
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where v = is called the magnetic viscosity. If the second term on the

m ua
right-hand side can be neglected this equation becomes the induction

equation for a ideally conducting fluid:

|=curlu»xïf

corresponding to the limit

O-4», t -» (J with finite "ji? 0) according to [4].

We nondimensionalize by the following quantities : x~ is the position of

the diaphragm, p_, p«, H_, u~ are the reference quantities.

The physical situation is the following: A plane diaphragm at distance x_

separates two uniform regions of a gas at rest as in a shock tube with

outer pressure, density, and magnetic field higher than the inner ones,

Fig.6. At time tQ the diaphragm is removed and the flow is directed

inwards, and a shock wave is created which travels into the low pressure

region while an expansion fan travels into the higher pressure region. The

motion of the plane shock wave is not uniform in time.

If the diaphragm is removed*immediately a shock front is built up and also

a contact discontinuity appears. The shock front is travelling inwards and

is reflected at the rigid wall. The reflected wave interacts with the

inward running contact discontinuity before the density increases. Without

the influence of the magnetic field the density distribution is given in

Fig.7. Fig.8 shows for different time steps the pressure distribution

along the x-direction. The velocity component u is given in Fig.9.

The velocity gets a negative sign, because we define the outward going

direction as the positive one. The shock front shows a steep gradient in

the velocity distribution, while the expansion fan has a smoother

character.
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The same behaviour of p as before without magnetic field is seen in the

presence of a magnetic field, the only difference compared to Fig.7 is.

that in Fig.10 the distance between two time steps is larger.

The same is be valid for the total pressure (Fig.ll)•

The magnetic field will increase near the wall and after reflexion. With

increasing of time the magnetic field decreases typically in some distance

from the wall (Fig.12).

The numerical simulation shows that the velocity is larger with a magnetic

field (Fig.13) than without, as mentioned before (Fig.9).

5. Summary

A numerical simulation of the two-dimensional time-dependent shock motion

leads to satisfactory results in comparison with experiments according to

the application of an invariant difference scheme.

In the one-fluid-model of the magnetogasdynamics the presence of a

magnetic field influences significantly the magnitude of the density,

pressure and velocity fields. The results are only relevant for not too

large values of the magnetic field.
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UΓ =0

Fig.l.; Schematic view of an outgoing and converging

cylindrical shock wave



Fig.2: Time evolution of a given

initial density distribution t=0

Fig.3 : Time evolution of a given

initial density distribution t=0.4
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Fig.4: Time evolution of a given initial density

distribution t=1.5
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rE

0,66
0.91
0,60
0,36
0,13

rc

0,63

0,88
0.64
0,37

0,11

9E

1,15

1,13
1,09

1,11

(1.U)

Pc

1.13

111
1,10

1,14
1/6

Table 1: Comparison of experimental and computed data for

the axial cylindrical shock motion

t/At

10 •

150 r(mm)

0.5 r'= x ho

Fig.5: Radial distance of the shock front depending on time
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•
Pi

•
p2

p*

Fig.6: Schematic view of the initial total pressure distribution
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RHOlX,t]

Fig.7: Density distribution for 4t=0.1 for initial pressure and

density ratio of 10, H=0

P*IX,U

Fig.8: Pressure distribution for A t=0.1 for initial pressure and

density ratio of 10, H=0
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0,1

Fig.9: Velocity distribution for 4 t=0.1 for initial pressure and

density ratio of 10, H=0

RHO IX,t)

Ê5

\ l/y /
/ /

/i
llIpP

O,0 0,1 1,0

X

Fig.10: Density distribution for At=0.1 for initial pressure and
density ratio of 10, H=(10) a^
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P*(X,U

0,0 0,1

Fig.11: Pressure distribution for /J t=0.1 for initial pressure and

density ratio of 10, H=(10)1/2

HCX,U

Ira(if p
1,0 I,S 3,1

Fig.12: Magnetic field distribution for 4t=0.1 for initial pressure and

density ratio of 10, H=(10)1/2
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ucx,u

lé*w
0,B 0,1

Fig.13: Velocity distribution for 4t=0.1 for initial pressure and

density ratio of 10, H=(10)1/2
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THE CHEHEX PROCESS

MAIN FEATURES AND RESULTS

Abstract

After recalling some general considerations on chemical
exchange process, we give some of the specific characteristics of
the new Process, called Chemex, developped by French CEA since 1968
but now in stand-by, France having decided to "turn the page" and
to devote all its research efforts to advance Isotope Separation
Process, especially atomic laser Isotope Separation (AVLIS).

Some indications are given about basic thermodynamics,
technology and economic features of Chemex.
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INTRODUCTION

The possibility to use the little difference between the

chemical properties of the isotopes of one element to obtain their

separation was discovered by the chemistry Nobel prize winner U.C.

Urey in 1935. Excellent separations were thus obtained with light

elements : Boron, Carbon, Nitrogen and hydrogen (Heavy water

production).

From the second world war on, intensive studies were carried

out on the possibilities to apply chemical exchange to the separation

of Uranium isotopes : Bigeleisen, Woodart, Clewett in the United States,

Professor Kakihana in Japan, brought remarkable contributions on the

subject.

In France, CEA has studied a large number of chemical

reactions among which one gave far better results than those known

at this day when it was discovered in Pierrelatte at the end of the

sixties. You remember that this process was disclosed by André GIRAUD,

one of the former CEA General Administrator, at the AIEA Conference

in SALZBURG, in may 1977.

At this time, process development works were carried out

under the technical leadership of Dr. Claude FREJACQUES, whose teams

had become acquainted with chemical isotope separation since the early

sixties, when a lithium chemical enrichment facility was built in

the South of France, at MIRAMAS. Industrial applications were

contemplated at an early stage as a possible alternative to EURODIF

venture and several plant projects were studied during the first half

of the seventies.
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When EURODIF (G. BESSE Plant) was safely secured, giving
ample time for developing the process, in depth improvements of energy
consumption and exchange efficiency were then undertaken.

From the beginning and specially since 1977, exchange
efficiency has been greatly increased. Studies devoted to industrial
projects have resumed with emphasis layed on modular structures.
Economics have been analysed more closely and optimisation studies
performed, before closing the Process development which was decided
at the end of 1987, the last experiments being carried out during
the first six months of 1988 in GRENOBLE.
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1/ THE CHEMEX PROCESS DESCRIPTION

INTRODUCTION

This chapter introduces some general features of the Chemex
Process related to thermodynamics, series requirements, phase chemistry,
reflux operations and isotopic exchange performances and their
improvements. Particular properties of the Chemex cascades are also
revewed as well as experimental know-how accumulated on the pilot
installation.

1.1. BASIC THERMODYNAMICS OF ISOTOPIC EXCHANGE BETWEEN URANIUM
COMPOUNDS :

The exchange reaction takes place between two states of
valences of Uranium :

U 3 +and U 4 +

Isotopic enrichment results from the tendency of Uranium
238 to concentrate in the compound where Uranium has the lower state
of valence (U ), while U concentrates in the compound where Uranium
has the higher state of valence (U ), following the equilibrium
reaction :

235u3+ + 238 u 4 + ^_^ 238 u 3 + + 235^+

The magnitude of this effect is given by the separation
factor :

exp - * ^ °
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At both ends, refluxes recycle the Uranium streams into
the cascade, while enriched and depleted material are withdrawn. Feed
is entered at the appropriate point along the cascade.

The aqueous phase containing U flows down wards, then
looses Uranium in the tail reflux and is recycled in the head reflux.
There it extracts Uranium released form the organic phase containing
only U and flowing upwards.

The organic phase is recycled in the tail reflux where
it extracts U^+ released from the aqueous phase. In the head reflux,
U is transformed in U3 + while the reverse reaction is achieved in
the tail reflux.

Thus, three loops are created : (Fig. 1)

- The Uranium loop

- The aqueous phase loop
- The organic phase loop

All chemical are recycled.

Energy is needed in the refluxes for chemical and electro-
chemical reactions, for circulating the phases all along the process
loops and to mix and separate them in the isotopic exchange cascade.

1.3. PHASE CHEMISTRY :

The organic phase is made of a mixture of the well-known
solvent : Tri-n-butyl phosphate (TBP) and an aromatic diluent, Solvesso
150* for instance, a mixture of alkylated benzenes, an inexpensive
oil refinery commercial cut.

The solvent, a phosphorus bonded oxygen donor extractant,
has been choosen because :

* Trade mark from Esso Standard Oil Company
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. It has a large uranium capacity allowing for large uranium flowrates.

. It makes no third phase and the phase do not cristallize.

. Uranium can be reextracted by a low acid solution.

. Exchange kinetics are fast,

. Mutual solubility with aqueous phase is low.

. It is easily manifactured in an industrial scale.

Organic phase entrainments as well as solvent degradation
products must be eliminated in scrubbers (Washers) or separators at
several places along the way either to protect materials from organic
corrosion or to avoid local accumulations hindering equipment behaviour.

In the head reflux, great attention has been devoted to
the Uranium partition between the solvent degradation products and
the unloaded aqueous phase in order to prevent entrainments by the
.organic phase.

The organic phase contains only the U compound, while
in the aqueous phase, both U and U compounds are present. This
effect is taken into account by using an effective separation factor
lower than o( 0.

Because of the nature of the chemicals involved and the
presence of hydrochloric acid, fluorinated plastics have been chosen
whenever both phases can be found because of their resistance to organic
corrosion and high acidity.

Equipment must be prepared very cleanly. All chemicals

have to be pure. However, some impurities at low level can be

accomodated, since they can be trapped in the process.

Large Uranium concentration can be maintened in each phase
provided large amounts of hydrochloric acid are present in the aqueous
phase (4 to 6 normalities) (Fig. 2).
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Some features of the Chemex process are outlined below :

- The separation coefficient 0(0 - 1 = 2 ̂ 0 is twice as
large as that commonly known for Uranium exchange reactions

o ( 0 = . 1,0027 at 20° C

- Diffusion or mass-transfer is the controlling factor
of isotopic exchange kinetics. Chemical reactions in
one phiase or at the interface do not intervene in kinetics.
Thus, process dynamics depend only on Uranium
concentrations and contactor efficiency, a well-known
parameter in conventional Chemical engineering.

- Based on reversible reactions, the Chemex process has
very low theorical energy requirements. Actual needs
depend on losses due to irreversibill ties inherent in
industrial implementations.

- A cascading design, allowing the use of a single size
contactor (the standard pulsed column has a separative
capacity higher than 3.000 SWU/yr), while keeping a good
overall plant efficiency, operations under control and
building modularity.

- A general conception oriented towards the use of classical
technology, in particular for the auxiliary functions
around the isotopic exchange section.

1.2. SERIES REQUIREMENT :

The elementary effect obtained by mixing and separating
3+ 4+

the compounds U and U is very small and must be repeated numerous
times.

To achieve that, two phases each containing preferentially one compound
(U in the aqueous phase, U in the organic phase) flow countiniously
mixed and separated, in solvent extraction or distillation processes.
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A limit in Uranium concentration results from crystallisation
3+

of the U compounds, which limits increases with temperature. A safety

margin of several degrees is maintained between process operating

temperature and the crystallisation point.

A reasonable set of chemical data is the following :

. Organic phase : Solvent : 38/42% (V/V)

Diluent : 62/58% (V/V)

Uranium : 0,5/0,6 mole.liter'
1

. Aqueous phase : HC1 content : 4,6/5,2 Normality

Z"U
T
7 : 1,8/1,5 mole.liter"

1

(Total U concentration)

[ u3+ j : ? 942; Uγ

Process temperature ^ 5 0 ° C.
1.4. REFLUXING OF URANIUM AND CHEMICALS : (Fig. 1)

Since U is not extracted by usual solvents, the unit

operations of transfer at both ends of the cascade are applied to

U and reduction and oxidation have to take place in the aqueous

phase.

. Tail refluxing units and associated annexes :

The free and cleaned organic phase and the acid aqueous

phase charged with Uranium (U ) are transformed into a low acid aqueous
4+

phase free of Uranium, and an organic phase charged with U . Gaseous

chlorine produced by the electrolysis and contacted with the aqueous

phase oxidizes U with release of heat. An organic phase wash avoids

heat degradation of entrainments. The aqueous solution of U may
4+be further acidified to achieve extraction of U by the free organic

phase.

The aqueous phase leaving the extraction unit has to be

cleaned of organic products before separation between acidity water
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and anhydrous HC1 gas in an extractive distillation unit using a sal-
ting agent, followed by the reconcentration of the brine in a multiple
effect evaporator system for which low grade thermal energy is needed.

Several kinds of chlorides may be used as salting agents

used to break the HC1 azeotrope.

Excess hydrogen and chlorine produced in the reduction

unit combine to form part of the anhydrous Hcl used in the process.

The impurities of the aqueous phase which are not extracted

by the organic phase and the wash are trapped in the HC1 still.

. Head refluxing and associated annexes :

A free aqueous phase of low acidity content and the organic
4+phase charged with U and degradation products are transformed in

a free and clean organic phase ready to be recycled in a tail reflux,
and an acid aqueous phase charged with uranium (preferentially U )
in equilibrium with the entering organic phase.

Successively :

A re-extraction unit transfer U4+ fran the organic phase intQ the

low acidity aqueous phase.

A wash of the aqueous phase removes the by-products..

4+ 3+Reduction from I) to U is obtained by direct electrolysis on
a mercury cathod flowing vertically to improve the hydrolics of
the catholyte flow and reduce the production of hydrogen.

Let me recall the reduction reactions which can occur, with respect
3+ 4+of the standard hydrogen electrode, to produce U from U ,
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Along

At the

the cathode :

anode :

U4 +

Cl 2

+ e

(g)

- ±;u 3 +

r r 2 cl"

Eo =

Eo =

-

1

. 61

,36

volt

volt

The over-tension due to Mercury prevents the production of Hydrogen

at the cathode. Moreover, Mercury amalgames the impurities and removes

them from the process.

Efficiencies are high : in one cell, the transformation ratio attains

95% with a current yield in excess of 80%. Acidified by anhydrous

acid Hcl, the anolyte is a high normality solution of Hcl, producing

chlorine on a graphite anode.

. An acidification raises the Hcl activity of the aqueous phase until

chemical equilibrium is reached with the organic phase, in order

to avoid uranium mass transfer between phases in the isotopic exchange

section.

Once free from uranium, the organic phase is neutralized by a

carbonate wash and its degradation products removed with very high

efficiency. After making-up for losses, it is recycled in the tail

reflux.

1.5. ISOTOPIC EXCHANGE AND PERFORMANCE LEVEL :

In a pulsed column of low uranium inventory, droplets of

dense aqueous phase fall under gravity counter current to the slowly

rising continious organic phase which wets the equipment material.

Basic parameters are the volumetric flow-rates of each

phase Vft, V
o
, the phases concentrations Cβ, C

o
, the height equivalent

to a theorical plate (HETP) and the mean volumetric concentration

C
M
.

Several theories relate the stage height to hydraulics,

geometry of the internals and kinetics of isotope transfer between

phases :
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As a matter of fact, we must have in mind, two main
parameters :

- The specific uranium inventory (per unit separation capacity) HU0

which governs the dynamics of the process.

- The specific separation capacity (per unit volume of phase mixture)
Uo, which bares on the volume of the cascade.

Indications and definitions of the basic parameters are
given (Fig. 3).

Both HU0 and Ju 0 are important pre-economical indicators.
If you notice that the product HU0 x o Uo is equal to the mean
volumetric uranium content of the phase mixture (C^), then for a given
chemical composition, the larger the separative capacity per volume
Uo> the smaller the uranium inventory and the faster the dynamics.

The Figure 4, indicates the 0U o experimental achievements
from 1969 to mid 1985. The most recent pilot, PL 81 at Grenoble, has
given a level slightly above 280 SWU/yr.nr3.

Such a performance has been obtained by improvements of
the uranium flow, increase in process temperature, chemical
concentration and precise control of the cascade.

The HETP can be analyzed through a triple point of view :

. The kinetic term, associated with local transfer between the droplet
of dispersed (aqueous) phase and the surrounding continuous (organic)
phase.

This part has been reduced over the last few years through a better
droplet diameter spectrum calibration, thanks to optimization of
the internal geometry.



- S e P a r a t i v e capacity per stage 1 / 2 l^0 t
Stage volume HETPx S

HETP x S HETP x S

Whert : LAt0 = Total U ( up • down ) flow

S Column cross-section

Separative capacity per stage 1/2 .L - + o .£ 2

Where 9 « stage U residence time

FIG 3 : ISOTOPIC PERFORMANCES :
BASIC PARAMETERS
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4+. The organic mixing term, representing the diffusion of the U
compound in the continuous phase between the dispersed drops.

Measurements have shown that this problem is mastered and that the
corresponding part of the HETP is reduced to negligetole value (a
few centimeters).

• The aqueous mixing term :

At this time, it is assumed that the various droplets of aqueous
phase have not exactly the same falling speed, resulting in a isotopic
mixing, hence to a deterioration of the performance. Many improvements
have been made in this subject, principally by equalization of the
speeds.

In Conclusion :
With such a good level of J U Q (and HU 0), the isotopic exchange
section is no longer the main contribution to a chemex plant SWU
cost. On the other hand, technological and cost improvements on
refluxes and annexes have been the main lines of effort these last
years to improve the competitivity of Chemex.

1.6. THE CHEMEX CASCADES :

The isotope separation capacity and the dynamics of the
plant are governed by flowrates and inventories in the various parts
of the Uranium loop together with the number of stages in series in
the exchange cascade.

The cascade organisation has been carefully optimized.
The main characteristics of this optimization are given in the following
paper by J.P. AGOSTINI, entitled :

In a few words, I shall only indicate that the choice has
been made not to operate isotope contactors in parallel within a
cascade. This leads to a cascading organisation which leads us to
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operate the cascades independently or coupled by small flowrates»

comparable in magnitude to the tail and product rates. Such overlapping

allows to use a unique size of equipment to build plants of various

capacities to produce enriched uranium of commercial use.

It also offers operating flexibility regarding the plant

isotopic gradient.

2/ TECHNOLOGICAL FEATURES

2.1. CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS :

The construction materials must satisfy the following

criteria:

- No alteration of the process phases

- Corrosion resistance to the process media

- Easy cleaning to allow uranium decontamination

- Low cost for industrial component manufacture

More than fifty different construction materials have been

tested in laboratory and pilot plant corrosion benches for time period

sometimes as long as 40.000 hours.

According to the results of these tests, the following

massive plastic materials are recommented in presence of the uraniferous

aqueous and organic process solutions :

All fluorinated plastics such as (Fig 5)

. The well-know PTFE (teflons)

. The vinylidene prolyfluoride PVF2 (Kynar, Solef. Foraflon,
Dyflor)

. PTFCE (Kel.F)

. PECTFE (Halar)

. PETFE (Tefzel)

. PFA etc...
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The polypheny!sulfide (PPS), the trade mark of which is

Ryton

The polyether sulfone manufactured by I.C.I.

Non plastics materials :

glass or glass lined steel.

The main efforts have been made on plastics manufacturing.

It is possible to reduce unit cost and to improve the mechanical

properties in using some of them with injection additives.

When no uranium is involved, the usual chemical industry

materials are acceptable. For instance, polyethylene, polypropylene,

polivinylchloride thermoplastics and epoxydic, phenolic thermosets

can handle aqueous solutions where as polyphenylsulphide, vinylester

and furanic composits can be used to handle organic liquors.

2.2. ISOTOPIC EXCHANGE CONTACTORS :

Let me describe very briefly the pulsed column which is

operated in the following hydraulic conditions.

. Continuous organic phase

. Well defined high dispersed aqueous phase holdup

. Nitrogen inerting atmosphere

. Low phase entrainments in the column over flows

Column description : (Fig. 6)

The pulsed column consists essentially of an active packed

column body equipped at both ends with settling zones. In fact, when

columns are operating in série, it is possible to avoid large settling

time at the ends by pumping directly the emulsion from one column

to the other.
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ORGANIC PHASE OUTLET

AO.UEOUS PHASE INLET

1 -PULSATING DEVICE
1A -MEMBRANE SEPARATOR

2 -CONNECTION FLANGE

3 -LOWER SETTLER

4 -PACKING BEARING PLATES

5 -COLUMN BODIES

£ -COLUMN PACKING PLATES

7 -UPPER SETTLER

» -UPPER SETTLER AXIAL OVER FLOW

9 -COLUMN TOP COVER

10 -AO.UEOUS PHASE DISTRIBUTOR
11 -ORGANIC PHASE DISTRIBUTOR

12 -PTPe JOINTS

13 -INTERFACE MEASUREMENT TANK

ORGAMC PHASE INLET

FIG 6 :
CHEMEX PROCESS PULSED COLUMN CONTACTOR
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The adaptations which have been developped concerned

primarily the use of plastics as construction material and secondly

the mounting of a membrane to separate the process solutions from

the monitoring fluid of the mechanical pulsing device.

Column construction experience :

On pilot and industrial scales, many plastic pulsed columns

have been built and operated. The main characteristical features can

be summed up as follows :

Diameter
(mn)

100 - 150

225

400

600

800

1200

Column
height (m)

6 >45

15

5

18

-

18

Materials of construction
(body and setthers)

PVF2 - PVdF

FEP - PTFE - PVF2
lined steel

FEP - PTFE lined steel

FEP - PTFE glass renforced
polyester

PVdF (plates injection)

FEP lined steel

The packing of the columns consists of perforated plastic

plates (injection manufacturing).

Mechanical and hydraulic solutions have been developped

and operated for optimization of the pulsing devices.

2.3. ELECTROLYSERS : (Fig. 7)

The aqueous phase reduction is realised in a vertical

filterpress electrolyser. This apparatus has a modular construction

and is built by stacking, between two steel frames, plastic welded

frames including anodic and cathodic compartments.



PIERRELATTE - PP35 -VERTICAL ELECTRÛLYSER

figiJL
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Anodes are made of graphite, cathodes of Mercury. A

separator, kept in position by plastic spacers, is mounted between

each anode and cathode.

Anodic and caThodic liquids are introduced at the bottom

of the cell and discharged at the top, with the outgoing gases. Mercury

falls countercurrently with the aqueous phase and is recycled by a

plastic made specially designed pump.

The Chemex plant is equipped with 7 cell electrolysers,

which have been successfully experimented in Pierrelatte these last

years.

Process equipment items :

All other equipment items have been tested, at full or

medium scale, in benches or on our Process Pilots, in Grenoble and

Pierrelatte : Pumps, with various plastic linings, piping fittings,

heat exchangers (graphite or impregnated with appropriate resins),

control instrumentation, in-line analysers, etc...

2-4. DEVELOPMENT AND INDUSTRIALISATION PROGRAM :

Past activities in chemical enrichment :

Let me remember the chemical isotope separation of Lithium

which was undertaken by CEA in 1960. A production facility was

constructed in Miramas during the first half of the sixties. This

plant is still operating in excellent conditions.

Chemical separation of Uranium isotopes was actively

developed since late 1968. Industrial applications were contemplated

at an early stage and several projects were studied during the first

half of the seventies. When Eurodif was safely secured, in depth

improvements of energy consumption and exchange efficiency were then

undertaken.



PIERRELATTE - PP35 - GENERAL VIEW

JEigjJL



PIERRELATTE - PP35 - REFLUX SYSTEM

4 PULSED COLUMNS ( ID 400 m/m )

-figii.



GRENOBLE - PL8 - ISOTOP1C SECTION



GRENOBLE - PL8 - ISOTOPIC COLUMNS

Fig: 11



GRENOBLE PL8 tSOTOPIC COLUMNS

Fig: 12
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For Chemex, Pi lot units constructed and operated were either

f u l l function but small size units located in Grenoble, or large size

benches for prototypes which were mainly in Pierrelatte, but also

in Grenoble and Marcoule.

Just before stopping the program in 1988, two large

experimentations have taken place, one in Pierrelatte, the other in

Grenoble.

The former was performed on PP 35 in Pierrelatte. I t was

a f u l l function P i lo t , with contactors having the following

characteristics and performances : (Fig. 7, 8, 9)

I.D. 350 mm

Total height : 18 m per column

Separative work : > 500 SWU/y/column

The la t te r concerns PL. 81 in Grenoble. This p i lo t completely

designed with the most up-to-date data and improved components, had

the following characteristics : (Fig. 10, 11, 12)

I .D . 150 m/m

Total height : 50 m per column

Number of columns : 16 in series

This length was sufficient to produce enriched Uranium

at 3,5% at the top and 0,2% at the bottom.

At the end of the experimentation (Mid. 1988), we have

obtained :

( <fu)0 : >, 250 SWU itf V 1) 0

temperature : 50° C I 6 ~ 15 seconds

(Hu)0 - 0,69 Kg U.
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During more than eight months, the running of the pilot
was excellent, the stability of the phases extremely good, and
hydrolysis completely mastered. Moreover, it must be notice that
important informations have been collected concerned the startingup
of such a cascade.

On the other hand, it's important to mention that some
campaigns have been made with Uranium issued from reprocessing plants
with emphasis laid on radiolysis and trapping of descendants. In line
with these tests, attention has also been given to control methods
which are in connection with safeguard purposes.

from these results, it was possible to study simplified
and detailed design of Chemex plants either to produce enriched Uranium
for civil uses, either to re-enriche uranium from reprocessing plants.

This will be described and discussed 1n the next chapter.

3/ REFERENCE PLANT DESCRIPTION

3.1. BASIC ENRICHMENT STRUCTURE :

3.1.1. The cascade :

The basic enrichment structure is a square cascade made
out of 16 pulsed columns (0 1.600 mm) connected in series (3.000 stages)
with its associated refluxing units, annexes and ancillary functions.
In fact, for economical reasons some of the annexes functions are
aggregated in larger workshop serving several cascades. But considering
the process itself (Uranium loop) a single cascade can be operated
as an indépendant structure.
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This structure 1s able of producing enriched material at

a commercial assay (3.5 to 4.5 %) with a waste in the range 0.1 to

0.3 % and a capacity around 250.000 SWU/yr.

3.1.2. The module :

Cascading and start-up efficiencies, operating flexibility,

economy have led to the concept of "module", associating two cascades

by connections "à petit flux11 (small flows).

Fig. n° 13 illustrates the structure of the module.

The separation capacity is 500.000 SWU/yr, the reflux ratio

(L/P), the junction assays and the waste assay being optimized in

ordre to minimize the unit cost of product Cp :

Feed cost + separation cost

Product

3.1.3. The reference plant :

CEA technical and economic studies have been made in a reference 2

module capacity, thus delivering an out put of 1 MSWU/yr.

The principle of cascade pooling is shown Fig. n° 14 and

the cascade schematic block diagram Fig. n° 15.

The isotope exchange building covers an area of around

35 x 30 m, with a height slightly over 50 m.

The electrolysis building covers about 30 x 40 m, and is

25 m high. It includes identical electrolysis units connected in

seriesparallel.

The other uranium refluxes (reextraction, extraction,

acidification, e t c . ) are grouped in a building designed for the
2

module with an area of around 8.000 m .
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Head Reflux 1

F» S50 TU/yr .
Nf» 0.72% /

CASCADE 1
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IN SERIES

Tails Reflux 1

P» 9OTU/yr
Np= 3.5%

Head Reflux 2

Np | = 2.2%

0.2%

«OTU/yr
a 0,18 %

CASCADE 2

16 PC

IN SERIES

Tail* Reflux 2

FIG 13 : THE BASIC INDUSTRIAL MODULE :
CAPACITY 300 000 SWU / YEAR
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FIG 14 : UNIT OPERATION AGGREGATION PRINCIPLE
FOR A LARGE PLANT COMPOSED OF SEVERAL MODULES
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With the non-uranium refluxes (washing, desacidif ication,

power feed stat ion, steam generaters . . . ) the total area required

for a 1 MSWU/yr is approximality 10 hectares.

3.2. CAPITAL COST STUDIES :

The last capital cost evaluation of Chemex, was achieved

in 1988. Main contractants were :

Technip

Krebs

Technicatome

and S.G.N.

The project, as a whole, was audited by USSI, Tricast in's

prime contractor.

The main capital cost indicators are summarized below for

the 1 MSWU/yr plant bu i l t and commissionned over 6 years : (1988

currency)

Plant capacity

1 MSWU/yr

Specific direct
capital cost

FF/SWU/yr

2440

Engineering+confingency
Included

Speci f ic
inventory

FF/SWU/yr

500-700

3.3. OPERATING EXPENSES

3.3.1. Electric power :

Electric power is mainly required in the reduction unit

and more or less in a l l the functions.
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Table below indicates the various power consumptions.

Reduction : 21 MW

Isotope exchange : 4

Other : 9

Total : 34 MW

The specific energy consumtion is :

W \ = 300 Kwh/SWU

3.3.2.Thermal energy :

The desacidification unit is the main consumer of low grade

steam (3 bars, 140° C).

A thermal power of 68 MW (th.), corresponding to 100 tons/hr

of vapor.

3.3.3. Manpower expenses :

From French experience on Chemex pilots and on the Miramas

Lithium chemical exchange plant, a staff of 300 is estimated for

operation of 1 MSWU/yr plant, including routine maintenance.

3.3.4. Operating costs recapitulation :

Exclusive of capital amortization and interest on

inventories, the total operating costs are around :

250 FF/SWU, from which :

. 19% for electrical energy

. 10% for thermal energy

. 17% for manpower

. 25% for others
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3.3.5. An approach to C ^ =

Based on an interest rate of 9% and an amortization time

of 15 years, and including interests during construction (4 years),

the discounted cash-flow analysis over the evaluation period yields

the value of levelized SWU cost :

In the case of a 3 MSWU yr~ plant, we obtain :

CA = 660 FF/SWU

and 620 FF/SWU for S.MSWU.yr"1

The SWU cost analysis appears on (Fig. 16).

REMARK :

The same modules can be operated to reenrich Uranium from

reprocessed Uranium in the following conditions :

Feed 400 T/yr at NF = 0,9%

Product 70 T/yr at Np = 4,5%

A U 490.000 SWU/yr (Nw = 0,15%)

Finally, the SWU cost C^ will be higher than the previous

one, some additional functions having to be taken into account to

trap the impurities contained in the feed.

A very detailed study has been made by SGN on this point,

and the results give a unit cost well under 1.000 FF/SWU.
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Other
Operation
costs

Energy

Manpower / *•>

flectrical

Thermal

Inventory

Engineering fee
•Interest during construction
«-Start-up costs

LEVEUZEO SWU COST BREAKDOWN

Interest during construction
and Start-up costs

Engineering fee

Ancillaries
Infrastructure

Non Uranium
Refluxts

Isotope
Exchange

Uranium
Refluxes

LEVELIZED SWU COST rUNCTIONAL BREAKDOWN

FIG 16 : SWU COST ANALYSIS
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4/ CONCLUSIONS

As you know, nuclear energy in general is going through

a difficult period. Installed nuclear capacity increases only slowly

and orders for new reactors are very limited.

Enrichment to day "is a buyer's market, the available capacity

being significantly greater than the needs.

We must have in mind that the G. BESSE plant in France

represents about one third of the western world's capacity for

enrichment ; moreover, the need for any large new enrichment plant

should not arise before the end of the 20 th century.

In these conditions, the isotope separation by laser has

been identified as a high priority by CEA who expects SUVA to deliver

better economic performances than Chemex and gaseous diffusion, before

the beginning of next century.

So, to day, the French authorities consider Chemex as a

reliable back-up process, because of a high confidence in the success

of the Silva process within the next ten years.
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C H E ME X - QUELQUES PROBLEMES SPECIFIQUES

J. P. AGOSTINI, CEA - DESICP/DLPC - CEN-SACLAY - FRANCE

RESUME

CHEHEX est un procédé chimique, statistique, réversible, mettant en oeuvre
2 phases liquides.

Pour un tel procédé, les éléments séparateurs sont représentables par
des quadripoles. Si l'efficacité (au sens efficacité de Hurphree) des
éléments séparateurs n'est pas égale à 1, on déaontre qu'une cascade
utilisant ces éléments séparateurs doit, pour être idéale, avoir des
remélanges à chaque étage.

Par ailleurs, les débits Uranium résultant de débits liquides et de con-
trations D régies par des équilibres chimiques, les couplages entre
cascades utilisés habituellement en Séparation isotopique (notamment en
D.G.) ne sont pas utilisables pour CHEHEX. Il a fallu mettre en oeuvre
un type de couplage qui permet de bloquer les perturbations dans les
cascades où elles prennent naissance : c'est le propre des couplages à
petits flux.

Enfin, CHEHEX étant un procédé en phases liquides, donc condensées, a
un hold-Up 0 important et, par conséquent, une dynamique lente. Nous
avons donc été amenés à étudier particulièrement les problèmes de
dynamique de démarrage d'usine comportant des couplages à petits flux.
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CHEMEX : PUISSANCE DE SEPARATION DUN ELEMENT SEPARATEUR.

En adoptant les notations indiquées figure 1, on peut admettre que la
valeur d'une quantité unitaire de Mélange à la teneur N ne dépend que de
cette teneur. Nous poserons donc :

0 = V(N) avec : V(N) = fonction de valeur.

Par ailleurs le procédé étant statistique, le coefficient de séparation q,
est faible et les teneurs N', N,, N, N2 et N' sont voisines. On peut donc
faire un développement en série de Taylor de l'accroissement de valeur
(mentionné figure 1) et écrire :

dV<N) 1 d2V(N)
dD . A . v w + B . _ + . . c . _ _ _ avec :

A = M ' - M + D ' - D A = 0 (Bilan matière)

B = M1 (N'-H) - H (H,-M) + D" (N"-N) - D (N2-H) B = 0 (Bilan isotopique)

C - M 1 (K'-N)2 - M (N,-N)2 + D1 (H"-N)2 - 0 (N2-N>*

L'équation traduisant la séparation avec r> petit et la définition de
l'efficacité de Murphree (cf. Figure 1) nous permettent d'écrire :

N' = N, + Em. [M" + n,.N.(1-H) - N, ]

D'où, après calculs et simplifications :

1 9 d2V(N)
dU = - . L . . Z . r — avec :

2 1-6 drf

Z - [a. (N,-N) + b] 2 - C. (N,-N)2 où :

1 - Em n.-Em.N.(i-N) 1 D* I-β
a = ; b = — ; c = - . * i

6 6 6 D 9
1 + Em 1 + Em

1-9 1-6
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PUISSANCE DE SEPARATION THEORIQUE D'UN ELEMENT SEPARATEUR.

Pour une valeur donnée de N, c'est, par définition, la valeur maximum que

peut prendre l'accroissement de valeur du communiqué par l'élément sépara-

teur aux flux qui le traversent. Nous noterons cette valeur maximum : eu.

Elle s'obtiendra pour la valeur de Nt (et donc de N,-N) qui rend Z maximum

c'est-a-dire pour :

a.b N a.b
N, -N = — - donc pour : N, -N2 = ( 1 + - ) . — -

b*
La valeur maximum de Z étant alors Z* •

Après calculs et simplifications, on a donc . du = SU si et seulement si :

<1-e).n,.N.(I-N)
N, - N2 = (1-Em). avec :

2-a.(,-J-,

1 e.L.Em.Q,2 , , d2V(N)
5U = - . ! . N2 . (1-N)2 . - —

2 9 dN*
2 - Em.(1 )

I-β

FONCTION DE VALEUR ASSOCIEE.

Si l'on veut que la puissance de séparation théorique de l'élément

séparateur soit une caractéristique de cet élément, il convient qu'elle

soit indépendante de ses conditions d'utilisation et, en particulier de N.

Pour qu'il en soit ainsi, il faut que l'on ait :

, d2V(N)
N • < 1 H I )

soit V(N) « (2N-1) .Log + a N + b
1 N

d'où en choisissant V(0,5) = [ ] = o
dN N = 0,5

V(N) = (2N-1) . Log
1-N
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CONSÉQUENCE POUR L'IDEALITE DE CASCADE.

Si l'on retient cone définition de la cascade idéale, que c'est une

cascade dont la puissance de séparation est éçale à la some des puissan-

ces de séparation théoriques des éléments qui la constituent, on constate

que pour qu'il en soit ainsi il faut qu'à tout niveau de cette cascade, on

ait :

1
60 = - .

2 8
2-Ee.<1 )

1-8

ce qui n'est réalisable que, si à l'entrée de chaque élément séparateur,

on a un remélange isotopique obéissant à la loi :

N1 - N2 = (1-Em) .

2-Em . (1 )
I-β

Dans le cas particulier où 8 - - les relations précédentes se

simplifient :

du = OU = - .Em.L.n,2 si et seulement si

Dans le cas particulier où Em = 1, on retrouve :

du = 6U = - .e.(1-e).l.ne
2 si et seulement si :

2

N, -N2 = 0 : ce qui traduit la condition de non-mélange.
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CHEHEX : COUPLAGE ENTRE CASCADES.

- RAPPEL SUR LES COUPLAGES GROS FLUX,

La théorie des cascades nous enseigne que le profil idéal pour une cascade
alimentée à NF, produisant à NP et rejetant à m, a l'allure indiquée en
traits pleins sur la figure 2. On peut approximer ce profil à l'aide de
cascades carrées, soit en utilisant 1 seule cascade, soit en utilisant
plusieurs cascades carrées superposées, de tailles différentes, comte cela
se fait classiquement en diffusion gazeuse.

Sur la figure 3, nous donnons les principales caractéristiques d'une
structure à 3 cascades de tailles différentes, optimisée pour maximiser
l'efficacité. (Les informations données au bas de la figure 3 concernent
l'aspect "dynamique de cascade* : TMR est le temps de mise en régime ; -8E
et 8RR étant les temps de séjour Uranium respectivement dans chaque étage
et dans le reflux riche).

- EXEMPLES DE MISE EN OEOVRE DES COUPLAGES GROS FLUX DANS CHEMEX.

Sur les figures 4 et 5, nous indiquons différentes manières de réaliser ce
type de structure dans le cas de CHEHEX. Les petits carrés, sur les
débits, représentent des reflux réducteurs ; les petits cercles des reflux
oxydants. Deux choses sont à noter sur ces figures :

- Les débits de liaison entre les différentes cascades d'une même structu-
re sont de l'ordre de grandeur des débits internes aux cascades (d'où le
nom de couplage à gros flux). Il n 'est donc pas raisonnable d'envisager
de mettre des réservoirs tampons entre cascades (pour les decoupler et
éviter la propagation des perturbations) sans simultanément augmenter
considérablement le hold-up Uranium et ralentir encore la dynamique de
mise en régime.

- A chaque changement de taille il est nécessaire de faire une répartition
des débits. Or les débits 0 résultent de débits liquides et de concen-
trations U régies par des équilibres chimiques, il est donc intéressant,
d'un point de vue performances isotopiques, de se demander si la préci-
sion requise lors du partage des débits est compatible avec notre savoir
en la matière. Pour ce faire, raisonnons sur un cas simple.
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- REPARTITION PES DEBITS DANS UN CAS SIMPLE.

On des cas les plus simples à envisager est celui de 2 cascades carrées,
de structure et de fonctionnement identiques, mises en parallèle, mais
dotées de reflux communs, comme indiqué sur la figure 6. En fonctionnement
nominal, il est évident que les débits montants et descendants de chacune
des 2 cascades doivent être identiques à un même niveau. Ceci suppose que
le partage des débits sortant de chacun des reflux haut et bas soit
effectué de façon rigoureusement équitable au profit de chacune des casca-
des.

Sur les figures 7 et 8, nous traduisons en terme de performances isotopi-
ques d'ensemble, les conséquences d'une erreur dans un tel partage. Nous y
constatons que la moindre imperfection est catastrophique puisqu'il suffit
d'un écart de moins de 0,5 \ d'un débit CJ par rapport à sa valeur nominale
pour réduire de 50 \ la valeur du transport isotopique.Une telle précision
dans le partage des débits U dans CHEMEX n'est pas envisageable. C'est
pourquoi les couplages à gros flux ne nous semblent pas adaptés à ce
procédé.

- COUPLAGES à PETITS FLUX.

Ne pouvant approximer le profil idéal classique a l'aide de cascades
carrées superposées, nous nous sommes posés la question de savoir s'il
était possible de rendre un profil idéal carré, ou presque. La réponse est
oui, à condition de pouvoir disposer, outre de l'alimentation en naturel,
de 2 autres alimentations : l'une en produit enrichi, l'autre en produit
appauvri, comme cela est indiqué sur la figure 9. Pour se procurer ces 2
alimentations supplémentaires, il suffit d'utiliser les débits de produc-
tion et de rejet de une ou deux autres cascades carrées adjacentes (cf,
figure 10). Les débits de jonction entre ces cascades sont de l'ordre de
grandeur des débits de production (donc très inférieurs aux débits
d'étage), d'où le nom de couplage à petits flux.

On peut, dans ces conditions, envisager de mettre des réservoirs tampons
entre cascades (pour mieux les découpler et bloquer ainsi les éventuelles
perturbations dans les cascades où elles prennent naissance), sans pour
autant trop augmenter le hold-up, ni pénaliser la dynamique de mise en
régime.
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Sur la figure 11, nous avons représenté l'évolution de l'efficacité
maximum en fonction de la largeur totale U pour des structures comportant
5 cascades, en parallèle, ou couplées à gros flux, ou couplées â petits
flux, soit symétriques, soit asymétriques.

Il ressort de cette figure que ce sont les couplages gros flux qui sont
les plus "efficaces". Mais au vu des raisons évoquées précédemment, nous
ne pouvons les prendre en compte pour CHEMEX. Viennent ensuite les coupla-
ges à petits flux. Bien que les petits flux symétriques soient légèrement
plus efficaces que les petits flux asymétriques, c'est à ces derniers que
nous acorderons la préférence pour CHEMEX. En effet :

- Dans les petits flux symétriques toutes les cascades sont nécessairement
différentes et l'une d'elles est particulièrement longue, puisqu'elle
couvre toute la gamme des teneurs depuis NW jusqu'à NP. (D'où problèmes
d'exploitation liés au contrôle-commande ou à la dégradation des phases).

- Dans les petits flux asymétriques toutes les cascades peuvent être
différentes, nais on peut imposer, sans trop pénaliser l'optimum retenu,
qu'elles soient toutes identiques. Cette notion permet d'accroître
l'aspect modularité du procédé e+ permet d'introduire la notion de
cascade banale, ce qui peut, d'un point de vue industriel, présenter un
avantage intéressant.
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CHEHEX : ASPECT DYNAMIQUE.

CHEMEX étant un procédé en phases liquides, donc condensées, a un hold-up
0 important et, par conséquent, une dynamique relativement lente. Or la
dynamique des cascades (surtout quand elle est lente) présente un intérêt
non négligeable dans le domaine technico-économique, à cause de son
éventuelle incidence sur les intérêts intercalaires durant la période de
construction et de démarrage. Nous avons donc été amenés à étudier parti-
culièrement les problèmes de dynamique de démarrage d'usine comportant des
couplages à petit flux. Nous n'en donnerons ici que quelques notions, sans
nous apesantir sur les méthodes de traitement.

LES DIFFERENTS TEMPS.

Afin d'éviter des erreurs, il est bon de préciser la signification de
certains vocables utilisés en matière de dynamique de cascade. En ce qui
nous concerne, nous adopterons ici les définitions et notations suivantes
(cf. Figure 13) :

- Temps de démarrage -. TD -.Temps nécessaire pour démarrer une installation
sans préciser de quelle façon est apprécié ce temps.

- Temps de mise en régime : TMR : Temps nécessaire pour que la teneur de
tête d'une installation atteigne sa valeur nominale.

- Temps de pleine production : TPP : Temps nécessaire pour obtenir, en
tête d'une installation, teneur et débit nominaux de production.

- Temps équivalent de Pleine production : TEPP : Temps au bout duquel
l'installation commencerait à produire à sa teneur nominale, si d'emblée
elle produisait à son débit nominal.

Tous ces temps sont fonction de la structure de l'installation et de la
stratégie retenue pour le démarrage.
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LES DIFFERENTES STRATEGIES DE DEMARRAGE,

II est évident que l'on peut imaginer une infinité de façons de dénarrer
une installation. Nous nous limiterons ici à un aperçu sur trois d'entre-
elles, choisies parmi les plus simples, et bien qu'ayant effectué des
simulations de cas complexes, nous nous bornerons pour les décrire au cas
très simple d'une cascade carrée à efficacité maximum.

. Reflux total: L'installation étant construite et remplie d'U à la teneur
naturelle, on la démarre sans alimenter ni soutirer (cf. Figure 12).
Lorsqu'en tête d'installation la teneur atteint la valeur nominale de
production, on alimente et on soutire (en tête et en pied) aux valeurs
nominales d'alimentation et de soutirage. On assiste alors à une chute
brutale de la teneur de tête et à une remontée de la teneur de pied ; et
ce n'est qu'au bout d'un certain temps que la cascade retrouve un régime
stable de fonctionnement avec production et rejet aux teneurs nominales.
Ce phénomène est lié au fait que le profil des teneurs isotopiques le
long de la cascade est totalement différent en reflux total et en régime
nominal de production.

Pour éviter l'affaissement de la teneur de tête au moment où l'on passe
du reflux total au régime à soutirage, on peut réguler le débit de
production, conformément à ce qui est indiqué sur la figure 13.

. Perfusion : L'installation étant construite et remplie d'U à la teneur
naturelle, on la démarre dès l'instant 0, en l'alimentant au niveau
nominal d'alimentation, et en soutirant en pied un débit égal au débit
d'alimentation. Si le débit auquel on alimente a la valeur du débit
nominal d'alimentation, on dit que la perfusion est nominale. Quoiqu'il
en soit, dès que la teneur de tête atteint la valeur nominale de produc-
tion, on alimente et on soutire (en tête et en pied) aux débits nominaux
(cf. Figure 14). On constate ainsi, qu'en perfusion nominale (contraire-
ment à ce qui se passait en reflux total), TMR, TPP et TEPP sont prati-
quement confondus. Par ailleurs si, en perfusion, on consomme de
l'uranium pendant la période de démarrage, la durée de cette période est
beaucoup plus courte en perfusion qu'en reflux total.

Sur la figure 15, nous illustrons l'influence du débit de perfusion sur
le THR. On y constate que si l'on a choisi de démarrer en perfusion, on
a pratiquement intérêt à opérer en perfusion nominale.
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Pour en terminer avec la perfusion, mentionnons le fait qu'en perfusion

nominale, on peut écrire :

eE 8.TMR = a . -4 + b . — avec :

. a et b » constantes dépendant de La structure de cascade.

. eE - temps d'étage (= hold-up U de l'étage/

somme des débits U le traversant).

. en = temps de séjour U dans le reflux riche.

. Reflux total suivi de perfusion nominale. C'est une stratégie de démar-

rage qui combine les deux précédentes et qui est un peu moins rapide que

la perfusion nominale, mais qui, par contre, consomme moins d'Uranium

pendant le démarrage (cf. Figure 16).

THR et EFFICACITE de CASCADE.

Pour clore cet aperçu sur les problèmes de dynamique, que nous avons été

amenés à examiner dans le cadre de CHEMEX, il nous a paru intéressant

d'indiquer les résultats représentés sur la figure 17 : On y constate que

les cascades les plus efficaces ne sont pas les plus rapides !
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ADEQUATION DES CASCADES REELLES AUX CASCADES IDEALES
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FIGURE 2
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STRUCTURES OPTIMISEES EN EFFICACITE

ALVP = 5,3556
NP = 3,5 %

F/P = 6.3535 W/P = 5.3535 1
NF - 0,7184 % NW = 0.2 % S

s Largeur réduite = L x J
= Nb d'étages réduit = O x £

GF33:EFF = 91,7%

F t

En perfusion

Exemples: e
c

P

s » 0,784

t/P= 1,8750

S » 0,627

s = 0.895

s = 0.365

W = 2,5391

W

nominale : TMR (Jours) = a x

a = 1,015

. » 15 x 10-* ; 6 e = 30 sec ; Bm

= 15 x 10" 4 ; 6 £ = 30sec; 6 f l f t
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/

s 6 1054

\
X
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9 Ê (sec) + b x β^fhre)
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x 10-«;b = 6,2 x 10"*
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E

FIGURE 3



COUPLAGE GROS FLUX
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COUPLAGE GROS FLUX
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MISE EN PARALLELE DE 2 CASCADES
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Teneur isotopique en %

MISE EN PARALLELE DE 2 CASCADES

Efficacité globale en %
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FIGURE 7
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CASCADES IDEALES A UNE OU PLUSIEURS
ALIMENTATIONS

. , (Numéro d'étage) x C

AU = 3M.UTS ; NP = 3,5% ; NW = 0,2%JJ3L AU =
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Profit idéal : 1 Aliment

P « 5EO t U/an : W
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2999 tU/an
0.7194%

! T — - 1 0 40
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•

FIGURE 9
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DIFFERENTS TYPES DE COUPLAGES A PETITS FLUX
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CASCADE CARREE A EFFICACITE MAXI
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FIGURE 12
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CASCADE CARREE A EFFICACITE MAXI
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FIGURE 13
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CASCADE CARREE A EFFICACITE MAX1
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CASCADE CARREE: NP«3,5X,NF.a7194%..NW,.a2%
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FIGURE 15
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CASCADE CARREE A EFFICACITE MAXI
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CASCADE CARREE; NP= 3,5%,NF=0,7194%, MW= 0,2%
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THE UK LASER ISOTOPE ENRICHMENT PROGRAMME

DR C WHITEHEAD

ENRICHMENT DIVISION
BRITISH NUCLEAR FUELS pic
CAPENHURST. CHESTER UK

1. INTRODUCTION

Research on the separation of the isotopes of uranium

started in the United Kingdom in 1940 under Professor Simon

at Oxford and this work on gaseous diffusion was divulged to

help advance the Manhattan Project. This collaboration

ceased shortly after the end of World War II; a following

programme of scientific and engineering research and

development was undertaken by the United Kingdom Atomic

Energy Authority and culminated in the Gaseous Diffusion

plant constructed at Capenhurst. This plant produced fuel

for reactors in civil nuclear power programmes between 1963

and 1982.

Vigorous research work in the UKAEA on centrifuge separation

started in the early 1960's, its economic potential was

recognised by 1967/8 and in 1971 the Treaty of Almelo bound

together the United Kingdom, the Netherlands and the Federal

Republic of Germany in the URENCO collaborative venture to

develop and exploit the gas centrifuge process for the

enrichment of uranium. In the United Kingdom a new company,

BNFL. was formed from the Production Division of the UKAEA

and this company became the UK shareholder of URENCO.

This background in isotope enrichment processes led

naturally to attention being directed towards an evaluation

of the potential of laser processes for isotope separation

and a research programme was started in the UKAEA in 1974.

Work was pursued on both the molecular route - based on

UFe - and the atomic route which uses elemental uranium

vapour.
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The initial objective with both routes was to gain

scientific understanding of the processes with the intention

of then pursuing sufficient technical development to permit

a demonstration of scientific feasibility. Initial emphasis

was in fact placed on the molecular route since both the

gaseous diffusion and centrifuge projects had yielded much

experience in the use of UFe as a working gas.

In 1984 a detailed analysis and assessment of the scientific

results and progress on the molecular route and its economic

viability brought the decision to place future emphasis on

the atomic route for scaling technology towards proto-type

and plant size, in both programmes early attention was

directed entirely towards aspects of the processes thought

to be essential to the scientific viability of the processes.

Technical development towards proto-type or plant

requirements has until now taken a secondary priority.

2. THE MOLECULAR ROUTE PROGRAMME

The prime requirement for this process was to demonstrate

isotope-dependent photon absorbtion in UFe. Theory

predicted that certain UFe molecular vibrational

absorption spectra in the 16u region should exhibit

isotope shifts of about one part per thousand.

From 1975 to 1984 the programme moved from measurement of

absortion in super-cooled UFe which, indeed, showed a

one-part in one thousand isotope shift in the i>

transitions (Fig 1), through to the development of novel,

pulsed, fixed frequency lasers for the isotope-

dependent I6v. transitions in UFe and to experiments

using tunable Raman lasers (Fig 2) and closed UF« loops

(Fig 3) using supersonic cooling nozzles with throughputs of

some tonnes per year.
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Under these conditions, which approached those of a

conceptual plant, the isotopic discrimination observed wae

deemed too small for an economically viable uranium

enrichment process and emphasis was switched to the atomic

route.

3. THE ATOMIC ROUTE PROGRAMME

In 1974 much more was known of the important physical

processes for the atomic route than for the molecular

route. Conventional spectroscopy had shown isotopic shifts

for uranium of order one part in 10s and which were

easily resolved from natural line widths and thermal Doppler

broadening. A set of scientific criteria for suitable and

desirable uranium levels and transitions was drawn up which

included large isotopic shift, strong inter-level coupling,

small hyperfine splitting, access from both the ground and

first excited states of the uranium atom, adequate level

lifetimes and efficient ionisation in the final excitation

step, in addition more technical targets related tô vapour

density, absence of multi-atomic species in the vapour and

energy-economic vapour production processes. Other areas of

endeavour such as the development of lasers with adequate

powers, bandwidths and repetition rates and collection of

ions from intermediate density, partially-ionised plasmas

presented a strong admixture of both scientific and

technical problems.

The initial target was a demonstration of the scientific

feasibility of selectively ionising 23SU and

priority was given to spectroscopic studies. The

availability of dye lasers at that time was a strong

incentive to concentrate on a 3 x 2 ev ladder of excitation

although later in the programme the two-photon route was

thoroughly evaluated spectroscopically.

Early spectroscopy used cw dye lasers and uranium vapour

sputter sources (Fig 4); the effects of magnetic fields were
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studied (Fig 5). Much attention had to be given to the

active wavelength control of the dye lasers to obtain

adequate stability for spectroscopic experiments but the

present availability of Ring Dye Lasers has now removed this

requirement.

Although priority was afforded the spectroscopic work, the

development of lasers proceeded in parallel and permitted

the identification of selective three - and two-photon

routes. The two-photon routes were equally viable as for

the three-photon routes but at the present state of laser

development the two-photon route is considered less

attractive.

A number of methods for the production of uranium vapour

(resistive heating, plasma torch, rf heating, sputtering and

e-beam heating) have been investigated since the start of

the project. Fig 6 shows one of the larger sputter sources

with, inset, the jet of uranium vapour and excited carrier

gas. These techniques have been used to produced uranium

vapour for spectroscopic and initial enrichment studies and

more powerful techniques have been used to study vapour

stream characteristics such as vapour velocity, angular

distribution, kinetic and excitation temperatures, thermal

ionisation, efficiency of vapour production and heat

transfer characteristics. Deposition of uranium from the

vapour phase has also been investigated on a number of

substrates.

By 1983 clear isotope selective ionisation had been

consistently observed but there was no overall agreement

between experiment and theory on the effects of

polarisation, laser beam power levels and of electric and

magnetic fields. The situation is now very much clearer and

has been brought about by improvements in the stability of

experiments, in the use of new investigation techniques and

by expanding the theoretical model to include more physical

processes.
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A particular new investigation technique is that of

Autler-Townes splitting but using pulsed lasers.

The Autler-Townes technique has the great advantage that

transition strengths can be measured without knowledge of

the density of the uranium vapour; special techniques of

experiment and analysis had to be generated to cover the use

of pulsed lasers and to handle the large degeneracy of

levels in the uranium atom. The strengths of many 0-2ev and

2-4ev transitions have been measured with this technique.

A day-to-day interaction between theoretical and

experimental staff has developed which has benefitted the

project. A particular example was in developing a technique

to determine the J values of Auto-ionisation levels by

measuring ionisation currents as a function of the

polarisation states of the three laser beams; certain

curious observations such as the decrease of ionisation with

the increase of laser power were resolved by this ready

interaction.

We believe that the present theoretical approach now

contains all the physical phenomena necessary to model the

process with accuracy and with confidence.

The work-horses for uranium evaporation since 1984 have been

a relatively small e-beam device (EBV1) at Harwell using a

15 kV gun and a similar device (M3 - the metre cubed)

operating at Capenhurst but using a 100 kV gun in addition

to a 15kV gun. A theoretical model of e-beam evaporation

has been developed which includes the shape of the reaction

cavity, liquid circulation flow (parameterised by viscosity

and density) and Maringoni forces enhanced by vapour

recondensation on the walls of the reaction cavity.

Agreement with experiments on lead and uranium gives more

confidence in our scaled-up designs (Figures 7 and 8).
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In addition to these small evaporators we now have under

construction a device (EBV2) with total evaporation rate

scaled up by more than a factor of fifty. A 250 kW

strip-cathode e-beam gun has been developed with the Welding

Institute. EBV2 is to be commissioned at Harwell late 1989

and will be used firstly to confirm the characteristics of

evaporation and vapour expansion at conditions close to

conceptual plant; further development of selective

ionisation and ion collection will be pursued using the

existing laser array at Harwell. Figure 9 shows the EBV2

vessel prior to delivery.

The laser array at Harwell (Figures 10. 11 and 12} has been

a reliable work-horse since 1985 and has produced all the

experimental data, referred to earlier, which has been used

interactively with theory to develop the model of the

photon-atom interaction process.

At Culham a second array has been used for dye amplifier

development, for studies of dye efficiencies and for dye

degradation and. more recently, for developing copper vapour

laser time-multiplexing techniques.

Work at Capenhurst has been directed towards identifying

life- and operation-limiting features of copper vapour

lasers in conjunction with oxford Lasers, very recently we

have taken delivery of the first two 100 Watt CVLs from

Oxford Lasers (Figure 13). Construction of a large laser

array is in hand (Figure 14) which will use 100 W CVLs on a

plug-in plug-out basis. The first two CVLs were designed on

this basis and both produced laser light within 8 working

hours of being craned-off the delivery lorry.
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Other work at Culham has been directed to studying the

plasma features of ion collection. This work has used Cs

and Ba vapour and verified the phenomena associated with

Child-Langmuir and Ambi-polar diffusion processes. The work

was extended to collection in systems with both electric and

magnetic fields; the diagnostic equipment and techniques

developed will be used with EBV2 at Harwell next year.

Figure 15 shows an earlier observation of selective

separation. The spectra are those of α-particles from

thin samples of feed and product, showing enrichment to

levels suitable for civil power reactors.

in addition to the theoretical and experimental work

described we have an ongoing task of re-estimation of the

projected plant costs of Atomic Route Enrichment which takes

account of improving knowledge of key parameters such as

transition rates, process and geometric efficiencies,

process modelling and hardware-related costs. Comparison is

then made with our own estimates of future centrifuge costs

(and BNFL is one of the partners of URENCO set up in 1971

for the development of centrifuge technology for uranium

enrichment). At present the result of this comparison is

that BNFL intends to continue this LIS research and

development programme.

The overall future target is that BNFL should achieve

technical competence in this area such that consideration of

the construction of a laser enrichment plant at the turn of

the century could be undertaken with confidence. This

target is entirely consistent with the BNFL and URENCO aim

of progressive technological advance. The plan to exploit

Lis methods jointly with the partners of URENCO remains,

and discussions of the economic exploitation advantages

continue to be held.
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FIG 10 THE RING DYE LASER SYSTEM

FIG 11 THE CVL ARRAY
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SOME ASPECTS OF THE ILK. LASER ISOTOPE SEPARATION PROGRAMME

D.N. Travis and D J H Wort

Eng. Sd. Div.

AEA Technology, Harwell Laboratory

1. BACKGROUND

Basic research on methods for the selective extraction of 233U from natural uranium using

laser excitation began at Harwell in 1974. Attention was soon focussed on two methods

offering the promise of scalability to the production rates required for civil nuclear power

programmes. These two methods were:-

a) isotopically selective excitation of UF6 using 16> lasers followed by ultra violet

photolysis to yield UF5 (MLIS).

b) selective ionization of atomic uranium vapour through sequential excitation by

tunable dye laser radiation in the visible (AVLJS).

These two methods received equal attention until 1984, when it was decided to concentrate

effort on the AVLIS route and to discontinue MLIS. There were several reasons for this

choice:-

a) optical selectivity between 235 and 238 species had been shown to be much higher

in atomic U vapour than in UF6 gas.

b) the development of laser systems for use in AVLIS had reached a status much closer

to plant requirements than was the case for MLIS.

c) better theoretical understanding and modelling had been achieved for laser/atom

interaction than for the processes involved in multi photon absorption in molecules.

Apparently similar conclusions and choices had been arrived at in France and in the USA at

about the same time.
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Starting in 1986 there is now a collaborative programme between AE A Technology, Harwell

and BNFL, Capenhurst to develop the AVLIS process on an industrial scale.

2. INTRODUCTION

The general outlines of the AVLIS process are well known. Ref 1 illustrâtes the status and

scale of U.S. work at Livermore. Ref 2 is an introductory survey of the many areas of

interesting physics involved in AVLIS and currently studied in France.

Work at Harwell over the last decade has been quite independent, but necessarily there are

similarities to work in other laboratories. We do not attempt a comprehensive survey of

AVLIS but will give examples of some of the experimental facilities and techniques

developed to explore the basic physics of the process. All the work reported here has been

carried out on laboratory scale equipment, yielding results which point to an economically

competitive enrichment process at large scale. The performance of large scale facilities now

under test at Harwell and Capenhurst will not be discussed at this time.

The AVLIS process can be divided into three main areas:-

1. Uranium vapour production.

2) Multi step laser ionization of 235U.

3) Extraction of ^ ^ ions from M8U neutral atoms.

3. URANIUM VAPOUR PRODUCTION

Effusion of uranium vapour from resistively heated tubes (Ta or W) at ~ 2000°C offers a

convenient laboratory source of low density atomic beams and we have used such sources

for spectroscopic experiments, particularly for small samples highly enriched in M5U. To

obtain vapour pressures of the order 1 torr requires a temperature of ~ 3000°C. The highly

corrosive nature of uranium at such temperature rules out any conventional furnace design.

Sputtering of uranium from a solid cathode by impact of argon ions can solve containment

problems. Large scale sputter sources have produced reasonable densities of uranium vapour

(~ 1012 cm"3) but are inefficient and have the disadvantage that considerable electronic

excitation and ionization of the uranium occurs.

The only practical source of high density uranium vapour is through electron beam heating

of the surface of the metal. This technique is well established for the melting and evaporation

of refractory metals (Ref 3) and is suitable for large scale application. A small device of this
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type with power input of 10-15 kwatts has been in operation in our laboratory for several

years and can evaporate - 100 grams of uranium per hour. Larger devices achieve higher

efficiency. With the uranium metal contained in a water cooled copper crucible (see Fig 1)

there is a thin solid skull of uranium immediately in contact with the crucible and the hot

liquid uranium does not attack the container.

Many interesting phenomena appear in the operation of an electron beam evaporator. Only

a small part of the energy of the electron beam is used to provide the latent heat of evaporation,

and radiative energy losses are also small. The bulk of the power is transmitted to the cooled

crucible but not merely by thermal conduction in the liquid. Strong convection currents

appear on the surface of the molten metal and these are usually turbulent. The large Nusselt

numbers (>5) observed here cannot be explained purely by buoyancy driven convection. The

dominant force driving the convection is due to the difference in surface tension between the

hot central portion and colder outer regions of the molten pool. This is a case of "Marangoni"

or thermocapillary flow, a subject discussed in several recent publications (Refs 4 & S).

At high power input and high evaporation rates a crater is formed in the liquid metal surface.

Size and shape of this crater are dictated by a pressure balance between the reaction of

escaping vapour, hydrostatic pressure and surface tension. With the growth of the crater,

vapour may start to impact and condense on the crater walls, causing an additional force

which increases the convective flow. A computational model has been developed (B.

Cresswell, BNFL) for predicting the vapour flow as a function of power input to an electron

beam metal evaporator. Fig 2 compares the predictions of the model with experiments for

uranium. This model can be applied to evaporators of any size or shape (point focus or long

strip e beams). The experiments and the model both show an upper limit to useful evaporation

rate when the crater walls become nearly vertical (and unstable). Beyond this point the source

may produce droplets of liquid metal entrained in the vapour flow. This is undesirable for

AVLIS purposes but familiar to others as the onset of the deep penetration welding regime.

Once the vapour escapes the liquid surface at temperature T, it expands into a vacuum. The

number density will change with distance r as r"2 for a spot source with hemispherical

expansion, or as r'1 for the infinitely long strip source (cylindric expansion). With a high

density at the beginning of the expansion and with mean free path smaller than source

dimensions, there will be collisions in the gas phase. In a manner entirely analogous to the

expansion of gas from a pinhole nozzle or slit, there results a gas dynamic cooling of the

vapour where random motion (temperature) is steadily converted into directed motion

(radial). Such a conversion of energy may be only partial and the temperature may "freeze"

when collisions become rarer at large distance from the source. In the case of uranium it is

interesting to measure the vapour parameters listed in Fig 1, most of which we measure by
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optical techniques. Streaming velocity of the vapour is easily measured by the Doppler shift

of atomic fluoresence using an exciting laser beam parallel or anti-parallel to the vapour

flow. At low evaporation rates one measures velocities of- 5x10" cm/sec; just the velocity

expected for the mean speed of vapour at surface temperature ~ 33OO°K. At higher evaporation

rates the stream velocity increases to 105 cm/secrevealingtheeffects of collisions. A standard

gas dynamic equation for an isenthalpic continuum expansion predicts terminal velocity ««,

to be given by

γ-li

If we take the specific heat ratio of uranium to be that of a simple monatomic gas (such as

Argon).ie. y = 5/3 and T, ~ 3300°K, we would predict u = 7.5 x 10* cm/sec. This is lower

than actually observed. There are two reasons for this. Uranium is not a simple monatomic

gas. Excited electronic states of the atom (at 620,3801 cm 1 etc above the ground state) are

significantly populated at source temperature and may relax by collisional transfer of

electronic energy to translation^ energy in the expansion. Taking a more realistic value of

y= 1.3, which allows for electronic contribution to the partition function, one can then estimate

«„ to be 10s cm/sec; as is observed. A second reason for the high streaming velocities is that

the expansions are not strictly isenthalpic. There is the possibility of energy input to the

vapour from the electron beam which heats the liquid surface. Gas dynamic calculations are

further complicated by the fact that we are not dealing with a single component fluid. The

flow of uranium is partially ionized (— 1%). The degree of ionization is measured by

comparing the intensities of laser induced fluorescence from U and U* and is consistent with

a Sana equilibrium ionization at source temperature.

The observation of high streaming velocities in evaporated uranium strongly suggested that

electronic-translational energy conversion is facile. This view is supported by direct

measurement of the population of electronic levels (0, 620, 3801, cm'1) by optical

absorption. We find that these may be fitted to a Boltzmann distribution at a unique excitation

temperature which can be considerably less than source temperature and is only slightly

higher than the kinetic temperature derived from the spread in streaming velocity. Electronic

relaxation in the uranium vapour expansions is highly desirable from a process point of view,

since population is concentrated in those few levels to which the lasers are tuned. (We do

not expect to achieve sufficient cooling to depopulate the 620 cm"1 level in uranium however

and this is the reason why a 3 step process using yellow dye lasers will use four lasers, not

three. Two lasers will be used in the first step, one tuned to the ground state and one to the
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620 cm"1 level]. It is anticipated that well over 95% of the uranium vapour will be accessible

for optical excitation in a 3 step (4 laser) process compared to the ~ 60% accessibility expected

if there were no relaxation of electronic states by collision.

Predictive models for cooling processes in vapour expansion can be written by combining

the well known equations of continuum gas dynamics with a transition to a cooling rate

limited by collision rate as the density declines. Predictions for normalized temperature

versus normalized distance are shown in Fig 3 for two different types of expansion, spherical

and cylindrical and for different values of a parameter W which is related to the Knudsen

number close to the source. For spherical expansions we find that the temperature "freezes"

at a terminal value which depends upon the Knudsen number. For cylindrical expansions

there is no such "freeze" and the kinetic temperature in a cylindric expansion to infinite

distance falls to zero, although not as rapidly as continuum gas dynamics would predict.

Similar conclusions have been reached in numerical calculations by Hamel and Willis(6)

4. LASER EXCITATION AND IONIZATION OF U

The spectrum of the uranium atom is extremely complex, many thousands of levels being

known. The objective for AVLIS is to find an efficient route to ionization which minimizes

the laser power required in a plant. Further requirements are to find transitions with adequately

large 235-238 isotope shifts and with minimal spreading of the 235 transitions due tohyperfine

structure. It is also necessary to select transitions which accord with the most efficient and

readily scalable dye laser systems.

As shown in Fig 4 we have studied both 2 photon routes (blue dye lasers at ~ 3ev, pumped

by Excimer lasers) and 3 photon routes (yellow/red lasers at ~ 2ev for which suitable pump

lasers are the frequency doubled Nd-YAG laser and the copper vapour laser). The high

streaming velocity of uranium vapour demands that lasers for an AVLIS plant must have a

high repetition rate if all of the vapour is to be illuminated. The copper vapour laser (CVL)

operating at 5-6 kHz is the best choice of pump laser in the current state of the art; time

multiplexing can be used to achieve the ~ 20 kHz repetition rates required for a separation

plant. Dyes from the rhodamine series are well matched to pumping by the 510 tun line of

the CVL and have good lifetime [this is not true for the blue dyes pumped by excimer laser

radiation].

A first generation CVL/dye laser system called the ARIES array has been in operation in our

laboratory for some years. The array contains 13 CVL's in a MOPA configuration. One

oscillator drives 3 pre amplifiers; each of these drives three main amplifiers, resulting in 9

output beams for pumping the dye lasers. There are 3 dye laser chains, again arranged in
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MOPA configuration. The master dye oscillators are c. w. jet stream dye lasers from Coherent,

in turn pumped by Argon ion lasers. Each c.w. dye laser beam is then pulse amplified in a

chain of three dye amplifier cells which are pumped by the beams from the CVL's. The

output of the array has three independently tunable dye laser beams of ~ 6 watts average

power but in 30 n sec pulses at a repetition rate of 6 kHz. This array has been designed for

research purposes and is not particularly efficient. The use of c.w. dye lasers as the master

oscillators is particularly inefficient but offers the advantages of stable single mode operation,

precision tuning, accurate frequency measurement and the ability to lock the lasers to

transitions of the uranium atom.

The beams from the ARIES array are tunable over the range 565 nm - 670 nm and within

this range diere are ~ 12 2ev levels, ~ 120 4ev levels and thousands of 6ev levels of the U

atom to be examined as candidates for an A VLIS process. Parameters to be studied for these

levels are:- the frequency, isotope shift, angular momentum quantum number J, the Casimir

hyperfine splitting constants A and B for 23SU, the Lande' g factor for magnetic field effects

and the lifetime of the levels for radiative decay. For the transitions it is necessary to make

precise measurements of the strength (transition moment or Einstein A value) and in the case

of 4ev -> 6ev auto-ionizing transitions we measure the auto-ionizing cross section c. Some

of these parameters were already known; they can be found in various literature compilations

(Refs 7,8) but only the levels in the 2ev region are well characterized. Information on ~ 4ev

levels is much more sparse, and for ~ 6ev levels virtually non existent Some of the unknown

parameters can be measured by standard techniques of high resolution spectroscopy, but for

the high lying levels we have found it necessary to develop some novel techniques to measure

required parameters.

Hyperfine structures of 235U levels are well known for the ground state and for some of the

~ 2ev levels. To determine hyperfine structure of levels near 4ev we use a technique where

two dye lasers are repetitively scanned over a small range and fluorescence from the 4ev

level is used to operate the "bright up" on a storage oscilloscope; the x and y axes being

driven by the waveforms which scan the dye lasers. This produces a two dimensional display

in frequency space of the hyperfine patterns of coupled transitions 0 -> 2 -> 4ev. Individual

components appear as bright 45° inclined lines on the oscilloscope screen whose length

depends on the velocity spread of atoms in the source employed (usually a uranium hollow

cathode lamp). Perpendicular to these bright lines there is no velocity spread ie. the second

transition is seen "Dopplerfree". Fig 5 displays the pattern observed for the specific sequence

of transitions 0 -> 17362 -> 34659 cm'1 in a 5U. This is not the actual oscilloscope screen

pattern but a computer simulation which has been matched to the real pattern. For the ^ 'U

nuclear spin of I = 7/2 one would expect to see only 21+1 or 8 strong components in this
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display corresponding to sequential transitions where AJF = A5 in both steps. In fact many

more components can be seen; these are the "weak" components of the hyperfine patterns

where AF * AJ in one or other of the two steps. Experimental recordings can be quickly

matched to computer generated patterns for trial values of the hyperfine constants of the 4ev

levels. Observation of both strong and weak hyperfine conponents leads to accurate

determination of the hyperfine constants.

A vital element in the AVLIS programme is the development of computational models for

the interaction of the uranium with 3 (or 4) laser beams. It must be stressed here that simple

rate equation approaches are not adequate; only the full quantum mechanical treatment can

give results reliable under all conditions, Basic data for such models are the oscillator

strengths of the transitions and these must be determined with the highest possible accuracy.

0 - 2ev transition strengths have been published by Corliss of N.B.S.ro; those for the 2ev ->

4ev region must be measured. We have developed a useful technique based upon

Autler-Townes splitting which is illustrated in Fig 6. A strong pump laser beam tuned to a

2 -> 4 ev transition causes a splitting of the transition which can be explored by a weak probe

laser scanned across the 0 - 2ev transition while observing fluorescence from the 4ev level.

A double peak appears with a splitting which may be related to the transition strength. No

knowledge of the atomic number density is required, but a great deal of theory for the

interpretation. Loosely one can think of the 2ev energy level being shifted by + or - the Rabi

frequency for the 2 - 4ev transition. The difficulty is that most transitions in the uranium

atom are highly degenerate. The 2ev level in Fig 6 has J = 6 and thus 13 separate m levels

must be considered, all of which will have different Rabi frequencies. It is also important

to consider the exact temporal shape of the laser pulses used for the excitation. We believe

that transition strengths can be measured with an accuracy of +/-10% by this method. A

reversal of the robs of pump and probe laser in Fig 6 leads to a determination of transition

strength for 0 -> 2ev step. Our results are in close agreement with those given in Ref 7.

It is expected that the laser power required in an AVLIS plant will be dictated largely by the

cross section of the final (ionizing) laser transition since this is likely to be the weakest

transition involved. Cross sections for excitation of uranium from 4ev levels into the

ionization continuum close above 6ev are only- 10'17cm2. Fortunately there are auto-ionizing

resonances embedded within this continuum which can have much higher cross sections.

Fig 7 shows a small part of the spectrum for laser ionization from the 34659 cm'1 level in

uranium. Three lasers are used in this recording, the first is tuned to the 0 -> 17362 transition,

the second is tuned to 17362 -> 34659 and the third is scanned across a small region hi the

red near 640 nm. A number of autoionizing transitions are visible in this recording and they

exhibit a considerable range of intensities and of linewidths. The levels shown in Fig 7 lie
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approximately 400 cm'1 above the first ionization potential for uranium. Absolute

measurements of the cross sections have been made for a number of these auto-ionizing

transitions by direct electrical measurement of ion yields in experiments at known uranium

atom density. Since the ionization results from three laser excitation it is necessary to use

the full quantum mechanical theory to interpret results. Several transitions have been found

for which the auto-ionization cross sections exceed 1015 cm2 [this implies that the third laser

in the process need have a fluence of only a few millijoules/cm2 and augurs well for an

economically competitive process].

To apply the full theory for 3 photon/atom interaction we need to know the angular momentum

quantum number J for the auto-ionizing levels at ~ 6ev. These levels are of ten rather broad

since the decay by ionization is rapid (< 10"10 sec); this rules out the use of Zeeman patterns

for assigning J. Theory predicts that the yield of ions in the three laser process will depend

upon the polarization states of the laser beams and in different ways for different values of

J. Experiments can be performed using different sets of linear or circular polarizations for

the laser beams (see Fig 8) and the results compared to theoretical prediction. This technique

leads to unambiguous determination of the angular momentum J.

5. ION COLLECTION

Optical selectivity between asU and 3MU can be extremely high (> 103) but this selectivity

is usually degraded by a variety of processes occuring during ion collection and removal.

The number densities of both ions and neutral atoms are critical factors in determining the

degree of selectivity which can be maintained through the collection process.

At very low ion densities (< 108 cm"3) rapid extraction of ions can be achieved with a simple

electrostatic field; enrichment factors may be large but the production rate too low to be of

interest.

At medium densities of ions (108 -1010 cm"3) electrostatic fields do not penetrate the weak

plasma resulting from photoionization of 135U. The plasma polarizes in the applied electric

field so that the electric field is large only in a small sheath at the edge of the plasma near to

the cathode. The plasma edge will however retreat from the cathode and the ions will be

collected to the cathode at a rate given by the well known Child Langmuir law. This form

of ion collection has been discussed by Chen(9>. In practical circumstances the photo plasma

in AVLIS will also expand by the process known as "ambipolar diffusion" at a rate very

similar to the Child-Langmuir rate. Both processes must be included in computational models

for ion removal. An experimental arrangement for electrostatic ion collection is indicated

in Fig 9 where the uranium ions are extracted to cathode plates arranged parallel to the vapour
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streamlines in an electron beam evaporator. It is inevitable that these radial collector plates

will also receive some of the flow of neutral (238) atoms passing between the collectors.

This is because of collisional effects in the gas phase and we expect ~ 10% of the neutral gas

flow to be intercepted in this way for practical process conditions. A limitation of the

enrichment factor to ~ 10 is still quite adequate for the production of thermal reactor fuel in

a single stage process.

There are limitations to the use of "Child-Langmuir" ion extraction. It is vital that the ions

are removed in a time less than the time for charge exchange between 235 ions and 238

neutral species or selectivity will be lost. As the ion and neutral densities are increased it is

necessary to apply higher electrical potentials to the cathodes to avoid charge exchange losses.

The collected ions will however reach the cathodes with energies corresponding to the

potential applied and, if this is very high, sputtering of the previously collected uranium may

occur. Consideration of these various factors suggests an upper limit to the working density

of an AVLIS plant using Child-Langmuir ion extraction to be in the region of a few times

1012 cm'3. For higher operating densities, electrodynamic methods of ion collection are

required.

The results of ion separation experiments at moderate density, conducted in the geometry of

Fig 9 can be illustrated by the a particle emission spectra of material recovered from the

collector plates. Fig 10 shows spectra oflaserenriched and of natural uranium forcomparison.

The laser enriched sample shows an enrichment factor for M5U vs ^ 'U of approximately 9.

The method is therefore adequate for single stage production of fuel forPWR or AGRreactors.

A notable feature of Fig 10 is that the ratio of ̂ U to ̂ HJ is not changed by the laser separation

method. This shows that optical discrimination between 234 and 235 can be as high as the

discrimination between 238 and 235. Existing methods of isotope enrichment by gas

centrifuge or gas diffusion would have resulted in greater enrichment of 234 than of 235

relative to 238. These results suggest that the AVLIS method will have important advantages

in the enrichment of reprocessed fuel.
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FIG 7 : AUTOIONIZING TRANSITIONS
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FIG 8
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STATUS OF THE MLIS PROJECT IN THE FRG

Gerhard Schweizer

Uranit GmbH, D-5170 Julich 1

West Germany

1. Introduction

MLIS means Molecular Laser Isotope Separation of uranium by

- adiabatic cooling of UFfi in a nozzle expansion

- IR laser vibrational excitation of the desired isotope

- IR or UV laser dissociation of the excited species

- subsequent filtering of the enriched UF product.
3

In Germany, this process has been investigated for 18 years, starting 1971

on a research institute level and involving now several industrial and

university partners. Since 1975, activities have been concentrating at

Uranit in Julich. Uranit is a member of the Urenco organization which is

keeping and will continue to keep a strongly competitive position in the

enrichment market with its centrifuge technology. Thus, in contrast to

other enrichers owning diffusion plants, there has been no need for

developing an economic laser process in the shortest possible timescale.

Consequently, our work has been funded on a rather low, although steadily

increasing, level. In 1988 and 1989, total spending amounts to about 12

million DM per year, with a 50 % funding contribution by the German Bun-

desministerium fur Forschung und Technologie. Most of the research effort

is devoted to the basic physical and technical understanding of MLIS,

especially to the optimization of its separation performance. This part of

our work, as well as the development of TEA CO laser based 16 micrometer

radiation source, is done at Uranit in Julich. Four additional industrial

partners are involved in the design and manufacturing of special optical
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components (such as CdTe crystals, salt optics and coatings) and in basic

research aiming at the development of a "10 kHz "16 micrometer laser system.

Which have been the main reasons for preferring WILIS as the primary can-

didate for a laser enrichment process in 'Germany? First, there are several

inherently attractive features of MLIS, especially the much simpler and

well established materials handling technology and the higher uranium den-

sities that can be achieved. Secondly, in a low level funding situation,

it is certainly impossible to investigate both processes simultaneously

with sufficient diligence. Moreover, even if one decides to study the

atomic laser process (AVLIS) preferentially, the achievement of basic

experimental targets (e.g. the demonstration of simple step enrichment

under process conditions) seems to require a much higher effort and a

strong involvement in uranium handling technology.

Although we are still far from being in a position to decide whether MLIS

will be competitive or superior to centrifuge or AVLIS technology, we be-

lieve to have found interesting and encouraging results that justify and

strongly suggest continuation of our work. These results refer mainly to

the key issue of MLIS, namely, separation performance. But also in the

development of a high repetition 16 micrometer laser system, significant

progress has been achieved.

2. Methods and Results - Separation Performance

The first crucial question to be answered in developing an economic MLIS

process is whether it is possible to obtain single step enrichment at

reasonable UF_ densities and laser fluences. Our aim is to demonstrate
15 -3

such a single step process at UF densities close to 10 cm and with IR
-2

laser fluences below 2 J cm .

Obtaining the required isotopic selectivity in exciting and separating the

UF molecules is far from trivial. It is strongly influenced by laser

parameters as well as UFC vibrational and rotational temperature and the
5

fraction of dimerized (condensed) UFC molecules. In the case of collisions
t>

during the photolysis process, i.e. for long laser pulses or high total

densities, it can also be influenced by the density in the interaction
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zone. This triangle density - temperature - condensation is clearly

strongly intercorrelated, because lowering the temperatures means higher

condensation or reduced density. It is the main reason for the fact that

MLIS researchers in several countries (United States, Great Britian,

France) have failed to achieve high enrichment factors using conven-

tionally designed nozzle expansions. We feel that it is essential to study

in parallel the dependence of the separation performance on UF properties

and laser parameters as well as the optimum design of nozzles yielding the

desired UF properties at the highest possible density.

Table-1 gives a list of parameters that are likely to influence the final

separation performance of an MLIS process. They can be conveniently se-

parated into effects related to the pure photophysics of an isolated

molecule and bulk effects due to collisions during and after the excita-

tion/dissociation process. As the selective excitation requires up to

three lasers with different wavelengtns, the number of parameter combina-

tions is huge. Unfortunately, there seems to be no chance to establish a

reliable quantum mechanical theory for UF multiphoton excitation, and

even semi-empirial modeling is hard to perform. So one has to try to get

as much experimental information as possible in short time, that is,

regarding the low repetition rate of the laboratory lasers, preferably on

a single shot basis.

In contrast to AVLIS where the photoselectivity can be very high but final

selectivity is largely influenced by 'bulk' effects (nonselective pickup,

ion scrambling), it turns out luckily for MLIS that the selectivity is

clearly dominated by the single molecule photophysics. This gives us the

possibility and justification for using a molecular beam experiment in

order to screen the parameter space within short .time and to establish

sets of promising parameter combinations. These sets are then used in a

second experiment under process conditions, i.e. with high UF densities,

in which weighable amounts of enriched UF product are sampled and direct-

ly analyzed.
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Table 1

LASER PARAMETERS

Dissoc. Wavelength Range (UV. 16, 10)

Number of Excitation Wavelengths

Wavelengtns

Fluences

Polarization

Pulse Shape

Overlap / Delay

UF6 TEMPERATURES

Vibrational Temperature

Rotational Temperature

= PHOTOPHYSICS IN ISOLATED MOLECULES

MOLECULAR BEAM EXPERIMENTS

Screening; Choice of Parameter Sets —

CONDENSATION

COLLISION EFFECTS

Desactivation / Relaxation

UF5-UF6 Isotoge Exchange

UF5-F Recombination

UF6-UF5 Adsorption

Scavenger Reactions

TECHNICAL LOSSES

= BULK EFFECTS

EXP. UNDER PROCESS CONDITIONS

^ Final Optimization

2.1 Molecular Beam Experiment

Our molecular beam apparatus uses a circular nozzle expansion of a mixture

of carrier gas with UFfi enriched to 50 %. By varying the carrier gas,

mixing ratio, and total pressure it is possible to select UF vibrational

and rotational temperatures over a wide range. The beam, which is oriented

vertically, is skimmed, chopped and detected by two negative surface ioni-

zation mass spectrometers tuned to the UF and UF mass, respective-

ly. Thus, each detector sees a series of flight time signals, each corre-

sponding to some 1 million UFfi ions of one isotope. In order to save UF

material, the nozzle is pulsed to obtain a train of 2-3 flight time

pulses. Slightly above the chopper plane, one of these UF packets is

irradiated by up to 4 laser beams and partially dissociated. Since the

fragments are removed from the primary beam by recoil, a corresponding

signal decrease at each of the detectors is observed. By comparing the

relative intensities of the irradiated and unirradiated flight time peaks,
235

one gets immediately the dissociation probabilities d and d for UF
238

and UFf5> respectively, and from these the enrichment factor a and
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depletion factor g under collision free conditions according to

(1)

B = (1-dg)/(1-d
g
).

on a single-shot basis.

This experiment is equipped with rather sophisticated computer control and

data aquisition. For every shot (repetition rate is 2-3 Hz), the UF.

flight, time signals as well as the energies, spatial profiles in two coor-

dinates, and exact timing of each laser pulse are monitored, evaluated and

stored. Furthermore, the computer controls several mirrors in order to

stabilize the center position of the lasers, different grid attenuators,

and the laser pattern, i.e. the sequence of different laser combinations

to be fired repetitively during a single experiment. This pattern allows a

lot of side information to be extracted quasi-simultaneously, such as

dimer content, dissociation by non-resonant laser lines, and IR multi-

photon dissociation together with IR-UV dissociation.

The results of these experiments that cannot be discussed in detail here

are encouraging. For all investigated dissociation wavelengths (i.e. for

16 μ̂ i, 9 μm and 308 nm) high isotopic selectivity has been demonstrated,

and the minimum requirement for a single step process ( a > 5 and s > 3 )

could be achieved. In some cases a > 10 has been observed. Enrichment

factors are generally higher for IR multiphoton dissociation because there

is less or no unselective contribution from unexcited (ground state) mole-

cules as this is the case in the IR-UV process. On the other hand, the

total fluences required to obtain a given dissociation probability are

also higher. Special attention deserves the 5 pm dissociation process

which requires even more fluence but allows to skip the Raman shifting

step. In accordance with earlier measurements in room temperature UF_, a

o

strong enhancement of the dissociation probability with decreasing wave-

length near 9 pm has been found.

Work at the molecular beam experiment is still in progress in order to

further enhance

laser fluences.

further enhance selectivity at high UF temperatures and to reduce IR
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2.2 Experiments under process-like conditions

In order to compare our molecular beam results to real world conditions,

we have built a second apparatus which has been operating now for 3 years.

It is a closed loop apparatus comprising essentially a three-stage roots

blower, a 20-cm wide pulsed slit nozzle, a photolysis chamber, and a UF

separator section. The recirculated UF -carrier gas mixture is irradiated

at densities corresponding to a production process by collinear laser

beams within the supersonic portion of the slit expansion. Typical

experiment duration is a few hours at 2 Hz repetition rate. This results

in the production of milligram amounts of solid enriched UF which can be

partly deposited on different separators. Subsequently, this product is

analyzed in a conventional thermionic mass spectrometer.

In order to characterize the separation performance completely, informa-

tion on the depletion factor or cut (with respect to the irradiated vo-

lume) is needed. Although it could be in principle derived from the iso-

topic ratio of the unreacted UF
R
, this method would probably give rise to

large uncertainties because during a typical run less than 10 of the

total UF content is dissociated. Instead, we decided to use different

techniques giving integral, single-shot and intermediate information. The

first method is based on the determination of the absolute amount of UF,_

5

deposited on a defined area of the separator by using an isotope dilution

technique, i.e. adding a defined amount of tracer solution with well-known

isotopic ratio to the probe whose isotope content is measured independ-

ently. Since the retention efficiency.of the separator is less than unity

and possibly dependent on expansion parameters, this method has to be

recalibrated every time gas pressures etc. are modified. The single-shot

method measures the 2.7 μm chemiluminescence radiation originating from HF

molecules formed by the reaction of the F radicals with CH. scavenger gas.

Although this signal depends on the setting of the expansion parameters,

too (e.g. on quenching rates), it can be conveniently and exactly cali-

brated by comparing it to pure UV laser dissociation. This chemilumines-

cence technique is also well suited to adjust and control laser parameters

(fluences, spatial and temporal beam oberlap). Both methods are well

correlated. The third method uses a vibrating quartz film thickness moni-

tor and gives information on UF production averaged over some 10 to

100 shots.
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These experiments at process densities are not only time-consuming, but

also more difficult to perform since the output energy and long-term

stability requirements imposed on the laser systems are much more

stringent. Consequently, the experimental data base is still very limited.

Nevertheless, most recently we were able to perform multiple-wavelength

IR-UV and IR multiphoton dissociation experiments with interesting

results.

In comparison to the expectations derived from molecular beam results, in

general at least semi-quantitative agreement could be shown although the

fluences needed for a distinct dissociation probability tend to be some-

what lower under process conditions. For the most thoroughly studied IR-

UV-experiment, a selectivity loss of less than 10 % as compared to the

molecular beam has been found. This could still be due to the very low

duty cycle and the small product samples at our repetition rates.

As the best result up to the date of my talk, we achieved enrichment of

natural uranium hexafluoride to more than 2.5 % in a single step. To our

knowledge this is the highest enrichment that has been measured directly

in the product for any laser process at process densities. Japanese re-

searchers have quoted even higher enrichment factors but their results

have been obtained by a rather indirect analysis.

Further improvement of this result appears to be feasible,

2.3 Nozzle Development

In parallel to the separation experiments, we have been investigating the

characteristics of UF slit nozzle expansions for nearly ten years. Be-

sides the above-mentioned most important targets high density - low tem-

perature - low condensation there are additional quantities to be opti-

mized, such as the size and shape of the cold interaction regime. Since

the number of parameters that can be varied is very large (carrier gas,

mixing ratio, inlet pressure, nozzle width, nozzle shape, nozzle tempera-

ture, background pressure), fast and reliable diagnostic methods had to be

developed first. By using laser diode absorption spectroscopy in the 16 pm

region we measure spatially resolved
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- UF- rotational temperatures by comparing the shape of the fundamental Q

branch to calculated spectra,

- UF vibrational temperatures by comparing the sum intensity of all hot Q

bands to the fundamental,

- UFR monomer densities by measuring the total (fundamental & hot) Q

branch absorption,

- UF condensation by comparing the measured monomer density to the total

UF density derived from either theoretical dependence on the inlet

pressure or UV absorption.

Our main goal has been to reduce condensation without sacrificing density

or temperature. Besides choosing the optimal carrier gas, different tech-

niques have been successfully tested, mainly for avoiding three-body con-

densation in the high—density but supersaturated region close to the

nozzle throat. These techniques involved specially shaped nozzle contours,

slightly heating the gas mixture, and the use of multiple slit arrays.

By using a combination of one of these techniques with a forth one that

cannot be disclosed here, we were able to obtain a density increase by a

significant factor at the same density and residual condensation as in a

conventionally designed nozzle.

3. Laser development

Finally, let me give a short look on the status and prospects of our laser

development.

The "16 pm radiation requirements of the MLIS process can in our opinion

best be met by the CO laser whose radiation is raman shifted in parahy-

drogen. As for now and the foreseeable future, our laser development

exclusively relies on this method.

3.1 TEA laser based systems at Uranit

At Uranit, several line-tunable 16 pm lasers are operated at repetition

rates limited to about 3-5 Hz. Except the very first generation, they are
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all based on home-made TEA CO? laser modules originally developed for our

commercial marking systems, and on multipath raman cells working at 77 K.

The most advanced systems deliver line-tuned 16 pm energies in excess of

1 J/pulse.

Since these lasers offer only a line spectrum with 1 cm intervals, and
235

the optimum first excitation frequencies of UFfi do fall in between,

fine-tunable or fine-tuned systems had to be developed in addition. Our

tunable source consists of a four-wave-mixing system comprising a TEA and

a high pressure C0? laser. After considerable effort to steadily improve

its performance, it can be now used routinely in separation experiments.

Its pulse energy is typical 20-40 mJ at a linewidth of better than

0.02 cm . As the 'fixed-frequency' tuning system capable also of oper-

ating at kHz repetition rates, we developed a microwave shifter that uses

nonlinear single-sideband modulation in CdTe crystals. High conversion

efficiences (> 40 %) and pulse energies similar to the tunable system have

been demonstrated with this device.

The crucial problem to be solved in laser development for MLIS is the high

repetition rate which is required to illuminate the supersonic UF beam

completely. Dependent on the expansion parameters, it may be in the range
4

1 to several 10 Hz. Since pulsed C0? lasers with this repetition rate and

the necessary peak power for the raman process are not available yet, we

are envisioning a laser system with ~ 1 kHz repetition rate for a small

pilot plant to be operated in the mid 90's. Such a laser system requires

rapid gas circulation in the C0_ laser as well as in the raman converter.

By using moderate gas velocities (25 m/s) in two slightly modified, still

very compact Uranit TEA modules, we achieved an output energy of

~ 4 J/pulse at up to 300 Hz repetition rate in a nearly diffraction-

limited beam. For the raman cell, we developed an optical arrangement that

should allow operation at room temperature and reasonable peak powers,

thus making gas recirculation much easier than it would be in a converter

at liquid nitrogen temperature.

3.2 Long-Term Alternative Laser Systems

For a demonstration or production plant, laser systems with repetition

rates in excess of 10 kHz are needed. This can certainly be accomplished
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by multiplexing lasers with lower intrinsic repetition rate, but possibly

also with a single system based on cw CO? lasers in which a short, Q-

switched pulse is generated and amplified to a level sufficient for raman

conversion. This approach holds promise for economic generation of 16 pm

radiation in the long run. Basic research to resolve questions concering

generation and amplification of short pulses, raman conversion at very

high repetition rates and achievable pulse energies is under way at Uranit

and at Siemens/KWU.

3.3 Optical Components

For the MLIS process, quality and lifetime of optical components are of

primary concern because the average power as well as the peak power re-

quired may be very high compared to other industrial laser applications.

For this reason, a significant part of the German MLIS programme deals

with the improvement of special components for the process. The first

target is to manufacture optics that fulfil the requirements and withstand

the intensities needed in the proposed pilot plant for at least 10 shots.

Three industrial and research institute partners are active in this field:

Preussag Pure Metals (Goslar) for fabrication of improved CdTe crystals

needed in the microwave shifter, Merck/Korth (Kiel) for fabrication of

highly durable salt optics, and Laserzentrum Hannover (Hannover) for

damage analysis in highly intense laser fields and manufacturing of

special coatings. According to the progress made up to now, we are

confident that the targets for the pilot plant will be met in due time.

4. Conclusion

Although the MLIS project in Germany is still in an early stage and far

from being able to claim industrial feasibility and competitiveness with

centrifuge technology, we feel that our results are promising enough to

continue our work. If optimization of separation performance and scaling

of the laser repetition rate can be successfully completed, we will be

ready to build and operate a small pilot plant with a separative power of

about 1000 SWU/a starting in 1995.
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MEASUREMENT OF VELOCITY DISTRIBUTION OF NEUTRAL

ATOMS USING LIF

Wang Yonggang, Wang Dewu, Mei Lin,

Cheng Xiao-feng, Ying Chuntong

Department of Eng. Physics, Tsinghua Univ.

Beijing 100084, P.R. CHINA

Abstract

The velocity distribution of evaporated atoms has been

measured by laser induced fluorescence (LIF). The laser beam

impacts the evaporated atoms, and excited them to higher

levels. The fluorescence transition happens when the excited

atoms deexcites, The effective exciting frequency of laser

depends on the velocity of atoms. From the Doppler shift of

the frequency the velocity of atoms is measured. It is shown

that the velocity depends on the power of electron beam gun.

In the experiment the technique of tuning wavelength of cw dye

laser is improved. A cw dye laser is used. Since it has very

narrow spectral bandwidth, the high velocity resolution is

obtained.

1.Introduction

AVLIS (Atomic Vapor Laser Isotopic Separation) method is

investigated in more and more countries in the world.

A lot of theoretical and experimental research work has to

be done before the AVLIS becomes a commercial method. The

velocity distribution of evaporated atoms has been measured by

laser induced fluorescence (LIF). The Gd atoms are evaporated

from the crucible. The laser beam irradiates the evaporated
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atoms and excites them to higher levels. The flourescence

transition happens when the excited atoms deexcite. The

effective exciting frequency of the laser depends on the

velocity of atoms. This is so called Doppler shift. The

intensity of fluorescence depends on the quantity of excited

atoms. By changing the frquency of the laser the velocity

distribution of evaperated atoms is measured.

The cw dye laser is used and improved. It has very narrow

spectral bandwidth. The high velocity resolution is obtained.

2.Experimental method

The set up of experimental apparatus is shown in Fig.l.

ARGON LASER

CW DYE LASER

VACUUM CHAMBER

WAVELENGTH METER OCCILO-
SCOPE

RECOR-
DER

ETALON PMT J L

Fig.l. Experimental apparatus

The Gd atoms are evaporated from a crucible heated by

electronic beam.The crucible is installed in a vacuum vessel

with a pressure below 10 mb. The evaporated atoms are

collimated by two apertures with radius R=3mm. The radio of

collimation is about 1:20. The laser light for the excitation

is produced by a cw dye laser, which is pumped by an argon
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laser. The dye laser has a frequency stablizer. The spectral

bandwidth of dye laser beam is about 5MHz. The dye is

Rhodamine 6G.

The beam of dye laser is devided into two parts. One of them

incidents upon the chamber from its top. As we know the atoms

are evaporated and move in vertical direction along the axis.

There exists frequency difference between the laser beam and

effective exciting frequency. It is called Doppler shift. The

frequency difference Au is

v

o c

here V unshifted transition frequency

v the velocity of atoms in z direction
z

the velocity of light

The other part of the beam is in the horizontal direction

and it is detected by a laser wavemeter. In this direction,

the Doppler shift is so small that it can be ignored. Then the

transition frequency of atoms which has zero velocity is

obtained.

The distance from crucible to the exciting area is about 100

mm.

The fluorescence signal is received in the direction

perpendicular to both two beams. The fluorescence is focused

on a small aperture by means of a lens system and detected by

a photomultiplier.

A coaxial étalon is used to monitor laser frequency. Its

free spectral range is 150MHz. So it is very easy to know the

frequency shift Ay at any point.

Two laser wavelength are used in the experiments. One is

580.45nm. It corresponds to the transition from ground state
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Da to Fi. This transition only has the resonant

fluorescence. Another laser wavelength is 579.29nm. The
i> 0

transition which takes place between the state D4 and the
$

state Da. In addition to resonant fluorescence, there exist

two other non-resonant fluorescence. They are: 561.94nm

(WDa > DÏ) and 568.82nm ( D3 » Da). (see Fig. 2) The

intensity of fluorescence as a function of laser wavelength is

recorded.

4f7(V)5d<V)6S6p(3pVD

j= 2
3 4 5 6 7

4fVsÛ)5d6s2 V
j= 2 3 4 5 6

Fig.2. Transition among the energy levels of Gd atom

Fig.3 shows the fluorescence signal without the vertical

laser beam.

Fig.4 shows the fluorescence signal with the vertical laser

beam.

From these two Figures one sees that it is obvious that the

evaporated atoms have a velocity distribution. From the

frequency shift we know the value of average velocity and
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velocity distribution.

~wmwmmmmmr

Fig.3 Fluorescence signal without the vertical laser beam

Fig.4 Fluorescence signal with the vertical laser

3. Results and discussion

It is assumed the evaporated atoms follow Maxwellian
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distribution. Then

dn m i/2

dv dv dv S n ( 2^kT 2ÏÏ^
x y z il U

m

where

n total number density of evaporated atoms

m atomic mass

k Boltzmann constant

T temperature parallel to atomic beam at observation

point

X temperature perpendicular to atomic beam at

observation point

u — average velocity in z direction at observation

point

v ,v ,v velocity component in direction x,y,z
x y z '

respectively

Integrating over v and v , we get
M y

dn m i/2

= " ( 2rtkT > UT
z il U

Considering the total density of the atoms in the frequency

interval {V, v+dv)

dn dv
dn = — -T—— dv ( 4 )

dv dv
z

dn

dv
z
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where

X wavelength of laser

V frequency of laser

and the density of excited atoms, dn , is
2

dn = P dn (5)
2 2

where

P probability of transition

Integrating over all frequency v, we get

dn

n =X — f °° P dv ( 6 )
2 dv J-CO 2

The observation volume is so small that the density of

excited atoms can be considered constant. The intensity of

fluorescense can be expressed as following

I ( n ) = G A n A V (7)
2 23 2

where

AV=A v T
z

A cross section

T mean life time of the excited state

Q detecting efficiency

A transition Probability from level 2 to level 3
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So we get

dn
I(n )= G A A T v X —-—

2 23 z dv
(9)

The intensity of fluorescence light I{n > is proportional

to

dn

z dv

From the experimental data we obtain the velocity u and T
u

Since the element Gd has several isotopes, the spectroscopy

of fluorescence is overlap. We choose the Gd as the object.

Two wavelengths have been used as the exciting laser. They

are 580.45nm and 579.29nm.

The dependence of average velocity on the heating power of

electronic beam gun is tabled as follows:

Table 1 X=580.45nm

heating power of

electronic beam gun (W)

average velocity u(m/s)

heating

velocity

power

(m/s)

Table 2

420

653

X=57O.

360

460

29nm

480

807

600

953

600

948

720

964
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The dependence is shown as well as in Fig.5

950

850

150

irn/5)

q
Power

420 490 560 630 700 7?o 840

Fig.5. Velocity vs heating power

The following conclusions is obtained:

l).At the beginning, the atomic average velocity increases

rapidly with the increasing of the heating power. When it

reaches some values, the rate of increasing becomes much

slower.

2).Comparing the results of two wavelenthes (A=579.29nm and

X=580.45nm ), we find that under the same heating power (600W)

the average velocity and velocity distribution have no

difference with the choice of wavelength.

3).From the experimental results got under the wavelength

579.29nm, we know that it still has a high population in the
if Û

state D4 after having passed a distance, 100mm.
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THREE DIMENSIONAL FREE JET FLOW FROM A FINITE LENGTH SLIT

A. Rosengard

C E A - IRDI - DESICP

Centre d'Etudes Nucléaires de Saclay, 91191 Gif sur Yvette, France

Abstract

One or two-dimensional jets from an infinite slit taken as a sonic

source have been yet examined. This article is devoted to practical

three-dimensional situations when finite -length slit is considered, at

distances comparable to this length, with slit source flow composed by

adding elementary effusive flows. Analytical formulas are derived for

non-collisional flow and collisional flow simulated by a Monte-Carlo

particle test method. Densities, velocities and temperatures behavior are

considered from noncollisional to continuous flow. All these variables are

vapor properties of interest for the atomic vapor laser isotope separation

process.

1. Introduction

The main vapor properties which are linked to the atomic vapor

separation process are sumarized1 Fig. 1. This figure clearly indicates

the three dimensional nature of the flow which has to be considered.

- RADIAL TEMPERATURE _ _ <^ ^ ^ ] Extractor

;j OVER PRF REQUIRED

- TRANSVERSE TEMPERATURE

;. NON-SELECTIVE PLATING

- AXIAL TEMPERATURE

__f, DOPPLER LIHEUIDTH

basic laser PRF

- DENSITY DISTRIBUTION

^ SVSTEn DESIGN

- Figure 1 - Vapor properties of interest
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Many works are devoted to freejet expansion from an infinite slit;

one dimensional cylindrical geometry is mainly used with a sonic source,

applying either kinetic theory methods2 or Bird's Monte-Carlo method3.

Two-dimensional flow has been taken in account*, by the method of charac-

teristics (continuous flow) or Bird's method.

We wish to analyze monoatomic jet gas expansion from a slit, with

small width D compared to this length L, and examine mean jet behavior

evolution when the distance r from the source increases from

two-dimensional situation (r/L<l), to three-dimensional one (r/l^-l) and

finally up to a point source flow (r/l>l). Moreover, because we wish to

analyze the evolution from molecular to continuous flow, the source flow

is taken as a sum of elementary effusive flows, with uniform distribution

on the rectangular slit surface. One more reason is that this choice might

be a better modélisation of the vapor emission generated by high energy

deposition on metal surface as it can be obtained by the linear electron

gun used in atomic vapor laser isotope separation process.

2. General Outlines

Jet atoms are mass m and diameter d with one electronic state. We

consider hard spheres collisions (elastic collisions and isotropic scatte-

ring from collision mass center). Initial slit conditions are effusive

jets with uniform distribution on the slit surface, with temperature Tv

and density r^ specified just below the slit (Fig. 2). The n^ value is

equivalent to the Knudsen number value,

Kn = l/\[2~ ny ird2D (1)

As a consequence of these assumptions, particles are thrown with the

classical elementary flow distribution from x =0, -D/2<y<+D/2,-L/2<z<+L/2

(Fig. 2, Fig. 3)

dy dz . vf(v) dv . (r^/U-n) sinE cosE dE ckp (2)

where f(v) is the classical Maxwellian velocity modulus distribution,

f(v) = (m/2irkTv)
3/z exp-fmv 2^^ ] x 4-nv2 (3)

For the mathematical definition of this problem, r^ (or Kn) and Tv are

independent specified parameters. For practical problems they can be

independent (gases) or related (vapors).

All boundaries (Fig. 3 : x = 0, r = r,Dax , z = ± L/2) are assumed to be

purely absorbing (vapor condensation).

A flow simulation with the Kogan's iterative particle test

Monte-Carlo method5 is applied to the following three-dimensional geometry

(Fig. 3).
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Imaginary or real
Source (rty,T̂ )fir

- Figure 2 - Particles emission process

- Figure 3 - Three-dimensional geometry

The main points of our version of the test particle method are

described in .

Typically four regions appear (Fig. 4) :

1) r ~ D : This is the source flow region, with a prevailing influence of

source geometry and the particle emission process. The section r < D of

this region is the kinetic one-dimensional Knudsen layer9'10 .

2) D < r < L : This region must exhibit a two-dimensional asymptotic beha-

vior. In this region we can compare our results with published ones.

3) D < r ~ L : This region typically has three-dimensional behavior.

4) r > L : Flow tends to appear approximately as a point source flow.
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- Figure k - Classification of regions

3. Main Results in the Two-Dimensional Repion

Our simulation results are compared for different Kn at 6 = 0,

r/D = 10, L/D = 100 (r/L = 0.1 « 1) with those of Anderson et al.4 (Bird's

method) and Beylich,7 (kinetic method) for radial, axial, and azimuthal

temperatures Tr, Tz, and Tg (Fig. 5).

This comparison is made considering the reference temperature Tv as

sonic one, related to stagnation temperature4'7 by the classical adiabatic

relation,

Tv = <2T0)/(Tf (4)

The agreement is good for Tg, and a small deviation appears for

Kn = 0.1 between Monte-Carlo results due to different initial slit

conditions (Fig. 5).

T/Tc

.01 .03 -OS

-Figure 5- Temperatures : comparison with Anderson's and Beylich's results
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Angular density profiles n(8)/n(0) for Kn = 0.1 and 0.01 are

compared to those of Ref. 3 (Fig. 6). Divergence for Kn = 0.1 is also

obviously due to different initial slit conditions, whose importance

disappears for a near continuous flow (Kn = 0.01).

A.O

.5

MO "©•

- Figure 6 - Density 8 profile. Comparison with Anderson's results

4. Three-Dintensional Region : Non Collisional Flow

Molecular flow properties are easily calculated by summing

densities, mass and momentum fluxes emited from the emission line by all

z' elementary jet/s up to the (r,6,z) point. Simple results can be obtained

when the y integration is removed (r/D > 1) . In this case, new

nondimensional geometrical variables appear based on the length L instead

of D for the two-dimensional case :

R = r/L , Z = z/L (5)

A second integration along -L/2 '< z < L/2 gives the L-length mean flow

relations on (R,9).

For instance the L—Mean density will be obtained by :

n (r,8) =
n(R,9) x L _ Rcos8

~ 4-ir
dZ dZ'

[(Z-Z')z R 2] 3 / z

therefore

n (R,6) = -

1/2

— I " 1 cose

(6)

(7)
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A new nondimensional variable n* = nL/r^D appears that is different from
the classical two-dimensional one n/riy. This expression is not valid for
region 1, but is valid for regions 2, 3, and 4. For region 2, R < 1 and
(7) give the classical two-dimensional noncollisional far-field density

„ cos6 n D cos9
n (R,e) = — — or — = — (8)

2iTR r^ 2trr

and for R > 1, the classical effusion source flow

* cos9
n*(R,8) = (9)

4-nR2

The velocity and temperature components L-mean formulas for noncol-
lisional flow are given in6.

5. Three Dimensional Repion : General Considerations for Collisional Flows

Comparison of local (R,6,Z) values of density, velocities and
temperatures with mean values along the L-Length (-1/2 < Z < 1/2) exhibits
very small differences for noncollisional flow. It is thus simpler to
consider only the mean values, This consideration and computing times led
us to do the same for collisional flow Monte-Carlo simulations and fitting
formulas. Also, new similarity laws for r/D > 1, L/D > 1, already
demonstrated for non collisional flow, can be verified with the computer
simulation ; for instance, identical statistical values have been obtained
for nL/r^D, vr/v, vz/v, Tr/Ty, T2/ry, T9/Tv for Kn = 0.01 and R > 0.2
(r/D > 1) when L/D = 20 and L/D = 100 runs are compared.

Heuristic continuity considerations lead us to the same result.
Classical similarity can be written for L-Mean vaLues

n/i\, = <Pn <R,e,Kn,D/L) (10)

TPf9fI /Tv =<Pr <R,9,Xn,D/L) (11)

vr,8,z h = <Pv (R,©,Kn,D/L) (12)

For fixed Kn and R > 0, as D/L -» 0 (D/L < 1), n^ -» oo with a finite value
for n ; thus <pn -» 0, and <pf , <p>v have finite limits. Existence of a finite
derivative for <pn (which the case for Kn = oo) induces a finite limit for

nL .

Systematic runs have been made with our Monte-Carlo code from Kn = 0.3 to
Kn = 0.006. For Kn — oo, Monte-Carlo results gave no statistical bias when
compared with results of the preceding formulas. We shall give the main
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results for collisional flow. Fitting formulas are given for the typical

three-dimensional region : 0 . 5 < R < 3 , 0 < 6 < ir/4. in Ref.6

We haved used a three-step fitting method taking for the following

analytical form for nondimensional values :

<p (R,8,Kn) = <p (R ; O, (Kn), C2(Kn)) cosq<ICn) 6 (14)

C1 (Kn), C2(Kn) are homographie or exponential functions, related to calcu-

lated values for Kn -• TO, and with asymptotic convergence for Kn -* 0

(continuous flow). For each run, which corresponds to a given Kn, q then

C, and C2 are obtained by a least-squares fit. Then homographie or

exponential functions of

the different Kn values.6
Kn are fitted to q, C, C2 values obtained for

6. Back Scattered Particles

The proportion of back scattered particles T| is a classical problem,

generally resolved by kinetic layer theory9'10 , for Kn -+ 0 : as emission

Mach number approaches M = 1, TI as 0.18, which agrees quite well with

Monte-Carlo results (Fig. 7).

A least squares fit for numerical results is

il = 0.18/[l - 1/(1 + 0.09/Kn)] (15)

0.2-1

0.0

Kn-+O limit (Kinetic Layer)

0.0 50.0

equ. (15)

100.0

1/Kn

150.0 200.0

- Figure 7 - Backscattered particle proportion

7. Reduced Density n (R.8)

and
For Kn = oo, the qn exponent for cos

 n 6 variation is 1 [see Equ.(7)]

exhibits a jump (Fig. 8) as soon as Kn is finite valued, with an
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asymptotic value for Kn -» 0 of about qn = 2,7. This cos
2'7 8 asymptotic

law must be compared with the results of Ashkenas and Sherman8 obtained by

the method of characteristics for a. continuous source flow, for a

monoatomic gas

n (r,8)

2.73
(16)

n (r,0)

which is equivalent to cos2"72 9 for 0 < 8 < ir/4. Finally, a least-squares

formula for qn(Kn) (with a small jump from Kn = <») is given by

qn = 2.70 - 1.53 exp{-0.0115/Kn)

This q - increasing is related to the jet autofocusing.

3.0-1

2 . 0 -

1.0 -

«In

0.0

Kn_»O limit (Ashkenas and Sherman-1966)

0.0
—I—

50.0

1
100.D

t/Kn
150.0

1
100.0

- Figure 8 - Cos8 variation density exponent

(17)

A general relation derived for equ.(7) is :

^-1 T<R) - 1 (18)

with 0.5 ^ -Y(R) « 1, -Y(R) =0.5 for R € 0.3 and for R > 0,3, after least

squares fits,

1 + 0.13/KnJ13/Kn

For Kn -• oo, -Y(R) -» 0.5 (noncollisional situation).

The coefficient Cn is fitted form simulation results by

(19)

0.039
Cn = 0.120 +n 1 + 0.25/Kn

(20)
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For Kn -+ oo, cn = l/2ir = 0.159. For Kn -» 0, and R < 1,

0.12 n 0.12
n (R,0) c*

R r/D
(21)

Equation (21) Is very near to Beylich's results for cylindrical

flow7, with sonic radius r* = D/2 :

9/16\|y
(22)

Comparison of evolutions of n*(R,0) with R for different Kn can be

seen in Fig. 9. For R > 1, small Kn values give higher density : the

reason for this is a stronger jet autofocusing in the three-dimensional

region. This effect offsets the lowering effect due to jet acceleration

and back-scattered particles, which dominates the two-dimensional region

10

equ. (16):".-t.* = °°
Kn = 0.3
Kn = 0.006

runs: t Kn = 0.3
1 Kn = 0.006

10"

- Figure 9 - Reduced density evolution (6 = 0)

8. Radial Reduced Velocity vr (R. 9)

Velocity behavior with distance R remains identical for every Kn

(Fig. 10) with a limit velocity. For R > 0.5, the derived analytical

relation6 for Kn = o° can be substitued by the more simple one, within 2 %

error :

v* = 1.02 - (0.0625/R) (23)
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When Kn decreases, particles are accelerated by collisions, and a

small variation with 9 appears. The fitting formula generalizes (23) and
is

with

v* = ffi.4o 2J2 } - 2 ^
r U 1 + 0 . 1 2 6 / K J R

q v = 0 3 4 I 1" wolo63/fa)
which is adequate for R > 0.5 runs values (Fig. 10).

06251
<24>

(25)

1.5 n

1.0-

Vr

1.0
0.0

I
1.0

JS X-

analytical relation . . . .Kn - a *
equ. (24): Kn = 0.3

— Kn = O.OOS

i
2.0 3.0 (.0 5.0

- Figure 10 - Reduced radial velocity evolution (9 = 0)

9. Radial Reduced Temperature T (R.9)

Temperature behavior with R demonstrates the freezing situation when

no more collisions occur ; freezing appears at increasing distance R, as

Kn -* 0 (Fig. 11). At fixed distance R, Tp decreases with Kn, until conti-

nuous flow is reached as a counterpart of the preceding vr acceleration.

No significant dependence on 9 appears.

As vp, for R > 0 . 5 the analytical relation derived in Ref. 6 can be

substituted with 2% error by (Kn = oo),

T* = 0.453 -
0.029

R

and is generalized by the fitting formula :

.0344 -* 0.383 f
T - = ° - ° 7 0 + 1 + 0.124/Kn + I 0 " '

0.0634
1 + 0.30/Kn

(26)

x 1/R (27)
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Tr
1.9 i

I.I

X .
P̂ ^ ̂  X v v

A

*AA-

X

A

analytical

X y y

A A .

1

relation

eqw. f2?J

equ. (27)

1 1
1.1

KRS O O

K» s ».3

KR » 0.001

4.1M J.I

R
- Figure 11 - Reduced radial temperature evolution

10. Axial lz (R.Q) and transverse Tg (R.8) temperatures

For Tz (Doppler temperature), situations are very different from the
two-dimensional region (where T2 ~ Tr) and for the three-dimensional one ;
Tz is highly dependent on geometrical considerations ; for R > 1 T,
decreases like 1/R2 for non-collisional or collisional flow (Fig. 12),
Finally, for fixed R, Tz decreases with Kn for R < 1, and depends only on
geometry for R > 1 (Fig. 11). We tried to simulate this with the fitting
formulas (R> 0.5^, as no 8 dependence seems to be significant (for 9 < — ) ,

Tcz

+ Cz

Tcz = 0.092 +

Cz = 18.6 -

0.168
1 + 0.037/Kn

18

1 + 0.017/Kn

(28)

(29)

(30)

For the transverse temperature Tg, a 6 dependence occurs. It is
related to the number of collisions in 8 regions. The fitting formulas
will be :

J-2

ce

(31)
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• - • - i

Tee

ce =

= 0

13

.098

1

I1 - i + o.
9

+ 0.029/Kn

039/KnJ

6
analytical relation

equ.(28) :

X

A

., (n s oo
- X* = O.J
-Us 0.001

K» = O.I
to = 0.(01

(32)

(33)

t.t I.I 1.» I.»

R
- Figure 12 - Reduced axial temperature evolution

Tg decreases very slowly in the two-dimensional region (due to persistence

of collisions in this region), and strongly in the three dimensional

region (Fig. 13).

equ. (21): Kn = 0.J

Kl) = 0.006

to -

*• t

< X X

runs; X Kn = 0.3

A Kn = 0.006

R
- Figure 13 - Reduced transverse temperature evolution (9 — 0)
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11. Comparison of Temperature Components Behavior

Figure 14 compares the behavior of each temperature T p , T e, Tz

respectively.
For high Kn, very disparate values occur. Near the two-dimensional

region (R < 1 ) , T e < T z ~ Tf whereas for R > 1, T e «S T z < T p.
When Kn -* 0, this disparate situation for the temperatures becomes

smaller, but never at not too high a distance R ; three-dimensional jet
converges to equilibrium, but not uniformly with R : R < l o r R ~ l :

T 8 ~ T z ~ T r , R : T e Tr .

II*.

Il

- V
Tr*

X x» - •.}

- Figure 14 - Comparison of temperature behavior
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ABSTRACT :

In a vacuum vessel, a metal is vaporized by means of an elec-
tron beam (deflected by a magnetic field) that creates an atonic vapour
stream. The vapour is selectively ionized by pulsed laser beams. The
phbtoionization region is located between two product collector plates. The
becoming of the photoions is called extraction process. It is mainly
characterized by the fraction of photoions collected on the product
collectors, and by the effects of resonant charge exchange on this fraction.

Here, we focus on the symmetrical electrostatic ion extrac-
tion : both product collector plates are negatively biased with respect to
waste plate. The laser beams axis is in the middle of the product
collectors. The magnetic field is neglected and the atomic stream supposed
to be monokinetic.

The plasma created by laser/vapour interaction is simulated by
a two dimensional Particle/Mesh method. Resonant charge exchange between
ions and the atomic jet is accounted for by a Mante-Carlo method.
Computational results are presented ; the effects of product collectors
polarization, and of a charge exchange parameter are outlined.

The fraction of photoions collected is higher when the
polorization increases, but is smaller when charge exchange takes place.
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INTRODtXJION

Ion extraction is a process we have to study when dealing with Atonic
Vapour Laser Isotope Separation. In a vacuum vessel, metallic uranium is
vaporized by means of an electron beam deflected by a magnetic field. The
vapour expands in the vessel, and goes to a nearly free-nolecular regime
when sufficently far from the vaporization zone. Then, the atoms are
selectively ionized by pulsed laser beams (fig. 1). The depleted vapour
condenses onto a plate named W like waste. The enriched ions are to be
driven onto product collectors denoted by P. This latest operation is called
"extraction process".

W W (V=0)

ions

vapourjstream

A

vapour stream

F i g . 1 : Schematic p r i nc ip le
of laser separation

Fig.2: Schema of symmetrical
electrostatic extraction apparatus

Figure 2 is a schema of the extraction apparatus here under
focus. The P collectors are negatively biased ; their potential is denoted
by Vc. The W plate is at ground potential. The laser beams axis is in the
middle of the P collectors, and the apparatus is symmetrical with respect to
the median plane.
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We want to estimate the main extraction characteristics
(extraction time, number of ions collected can P, product composition) and
the effect of resonant charge exchange between ions and atoms on these
characteristics.

We will first describe the simulated apparatus, Which is
simpler than the previous one. Then, the principles of the simulation will
be presented. The last part of this paper is devoted to sane numerical
results.

I. SIMULATED EXTRACTION APPARATUS

The apparatus is simulated after some simplifications. It is
assumed to be bidimensionnal ; the domain is rectangular, and the boundary
values of potential are shown on fig. 3 (Variations of potential along the
dotted parts of vertical boundaries are assumed to be linear, as the FFT
method used to solve Poisson equation requires given potentials on these
boundaries). The magnetic field is neglected. The vapour stream is assumed
to be monokinetic : each atari velocity is v0, parallel to the y axis, and
the atomic density is n,,. At the initial time t = 0, a plasma is created in
the zone of irradiation (Z.I. ) with density n° , with, fluid velocity v° = v0,

and with isotropic temperatures Tj> and T§ (electrons and ions have not the
same temperature) ; the velocity distributions are maxwellian. A particle
which reaches a boundary is collected on this boundary.

W (V=0)

A A A A A A A

P
(Vc<0)

Z.I

p
(Vc<0)

vapour stream

Fig.3: Simulated apparatus
and boundary values of potential
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There is only one collisionnal process : the resonant charge
exchange (without momentum exchange) between ions and atoms of the stream.
Thus, charge exchange between ions and atoms produced by a previous charge
exchange is neglected : we are interested in natural uranium feed and in
highly selective photoionization, so that the ion density is much smaller
than the atonic stream density, and, consequently, the density of atoms
produced by charge exchange is much smaller than the atomic stream density.

The time between two laser flashes is sufficently long to the
extraction process be finished before next flash.

II. PRINCIPLES OF THE SPUIATICN

Charged particles (ions and electrons) are simulated by a
Mante-Carlo method.

At initial tiina, a set of particles is considered, each of than
being defined by its position (x, y) and its velocity (vx, v y ) . Positions
are uniformly distributed in the irradiation zone and velocities randomly
taken according to their maxwellian distributions.

The equations of notion of each particle

I- S «At)
are time-discretized, and a leapfrog scheme is used :

v t + û t / 2 = v*~At'2 + a 1 (&, t) At

x"t+At - S* + V* + A t / 2 At

Probabilities are involved in the simulation of collisions
suffered by ions :

- let x = x t + A t and v = vt+Lt/2 be the position and velocity of

an ion ; let o be the charge exchange cross section. The relative velocity

of ion-atom collision is vr = v - v0. The collision probability during

timestep (t, t + At) is P = a r^ vr At. Note that At has to be sufficently

small, so that P < 1 .
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- At each timestep, and for each ion, a number R is randomly
taken, with an uniform distribution between 0 et 1. The ion suffers a
collision during the tiirestep if P > R.

- If a collision occurs, the ion becomes an atom, at position

x, with velocity v ; the atom non-oollisionnal trajectory is straight,

and cross a domain boundary where the atom is collected ; the place where it

is collected is memorized by the simulation. The same collision makes an

atom become an ion, at position x, with velocity v0 ; afterwards, this ion

will be moved by the simulation like any other ion of the plasma.

Now, let us go back to the motion equations. At each timestep,

the field S (x*, t) suffered by a particle has to be calculated. The method

used is the so-called Particle/Mesh method /I, 2, 3, 5/ :

- A charge cloud is associated with each particle of charge q.
The cloud shape is triangular (width 2A) along the x direction and along the
y direction. The charge carried by the cloud is l̂ q, where rç, is the ratio
of the number of true particles to the number of simulated particles (so
that the true total charge is simulated).

- The charge of a cloud is assigned to nodes of a square mesh
(Ax = Ay = A ) ; each local charge of the cloud is assigned to the nearest
grid-point. Consequently, the charge of one particle is spread over the nine
nearest grid-points ; the scheme used is thus the Quadratic Spline /3/.

- Summing over the particles, we get the charge density Oij at

each grid-point, and solve the discretized Poisson equation V2V = -Q/C0

(with boundary values of fig. 3). The fields Eii are then obtained by

discretization of B = - W .

- Once mare, a charge cloud, whose shape is the same one than
oarlier, is associated with each particle of charge q. This time, the charge
carried by the cloud is q. Taking the field at any point of the cloud to be
equal to the value at the nearest grid-point, the force suffered by the
particle is calculated. This means that the discretized fields have been
interpolated.
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Atcms are not explicitly simulated. Atoms of the stream are
characterized by the constant density n<, and the constant velocity v0 . The
atoms created by charge exchange are not taken into account, but the place
where they go out of the domain is memorized.

The symmetry of the apparatus allows us to simulate half of the
domain. One of the boundaries represents i±& symmetry plane ; here, normal
field is zero and particles are not collected : they are reflected.

III. SIMULATION RESULTS

Geometrical data are shown on fig. 4, where unit length is the

Debye length, Kg = (e0 k T°/n° e
2 ) 1 ' 2 . The atoms velocity is taken to be

v0 = 1.37 (k T§/ % y->2, and ionic to electronic tençeratures ratio is

= 1/2.

40 80 40

80

160

80

120

80

120

Fig.4: Geometrical data of simulations
(unit lengths initial Debye length)
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The simulation parameters are : 8 x 32 mesh, ûx = Ay = 10 A.jj,

2556 Initial ions, 2556 initial electrons, and 1%/»^ =25 /4/. Timestep is

chosen according to stability criterions /2/.

There are two free parameters :

- a reduced collector voltage : = Vc
e n° I?

-i

- a charge exchange parameter : s = o n-, L

where 2L is the distance between the two product collectors.

III.1. Motion of ions and electrons

Let us give the following values to the free parameters :

Vc' = - .01 and s = . 25.

The simulation allows us to look at seme macroscopic variables
which are deduced from the motion of each particle in the phase space. On
fig. 5 are platted two currents versus time : the current due to electrons
which are collected onto the W plate, and the current due to ions which are
collected onto the P collectors. On fig. 6 are plotted two iso-density
curves (n = n°/8 and n = n°/80, n° being the initial plasma density) on ten
graphs; the columns are related to five different times (increasing from
left to right) ; the upper row is related to electronic density, and the
lower row to ionic density. Curves of fig. 5 are fluctuating because of
statistics involved in calculation of macroscopic variables from particles
variables ; curves of fig. 6 are fluctuating because of statistics and
because of the small number of meshes used in the calculation of densities.

—

-

-

0 -

current

1

1 :

f

AA

—I—r"~iI—!—r~

V c -

s =

time

1 '

.01

.25

1 I— i — r ^ — i —

/^electrons collected

onto W plate

.*,ions collected

onto P collectors

) 1 2

Fig. 5 : Currents of collected particles versus time.
. Current unit = 16.2 n° L (k T^/n^
. Time unit = L (k ^ 1 / 2
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\
a

\b

Fig. 6 : Iso-density oountours n = n°/80 (a) and n = n°/8 (b).
Upper row : electronic density ; lower row : ionic
density.
Each column is related to a time ; from left to right :

t L-i (k V ^ ) ! / 2 = .009, .19, .38, .56, .75
Each graph is a view of the simulated domain : W plate is
the top boundary, axis of synmetry is the right-hand
boundary and P collector is a part of left-hand boundary
- see fig. 4.
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At the beginning of extraction, few electrons quickly reach the
anodes, as it can be seen en fig. 5 where the first plotted electronic
current is non-zero. Then, the plasma potential becomes close to the anode
potential : the difference between both of them is of t±ie order of kTe/e,
which is much smaller than Vc .

This plasma potential will later be constant, as long as the
plasma exists. During this time, the plasma is going upwards, because of its
initial fluid velocity, and is expanding because of ambipolar diffusion. On
fig. 6, the iso-density curves n = n°/8 give an idea of the plasma shape, as
electronic curve is roughly identical to the ionic one at each time. Plasma
expansion is in competition with erosion of the plasma edges caused by
charge currents accross sheaths, and the plasma shape becomes triangular -
see last column of fig. 6.

Between the plasma and the cathode, •there is an ion sheath : on
fig. 6, the ionic iso-density curve n = n°/80 reaches the P collector, but
the electronic one doesn't (in fact, there is no electron in this sneaiJi).
The potential difference accross the sheath is close to Vc, as noted before;
as in the case of a steady-state Child-Langmuir sheath, an ion current is
collected onto the cathode - fig. 5.

Electrons are collected on the anodes. At the beginning of
extraction, they reach them because of their high mobility, and create a
negative space charge between the plasma and the anode ; this space charge,
and the electronic current on the anode, adjust themselves so that the
difference between plasma and anode potentials is a few kTe/e. This
negatively charged zone becomes smaller with time, as ions reach the
vicinity of the anode. The last two columns of fig. 6 show that the W anode
is edged by a thin non-neutral layer, whose thickness is of the order of the
Debye length. Note that the electronic and ionic currents accross this
sheath are not equal, because of the ionic current collected by the cathode.

Finally, 94 % of the electrons are collected onto the W plate,
and 6 % onto the bottom of the domain whose potential has been set to zero.
Collected ions are shared as follows :

- 71 % onto the P collector,

- 5 % onto the W plate,

- 21 % onto the upper part of the right-hand boundary, located
above the P collector ; this is an imaginary boundary, and,
in a true apparatus, these ions are also collected onto the
W plate,
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- 2 % onto the lower part of the right-hand boundary, located
below the P collector.

III.2. Extraction characteristics

Seme simulations have been performed, assigning different
values to the two free parameters :

- the reduced collector voltage, V^, goes from 0 to - .05 ;

- the charge exchange parameter, s = o rig L, goes from 0 to 1.

Presented results are :

- an extraction time te, namely the time when the number of
Ions contained Inside the domain is one percent of the
initial number of ions. This time is reduced :

t^ = te L-l (

four numbers of particles collected onto the P collectors,
between t = 0 and t = t^, reduced by the number of photoions.
The ratios of number of collected particles to number of pho-
toions is denoted by R, and a subscrit différenciâtes the
kind of particles :

R+.t = photoions collected as ions ;

R+. = " " as ions or atoms ;

Fo.4 = atoms initially in the stream collected as ions ;

FQ. = " " " "as ions or atoms.

The charge exchange parameter s being given, let the collectors
polarization -Vc grow. Then, the extraction time decreases (fig. 7), the
number of photoions collected on P increases (fig. 8), and the number of
initial atoms collected on P increases (fig. 9).
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5 -

0.00 0.05 0.00 0.05

Fig. 7 : Extraction time
versus polarization,
for different values
of s = o n, L

Fig. 8 : Number of photoions
collected onto P
versus polarization,
for different values
of s = o no L

0.00 0.05 1.0

Fig. 9 : Number of atoms of the
stream collected onto P
versus polarization, for
different values of
s = o rv L

Fig. 10 : Number of particles
collected onto P
versus s = 0 ^ L.
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New, Vc being given, let the charge exchange parameter s grow.
"Then., the extraction time slightly increases (fig. 7). The number of
photoions collected en P decreases (fig. 8) ; this decay Is the sun of two
opposite variations : less and less photoions are collected as ions but some
of them are collected as atoms after a charge exchange collision (fig. 10).
Meanwhile, the number of initial atoms collected increases (fig. 9, 10).

Now, we can estimate the effects of polarization and of charge
exchange on separation. First, let us introduce parameters related to the
operating conditions :

- F, the number of atoms going into the domain between a laser
flash and the next one ; Np, the composition of F ;

- I, the number of ions created by one laser flash ; Nj-, the
composition of I (N,. differs from N, because of the
selectivity of photoionization) ;

- p, the fraction of F which goes directly onto the P collec-
tors (the stream is not perfectly directed along the y
direction, because of vapour expansion).

The number of produced particles between two laser flashes,
and its composition, are obtained by mass balance ; the product is the sum
of three terms :

- the direct by-pass between feed an product, due to vapour
expansion : pF particles with composition Np ;

- an additional by-pass between feed an product, due to charge
exchange : I FQ . particles with composition N̂ . ;

- the collected photoions : IR,. particles with composition

The waste is obtained by the overall mass balance : particles
of the feed are collected as product, or as waste. Then :

P/I = pF/I + R(,. + Rt. W/I = F/I - P/I

(pF/I + Ro . ) Np + R+ . Nj F/I l^ - P/I

P/I W/I
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Let us consider the following numerical values :

F/I
p

=1 (perfectly selective photaionization)

= .007 (natural uranium feed)
= 200 (among the U 235 in F, 71 % are photoionized)
= .1 (10 % of F go directly to P collectors)

Variations of rç, and rç, with respect to Vc and s are shown on
fig. 11. An increase in polarization, or a decrease in charge exchange
parameter, makes the separation mare efficient : the product composition
Increases, while the waste composition decreases. These varations of N, and
l^ are mainly due to the variations of the ratio of collected photoions (R^.
increases when vc increases, or when s decreases). Indeed, the by-pass due
to charge exchange is much less than the by-pass due to vapour expansion :
here, R,,. is less than unity (fig. 9) while pF/I = 20 ; thus the former
by-pass is less than 5 % of the latter one.

5 -

3 -

0.05
Fig. 11 : Product and waste compositions versus

polarization, for different values of
s = 0 ^ L.
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Let us suppose, new, that we want a given product composition

(say, Np = 4 % ) . If the charge exchange parameter s = oi\, L is much less

than unity, then we have to use a given polarization (V̂  = - .008 if s = 0

and Î , = 4 % - see fig. 11). But, greater will be the charge exchange

parameter, greater will be the polarization to use (e.g., V£ = - .018 if

s = .5).

Thus, charge exchange effects can be counterbalanced by

polarization, as far as raising polarization âoesn't involve any trouble.

CONCLUSIONS

A Particle/Mesh simulation method, frequently used to study

collisionless plasma, has been modified to take into account resonant charge

exchange between ions and a background of atoms. The simulation has been

used to stucfy the effects of polarization and of charge exchange upon the

efficiency of a symmetrical electrostatic ion extraction apparatus.

The efficiency of this apparatus is increasing when the

polarization of product collectors grows : the extraction time decreases ;

more and more enriched photoions are collected onto the product collectors,

the product composition increases, and the waste composition decreases.

Resonant charge exchange between ions and atoms of the vapour
makes the separation efficiency be worse : when charge exchange takes place,
the extraction time slightly increases, less photoions are collected onto
the product collectors, the product composition decreases and the waste
composition increases.
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ABSTRACT

The evolution of a co11isionless plasma drifting between

two negatively biased walls of finite length is studied here.

In our two-dimensional model, the motion of ions is described

by the hydrodynamic equations while the electrons are supposed

to be in thermal equilibrium. The full time dependent electric

field is obtained by solving the highly nan linear resulting

Poisson equation by Newton iteration. The plasma potential is

determined by treating this problem as an optimal design

problem involving the total number of electrons present in the

domain. Low order finite element method allows a reasonable

time of computation despite the fact that the sheaths are thin

in front of the geometric dimensions of the system.

1 - INTRODUCTION

The study of the motion of a transient plasma is of

primordial importance to compute the extraction of the photo-

plasme in laser isotope separation (AVLÏS) process. In the

laboratory, the plasma is created in a very short delay by

pulsed lasers and the problem is to determine the best physi-

cal and geometrical conditions. However, computer modelling of

the flow with any realistic boundary conditions and sheaths is

a difficult task due to the highly non linear structure of the

equations.
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Therefore, similar problems have been treated in one

dimension analytically for one biased electrode by Widner and

al. /I/ who investigated ion acoustic wave excitation and ion

sheath evolution, and computed by Chen /S/ between two negati-

vely biased walls. Chen assumed the validity of Child

Langmuir law. The experimental study of transient sheath

motion in Hg vapour performed by Andrews and Varey /3/ could

not establish the validity of Child law in such conditions. A

more complete 1 - D solution has been derived numerically by

Gauthereau /h/ for plates biased under An alternating voltage.

In this model, like in ours, ions are described through

hydrodynamic equations while electrons are assumed to be in

thermal equilibrium. Wheal ton /5/ has treated a near-by

problem in 2-D using a finite - difference Poisson - Vlasov

algorithm. Here, we will extend the work of /*•/ to a complex

2-D problem using finite elements method. The originality of

the method lies in the treatment of the computation of the

potential as an optimal design problem involving the total

number of electrons present in the domain.

a - MATHEHATICAL MODEL

The set of mathematical equations is derived from the

Vlasov-Poisson system, whose the only three first moments are

retained. In addition, some physical assumptions relevant with

the practical context in which the model is aimed to be used,

lead to a 1-fluid hydrodynamic description. The main assump-

tions are :

- the plasma remains quasi-neutral

- the plasma behaves, as far as pressure effect are

involved, like a perfect gas

- the Jieat* flux is negligible

- the electrons remain in thermodynamical equili-

br ium.
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Furthermore, the equations are set non dimensional with

respect to the Debye length A n for distances, the inverse of

ion plasma frequency u . for time, the electronic temperature

Te for potential and ionic temperature, and the initial

maximal ion density ("max't-O f o r densities. The resulting non

dimensional variables are : X/An for the coordinates

n/(n ). ., for densities, eV/kTe for potentials.
IHAX t = U

At last, the mathematical model reads :

Continuity

On
— + Div <n .v") = O (1 )

where n stands for the ionic density and v for the ionic

velocity

Conservation of ionic momentum

O ^ 1
+ (v .V > v* = ~V«|» - © - V n <E>

Qt n

1
where 0 — Vn stands for the pressure gradient and 9 is

n

the dimensionless ion temperature.

Poisson equation for the electric potential

A\|i= n - n = A (3)
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The electronic density n is assumed to be

n (#, t> * n (t> expC 4 <*£, t > - A ( t ) ) C^ )e max f v T J Tp /

where ty is a scalar parameter, depending only on time,

which corresponds under certain conditions to the well-

known plasma potential.

The main original feature of this model is to be devoted

to finite extent plasma, for which a balance equation for

electronic species is needed. This equation states that the

electron quantity is only reduced by the output flux through

the boundaries. It reads :

dn

Q dt
dr = j .v ds (5)

r>

the normal to the boundaries.

where j denotes the electronic current density and "v is

3 - BOUNDARY CONDITIONS

Some boundary conditions are needed to obtain a well

posed problem. From a physical point of view, they describe

within what particular device the plasma, whose global beha-

viour is defined by the previous differential equations, is

intended to evolve. So, according to the technological context

under consideration, we define four kinds of boundary condi-

tions :
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a) Plane of symmetry (or periodic boundary)

mf.'v = 0 for ( 1 ) and ( a )

^-L = 0 for <3>
9 (6)

j .v = 0 for (5)

b) Negatively biased wall

nv.v I 0

i|p = constant

for (1) and (E)

for <3) (7)

1
for <5>

The last relation corresponds to the assumptions

- the walls are absorbing for the ions

- electrons a.r& in thermal equilibrium

- the wall does not emit any electron

c) Far down—stream boundary

nv*."v" = 0(1) > 0 for (1) and <S)

Vt ~ 0 for (3> (B)

for (5)
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This boundary condition is merely theoretical, and may

not be realistic in a real device, as the influence of bounda-

ries in laboratory plasmas is never negligible. The first one

is just applied as being Cnv̂ .v") > .0 (no income flux), and it

is only the result of the effective resolution of equations

(l>, (2) which is intended to be negligible along this boun-

dary. Then, for consistency with = 0 , j .v has to be

negligible too <n and/or v can be small).

d ) Exit boundary

A more general condition, if there is no material

no symmetry, and if the plasma is flowing through this

boundary, reads :

J .v
e

> 0

— n v ,Ve e

for (1) and (2)

for (5)

,for (3)

Qt
(nv

(9)

since the magnetic field is supposed to be zero.

0

But, if E cannot be assumed to be zero, it cannot be

known without a complete calculation of the initial electric

potential, involving all (even distant) biased walls.

The velocity "v* is also a parameter difficult to define,

since there is no hydrodynamic calculation for the electrons.

We shall illustrate this type of boundary condition in the

numerical applications below.
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<t - NUMERICAL METHODS

The mathematical model is made of transient PDEs defined
g

on a closed connected domain of R . The global discretization

technique retained is based on Finite Elements for space

derivatives, and Finite Differences for time evolution. The

overall system is practically split in three parts, which will

be described with some details after a brief description of

the global strategy. It is worth noticing that all the compu-

tational algorithms involved can be extended regularly to 3D

problems.

4.1 The overall algorithm

The time discretization of the problem will be of impor-

tance, since the Poisson equation is supposed to be verified

at each time, so that time steps are not intended to be too

large.

On the other hand, typical calculations will involve some

thousands finite elements during simulation times of order

some ten thousands units of dimensionless time.

Hence, we choosed to retain an explicit algorithm (with

respect to time), to the cost of being tied with a Courant

condi t ion.

The entire algorithm then reads as shown in Table 1.

The time explicit algorithm allows to give, as initial

condition for the computation of <|i , either i|i <x,t=O> itself,

or the neutrality gap A, which determines ill via the minimiza-
P

tion run. The only other inital conditions are the ion density
n(x,t=O), and the initial boundary condition along "3ft.

The numerical methods described hereafter a.re essentially

an extension to higher space dimension of those developed in
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INITIALIZE

STEP

STEP

STEP

1

2

3

ITERATE ON TIME

1
SDLVE HYDRODYNAMICS eqs. (c?> and (3) at t

ITERATE ON «|i (Solve eq. (3) for «|» )

I
I— TEST THE CONSTRAINT

UPDATE

Table 1 - Algorithm of computation

^.2 The ionic fluid (step 1)

Since all the velocities involved in the process are

greater than the sound velocity of the ions, the hydrodynamic

part of the model consists in a set of hyperbolic conservation

laws, whose characteristic matrix is strictly hyperbolic (i.e.

with real distinct eigenvalues), and there is no need to deal

with shock phenomena.

This system of equations is solved via a classical scheme

, consisting of a piecewise constant finite element basis,

associated with a complete upwinding of fluxes. These are

determined using a flux splitting method, which leads to

determine upwinding after the diagonalized form of the jaco-

bian matrix of the system. The discretization of the hydrody-

namic fluxes equations is first order accurate in espace and

t ime.

To be is more specific, let us write the Euler equations

in conservative form ;
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— + Div (F(U)) = S(U)
Qt

where U = (n, nV)

S(U) = CO, -nV«|»>

S 2
and, for instance in 2 dimensions, F (U) = (nv , n(v + c. ),

nv Vp) c. being the sound speed of the ionic fluid.

Since c. > 0, the jecobian matrices A. = V u F.(U> have

real distinct eigenvalues, which characterizes strictly

hyperbolic systems. These matrices may then be diagonalized by

some change of basis characterized by a matrix P. :

A. = P. A. P. <y\- diagonal matrix of the eigenvalues)

In order to obtain the most simple algorithm, the finite

element approximation of U is if degree 0 (i.e. U is. constant

in each element), and the time scheme is explicit. The corres-

ponding weak formulation then reads :

- U n ) d x + J Div [F(ul3 dx - J SCU) dx = 0
Ti Ti Ti

for i = 1 , NMAIL

where NMAIL is the number of elements

T. is any element

U is the value of U at time k£t,

By use of Green formula, and remembering that U

constant in T. , we get :
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U n + 1 = Un - )J F.(Un) v. do- - <St S<Un) meas ( T. M

meas (T.) W J . J J
< 10)

for each y. :

There remains to estimate the inter-element flux

F.<U> v. dtr. Its computation involves a total upwinding,

as follows :

V l2\ J F.<U) v. dcr = F..meas< T, )

where the mean flux Fj is :

F .1

with U. = value of U in T.

A. = A.
J

I A . I = P. |A- I P
I J I J i 31 J

^.3 The potential equation (step 2)

It is a classical Poisson equation, although the source

term is highly nan linear, since it depends exponentially on

the solution. Classical mathematical analysis asserts under

certain hypothesis the existence and uniqueness of the solu-

tion. This equation is solved at each time step in order to

obtain then the potential I|I , which depends on n and «J1 • The

Poisson equation is described by linear F.E. interpolation,

and salved using a Newton iterative method for the non linea-

rity.
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The standard Newton iteration reads, for this particular

problem (i|i being given) :

- Initialize i|i

(11)

- Calculate *|» at the k iteration define by

]
«p( •"••"-%) • "

- Stop when | | < e

'*•'* Electronic balance (step 3)

This equation is of a particular kind since it involves

conditions holding along the boundary. Namely, the problem to

be solved reads :

dn

d t

= J [ j :
J J e

V do- dt

t -9O

where j .v is the electronic flux at the boundary. It is clear

that the electronic density leads to an intricate relation

with the potential, since the potential equation depends on

the plasma potential via the balance equation.

In our model, this problem is considered as a constraint

namely : find t|» , defined by equation (<t)

combined with boundary conditions, and which minimizes some

norm of

applying to <|» ,

dn

dx - dtr

at each time.
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It appears to be a classical optimal design problem where

dl is the control, Eα.(3) is the state equation, and the
P

electronic species balance acts as a cost function. This

optimal design problem is solved using again a Newton method.

It is clear that updating d» (to balance the charge) means

updating I|I, which depends on I|I (cf. eq. ( 3 ) ) , hence an itera-

tive process is involved.

More precisely, we have to solve :

- At|» + n exp ( * - * ) = n
T
 max ^

 T T
p

«|l = d»o along r.

—1 = £ along

C n - n exp(iL-di)3dx= A
JQ max ^

 T T
p

where l|»°
 arlc

' E
 a r e

 prescribed functions, respectively along

the walls and along the remaining part of the boundary ; X is

the neutrality gap, supposed to be known.

This quantity is evaluated as

= A(t) + <St f n(t) ~v( t ) ."v" dcrf n

where the ion flux is the one coming from the hydrodynamic

equation (10), and the electronic flux j depends on t|> and

d| , in the same way than n (eq. (*»)), at time t.
Tp e

A
 w
tnore implicit resolution would involve j ^ ' ^ '

computed with updated values of potential.
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Introducing

o< - n exp (-ill
man Tp

the problem of charge conservation is equivalent to the

following one :

Find « such that J ( 5?) = I nf JCa)

a > 0

where J<<x) = —
2

f Cn - ocd» ] dx - A

df being the solution of the non linear Poisson equation

-Ad» + o< exp<i|» ) = n

with boundary conditions.

This problem is solved using a Newton method

(k + (k)

or, equivalent 1 y

^ + J < + ) / J
Tp TP Tp Tp

where the derivative of J is :

J ' (|b > = - ex J ' (<x>

so that
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• v - { h En exp < d> - + ) - nJ dx + X
max r T Tp

. f n (i - 1) expC d. - * ) dxJ_ max ~p T p

l|l being the so lu t i on of the l inear problem :

C - A + n exp(U i -J i ) ] ill = n exp<d i -+ ) in f!
max K T TP P m a x P

( 1 5 )

i = 0 along V, A*t = O along <0fi\r

The overall algorithm for the computation of if hence reads

(table £) :

' ¥P P

k = k+1

no

CkCalculate di ( <|> )

Calculate J <*• )

by algori thm (11)

eq. (IE)

i
Calculate

i»

Calculate

+P

•p

(k>

(k + 1 >

eq.(15)

eq & (13)

Test of convergence

yes

STOP

Table S — Algorithm for the computation of ̂  .
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5 " NUMERICAL EXAMPLE

The test-cases retained here are academic ones, intended

to paint out two main features, corresponding to two particu-

lar difficulties currently encountered in devices related to

AVLIS process. They are :

. the use of walls with possibly curved shape

. the choice of B.C. to be applied, specially on the "non

physical" boundaries appearing when one retains only a limited

computation sub-domain in the physical one.

5.1 Test-cases definition

For all the cases, figure 1 shows the computation domain

and the mesh associated. The distance between the plane of

symmetry and the biased walls is of 1000 Debye lengths. The

initial plasma presents a circular section with a diameter of

500 Debye lengths, centered on the symmetry plane. The drift

velocity is important.

1/(1/

Fig. 1 - Scheme of the mesh and of the geometry
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The physical properties of the plasma are defined,

besides the Debye length, by a electronic to ionic temperature

ratio Te/Ti = 2, and an inverse ionic plasma frequency

50 ns. Figure 2 shows isovalue lines af electron density,

density and potential at time t = 0 .

pi
ion

Fig. 2 - Initial potential, ionic and electronic densities

5.2 First calculation

The main difficulty is to derive a correct set of boun-

dary conditions along the holes (those parts of the boundary

which are neither walls nor symmetry planes).

The first calculation uses "far down-stream" boundary

conditions defined by equations (B), that is to say :
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n v\"v" > 0

€. and e. being assumed small. In fact, we assume € = 0 . But

to estimate e , we used the following reasoning :

. if we set e = 0, we approximate roughly the

output electronic flux ; hence computing I|I makes much less a

sensible expense ;

. the electron path is essentialy much greater than

the size of the device ; hence for the electrons, any boundary

is in the vicinity of a wall ; we may then consider than

"" — V. even along the hole boundaries
e - k ther a

. n is intended to be small along the hole bounda—

ries, so that e = _ n V may remain small.
4

So we ran the computation with boundary conditions as

follows :

-* -«. O* —* -» 1

n v.v > 0 ; _ = 0 j j .v = _ n V

Qv e u e

The results for plasma potential and ionic current on the

collector versus time are shown on figures 3 & ^.

It is clear that the value of t|i < up to 1S50 kTe) is not

realistic. Nevertheless, the general structure of the curve

t|> (t) (as well as i(t)) shows features which may be related to

the characteristic phases of the extraction process (which
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EVOLUIIOH OP putsm wrorrim. IKTE

A.' ' ' 'A.' ' ' ' A.' ' ' 'A.' ' ' ' A.' ' ' ' A.' ' ' 'A.

Fig. 3 - Control parameter ijf in the case of "far down-stream'

boundary conditions.

EVOLUTION OF IONIC CUWCNT OH CDU.ECTOA

:ne (HICWSECOWSI

0. 19. 20.

Fig. ̂  - Collected current in the case of "far-down stream"

boundary conditions.
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will be developed in the next paragraph) : an initial unscree-

ned delay, arrival at the wall with acoustic ionic velocity,

setting of the sheath at the left dome wall.

5.3 Second calculation

If we retain the preceeding hypothesis about the electro-

nic flux along the hole boundaries, and if we try to maintain

full consistency of B.C. with respect to Maxwell equations, we

are led to use the "exit boundary conditions" defined by (9).

Hence we try now :

.̂"v > 0

j^. v = — n V .,e e ther

= Eo

t=0

^L <t> = 1 * <t=o> + T* ) .~v d t
e

where Eo is supposed to be zero. This second hypothesis leads

to plasma potential and current curves shown in figures 5 & 6.
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M .

40.

31.

**.

33.

M.

a.

n.

te.

I f .

11.

EVOLUTION OF PDtSHA roiEHTIAL 1KTE UNITS!

•

4i
».
•*.

a.

Ift. 20. M . 40. ' ' ' » . ' ' ' ' M.' '

Tiw imcmKcnesi '

' ' ».' ' ' ' «•' ' ' ' i

Fig. S - Contrai parameter + (t> with coherent
P

conditions.

boundary

fraumw OF tome C U K N I CM COLUCTW

TIME IHtCKSeCMMI

Fig. 6 - Collected current i(t) with coherent

condit ions.

boundary
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On the instantaneous total current i(t) (figure 6), four

phases may be pointed out :

-1
a. time of flight period (someu . > during which the

electric field is not screened, and the ions are accelerated

like nearly isolated particles. A time t = 10 (*s, this phase

is over <see figure 7 below).

Fig. 7 - Potential and ionic density at 10 >JS

b. then the ions begin to reach collectively the biased

plate and to fill the upper sheath. Then, the ambipolar

expansion dominates and this phase is ruled by the Child—

Langmuir law limitation. The extraction current increases

until a time corresponding approximately to the time of flight
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at the acoustic ionic velocity ; at this moment, potential and

ion density are shown on figure B below.

Fig. B - Potential and ionic density at 30

c. a sheath begins to appear along the left dome first,

as a consequence of the leftward drift. Since near this wall

ions and electrons may flow relatively freely through the hole

boundary, the plasma potential is clearly affected.

d. at larger times (see figure 9 à t = SO us, below), the

density is very low near the right wall, and then the corres-

ponding sheath is thick. The plasma is highly eroded, and the

potential tends to go back to its structure in vacuum.
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Fig. 9 — Potential ionic and electronic density at 50

It is worth noticing that the solution obtained with this

set of boundary conditions is very near to the one obtained in

a computation involving all the surrounding walls of the

device /7/.

5«^ Some other examples

Figure 10 below shows a similar computation, but with a

collector wall divided in two parts, separated by a slit of

500 Debye lengths simulating sampling conditions. The

distribution of potential, ion density, electron density and

ion current density is presented at t = 30 us.
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J

1

/
/
1
1
f

1 11','
1 ' 1 i'l

' ' ', '
i

Fig. 10 - Potential, ionic and electronic densities in the

case of a slit in the collecting plates

Another calculation, corresponding to a multi-cell

device, is presented in /7/. This calculation uses periodic

boundary conditions along the hole boundaries (relations (6)

in § 3), and shows the setting of a continuous residual plasma

density along the left dome which connects the neighbouring

cells.

6 - CONCLUSIONS

The present model can be used to describe consistently

complicated geometries and general boundary conditions, with

complete prediction of the potential evolution. Its validity

is limited to col 1isionless plasmas, and time scales not

shorter than an ion plasma period. It is well adapted to treat

the extraction problem arising in the AVLIS process, as far as

the boundary conditions may be clearly stated.
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In the AVLIS case, the extraction process is dominated by

the Child-Langmuir law (corrected by a quasi-stationary sheath

estimation /I/), the global drift of the plasma and the

sheaths ; but it must be noticed that drift velocities not

negligible compared to the dimensions of the device and the

extraction time, will make intractable the traditional appro-

ximate analytical estimations by use of the Child-Langmuir

law, because of fully SD effects. The numerical work presented

here is intended to be used in these fully PD cases. Last, it

must be remembered that the proposed numerical algorithms do

not limit to two-dimensional problems.
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PANEL DISCUSSION

The chairman G.ZIPPE congratulates and thanks all who have

contributed to the successful organization of the workshop :

the PRESIDENT of the Cité Scientifique PIERRE NOE and his

coworkers D.MOY and C.BECKER, the PRESIDENT of the chamber of

commerce D.SIMOND and his staff, particularly the responsible

of the audio-visual equipment CHRISTOPHE, the public relations

J.FRANCHET and G.MARIE. Thanks are also addressed to Mrs ANDREE

LOUVET who have organized the Ladies'programme.

Dr.ZIPPE communicates then the decision made at the

International Scientific Committee about the next Workshop:

Dr.COLIN WHITEHEAD will be the chairman of the 3rd workshop

which will be held in GREAT BRITAIN during the summer 1991.

As far as the topics of the 3rd workshop are concerned, the

committee notices that the communications on centrifugation

will probably continue to decrease and calls for an increased

number of papers on other topics.

Regarding the publication of the proceedings of the present

workshop, Dr. SOUBBARAMAYER informs the participants about one

contact he had, together with Professor ROESNER,with BEIGELBOCK

from SPRINGER VERLAG. The aim was to prospect the possibility

of publishing the proceedings of our meetings in the series

Lecture Notes in Physics of Springer Verlag. The advantages

of such publication are clear : this series is well known among

the International Scientific Community and our papers can thus

have a much wider international audience. The participants

proceed then to a large discussion. Many problems raised by the

publication in Springer are detailed : length of the written

versions much more restricted, submission of manuscripts to

referees on an international scale and as consequences a

delaying of issue and possibility of refusal of some

manuscripts, too short delay left to the authors to face these
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new problems. Finally , all the participants think that this

possibility is not yet well prepared. So, SOUBBARAMAYER informs

that the organizers of the workshop will continue the tradition

and will publish the proceedings by their own editor. Authors

are kindly requested to send their manuscripts by September

30th.The length restriction is approximately 25 pages.

Two more comments, on quite different subjects, are developed

by Dr.LANGBEIN and Dr.SCimiCINI and are enclosed hereafter.
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MASS SPECTROSCOPY WITH SYMMETRIC

CENTRIFUGE CASCADES

by

G.M. Langbein and B. Pugh (Urenco Ltd, Marlow)

August 1989

(Presentation made during the Panel Discussion of the
2nd WORKSHOP on SEPARATION PHENOMENA

in LIQUIDS and GASES at Versailles, 1989)
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The cut of a symmetrical cascade, i.e. the light fraction of a mixture composed of
feed concentrations NJ of species J of molecular weight M J is:

(1 )
NJ

where M is the 'key molecular weight', i.e. that molecular weight for which the
valve position is such that the cut of that species is 0.5. Here S is the separation
factor of a symmetric centrifuge cascade.

The quantity increases in steps from 0 to 1 as shown below for the naturally
occurring molybdenum isotopes. The figure also shows the natural concentrations
of the constituents.
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The step size at M = Mt is proportional to the feed concentration of the
corresponding species J ; the larger the separation factor 5 , the more distinct
the steps. This can be demonstrated more efficiently if the normalised cut derivative
is plotted against M which is:

(2)
fdQ
\dM l n S

NJ-4-S*
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This is shown below for a small separation factor S = 1.148 and a large separation
factor 5 = 103 . For the small separation factor this quantity peaks exactly at the
average molecular weight of the mixture with a value near unity. For large sep-
aration factors these peak at the individual molecular weights with the heights of
the peaks identical to the feed concentrations of the respective isotopes.

This method of using centrifuges as an analytical tool to determine the composition
of a mixture is very useful for demonstrating the potential of double centrifuge
cascades for selecting an isotope of intermediate molecular weight from a mixture.

d<2 4

dU In S
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T
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T
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In the first stage components heavier than the desired component go to the heavy
fraction; those which are lighter than the desired component go to the light fraction;
the concentrations are L = (NJQJ/ZNJQJ) and // = (/vJ(i -QJ)/XNJÇI -QJ)).
In the next stage the spectra are:

(3)
ACUJ-M . c M J - U AÇ,MJ-M

LL = ZLLJ -•, LH = ILHJ ; =; HH = ZHHJ - —

This is shown in the graph overleaf:
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96 SB 100

which demonstrates that not only lasers but also centrifuges are able to select an
isotope of intermediate molecular weight owing to their large separation factor.
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SEPARATION PLANTS and COMPLEXITY

GIOVANI B. SCURICINI, ENEA VEL, ROMA, ITALIA

FOREWORD- In those last years a lot of talking has been done

about complexity. To this aspect of modern technological plants

and of human systems have been attributed all the causes of

misbehaviour of these systems : nuclear plants accidents,

airplanes crashes , ships capsizing , economy loss of

governability ...

What is rather peculiar in this situation is that everyone

is speaking of complexity but the meaning of this word is not

always well established and the opinions on its " nature" are

quite different.

You certainly are rather surprised of my intervention in

this seminar where very exhaustive and precise theories and

practical applications are dealt with. But I remember that

since we met in STOCKHOLM we had in several occasions some

brain storming. This time I have no reticence to make the

"Pierino" (as we say in ITALY of the school boy making nasty of

funny questions to his teacher ) and ask you some questions,

perhaps difficult, but certainly enticing.

I feel that in this room are gathered many persons that

may bring a very valuable contribution to the solution of

problems that are puzzling so many cleaver and cultured persons

who have not got your experience.

THE SEPARATION PLANTS SEEN as COMPLEX ENTITIES -

My opinion depends on the fact that separation plants are

perhaps one of the most prominent example of complex
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technological plants; they are designed to perform a separation

process and to fight the entropie evolution. To reach this

purpose original theories about cascades, " separative power "

and the basic physical concepts of the process have been

developed and successfully applied since many years.

I have personally found that those concepts are not part of

the general culture and this may prevent a deep understanding

of complexity. Very often this concept is considered mainly in

relation to computer software intricacy or to chaos formation

in computer system simulation. A recent survey (l) of this

aspect is mainly concerned with Mandelbrot patterns and

disregard the behavior of real systems.

Perhaps the most basic and broad definition of complex

systems is that they do not follow the Newtonian law of

causation (2) ; a full discussion of this definition and of all

its consequences would require many multidisciplinary seminars.

In a system approach language a definition could be the

following ( TABLE 1 ):

TABLE 1

A definition of a "complex system" , that at a first glance may

appear tautological, is the following:

11 A system is complex when :
11 it is formed by a plurality "
11 of different elements ",
11 someone of them active ",
11 interrelated "
11 in a non simple way "

" to reach common purposes "

" so that in the final result any trace of the characteritics

of single elements be lost ."

Each line describes a prerequisite that may be considered as a
11 necessary condition " :
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a) number of elements above 2

b) number of different type of elements above 1

c) local negentropy production capability

d) a structured set

e) non Newtonian infra-and inter-actions

f) purposeful organization

g) no decomposability

We see also that in this definition the values of the different

properties have not, on purpose, been fixed up. The definition

of their value allows us to establish a scale of complexity

going, without any discontinuity, from the simplest to the most

complex.

This definition,so simple in its appearance, implies 2 aspects:

- the elements of the systems must be thermodynamically open,

- there must be some production of negentropy.

If we look at separation plants we shall see that they

perfectly fit to this definition ; then we may consider

separation plants as typical example of technological complex

systems.

EVALUATION of COMPLEXITY and the EXPERIENCE in the DOMAIN of

SEPARATION.

The main problem that concerns the people dealing with

complexity is its evaluation or measure; in computer science

the complexity, which does not fulfill all the requisite of the

definition, is easily defined in terms of time or length of the

algorithm required to solve the problem. Normally complexity is

considered a synonym of complicated,involved and its evaluation

is limited to its numerosity or intricacy of the organization.

In my opinion complexity may not be evaluated by a single

number or measure, but must be measured along different

dimensions; the evaluation along only one dimension bear the

risk to overlook the most important aspects. I have proposed

(Ref 3) to consider four dimensions (TABLE 2):
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TABLE 2

NUMEROSITY

VARIETY

"ATOMS" TYPES

ORGANIZATION

For the first two - numerosity and variety - it does not exist

major problems because the measure may be expressed by two pure

numbers; some doubt may arise when the level of definition must

be chosen. In the case of separation plants, the number of

separating elements and the number of different types of such

elements are easily defined.

The problem of type and organization is much more difficult and

could imply the description of shapes and forms; in the case of

isotope separation the introduction of the separative power,

and of the ideal cascade have given an easy and powerful tool.

My question is: would it be possible to find a similar solution

for at least some type of complex systems ?

In separating plants it is normally assumed that the separating

elements - gas diffusion stage, centrifuges, laser separation

units- are performing all the separative work; the organization

links ( the cascade manifolds and services ) are devoid of any

active element and the scope of the design is just to reduce

the " mixing losses "• If I remember the main assumption of

separative power is that the production capacity of an element

does not change when changing the position of the element along

the cascade; this assumption is valid mainly for a long cascade

of stages with a low enrichment factor.

I am afraid that this solution does not apply in all types of

complex systems; when we have hierarchical organization, as it

was pointed out by MELESE, the different organizational levels

are characterized by a different language. In this case, if an

element should be displaced from one level to another it would

loose its intelligent capacities. Any way I feel that also
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in this case some modification in the theory introduced to deal

with information rather than with negentropy could bring a

better solution than those based only on the length of

algorithms or computing time.

For electrical networks for instance no main difference appears

with separation plants.

We must also consider that high complex systems have many

different aspects and that normally we are concerned only with

a few ones at one time. This is not a reductionist approach but

means only that we may be mainly concerned with costs, or

reliability, or stability, or weights, or dimensions ... The

variety of the study must be compatible with the variety of the

plant but also with that of the design or operating

organization!

The ATOMIC LANGUAGES of SEPARATION PLANTS.

Generally speaking you have got a great experience also in

different kind of languages. Certainly if we consider , by a

thermodynamical viewpoint,the three types of processes that you

are dealing with I see very strong differences:

- Gaseous diffusion is mainly an irreversible process, with

a very high numerosity and a small level of variety.

- Centrifugation may be considered a far from equilibrium

system ( may I recall Morin attention on " tourbillon " and
11 remou " ? ) and its numerosity and variety are far less than

those of diffusion.

- Multiphoton laser is typically an informational process

if we consider the time sequence of the different light quanta;

its numerosity and variety are certainly very low.

The matching of the three processes implies some precautions;

perhaps also in other systems the introduction of transducers

and translators could help to solve the organizational problem

in the hierarchical and in the diffused grid cases reducing the

information losses.

To consider the problem of complexity starting from separation
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plants may be rewarding also on a practical basis because if we

consider these plants in a more broad framework, an evaluation

of complexity could be useful to put the solution of some

problems of these plants on a right track.

I have taken the opportunity to make here these considerations

with great pleasure because I got the impression from the Revue

Internationale de Systemique that in France is going to be

developed an organized work (beyond the "College de Systemique"

établi 1980 there are today other groups Systema, CREA of Ecole

Polytechnique, GI- TASS of LYON . . . ) • M aY I remember that in

Versailles in 1977 Roy and Le Moigne organized the AFCET

congress on " Modélisation et Maîtrise des Systèmes " ?

On a theoretical ground I would like to know if any of you has

made some reflections on the works of RUELLE ; He speaks of the

generation of negentropy in a fluid flux circulation and in

centrifuge separation theory I remember that it is possible to

consider the local production of separative power ( 4 ).
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